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THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1876. 

“ GAGS STORY,” it has been said, “repeats itself;” and this saying, like many 

‘ a a other glibly-worded truisms which have become proverbial, has 

‘a eS; been repeated so often that its true meaning is often lost 

‘ e a sight of. Of course, where the same general conditions exist, 
Be, it is reasonable to suppose that similar effects will be produced; 

& = and since—as has been justly observed—the repetitions that are 

& } recorded in historical chronicles are the result of periodical recurrences 

Gi of great combinations of events, coupled with certain general coincidences 

4 in the motives and aims that govern and influence human conduct, the 

careful inquirer would probably discover under the motives and aims 

that suggested the celebration of the nation’s centenary by a grand International 

Exhibition of the world’s products, the same condition of things as actuated 

Europe and England—at intervals in the past—to institute similar displays. It 

is evident, however, that before there can be repetition there must be precedent, 

and while we may be, and probably are, following in the same grooves as other 

older nations, we are, to all intents and purposes, making our own history; 

and, as in this instance, to the great majority of our people such an event as 

this Exhibition is an absolutely new experience. 

_ Of the inestimable practical, as well as speculative or theoretical advantages 

of periodical illustrations of the world’s progress we have spoken in another 

place, our province here is simply to direct attention to one particular depart- 

ment of this Exhibition. But what a grand and comprehensive division it is! 

Industrial Art! The union of the two great elements of civilization—Industry, 
3
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the mere mechanical, manual labor, and Art, the expression of something not 

taught by nature, the presentation of that ideal, the mere conception of which 

raises man above the level of savagery. ° 

In ancient times the Arts comprised two great divisions: the Liberal and 

the Servile. The latter were about equivalent to what we to-day call mechanical 

arts, and they received the name of servile because their practice was relegated 

to the slaves; whereas the Liberal Arts, which included grammar, dialectics, 

rhetoric, music, arithmetic, geometry and astronomy, were practiced by freemen 

alone. At the present time, however, the world, while retaining the former 

term, makes a different division. We speak of the Fine Arts as distinguished 

from those which are simply useful or mechanical; and by Fine Arts we mean 

poetry, music, sculpture, painting and architecture. But when we add to an 

article which, in itself, supplies a. mere bodily want, such ornamentation as makes 

it lovely or pleasing to look upon, attractive to the eye, ministering to the wants 

of the mind, we at once place it in that great middle ground between Fine 

Art and mere mechanical execution, which is known as the field of Industrial 

Art. 

Thus, only excluding the production of raw material, Industrial Art might 

be made to include every branch of labor. But, as a matter of fact, the appli- 

cation of art to industry, while affecting all branches of manufacture, has found 

its chief expression in a number of special directions; as in the decoration of 

textile fabrics, whether by stamping a pattern on, or weaving it in to, the material ; 

in the making of tapestry, lace and embroidery; in- ornamental printing and 

bookbinding; in furniture, upholstery, paper-hangings and pagier-maché; in the 

manufacture of iron, steel and copper, and especially in braziery ; in working the 

precious metals and their imitations, as in jewelry; and in the production of 

glass and pottery. 

This, then, is the scope of this division of our Catalogue, and it shall be our 

endeavor to illustrate these pages with examples of the most admirable and 

artistic specimens of the widely different Art Industries contained in the Exhibition. 

To point out their particular merits, to give such descriptions of their construc- 

tion as will be of interest to the unlearned as well as the learned reader, and 

to give such general information—wherever it is pertinent—on the details 

of the manufacture as will render the work a valuable book of reference both
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for the artist, the manufacturer and the artizan, and for the student of Industrial 

Art. 

Before entering upon the work of illustration, however, it will be well to give 

some general rules by the application of which any one, no matter how ignorant 

of historical art, or of those superb examples of manufacture made in days 

“when art was still religion,” when the artist and the artizan were one, may form 
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Race-Cup, Silver: Tiffany & Co. 

comparatively a just estimate of the claims of an object of Industrial Art to be 

considered worthy of commendation. The first thing to do, in this as in all 

other branches of industry, is to consider the purpose for which the object has 

been made. Exercise common-sense. If it is something for use—say a shovel 

—do not let the eye distract the judgment by dwelling upon the beauty of its 

ornamentation. Look at it from a utilitarian standpoint. Ask the question, 

does it accomplish its use? If, on the other hand, it is an object of ornament, 

as a brooch, the questions of design and ornamentation are of primary import- 

ance. In both—shovel and brooch—the quality of the workmanship is the next
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consideration. Is it good, honest work, or is it sham? And in both, too, the 

taste and skill displayed in the application of ornament or decoration of any 

kind, above and beyond what their utility requires, is the third and final consider- 

ation. The first requirement from that which proposes to serve is efficient 

service; the next, elegance of manner in which the service is performed. If an 

object is so lacking in good design as to be homely, it is poor work; if it is 

so loaded down with ornamentation as to be unhandy or useless, it is bad work. 

The happy mean between the two, which combines the utility that serves the 

body with the beauty that satisfies the mind, constitutes true art. 

Our first illustration is an engraving representing a beautiful specimen of 

Paper-Haneinc, manufactured by Messrs. JEFFREY & Company, Paper-Stainers, 

of Lonnon, especially for this Exhibition. The design was furnished by Mr. 

Watrer Crane, also of Lonpon, an architect of ability who has recently been 

making a specialty of interior decoration, artistic designs for furniture, etc. Mr. 

Crane has given this paper the name of “La Margarete,” and the daisy has 

been chosen as the motive of the design, in the Chaucerian sense :— 

As she that is of allé flowres flour, 

Fulfilled of all virtue and honour 

And ever alike fair and fresh of hue. 

ProLocuE: Legend of Good Women. 

The frieze shows: “The God of Love, and in his hand a Queen,”—Alcestis, 

the queen of wives—crowned with the daisy and clothed in its colors as Chaucer 

describes in his Prologue, quoted above. Next in order are placed as not 

inappropriate attendants on the ideal wife, such domestic virtues as Diligence, 

Order, Providence and Hospitality, which will not be considered out of place in 

any house, and may fitly be represented as caryatides supporting the roof. 

Between the figures, the alternate plants suggest the text inscribed below them 

from Chaucer’s “Flower and the Leaf.” In the daisy pattern below is intro- 

duced the burden of the song in praise of the flower from the same poem :— 

“«Si douce est la Margarete.” 

This pattern in the paper consists of four rows of festoons, but we have been 

obliged to cut off two of them in order to reduce the engraving to the size of our 

page. In the Dado, the Purity and Innocence which the poet does not “clepe 

folye,” is further symbolized by the Lilies and the Doves.
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Turning now from this admirable production of Mr. Crane’s, we give an 

illustration of a totally different branch of industry, in a specimen of work from 

the establishment of one of our own manufacturers. The “ComancuEe Cup” is 

exhibited by Messrs. Tirrany & Co., of New Yorx. The main figure represents 

a Comanche hunter armed with a rifle, clinging dexterously to a galloping mustang 

in such a way as to shield his body and retain the use of his arms for defence or 

attack. The bas-relief on the pedestal is a fine specimen of vepoussé chasing. 

Including the base, it is wrought wholly of sterling silver. 

_That our readers may have an opportunity of comparing the art workman- 

ship of this country with that of other nations in a department of art—that of 

the goldsmith—which is not only one of the most ancient, but also one of the 

most durable in the world, we give on the preceding -page an illustration of a 

celebrated production of the Messrs. Cox & Sons, Lonpon. This beautiful work 

is from a design made by Mr. S. J. Nicuotts, architect, of Lonpon, and 

was selected from eighteen other designs furnished by other artists of note. It 

was selected in open competition for the CHALLENGE Prize of the National 

Musical Union, valued at £1000, and was executed for the Crystal Palace Com- 

pany by Messrs. Cox & Sons. 

The design consists of a loving-cup, that is, a cup holding sufficient liquor 

to allow of its being passed round among several persons—a custom doubtless 

originated at the ancient love-feasts or Agapze—supported by a pedestal and . 

platform, all of silver gilt, richly adorned with enamels and jewels; the whole, 

with the cover, standing over 36 inches high. The cup itself is 101% inches 

e high, and is enriched with vrepoussé work, filigree work, enamels and engraving. 

The enamels—which are beautifully executed—comprise figures of Saint Cecilia 

and King David. The bowl, 10 inches in diameter, is supported on a stem and 

foot of varied plan, and is pierced with tracery and adorned with jewels. The 

inscriptions and devices, which are in enamel and engraving, upon the stand and 

also upon the. cup commemorate the object of the design. The cover is sur- 

mounted by a crown and wreath enamelled, and the latter encloses a shield on 

which is engraved the title and device of the society which won the cup. This 

shield is so made that it can be hung within the wreath or suspended in one of 

the panels of the cover as the prize changes ownership, or, rather, holding. The 

pedestal is 18 inches square, and comprises a platform surrounded by open
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tracery and enamelled scrolls, bearing suitable inscriptions. Each angle is occu- 

pied by canopied niches, containing statues of Guido, Aretino, Palestrina, Handel, 

and Mozart. 

It would be interesting to describe the processes which such a piece of 

work as this undergoes from the time the drawing of the design is put in the 

hands of the modeller until it comes from the polisher all burnished and ready 

for exhibition. Such called vepoussé,which 

a description, to be = ftp expresses withexact- 

done properly, would os I 4 ness the method of 

take up more space - Ga a Y ) its production. In 

than could be given iy ey | | this PrrcHer— for 

to it at the present one a example—after the 

time, but while we bicoe {* base, bowl and neck 

are upon the subject Coca f had been formed and 

we can speak of one (SNe the lip hammered 

branch of goldsmith’s \\ eee 1 into shape, the flori- 

work which is rep- Vag ee ated pattern was 

resented in the arti- Woe penciled upon its 

cle we have just de- eee | surface and then, by 

scribed and which We ley means of blunt chas- 

is excellently well Gy : ing tools, was .ham- 

illustrated in a Prr- rt [ ae mered outward, not 

CHER from the Putia- ec Ne to the form in which 

DELPHIA house of J. eee - it now appears, but, 

E. Catpweti & Co. ; ; so to speak, in mas- 
Pitcher; Repoussé Silver: %. E. Caldwell & Co. 

This sort of work is ses. Thus, one of 

roses, which now shows each leaf with distinctness, was simply a smooth, 

rounded surface, like an apple. After the design had been raised in this 

manner to its proper heights, the pitcher was filled with a cement of pitch and 

rosin, which hardens and makes a solid foundation for the chaser to work upon. 

This man then, with other chasing tools, goes over the details of the pattern and 

works into position. the parts which are to be “set back,” or repoussé, The 

chaser’s work, although it has nothing to do with the designing, is very important 

and requires skilled and artistic workmen, for it is in their power to give to a
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poor design considerable finish and expression, or to ruin a fine pattern by working 

it in a spiritless, characterless manner. This process has always been a favorite 

one on account of the fine artistic effects of which it is capable. 

In a subject like that which we illustrate on the preceding page the engraving 

speaks for itself. It is a design for a stained glass window exhibited by Mr. 

SamueL West, of Boston. The figure itself will be recognized at once as that 

of the Saint PauL let and embroidery 

in Raphael’s cele- ae of the robe with 

brated picture of a tints such as even 

Saint Cecilia. Of 5 : oo Raphael could not 

course, it is impos- CG a paint. 

sible to give even Wir The engraving 

a suggestion of the j V (jp KC on this page is se- 

rich_ color : which - J : Yj eure from the ex- 

appears inthe el Ey Y Wa hibits of the Wat- 

stained glass, but JX f B ND i comp Terra-Corra 

the imagination can a f ) \ | Company of Enc- 

conceive the effect hy A I" \ SU 3h AND le iSh< ia 

of the sunlight il- ia | ‘My | beautiful example 

luminating the halo fama f UP 4 Ze of the high artistic 

round the head, i SO e qualities of a ma- 

making it a veri- mY terial too little em- 

table nimbus, and ee Tn Cee ployed in this kind 

enriching the scar- of work. Terra- 

cotta—meaning burned or baked clay—has been used from the earliest ages 

as a material for jugs, jars and ornamental figures, and during the five centuries 

preceding the seventeenth it was largely used by the Italians in architectural 

decoration. In England its manufacture became an important industry toward 

the end of the last century, and it was much used instead of carved stone orna- 

mentation. A notable modern example of this is in the handsome fagade of the 

South Kensington Museum, where its superior adaptability and durability for 

such uses has been proven. Michael Angelo employed this material in making 

models and sketches for his work,’and it is used in that way to this day. 

But, when a material is capable of such fine manipulation as to produce this
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Buffet or Sideboard: Allen & Brother, Philadelphia. 

SarpHo and to be employed in large masses—as for the ornamentation of a 

building—its value in Industrial Art can hardly be over-estimated.
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On the previous page we illustrate an article of furniture, the importance 

of which, as a means of making or marring the artistic appearance of an apart- 

ment can hardly be over-estimated. In England this piece of furniture would 

be called a Buffet, but in this country it is almost universally known as a Side- 

board. The prominent position which a sideboard occupies in a dining-room, 

its use for the display of silver and china, as well as for the necessary articles 

pertaining to the meals while the latter are going on, make the consideration 

of artistic design and harmony in its construction a matter of primary 

importance. 

The subject of our illustration is an admirable specimen of its kind, and 

is an excellent example of the character of the workmanship for which its 

manufacturers, the Messrs. ALten & Broruer, of PHitapELpHra, have more than 

a mere local reputation. The wood principally used in the construction of this 

handsome piece of furniture is American walnut, the veneering of the panels 

and fillets being French walnut. The under portion of the sideboard is divided 

into three parts, each of which contains a closet for the safe-keeping of china, 

etc. The doors to these closets are paneled and ornamented with artistic 

designs. On either side of the outer divisions rise walnut columns, with orna- 

mental bases and capitals, supporting slabs of French Jasper. Above these 

slabs rises the back of the sideboard, its middle portion being occupied by one 

large sheet of plate-glass, separating the two sides, which also are backed by 

plate-glass from each other. In front of these latter an artistic arrangement 

of shelves, supported by floriated pillars, furnishes a means of effectively dis- 

playing rare vases, china or bric-a-brac of any kind. These outer columns are 

surmounted by ornamental vases, which serve to balance and give harmony to 

the elaborate entablature which surmounts the inner columns. The carving 

upon the upper portion of this is well worthy of a careful and critical 

examination. ‘i 

For many years France has asserted and maintained her supremacy in the 

manufacture of bronzes—a supremacy doubtless due to the superiority of her 

Schools of Art, where her workmen are specially prepared and educated in 

correct principles of design. In this special industry—that of the bronzists—a 

thoroughly organized and widespread system of education prevails, and the 

result to the nation is shown in what has been almost a monopoly of a par-
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ticular industry of immense pecuniary value. Recently, however, other nations 

have entered the field in competition with the French bronzists. Germany has 

developed some excellent talent; and more recently England, by devoting 

herself just as France has so long done—gradually to training the young 

workmen up from the is bronze—first cast in 

Art School to designing i a mould, and afterwards 

and modeling for metal- A finished with the chisel. 

work—has gained for Gf The subject is an Indian 

herself an excellent rep- ig Snake-charmer, a class 

utation. Such work as of men frequently met 

is exhibited by Messrs. i a me Aca and Yaa 
Cox & Son, of Lonpon, \ st) and throughout the 

a house whose produc- : \ AR ~ tropics. Observe the 

tions are known all over ad \ me ease and gracefulness 

the world, could not be . ‘ | of the pose. One arm 

produced by any but <7 Vj is raised, the hand hold- 

workmen whose educa- aN ; e ing a wand round which 

tion has been not only 4 : ( a\ the snake is twined. 

in the workshop and ra ql Nn The man’s head is bent 

foundry, but also in the — | backward as he watches 

studio. Ee os = My | the reptile, while in the 

We ask the reader Fea 4 other hand he holds the 

to give this work of ———o —@ Se. small pipe, just remov- 

art-manufacture the de- Sol ue HAR! ed from his mouth, by 

gree of attention which Ge Ge Sn. Lanion. which he has created 

it merits. The material the charm. The left 

foot, placed firmly upon the ground, supports the weight of his body; the other, 

resting lightly upon the lid of the closed basket, suggests the idea that the 

snake upon the wand is but one of several—the others being confined in the 

basket. The figure is in a sitting posture, and yet there is no relaxation to 

the muscles. We can see that the man is on the gui-vive, though the moment - 

chosen is one when he naturally would be perfectly motionless. Herein lies 

one of the greatest merits of the work in a purely artistic sense. To attempt 

to convey a sense of motion in a statue or carving is not good art. Move-
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ment belongs entirely to the domain of the painter. The Laécoon, one of the 

grandest works of ancient art preserved to us, while at first view it may seem 

to contradict our assertion, will be found on a careful inspection to be but a 

proof of what we say; and we do not remember a single instance of what is 

generally acknowledged to represent the best efforts of antique sculpture which 

can be cited against us. 

We turn now to a branch of manufacture which is but a civilized expres- 

sion of a desire inherent to human nature—the love for personal adornment. 

It is the same in the savage of the wilderness as in the citizen of Paris. The 

Indian woman smearing her face with colored clays, the negro hanging her 

string of shells about her neck, the lady at her toilette fastening jewels in her 

ears or clasping a bracelet upon her arm, each and all are actuated by the 

same desire to beautify themselves. The art of the goldsmith and jeweler 

owes its perfection to this feeling. On the next page our engraving illustrates 

specimens of this work from the establishment of Messrs. Morcan & Heapiey, 

of PuiLapELpHia. Looking at these objects from a utilitarian standpoint, what 

could be more useless than they? How senseless it seems to weight one’s 

body down with metal trinkets! Fortunately, however, the refinements of 

civilization find other expression than in requiring all objects to be useful. 

We are now considering its other great want—the ornamental. Here are 

six pieces, each one of which helps to supply this want. Of the lockets, all 

gain increased beauty from another art, of which we shall speak at some 

future time—the art of the cameo-cutter or lapidary. Each of the designs is 

different, some suggesting the study of antique models, others the artists’ own 

design. The cross is of a different pattern from any of the other specimens. 

It is made in two different colors of gold, the points of the lighter-colored 

metal. This is a favorite style of workmanship at present, and is capable of 

excellent effects. The sixth specimen, as far as the goldsmith’s work is con- 

cerned, is but the setting of a dozen gems. In the centre of the pin is a large 

amethyst surrounded by a narrow rim of gold, about which again is a string of 

small pearls. The whole effect is very neat and pretty. 

No more appropriate exhibit could have been made by the New EncLanp 

Granite Company, of Hartrorp, Connecticut, to our Centennial than the spirited 

statue, an engraving of which we present to our readers on page 18. It is a
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statue typifying the brave company of men who banded themselves together in 
the early days of the Revolution, swearing to be ready at a moment's notice to 
stop whatever work they might be at and take up their arms against the invader. 
It is a “Minute-Man,” one of those brave fellows whom Paul Revere, in his 
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Jewelry; Morgan & Headley. 

memorable ride of the 18th of April, 1775, called from the fields and the plow, 
shouting to them as he went galloping past, “The British are coming!” In a 
few hours, over a hundred men of the “train-band”—as it was sometimes called— 

were collected together, and the next morning, under gallant Captain John Parker, 
the little band stood drawn up in the streets of Lexington determined to fight
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for those liberties which were dearer to them than life. Every schoolboy is 

familiar with the events of that day—the famous r1gth of April—and the part 
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. Carl Conrads, Sc. The Minute Man: New England Granite Co. 

played by the famous Minute-Men afterwards. But we can appropriately intro- 

duce here those charming verses delivered by Ralph Waldo Emerson on the
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: unveiling of the statue last year on the one-hundredth anniversary of the famous 

battle :— 

By the rude bridge that arched the flood, 

Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled ; 

Here once the embattled farmers stood, 

And fired the shot heard round the world. 

The foe long since in silence slept ; 

Alike the conqueror silent sleeps ; 

And Time the ruined bridge has swept 

Down the dark stream which seaward creeps. 

On the green bank, by this soft stream, 

We set to-day a votive stone ; 

That memory may their deed redeem 

When, like our sires, our sons are gone. 

Spirit that made those heroes dare 

To die, and leave their children free, 

Bid Time and Nature gently spare 

The shaft we raise to them and Thee. 

The statue itself needs but little description. The reader can see for him- 

self how admirably the artist has embodied the idea. The man stands in strong, 

free position, one hand resting upon the plow he is about leaving, the other 

grasping the musket is extended forward, and over the arm is thrown the cloak 

as if hastily picked up at the sudden summons. The face wears a look of deter- 

: mination—the look of one who is ready to do and die if need be—and the 

sculptor has given with rare art a loftiness,a look almost of prophesy to the 

expression. 

Our next engraving is from an exhibit made by a PurLapELputa firm, who 

have had the products of their factories in every one of the great exhibitions : 

where their work, by its beauty and finish, as well as its artistic design, has always 

attracted great attention. But Cornezius & Sons, the firm: of whom we are 

speaking, quite outdo themselves in the quality of the work they have prepared 

for exhibition in this our first great International Exposition. The illustration 

we give on the next page is in every respect a work of art. It is a seventy- 

two-light CHANDELIER of Lacquer gilt in imitation of fine unalloyed gold. . In 

style it is Greco-Medieval. The arcs springing from the central globe and
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supporting the highly ornate fixtures, are surmounted by “grotesques,” intro- 

duced with excellent effect. All the proportions of this beautiful piece of work 

have been carefully studied, and the result is before us in this illustration,—one 

of the most graceful and harmoniously arranged specimens of this famous firm’s 

productions which we have seen. 

From the fine collection exhibited by the Merripen Brrrannta Company, we 

have selected for illustration the beautiful Epercne, destined, doubtless, some 

day to adorn the board of some lover of true art. Nothing adds so much to 

the effect of a handsomely-arranged table, spread for a feast, as the graceful 

centre-piece, which should be the most attractive, as well as elaborate, piece of 

table ornament present. But an ornament such as this is not intended to be 

admired only in the dining-room; in the library, in the parlor, or in the drawing- 

room it is equally appropriate. There, its various receptacles filled with tastefully 

arranged flowers, it will always be attractive. The Company furnishing this 

exhibit—which we present on the following page—make a specialty of silver- 

plated ware, and of these goods their immense works at West MERIDEN, Con- 

necticut, turn out thousands of beautiful specimens each year. The example 

before us is an Epergne of unusually large size. It stands 48 inches in height 

upon a base. of 4o inches in length. Its general material is what is usually 

called German Silver, hardened with white metal. This material admits of a 

very perfect finish either in silver or gilt, both of which methods have been 

used in the present instance, and the whole is further adorned by the engraver’s 

chisel. From the base—which is made of nickel-silver polished like a mirror to 

represent water—rise four graceful columns supporting a dome. On either side 

of the pillars, standing in shells of a conventional pattern, are figures. On one 

side, Amphitrite drawn by walrusses; on the other, Neptune, his car attached to 

. a pair of Tritons who are heralding his approach. From the centre of the dome 

rises a central shaft supporting a bowl of very graceful design, around whose 

base rise four arms curving outward and holding suspended from their extremities 

four other bowls of similar pattern to the first, presenting as a whole an extremely 

graceful and appropriate design. 

From distant Carro comes one of the gems of the Exhibition, of which we 

give an engraving on page 24. It is a Casrnet, designed in a style of the 

purest Arabic, one of the contributions of the celebrated Parvis, whose adelier is
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The Neptune Epergne: Meriden Britannia Co.
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well known to all art lovers who have visited the interesting city of the East. 

This fine example of the cabinet-maker’s skill is built of sycamore-wood and 

ebony. It is inlaid with ivory and mother-of-pearl, in those highly effective 

patterns that are at once the admiration and the wonder of other nations. 

Every detail has been worked up and studied from the specimens of the best 

period of Arabic art. Nothing could be more effective than the result. There 

is but little carving—none indeed in high relief—and yet an effect has been pro- 

duced more ornate than any carving. The richness of the tracery in the central 

panel is particularly fine, and taken as a whole it deserves commendation of the 

highest description. The possessor of such a piece of work as this Cabinet 

would never tire of it, simply because the harmony of its parts would be con- 

stantly asserting themselves, and, like in a good picture, new beauties would con- 

stantly be revealing themselves. 

This form of decoration, consisting of fantastic combinations of flowers, 

fruits and branches, or, indeed, of almost any intertwinings of graceful forms 

and lines in a repetition of the same pattern, is a characteristic of Moorish 

architecture that has been given a distinctive name—Arabesque. Ornamentation 

of this kind, either in sculpture or painting, has been found wonderfully effective ; 

but it requires the exercise of the nicest discrimination. The perfection of its 

use is to be found in the Alhambra, the most perfect specimen of the best 

Moorish architecture existing at the present time.. Its walls are particularly 

rich in Arabesques of various patterns, some of them of an astonishing intricacy 

and beauty. From Arabia the use of this style of ornamentation spread to 

Europe, and thence over the civilized world. We see examples of it every day 

in the ordinary decorations of our walls and houses and in the ornamentation 

of our vessels in common use. Painters and sculptors find it of the greatest 

assistance in making effective frameworks for their productions. Raphael’s 

famous Arabesques in the Vatican will be recalled by many of our readers; and 

the use made by Kaulbach, quite recently, of some of these forms in his fresco 

painting is familiar to many. For the cabinet-maker a knowledge of the best 

specimens of these beautifully artistic designs is of great advantage. No better 

treatment of precious woods in margueterie has been found than to follow, or, 

rather, to learn from, the forms designed by the old Arabians. Beautiful as is 

the exact imitations by the Florentines and Indians of natural objects such as
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birds, flowers, etc., their copies, as a rule, show poverty of invention; whereas, 
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the Moorish work, while sufficiently conventionalized, shows a freedom from 

mannerism and richness of fancy that can hardly be too highly commended.
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Our next illustrations are from a region the antipodes of Egypt in climate 

and character. The terra-cotta manufactories of CopENHAGEN are among its 

chief attractions; and the Wipow IPrsen’s great establishment is one of those 

to which all travellers pay their respects, and from which they bring back the 
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Vases, Terra-Cotta: The Widow Ipsen, Copenhagen. 

conviction that Art has found a home amid the snows of Denmark. The firm 

is fully represented in the Exhibition, occupying a separate room in the Danish 

department. We select four vases and a ewer, which fairly illustrate the grace 

and beauty of which terra-cotta is susceptible under artistic treatment.
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The baking of earth, especially of the stiffer pipe-clays, to form utensils, 

is one of the earliest achievements of men emerging from the savage state. 

At first, of course, there was no attempt at ornament. Then a rough checker- 

board pattern was scratched upon the sides of the pots and jars. The next 

stage was to lay a sort of scroll-work in black glaze over the earthen ground; 

and the pattern soon developed into conventional representations of plants and 

animals, of which the graceful foliated pattern around the neck of the larger 

vase is a beautiful instance. AA still further refinement was the covering of 

the ground with the black glaze, leaving the pattern prominent in the natural 

color of the earth. The shape of the vases selected is simply charming, and 

gives a striking idea of the ductility of the material to the shaping of fire. 

The decoration is painting by hand, and the artistic feeling evinced in the 

patterns causes a regret that the finished product should be at the mercy of 

a careless servant. But this is an age when we have our treasures in earthen 

vessels, and we must assume that the buyer of such shapely ware will suffer 

no profane hands to be laid upon his terra-cotta. What an education for the 

eye it would be if Mr. Eastlake’s suggestion were everywhere adopted, and 

the tasteless china upon our wash-stands replaced by this beautiful ware, with 

its Greek figures and clear-cut conventional foliage! 

The household furniture in the Exhibition is especially worthy of note. 

The English division abounds with beautiful apartments, fitted up with all the 

meublerie of a parlor, dining-room or bed-room. The influence of the South 

Kensington Museum and of the Schools of Industrial Art, which derive their 

stimulus from that Museum, is nowhere so apparent. But pending the estab- 

lishment of similar institutions in this country, we have some good work to 

show. The bedstead from Messrs. Herts & Company, of New York, which is 

represented on page 26, is in the “Renaissance” style, as the ordinary phrase 

is—a style sufficiently comprehensive to cover much variety in design and 

treatment. The richness and the character of the ornamentation are exceed- 

ingly striking. The contrast of the birdseye and mottled maple with the 

carved mouldings of flowers and fruits, of St. Domingo mahogany, is very 

rich. The draperies are of raw silk, drab and blue, and the canopy is of 

light blue silk tufted. Notice especially the graceful ornament in the circular 

panel at the head of the bedstead proper. It represents roses branching from
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a stem in true Renaissance fashion, and much resembles the flower-pot deco- 

ration shown in the Margarete wall-paper on page 5. 

A most exquisite display of Faience ware is made by the Doutrons, whose 

pottery is better known as the Lambeth Faience. The general characteristics 

of this pottery are well known—its softness of tone, its careful contrasts of 

subdued tints and avoidance of brilliant color. This is combined . with an 

elaborate and beautiful ornamentation, in which foliage and sometimes gro- 
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Font: Doulton & Co., Lambeth, London. 

tesques alternate with compositions in low relief which might come from the 

hand of a painter. Thus, in the Font which is the subject of our next. illus- 

tration, the lower part, and especially the sustaining columns, are covered with 

a delicate tracery of leaves, or paneled in a minute diamond-shaped pattern, 

while the upper projecting portion is separated by smaller columns into panels, 

each of which is occupied by a Scriptural scene, chosen with reference to the 

purpose of the font. The beauty of these panels cannot adequately be 

represented by any engraving; but our picture will show the complexity of
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the detail, and the vigorous attitudes and gestures of the human actors in 

each little drama. We can see also that the middle panel turned towards the 

spectator represents “The Slaughter of the Innocents,” and that “The Judgment 

of Solomon” and “The Adoration of the Wise Men” are the subjects respect- 

ively of the right and left panels. “The Dove of Peace” broods over the 

font. Each column is wreathed with the acanthus or the lily. There is a 

solidity and strength in the architectural arrangement which satisfies the eye. 

The columns seem our eyes shall be 

worthy supporters wae pleased and not 

of the heavy entab- bam pained by the sur- 

lature, while the 9 roundings of our 

finish of detail is >. daily life. It is 
never allowed to : 4 # noteworthy that 

mask the construc- oe, i Ly most of this ugli- 

tion. This is true = cA : ness is produced 

Art, whether in a = by the desire to 

church or a cabinet. ae e -_ <7 decorate, which, in 

Industrial Art = — 4 the work of men 

does not fully SS destitute of artistic 

achieve its end un- —— taste, results in 

less all articles of Lo A : = meaningless and 

domestic use are SALES se SS disagreeable _ per- 

redeemed from the ea > version. There is 

hopeless ugliness es a certain beauty in 

into which they Be case EI ee ees fitness, and a coal- 

have fallen, so that scuttle ora kitchen- 

pail which is evidently constructed so as best to fulfil its purpose is fully 

justified. If, in addition, the lines of structure can be made pleasing to the 

eye, so much the better; but the first requisite is that the thing shall do honest 

work. But a curved or twisted or bedizened piece of furniture, whose shape 

or ornament interferes with its function, is hateful to gods and men. Then, 

too, we must recognize that some pieces of furniture, such as cabinets or side- 

boards, lend themselves naturally to a beautiful construction, while others, such 

as chandeliers, offer much greater difficulty. The problem is to suspend a
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large and heavy mass in the air, and yet to overcome, by the grace of its 

outlines and the beauty of its ornament, the reluctance of the eye to see the 

law of gravitation apparently violated. This difficulty proves too great for 

most designers, and frequently, in attempting to elaborate and ornament their 

work, they fall into more positive ugliness. A really graceful design, there- 

fore, for a chandelier, deserves much higher praise than the facile prettiness 

of a vase. Such a design is shown in the eight-light chandelier of Messrs. 

Mircuett & Vance, of New York, on page 29. Their design has achieved a 

decided success in the present case. The ornamentation is elaborate but not 

overloaded, and the chandelier has an appearance of lightness in spite of its 

broad girth. The bell over the central lamp is a happy conception, and much 

of the glass decoration is gracefully executed. The designer has had more 

difficulty in a construction of metal than he would have met with in glass, 

which, we are glad to see, is coming extensively into use. There is something 

peculiarly appropriate and artistic in the use of glass for a centre of brilliancy, 

and we may soon hope to see our parlors and dining-rooms lighted up by 

lustrous chandeliers which shall reflect the light in every prismatic color. 

“When Music, heavenly maid, was young,” Pan piped upon a reed. and 

Apollo played upon his flute; and both reed and flute were the essence of 

simplicity and grace. When David exorcised the evil spirit from Saul with his 

harp, the instrument was still picturesque and beautiful. But when music 

became more complex and more specialized, the difficulty of putting the “soul 

of sound” into a worthy dwelling-place became evident. What can be uglier 

than an ordinary piano, with its carved legs supporting a clumsy oblong mass 

of mahogany or rosewood? It is one of the mysteries of cabinet-making that 

we cannot get straight-legged furniture. The makers have got it into their 

heads that the curve is the line of beauty, and it is of no use to urge that 

the grain of wood is straight, and that, in consequence, every deviation from 

a right line must detract from the strength of the material. We must meet 

them on the esthetic ground, and say at once that a bow-legged piano or 

table is as ugly as a bow-legged man. 

The beauty of musical.instruments, moreover, should always lie rather in 

their shape and adaptation to their purpose than in the richness of their orna- 

mentation, which is in better taste if subdued and simple. In this respect the
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instrument selected for illustration is without fault. Messrs. Mason & Hamiin 

have constructed an organ which we doubt not has all the excellent qualities 
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of tone and resonance for which their instruments are noted, and whose 

exterior is pleasant to the eye. The decoration is quiet and massive, and often
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of great beauty. It is conceived in the Eastlake design, so far as that can be 

carried out in the construction of an organ. Our own taste would suggest an : 

even simpler arrangement of the mouldings and panelings, and a straightening 

of the lower lines; but we ought to be sincerely grateful to Messrs. Mason 

& Hamu for giving us an instrument free from all the abortions in the 

shape of ornament with which many pretentious instruments are disfigured. 

The public taste in this respect is rapidly improving. There are some beautiful 

pianos in the English department of the Exhibition—faultless in style and 

taste, though generally at a price beyond the ordinary “reach. But this expen- 

siveness is an accident, and will soon disappear. When once machinery has 

been constructed for turning straight legs, straight legs will be no more costly 

than crooked. In the meanwhile we must pay the penalty for living in an 

age of transition. After a time, perhaps, we shall not regret even the pipe of 

Pan, “blinding sweet by the river,” or the flute of Apollo victorious over 

Marsyas. That sweet easy melody of an age when performer and artificer 

were one has given place to grand orchestras and full choruses. Music has a 

power and a scope undreamed of by the ancients. When we listen to 

Wagner's Centennial March, we feel that the visible form and body of so 

potent a spirit as that which resides in a full orchestra is a matter of secondary 

importance. 

: Our next illustration is drawn from one of the Fine Arts—that of Sculp- 

ture—which becomes Industrial only by its adaptation to machinery and 

susceptibility of reproduction. We do not expect from any machine the 

qualities of imagination and creative thought which make a great sculptor, yet 

when the conception is simple, and especially when the shaping hand of the 

artificer is allowed to give the final touch, the result may be a memorable 

one, to such perfection have mechanical processes now arrived. Our illustra- 

tion represents a more legitimate use of such appliances than American 

chromo-lithographs. “Memory,” from the workshop of the New ENGLAND GRANITE 

Company, who gave us the fine “Minute Man” already illustrated, is repre- 

sented by a female figure, whose face indicates the time of life between 

girlhood and middle age. She is old enough to have a past, regrets and 

losses, happy and unhappy memories; but life is still high in her veins, and 

the future is still before her. Her thoughts now are with the past. She is
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seated on a mass of rock, in the attitude of remembrance and _retrospection, 

Her face shows a softened, half-regretful mood; her eyes are downcast and 

half closed; she has forgotten time and place. The left hand, lying on the 

lap, holds a chaplet of roses. The right arm lies across the left. Notice the 
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desire for regular chief event of the 

day. The Romans followed in the same path; and when manners grew milder 

with the decay of feudalism, the coarse revel of the great hall gradually gave 

place to the elegant dinner of the gentleman. 

The luxurious court of Louis XIV was especially noted for the magnificence
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of its table appointments; and in more recent times it has come to be almost 

a test of refinement that a lady shall secure for the inmates and guests of her 

house a pleasant hour over the principal meal of the day, when the cares of 

the morning shall be laid aside, and all the surroundings shall add to the 

gratification of the palate. No single element is so necessary to this result as 
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Epergne and Candelabra: Lobmeyr, Vienna. 

a pleasant light. The brilliancy of gas, desirable in some ways as it is, has 

great drawbacks. Its light is glaring and harsh, and when thrown into the 

eyes of the diner is extremely disagreeable. So too is the heat which, as the 

meal goes on, a large chandelier begins to radiate. Then, too, the position 

of the light, directly above the heads of the guests, is very amendable. To 

meet these objections, we may suppose, Herr Losmever has designed the 

Candelabra-Epergne, which is given on this page. A glance will show how
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many requisites are united in this admirable Epergne. It stands upon the 

centre of the table, holding a dozen wax or spermaceti candles, whose soft 

light is equally shed on every side. The top is a bowl for flowers, while the 

larger dishes below may be used either for flowers or fruit, according to the 

taste of the hostess. The shape of the Epergne is such that it does not 

interrupt the vision—a capital point, for it is frequently disagreeable to be 

shut off from your w7s-a-vis. The candelabra are simple and strong-looking, 

not liable to break. The ornamentation is quiet and effective. If we add to 

the Epergne a pair of gas-burners fastened against the side of the wall, at 
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such a height as not to be offensive to the eyes of the guests at table, we 

shall have the perfection of light in our dining-room. 

Tortoise-shell is a material so beautiful in itself, and in some respects so 

easily worked, that in spite of its fragile nature and the loss which manufac- 

turers undergo from breakage in the process of working, it has been found so 

profitable as to insure for it a permanent place in our jewelry shops. The 

play of light upon such a necklace as that represented in our engraving, from 

the establishment of Messrs. J. S. Apams & Company, Provence, Ruope 

IsLanp, is really enchanting. The eye loses itself in the soft depths of the
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shell. The pattern is simple, but very pretty, and the pendant shows to great 

perfection the beauty of the material. As jewelry for the morning, to wear 
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against a simple house-dress or a walking-suit, there is nothing so serviceable. 

It is easy to put on, beautiful to see, contrasts well with dress of any color, 

; and is comparatively inexpensive. An artistic design is nowhere more exquisitely 

effective than in tortoise-shell.
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It is a curious fact that for many centuries before glass was made into 

plates, or thin slabs with flat surfaces, it was blown and turned and twisted 

into the most delicate and artistic shapes, such as bowls, goblets and vessels 

of all sorts for holding liquids, and some of the more ancient specimens of 

this art—things fragile and as intricately interwoven as a spider's web—pre- 

served uninjured through the ages that have witnessed the overthrow and 

destruction of the cities where they were made, are now to be found treasured 

in our museums, the wonder and despair of the glass factor of to-day. 

But could an ancient Phoenician, say one of those who, by a-process now 

a lost art, constructed one of these fairy-like vases—could he be brought face 

to face with the common things of every-day use made from the same materials 

as his vase, what would be his astonishment!—to see himself, for instance, 

reflected in the Mrrror, on preceding page, which is one of the exhibits of 

LosMeyr, of Vienna. Another ego looking him in the eye, from some unde- 

finable position in space—a moving, breathing human being whom he cannot 

touch, whose lips move but do not speak, who walks without sound, who 

vanishes from beyond or behind the frame in which he appears! The phe- 

nomena of reflection, to us so simple, would be, to one seeing it under such 

circumstances, above all things, marvelous. The knowledge that he was looking 

at his own image would not come until later. He would simply see a man like 

himself, moving as he moved, under the group of cupids floating above him. 

But to us, with whom the use and character of the mirror is familiar, the 

special attraction is not, or presumably should not be, what we see reflected 

from its surface. Certainly our present interest is in its beautiful surroundings. 

The grace and artistic merit of the design gilded on the panels of the side 

rails; the happy way in which the leaf and flower ornamentation of the corner 

panels is treated; the harmony of all the minor details to the severe simplicity 

of the whole—all of these are deserving of praise, and should gain for the 

workmen and the artist places in the first rank with their comrades. The idea 

of using the surface of the upper part of the mirror as a ground on which 

to paint a picture is peculiarly charming—more especially for such a one as 

this. Obviously, in such a position and on such a surface but one idea can 

be conveyed suitably; that is, floating in the air. And this the artist has 

done most successfully. It is a lovely group, well conceived and capitally
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drawn—the little cupid guiding the swan seeming, indeed, to be floating 

along. 
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Our next engraving is of a kind to require but little description other 

than to call attention to its technical merits and to indicate the materials and
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method of its construction. It represents a pair of large double doors, very 

highly polished, suitable for the entrance into a drawing-room, or into any of 

the more elaborate apartments of a mansion. It is an excellent specimen of 
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the work of Messrs. ALLEN & BroTHer, of PuHiLapELpHia. The leaves of this 

door are composed of highly-polished walnut, with ornamented panels of alter- 

nate strips of precious woods of different colors, giving a pleasing relief and
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effect of light and shade. Scroll patterns and some curved lines are introduced 

into the lock-rail and break the severity of the outlines. On each of the main 

panels a finely-finished bit of hand-carving has been affixed by way of orna- 

mentation, and the scroll surrounding them is happily introduced to lighten the 

upper panels. The lower divisions of the jambs are inlaid with slabs of 

finely-variegated marbles, above which, and separated by fillets of a chaste 

design, are narrow panels of the same precious woods as the door; the whole 

being surmounted at the lintel by an elaborate design in high relief, which 

gives to the jambs the effect of pillars of which these reliefs are the capitals. 

It is remarkable that common as was the use of doors among the ancient 

Egyptians, none of those used in their temples have ever been found. But that 

there were doors is evidenced by the holes in. the side-posts or pillars in which 

the hinge-pins were fastened. It is possible that as the Egyptians were metal- 

workers these doors were of metal, but those used in their houses were usually 

framed of wood and often stained first, as at the present day. These doors were 

either double or single, and fastened by a bolt or bar similar to those now in 

use. The Bible contains many allusions to the door and entrance to the house, 

and in several places allusion is made to the custom of placing a man against 

the door-post and pinning his ear to it with an awl, in token of servitude. In 

the description of the building of Solomon’s Temple we have the following 

description of the magnificent carved doors of the oracle and the temple:— 

“And for the entering of the oracle he made doors of olive tree: the lintel 

and side posts were a fifth part of the wall. The two doors also were of olive tree; 

and he carved upon them carvings of cherubim and palm trees and open flowers, 

and overlaid them with gold, and spread gold upon the cherubim, and upon the 

palm trees. So also made he for the door of the temple posts of olive tree, 

a fourth part of the wall. And the doors were of fir tree: the two leaves of 

the one door were folding, and the two leaves of the other door were folding. 

And he carved thereon cherubim and palm trees and open flowers: and covered 

them with gold fitted upon the carved work.” 

It was also the custom in Egypt to build the better class of houses with 

a porch or portico in front of the entrance door, supported by columns 

elaborately ornamented with wreaths and garlands, decorating the frieze also, 

and inscribing thereon some legend of greeting or welcome.
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Another custom among the Egyptians was the hanging of all doors opening 

on the street in such a manner that they opened inward. This too was the : 
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Chandelier and Hall Lamp: Cornelius & Sons. 

custom of the Romans, where it was made requisite by law. But it is a curious 

fact that the reverse of this was the practice in Greece, where, when a person 

was about going out of a house, he took the precaution to give several loud
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raps from within in order to warn passers-by on the outside that the door was 

about to be opened. . 

Of the many branches of manufacture in which the Exhibition has demon- 

strated the ability of American manufactures to compete successfully with those 
from abroad, in no one department of art-industry at least, is our equality with, 

and indeed, in some respects, our superiority over foreign makers shown with 

greater distinctness than among the workers in the precious metals. In silver- 
and gold-smith work our prominent manufacturers make a display that we may 
reasonably point to with pride. The house of Catpweti & Co. makes a very 
attractive show. Their vepoussé work occupies the prominent place its merits 

ie ON 

Dessert Plates : Brownfield & Sons. 

deserve, among their other precious ware. We give, on page 40, two examples 

of this attractive and fashionable manner of decorating silver. The Tureen is 

a veritable chef-deuvre. The graceful shape, antique in its lines, the elaborate, 

yet not too prominent ornamentation, and the fine execution of the work, are 

all worthy of the reputation of the firm exhibiting it. The Coverep Disu, 

though less pretentious, is worthy of notice. A set of these dishes, or such as 

these, could worthily be used in serving up a feast fit for the gods. Repoussé 

: work could hardly do more than has been done with this dish. It is, literally, 
; entirely covered with foliated and floriated designs, finely finished by a skillful 

workman. 

Another show of which we, as Americans, may be justly proud is that of
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Cornetius & Sons. Our illustrations of a Hatt Lamp and a CHANDELIER, 

shown on page 42, are taken from a collection containing many specimens equally 

meritorious. In these days, when the correct furnishing of our homes is a matter 

of careful study and reflection; when true art principles are beginning to prevail, 

and attention is paying to the fitness of means to ends; people are making search 

for good and beautiful forms in the most ordinary appliances as well as in the 

more permanent objects, called fixtures. CorneLius & Sons have not only met 

this demand in their special line of goods, they even have stimulated it by 

exhibiting freely to the public thoroughly artistic designs. Such a Hart Lamp 

as the one we illustrate is as much an ornament to the apartment it illuminates 
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Dessert Plates: Brownfield & Sons. 

as a statue in marble or bronze. So, too, with the CHANDELIER: the elegance 

and lightness of its proportions, the richness of its effect when all its burners 

are lit, is most noteworthy. It is with such every-day surroundings as these that 

we make our homes really and truly beautiful. 

Perhaps one of the most astonishing examples of the adaptation of natural 

materials to ornamental uses is given in the art of the potter. The fabrication 

of rude vessels from the clay of the earth is almost as old as the hills from 

which the clay was dug. » No traces of peoples or forgotten races have been 

discovered without the discoverer finding fragments of their pottery. From 

these rude beginnings grew up, little by little, an art which is one of the most 

universal in its use and employments of artizans of the industries of the world.
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For uncounted centuries China—that treasure-room in which we are constantly 

discovering methods and appliances which were thought to be the result of 

our own modern civilization—China has been making that form of pottery 

known as porcelain. Its manufacture in Europe is of a comparatively recent 

date, and in England still later. Ze 

Nevertheless, English potters, with characteristic attention to detail and 
\ 
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thoroughness of manipulation, within a few years of the establishment of the 

industry among them, began to produce ware of a superior quality. Only in 

the matter of design and ornamentation were they excelled by their more 

fortunate European brethren who were artists as well as artisans. 

But coming down to the present period of Exhibitions, we see in the 

artistic progress England has made since her first World’s Fair, and in the 

effort made to overcome her inferiority in ‘the way of decorative china, one of
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the most striking examples of the benefit of these great competitive exami- 

nations—for this, in truth, is what these huge shows amount to in their best 

sense. Such illustrations of the art-work of English potters, as we give on 

the preceding pages, is worthy of any Continental modern school. The Deco- 

RATED Dessert Piates, shown on pages 43 and 44, are from the STAFFORDSHIRE 

potteries of Messrs. Brownrietp & Sons, and give ample proof of the art- 

education of their workmen. It is really quite impossible in an engraving to 

give even a suggestion of the delicate color which blends so beautifully with 

the soft porcelain of England, but our artist has faithfully reproduced the fine 

ornamentation in landscape and genré pictures which distinguishes these speci- 

mens. We give four different styles of design, each beautiful in its way, 

though they are, to our thinking, almost too beautiful to be applied to the use 

for which they are intended. The plate with the landscape medallion and the 

delicate vine spray surrounding it we should be tempted to frame and hang 

up as a plague rather than to eat off of it. Nevertheless, we think no one 

would object to owning a service of such plates as these with which to honor 

his guests at a banquet. 

From the Merten Brirannia Company, of West Mertpen, Connecticut, 

we have a group in the fine white metal, heavily silver-plated, which is their 

specialty, representing a scene such as cannot be witnessed outside of America. 

The artist, whom we feel safe in pronouncing an American, has desired to 

illustrate something exclusively our own. With this intent he could hardly 

: have chosen anything more fully answering his desire than the characteristic 

group shown in our engraving on the preceding page. It is a BurraLo Hunt, 

not as practised in our day, when the poor brutes are slaughtered by hundreds, 

for mere sport, by bands of white huntsmen armed with repeating rifles, but 

as in the days of old, before the crack of a firearm was heard, when the Indian 

of the plains hunted his game with the spear and bow. There is an equality 

in such a contest as this as makes the group one of thrilling interest. The 

supreme moment of the battle has been chosen. The infuriated bull, wounded 

by an arrow, has turned and is charging the hunter; the Indian, firmly bracing 

himself upon his unbridled steed, whom he guides by the pressure of the knees, 

is waiting, with uplifted spear, the onset. The horse, terrified, yet under too 

good control to fly, snorts and paws the ground. Action is expressed in every
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muscle of each figure in the group; and one cannot but feel, after looking at 

it for a moment, a certain sensation of expectancy, a wish that the déxouement P 2 
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Book-case: Prof. E. Gijani. 

could be acted out, which are sensations attesting the realistic power of the g P 

artist. The group stands twenty-one inches in height upon a base twenty-
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seven inches long. It has been carefully and skilfully finished, and would form 

a fine centre-piece for a buffet or mantle-shelf. 

A beautiful example of the wonderful.wood-carving for which the Italians 

have been famous since medizval times is the Boox-case exhibited in the Italian 

Court. It is designed and carved by Prof. Egisto Gijani, of Florence, after 

the style practised in that city in the fifteenth century. The material is Euro- 

pean walnut, very highly polished. The base and plinth are inlaid with panels 

composed of figures, grotesques and masques carved in very high relief, with 

supporting columns at the sides of a singularly ornate design. A group of 

cupids standing upon a vase support another vase from which the slender shaft 

of the column proper rises. Surmounting the top is a symbolic group of 

figures supporting a medallion bust of Lincoln. 

It is in looking at such work as this that we realize how greatly the 

knowledge of what is fine and beautiful in decorative carving in wood is due 

to the opportunity for study and training which a country like Italy, so rich in 

the best examples of this art and of art in general, can afford. The study of 

the wonderful carvings at Perugia or of similar works of the highest excel- 

lence inspires the artisan to attempt to imitate them. Even if he fails he has 

exercised certain art impulses in the right direction; and this process acting 

through the individual on the masses, has occasioned that modern Renazssance 

that, awakening to the glory of mediaeval art, is now manifesting itself through- : 

out Italy in two ways—the one in the astonishingly clever imitations of ¢rzcenéo, 

guattricento and especially cimguecento work, which is calculated to deceive even 

the shrewdest connoisseurs by the likeness to the original; and the other in 

an endeavor to do true, honest work, using the old masters simply as instructors 

who shall guide the student and encourage him to develop his own ideas, and 

not become a servile imitator. 

The immense influx into Italy of wealthy amateurs and ignoramuses, the 

one anxious to get good specimens of good medizval work, and therefore 

willing to pay liberally, the other determined to have something “antique,” 

because it seems to be the correct thing to have, and as a consequence ready 

to pay exorbitant prices, has given a truly astonishing impulse to the trade of 

the dealer and the trade of the imitator. Rich as Italy undoubtedly was in 

art-treasures in those glorious days when art was still religion and religion
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found expression in art, if but half the stuff annually carried off from her cities 

since then was genuine, she would long ago have been stripped of her glories; : 

instead of which she is to-day a seemingly inexhaustible mine, growing richer 

rather than poorer to the intelligent searcher after art-treasures. 

Danie, & Son, of Lonpon, make one of the finest ceramic displays in ~ 

the English section and, indeed, in the Exhibition. Their cases contain examples 

of the choicest wares produced in the famous Staffordshire potteries. We select 
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for illustration two pieces—a pair of vases—which are among the chefs deuvre 

or their collection. Our engraving shows their beauty of form and the exquisite 

designs which enrich them. But the composition of the ware, and the method 

by which they are decorated, give them a peculiar and great value. The 

vases are porcelain of a deep chocolate color, of superior evenness and depth 

of tone. On this body, after the first firing, the design has been painted by 

a process known as péte-sur-pdte, or paste on paste. Exactly how this was 

done was for a long time kept a secret at Sevres, where it was first invented
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in 1847, by Ebelman. During the Paris Exposition of 1867, some English 

workmen—potters from Staffordshire—sent over to report on the display to 

their fellow-craftsmen at home, saw this ware, then first exhibited as a novelty, 

and discovered by inspection the secret process pursued in its production. At 

the beginning of the Franco-Prussian war, among other Frenchmen coming to 

London was M. Solon, of Sevres, who of course knew the secret. His services 

were at once secured by the Messrs. Minton, of England, and the successful 

production of the new ware was begun by them. As the name implies, the 

painting is produced by painting with a paste upon the body of the ware. 

This paste, when liquid, is a white opaque substance; but when hardened by 

firing, it takes a most exquisite translucency. It is this latter property that 

makes the finished result so beautiful. The body-color of the object painted is 

seen in different tints, varying in depth according to the thickness of the super- 

imposed paste. The result is an appearance of high relief to what is actually 

basso-relievo, Naturally the artist must calculate these effects with the greatest 

nicety, and constantly look ahead, so to speak, to the transformation which the 

fire will produce on his drawing. A careful examination of our engravings will 

show what minute and delicate work is possible by this method. Each link in 

Cupid’s chain, every leaf and flower, even the finer folds of the drapery, are 

expressed with exactness. This pdéte-sur-pdte work has sometimes been com- 

pared with the famous Jasper ware of the Wedgewoods. In certain ways they 

are properly comparable. But while Wedgewood’s productions have a certain 

well-defined sharpness of outline—resembling the cameos and intaglios which 

he took as his models—not to be seen in Péte-sur-fate, the latter is incompa- 

rably richer and softer in its effect, blending its tints and tones with a subtlety 

and delicacy quite unapproachable by any other method. 

It would be an interesting and instructive study to trace the influence of 

Orientalism upon European arts and customs from its earliest manifestations to 

the present time. We all know how much ceramic art is indebted to Persia 

and neighboring countries; and the invasion of the Saracens into Europe 

brought with it additional knowledge of the wonderful peoples who lived far 

to the southward of the Mediterranean and Caspian seas. Then came the 

invasion of the Moors, and the proud crescent threatening to dominate all Chris- 

tendom. And then the tide turned. Slowly but surely the progress of civil-
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ization—as we call it—made itself felt in these heathen countries, so rich in 

treasure and wonderful productions of the chisel and the loom. Each succeeding 

traveller brought back marvelous accounts of the wealth of the new country, 

its strange customs and beautiful wares. These wares, too, began to be gener- 

ally known. At first, thought fit presents for the acceptance of kings and 

emperors, the enterprise of merchants brought them within the reach of the 

richer classes, ‘and at length, as commercial facilities increased, so great was 

the importation that even the masses could buy. 
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Carpets: The Bigelow Carpet Co. 

At the present day the desire for oriental shapes and patterns in furniture, 

household ware, room decorations, and textile fabrics has become so great that 

manufacturers in this country and Europe have turned their attention largely 

to productions of this kind. Let us pause for a moment and inquire why this 

demand is so universal. If we can find the answer, we discover a law of 

great practical value to the artisan. Some will say fashion has much to do 

with it, and others that the novelty of the designs is a chief cause. Doubtless 

there is much truth in the latter assertion; but mere novelty is not everything; 

back of that is a true art-feeling. Everything, even the most insignificant article
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in daily use, bears the impress of artistic feeling. In their rugs, while no two 

ever are alike, the designs are of the very highest order. The material may 
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not be as good as in other countries, and certainly the manner of hand- 

weaving cannot compare in evenness or finish or durability with our machine- 

made fabrics; but the blending of color, the spirit of the design, is far ahead 

of anything that can be produced by the average artisan of this or any other 

civilized country.
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Therefore when our skilled workmen, with their superior facilities for the 

manufacture of the stuffs, study the patterns of these masters of color and 

design, and imitate them intelligently, we have, perhaps, the perfection of work- 

manship. On page 51 for example, are two specimens of carpet from the Bicr- 
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Low Carper Manuractory of Massachusetts. They are of the quality known as 

Turkey ply, that peculiar finish into which the foot sinks as into moss, and 

which has a warmth and comfortable feeling suggestive of rest and repose. 

The patterns of the body of these carpets are unmistakably oriental, and the 

border follows the same model. One difference—made, doubtless, as an economic 

measure in order to bring these goods within the means of every one—is, that
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having chosen one figure the manufacturers reproduce it over the entire surface of 

the carpet. This would never be the case in a genuine Turkey rug. There, 

every one of the little scrolls and medallions would be different, though har- 

monious as a whole. But a genuine Turkey rug can only be bought by rich 

people, and had the Brcetow Company undertaken to reproduce these costly 

fabrics with exactness, their carpets would necessarily have been nearly as 

high-priced as the originals; whereas, now we have, in such patterns as those 

engraved, the essential features of the hand-made rug, offered at a very mod- 

erate price. 

From the Gornam Manuracturinc Company's exhibit of silver and silver- 

plated ware, we engrave for our readers on pages 52 and 53 their chef de bataille, 

; the solid silver Cenrury.Vase, designed and manufactured expressly for the 

Centennial Exhibition. Some misapprehension has heretofore existed as to the 

character of the ware manufactured by this Company, an impression prevailing 

that when in 1865 they began manufacturing plated goods, they ceased making 

the solid silver-ware that for upwards of thirty years had been their specialty. 

This is not the case, and no better evidence is needed of the perfection to 

which they have brought this latter branch of their business than the example 

before us. It is a truly beautiful and perfect work of art, doing credit to the 

artists and workmen who produced it, and through them to the nation 

which they represent. 

If the design is carefully studied it will tell its own story—the story of 

the rise and progress of our republic upon a soil rich in natural resources, 

triumphing over barbarism. and civilized enemies from without, strong in its own 

integrity and uprightness, until on its hundredth birthday, commanding the 

respect and admiration of the world, it bids all nations come and see for them- 

selves its progress, offering a hearty welcome to all alike. That the reader 

may the more thoroughly understand the motf of this fine work, we shall give 

a detailed description of its parts. 

The piece is five feet four inches long, and four feet two inches high. 

With the exception of the slab of polished granite on which the plinth rests, 

every part is sterling silver. The designs are by George Wilkinson and 

Thomas J. Fairpoint. Beginning with the base from which the whole fabric of 

the republic was reared, we haye the native red man and the pioneer of civil-
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ization representing the first phase of our existence. Native fruit, flowers and 

cereals, happily combined in groups, typifying the fruitfulness of the soil, orna-
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ment the ends. One of these groups is shown on an enlarged scale in another 

engraving on page 53. A foliated scroll-work of graceful design connects the 

several groups. Above and encircling the solid granite slab are the thirty- 

eight stars of the republic, bound together and resting upon as sure a founda- 

tion as the rock itself. On either side of the plinth are groups—one, the 

Genius of War, holding her dogs in the leash, her whole attitude expressive 

of her fierce purpose and her surroundings—the shattered tree and the broken 

cannon-wheel—indicative of the desolation of her course. On the other side 

we have the contrast—the lion led by little children, and emblems suggestive 

of peace and security scattered around. Between these two extremes our 

republic steadily rises upwards, directed and led in those stormy days of trial 

by the strong hand and inflexible will of Washington. It is fitting, then, that 

the Angel of Fame, while holding in one hand the palm branch and laurel, 

should with the other hand place a wreath of immortelles upon the brow of 

him who was indeed the Father of his Country. On the opposite side is 

another medallion, the genius of Philosophy and Diplomacy, with one hand 

resting on the printing-press, and the other holding the portrait of Franklin— 

the one man of this country who was truly a philosopher and a diplomatist of 

the highest order. And as from the plinth the perfect vase rises, so from those 

colonial times sprung at a bound the young republic. On the front panel of 

the vase we see the Genius of the Arts, ready to inscribe on his tablet the 

names of those famous in Literature, Science, Music, Painting, Sculpture, and 

Architecture. In the reverse panel the Genius stands ready to record our 

advancement in Commerce, Mining and Manufactures. Crowning the vase we 

have the last and grandest scene in our hundred years of existence. Here is 

America holding aloft the olive branch of peace and the wreath of honor, sum- 

moning Europe, Asia and Africa to join with her in the friendly rivalry with 

which she enters on the second century of her existence. 

The reader who has followed us through this description, and who will now 

turn to the vase, will see how splendidly this noble theme has been treated. 

Aside from the mere mechanical execution, which is perfect in its way, the 

story of the republic has been told by fitting emblems brought together into 

one harmonious whole, which in itself—more, perhaps, than any other feature 

of the design—typifies the cause of our great prosperity. :
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There is but one adjective which can be applied to the subject of our 

next engraving—the Caziner from M. Parvis, Catro, Ecypr—and that is, mag- 

nificent. Let the reader imagine a ground of the finest ebony, polished till 

it resembles jet, in which are inlaid masses of ivory and rare pieces of mother- 

of-pearl, carved with all the patient labor and minuteness for which the East 

is famous, the whole following a design of extraordinary intricacy and elabo- 

rateness. The most remarkable feature of this work is its finish, Not a 

joint is anywhere visible; the bits of ivory or mother-of-pearl are so nicely 

fitted together that they seem like solid pieces of a marvelous bigness. The 

longer one looks at the design, the more intricate it seems to become. The 

heads surrounding the grotesque mask in the central panel come out with 

greater distinctness, and new forms reveal themselves in the frieze and orna- 

mentation to the panels on either side. Surely, when the artisans of Egypt can 

produce such work as this, it is too soon to say that the glory of the East has 

departed. 

From the exhibit of Srarr & Marcus, of New Yor, jewelers and gold- 

smiths, we have selected, as a subject for engraving, the Diamonp NECKLACE 

and Pennant which occupy the place of honor in their principal case. Our 

illustration conveys, as well as it is possible for the graver's art to do it, an 

idea of the brilliancy of these superb articles; but whoever is privileged to see 

the originals will realize how impossible it is to give in black and white much 

more idea of the gems themselves than their size and shape. Their commercial 

value we believe is very great; but their value to connoisseurs who recognize 

the purity of the stones, the evenness of their cutting, and the exactness of ; 

size, shape and brilliancy in the pairs, hardly any estimate can be placed upon 

their worth. 

We wonder how many of our readers know what a natural diamond really 

looks like. All are of course familiar with the gem as it is offered for sale in 

the dealer’s window, but few would recognize in the insignificant lump, looking 

more like a morsel of clay than anything else, the origin of the sparkling bril- 

liant which is the first and most precious of all the products of the globe. 

We need not enter into the discussion of what the diamond really is. 

Whether it is vegetable or mineral, whether it is pure carbon or a vegetable 

substance slowly pressed into a crystalline form, is yet to be determined by
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science. But some notion of the manner in which the natural stone is after- 

wards treated may be of interest. The workmen of Amsterdam, as everybody 

knows, have almost a monopoly of the trade of diamond-cutting. Standing 

before a swiftly-revolving steel disc, called a “skaif,” lubricated with oil, the 

diamond-cutter presses the diamond, soldered into a brass holder, against the 

steel, and grinds down one of the faces or facets. The shape into which the 
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Diamond Neckiace and Pendant: Starr & Marcus. 

diamond is to be cut has been determined beforehand, but it is often necessary 

to change the original design as the work progresses, owing to flaws or imper- 

fections in the stone. After one face is ground, the stone is taken from the 

solder, cemented so as to present another surface, and so the work progresses. 

It is easy to conceive how delicate must be the manipulation to produce the 

exact angles for the highest refraction of light in a stone which is cut into, say, 

fifty eight facets. A slight slip may damage a gem to the extent of hundreds 

of dollars. It is not generally known, yet it is well for those who possess
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diamonds to know, that it is a dangerous experiment to emulate the example 

of Francis the First of France, and attempt to scratch with them upon glass, 

The glazier’s diamond always presents a zatural angle as the cutting edge; 

but as the gem has artificial angles, it may be that one of these may be used 

by the amateur, and owing to the peculiar crystalline structure of the diamond 

he will be dismayed to find that he has split off a portion of the stone, and 

ruined its beauty and symmetry for ever. 

Some pages back we referred to our indebtedness to the Orient for many 

forms and objects of beauty, but we think that it will surprise most of our 

readers to know that that thoroughly English composition which is called Punch 

originates and derives its name from India or Persia. ounch in Hindostanee, 

punjt in Persian, and pancho in Sanscrit, each mean five, and five ingredients 

enter into the composition of this delectable compound when it is properly 

prepared. The fifth ingredient in India is jelly, which is their substitute for 

sugar, otherwise an old-fashioned English punch and an Hindostan pounch are 

equally insinuating and pleasant to the taste. And supposing the punch 

properly mixed, what could serve it up more royally than the PuNcH-BowL 

and Gostets of the Meripen Britannia Company, which we illustrate in our 

engraving. The design is figurative of the use to which it is to be put. The 

vine-leaves and grapes, the Bacchic masks, the Goddess of Mirth, the generous 

size of the bowl and the number of goblets—all are suggestive of the festive 

board, the jolly Christmas time when young and old make merry, toasting the 

absent, drinking to the health of those present, passing the evening in harmless 

revelry and song. 

One of the most interesting and instructive features of the Exhibition is 

the evidence it affords of how our young republic, in its one hundred years 

of existence, has thrown off the simplicity of living necessary in its early days 

when existence was a long struggle with poverty, and with increasing wealth 

and prosperity is gathering to itself the most costly and elegant appliances for 

making life not only comfortable but luxurious, which money can buy. In every 

quarter of the world the invention of the artist and sculptor and artisan is 

taxed to supply the demand which wealth and culture make upon every branch 

of manufacture to give us of the best that can be produced. And our own 

workmen, though lacking the facilities for study and self-education to be had
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on the Continent, are so constantly receiving into their ranks foreign artisans 
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of the best class, that their joint work, which may fairly be called productions : 

of American industry, compare favorably with European examples. 

In nothing is this desire for sumptuous articles of use more apparent than
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in the decorations and fittings for houses, especially for furniture and fixtures.
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Take for an example the elaborate CuimNey-prece exhibited by M. Marcuanp, of 

Paris. Only a wealth and a desire for its expression in some permanent form, 

such as gave encouragement to artists in the most prosperous days of Europe, 

could inspire such a design as this. Probably fifty years ago there was not a 

mansion in the country where such a magnificent combination of carving and 

_ highly ornate decoration, finding expression in statuary and gilding and poly- 

chrome enamels, could have been appropriately placed. To-day there is not a 

principal city in the land that has not its houses where this or equally splendid 

work could not be properly placed; and if we imagine a room, proportioned 

to suit this piece, decorated in a like style of richness, and filled with furniture 

to correspond with it, we have an apartment that is nothing less than palatial. 

M. Prat, the designer of this mantelpiece, received the decoration of the Legion 

of Honor as a reward for his design. Its prevailing style is pure Greek. 

The material is the best black marble, relieved by gilding and polychrome 

enameling. On each side of the fireplace stand Poetry and Music. The head 

of Medusa is seen at the back, in the panel surrounded by a border in a fine 

Greek pattern. Above, on the pedestal, is a noble figure of Minerva, finely 

gilt and enameled. The panel back of the figure is relieved by a graceful 

design of vine-sprays after an Etruscan pattern. 

It is quite fitting and natural that at the present time, when we are cele- 

brating ‘our Centennial, that our manufacturers, in producing simply ornamental 

figures, should desire to typify, by every means in their power, the eventful 

hundred years of the nation’s history. The theme is a grand one, capable of 

being treated in a thousand different ways and viewed from a thousand different 

standpoints; and therefore the number of groups which are to be seen in the 

Exposition illustrative of this subject is, perhaps, larger than of any other 

subject. Among these manufacturers are Reep & Barton, of Taunton, Mass., 

who send a large group, symbolic of Procress, which was designed by W. C. 

“ Bearre. Its length is five feet, and its height four and a half feet. The 

progress of America from savage to civilized life is represented by a contrast 

between its condition in the fifteenth and the nineteenth centuries. On the left 

hand we have a group representing the primitive state of the country: the 

party of savage Aztecs thinking of nothing but war—even the mother teaching 

her tender offspring the use of the bow; the barren rocks and_ scattered
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bones indicating the lack of all notion of profiting by the fruitfulness of the 
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soil, while the angry serpent may be looked upon as typifying the fight with 

untamed nature,
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Four centuries pass, and behold the contrast! The Genius of Columbia, 

bearing the olive-branch of peace in one hand, and the fasces of just govern- 

ment in the other, passes before us. Mercury, the swift-footed god of com- 

merce and oratory, leads her steed by a flowery bridle, and thus symbolizes the 

guiding influences of his arts which have led us to prosperity. Beside Columbia 

walks Plenty, with her overflowing cornucopia; while beneath their feet spring 

the plants and fruits which indicate the prosperous results of agriculture. A 

student-group in advance, surrounded by the implements of science and studying 

problems which will still further advance our interests, indicates that the future 

holds in store for us other knowledge, and that to the progress already made 

more is to be added. A bas-relief upon the pedestal represents the landing 

of Columbus, and above rises the vase with the dove and olive-leaf, typical of 

the peaceful period during which the arts have flourished. Surmounting the 

whole is the figure of Liberty, standing upon a broken chain, bearing in one 

hand the palm of victory, while with the other she holds the scroll on which 

is inscribed the record of our progress. She is the inspiring genius to whose 

benign influence we owe our prosperity. 

Of woman’s work, the Exhibition contains many examples—some of it, 

such as the carving in wood, of a kind heretofore monopolized by men, and 

others, such as the needle-work, of. a character truly feminine. In this latter 

class, decidedly the most interesting display in the Main Building is the contri- 

bution sent from Lonpon by the Roya Scuoot or Arr NEEDLE-WORK. 

This School, recently founded by the Princess of Schleswig-Holstein and 

other noble ladies, under the patronage of the Queen, has for its object the 

revival of that famous embroidery and other work of the needle for which the 

women of England were so famous three centuries ago. It will be remem- 

bered that at that time England had the reputation of making the finest 

ecclesiastical vestments in the world. But with the decay of the Church came 

a corresponding decadence in the demand for embroidery, and consequently the 

art fell into disuse. Chiefly owing to the encouragement now given to it by 

the Royal School is this beautiful branch of woman’s work being revived. The 

School employ the very first artists and designers of England to furnish them 

with designs, and in the display sent to this country are patterns by such well- 

known men as Morris and Crane and Pollen. We select for illustration a
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superb set of door-hangings, decorated after designs furnished by the last- 
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named designer. They are a valance and side-curtains or portieres. The 

material is a heavy red Utrecht velvet, on which the design of pines and g Pp
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flowers is worked in embossed gold; the scroll-work and foliated patterns being 

done in appliqué with different-colored velvets. The effect of the whole is 

gorgeous in the extreme, making this set, perhaps, the most striking in the 

collection. ; 

People who think of glass merely as a brittle, transparent substance should 

visit the Austrian exhibit, and especially the display of Losmeyr, of Bonemta, 

to be made aware of its malleability, its varied uses, and a material capable 

of being turned into the most beautiful forms. It is said that even at Vienna 

the display of crystal was not so fine as that made here. In Lobmeyr’s col- 

lection are superb pieces of engraved crystal, various kinds of Bohemian ware 

and bone-glass. In the latter the color is something truly astonishing. There 

are vases of royal blue with fine gilt decoration, shaped after the most exquisite 

Etruscan models. Here are toilet-bottles of the old pilgrim shape, and opaline 

ware in the style of the ancient Venetian glass. Some specimens are orna- © 

mented with flowers in the Persian manner; others are of the Renaissance 

period, and others again have the enameled green scales of Venice. Some of 

the most noticeable specimens are crystal vessels covered with a layer of trans- 

parent red glass, which has been cut back through to the crystal in wonderful 

and intricate patterns. We engrave a group of several of the most beautiful 

of these charming objects, each one of which is a marvel of the glass- 

worker's art 

The Iranian Court of the Exhibition contains many choice and beautiful 

things from that wonderful land whose soil has for centuries been a mine from 

which the nations of the world have drawn the richest treasures of antiquity 

that adorn their museums; and yet, great as has been the drain upon her, it 

is probable that to-day Italy contains, deep buried amid the ruins and the 

debris of her former greatness, more riches a thousand-fold than all that have 

been taken from her to the present time. But it is not alone with the remains 

of her past splendor that Italy is supplying the demand for those things of 

beauty which carry refinement and culture into every corner of Christendom. 

While one portion of her people are busily engaged searching for objects of 

ancient art, another portion are equally busy in reproducing with infinite skill 

: and -patience the famous works of the old masters in every branch of art, and 

still a third class are hard at work trying to supply the demand for antiquities
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by manufacturing whatever the dealers may desire. Yet it is a noteworthy 

feature in the modern work of the Italian workmen that they invariably select 
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the very best models to copy. They do not even restrict themselves to their 

own masters, fruitful as they were in good work, but they avail themselves of 

the art-work of other lands and nations. In a walk through those portions of
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the Court devoted to terra-cottas and marbles and bronzes, French, German 

and Egyptian works are to be seen together with examples of ancient and 

modern Italian art. 

We select for illustration a bronze replica of the famous Mercury of JEan 

Boutoene, of Druat This work, the crowning effort of the great sculptor’s 

life, is familiar to every one by its numerous reproductions in stone and metal 

as well as by photographs and engravings. It is a favorite ornament for lawns, 

for pinnacles of buildings, for the tops of columns, and in smaller form as a 

statuette it adorns cabinets, mantels and niches in the walls of rooms. Again, 

it is seen in the ornamentation of clocks, vases and objects of that sort, on 

epergnés and other table ornaments, and finally we have it reproduced by the 

goldsmiths on articles of personal adornment. Indeed, we remember no statue 

that has been so universally copied for various uses as this Mercury of Jean 

BouLoGne. : 

The Swedish exhibit of pottery and porcelain is certainly one of the finest 

in the Exhibition, both for quality of the material and for its artistic use. The 

Rérstranp Limirep Co. are the principal exhibitors, and from their famous 

factory, excepting only the Royal Works of Berlin, comes the best assortment 

of porcelain, majolica and parian shown in the Main Building. In porcelain the 

Rorsrranp Co, exhibit one piece that alone would have attracted the attention 

of visitors to the Swedish Court. It is certainly one of the chefs-d’euvre of 

the Fair, and as an example of what can be done with porcelain it is almost 

unique. It is a CHIMNEy-PIECE, standing about twelve feet high, constructed 

entirely of hard and soft porcelain. Its general color is lavender and celadon, 

picked out with gold, but there are other colors blending with these and 

making an harmonious whole of great delicacy and richness. The fire-place is 

surrounded with a beautiful border of flowers and leaves in white porcelain 

picked out with gold. The columns on either side are divided into plain panels 

of lavender and gold, separated by richly-ornamented medallions. Above the 

columns is a frieze with scroll-work of singularly beautiful design in celadon, 

lavender and fine tracery in gold, while above that again is the white porcelain 

shelf, resembling in jts purity and polish the richest marble.. Above this, in 

the centre of a long horizontal panel ornamented with an elegant scroll pattern & 

in relief, is a charmingly modeled figure of Cupid, in the round, which is one
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The famous ROrstranp Works were established in 1726—just a century 

and a half ago—at Rérstrand. The greater part of the porcelain manufactured 

always has sold in Sweden, but of late years an export trade has grown up 

with France and England, as well as with the adjacent continental nations, and 

promises to be of importance in the future. As but the materials for porcelain 

abound in Sweden, the manufacture, as compared with that of other countries, 

becomes simply a matter of competition in skillful manipulation and artistic 

treatment. In the former of these the Swedish workmen already excel, and 

they certainly are not far behind either France or Germany in color or design. 

The display of majolica at this Exhibition made by Sweden is in many ways 

the best of all. Beside porcelain and majolica, the Rérsrranp Works make 

parian and bisquit ware and various grades of commercial China. At the 

present time their business gives employment to between five and six hundred 

persons; the production of the works having a value of about $900,000 annually. 

From Sweden—which, everything considered, makes the best display of 

ceramics in the Exhibition—comes the spirited group which forms the subject 

of our engraving shown on page 72. It is a replica in terra-cotta by S. H. 

Gopentws, of StrockHotm, of the spirited group, THe Grappiers, by J. P. Morin, 

The engraving gives a capital idea of this fine work. The moment chosen 

by the sculptor is a critical one in the contest, and moreover—this is a 

point which we have referred to before, but we wish to emphasize it—a 

moment strictly correct in an artistic sense. The combatants at this instant 

are motionless, and this, we contend, is the only proper theme for sculpture. 

Action past and future may be indicated, but present, actual motion belongs 

only to the domain of the painter. As we have said, at this moment the 

grapplers are at rest. An instant more, and the one who has seized the 

upraised wrist of the other, preventing the intended blow, will have turned 

the odds against his adversary, and have clinched for a fall. We are glad to 

see the reproduction of works of this class in terra-cotta. The material is a 

noble one, capable of an infinite variety of uses in the arts and manufactures 

and, with care, can be made a valuable accessory to sculpture. Next to Italy, 

Sweden’s terra-cotta is the most satisfactory in the Exhibition. 

There is a growing tendency in this country to make certain homely articles 

of furniture appear, when not in actual service, to be something other than they
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really are. Theoretically, this tendency is a bad one, because it partakes more ~ 

or less of sham, which, if we may be permitted to use the figure of speech, 

is a partially-explored country of vast extent, though without determinate limits, 

whose inhabitants and all their belongings are regarded with suspicion and 

contempt by the honest people who have seen how unsatisfactory and unreal 

everything belonging to them proves to be. But in the modern manner of 

living, there are certain conditions of existence which justify a certain amount 

of deception, and indeed render it altogether praiseworthy. Here, for example, = 

is a young couple day steps in and 

‘of moderate SEE tells them that 

means, who can- ZS nothing is easier, 

not afford to k LZ CAN He will ly 
ct afford wokeep = Je Me ipere —el sunply 

house or to rent eee lS weed them with furni- 

a suit of rooms see Lal y ture that shall 

in the neighbor- 2 |; 7 AN yy make of the one 

hood where it is NS apartment a bed- 

desirable for them 8 Ne room which can : 

to live. If, how- 2 ‘ee — be turned into a 
— nr. =] —— 2] 

evér, they could > Ay W\S ee NS parlor at a mo- 

manage to live in = ez = &, A ment’s notice. He 

a single apart- ae 2) Ben provides them 

ment, they could be op a with a_ bedstead 
: cd oo ap : ; 

readily afford to a a : L which by some in- 
i I 

. . ry . 

remain near their ae | genious mechan- 
: : Te -cotta: S. H. Godenius, Si : : friends. The abe The Grapplers, terra-cotta: S. H. Godenius, Stockholm. fant transforms 

net-maker of to- itself into a sofa, 

a wash-stand that becomes a writing-desk, a wardrobe that has the appearance 

of a secretary, and the thing is done.. Now, all this is a very proper and 

justifiable proceeding. Our young couple do not want to reccive friends in a 

room which suggests its use as a bed-room, and they cannot sleep on parlor 

furniture; but in this way their difficulty has been removed. 

If we follow the fortunes of this imaginary pair, and look in upon them 

again when their economy at the start has enabled them to have a house of 

their own, luxuriously furnished with all the appliances of wealth and culture,
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we find a corresponding desire to make things answer for several useful pur- 

poses, and by this economy of room gain more space for what is purely 

ornamental. In the sleeping-room, for instance, where there is now no neces- 
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Wardrobe: G. Vollmer. 

sity for concealing the bed, we find such a Warvrose as this of Vottmers. In 

itself it is a superb piece of furniture; but in place of a paneled door we have 

a broad mirror, which thus gives just that much wall-space for pictures or what
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ornaments we please. Then, on either side of the mirror-door are spaces nicely 

contrived to hold the numberless little articles—statuettes, vases and pretty 

toilet articles—that women love to have about them. Beneath the broad slab 

at the base of the glass is a roomy drawer, and on each side of it cupboards, 

where the “mysteries” of the toilet or the jewel-box may be kept under lock 

and key. So that in short we have an article of furniture combining several 

uses, all grouped together into a form of artistic beauty. The elaboration and 

finish of the work is excellent. The light, delicate color of the satin-wood 

ground is relieved by the rich mahogany decorations. The elegantly-curved 

lines of the design, the finely-wrought scroll-work, the harmonious combination 

of effect at the top, all help to make this wardrobe a real work of art, an 

addition to its primary use as a piece of necessary furniture. 

Our next illustration is an admirably-designed Srarnep Gass WInDow, : 

manufactured by Cox & Sons, of Lonpon, the well-known ecclesiastical deco- 

rators. The window is divided into three parts, each section being complete 

in itself, yet forming together an harmonious whole. The subject is that beautiful 

incident in the life of Christ when he gathered the multitude about him on the 

mountain and spake to them those words of mercy and tenderness and love— 

so different from the lessons of the elders—which have come down to us 

through the ages, bearing their sweet message of consolation and hope to 

many a weary heart; their divine wisdom becoming but the more apparent as 

we recognize what those few simple precepts, uttered eighteen hundred years 

ago, have done toward revolutionizing ‘the nations of the earth, and bringing 

civilization out of barbarism. It is very right and proper that Christian people 

should be constantly reminded of this sublime occasion; and no means are so 

effective and real than to aid the imagination by means of pictorial represen- 

tations. Long before the art of painting and staining glass with figures was 

invented, frescoing and panel-painting were in common use. Yet it was a 

glorious thought which first conceived the idea of making the church-windows, 

through which the light of day diffused itself throughout the sanctuary, a 

medium by which the splendor and glory of that other and first Light should 

be typified in the mind of the worshippers ‘with colors such as no canvas can 

produce. Of all the adornments which man, in his desire to make the house 

of God beautiful, has brought into the church, the stained glass window is, to
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subject of illustration; and in this respect it is one of the noblest forms in 

which art may express religion. 

We engrave on page 77 some of the Prinr Patrerns used by the AMERICAN 

Print Works, Fatt River, Mass., in their manufacture; and as these figures 

may fairly be-taken to represent the fashion of the day, it is curious and 

interesting to note how much we have improved in this respect within the past 

few years. Perhaps it would be more correct, in speaking of fashion in dress, 

to give all the credit of this change to the sex whose reign and a? in this 

respect is supreme; and, indeed, we are quite willing to give woman every- 

thing she may claim in this respect. While it is highly probable that men 

; designed the patterns before us, it is equally certain that they never would 

have become popular if they had not pleased the women’s fancy. It is not so 

very long ago, say when our grandmothers were girls, that the young creatures 

thought themselves very fine indeed if they were attired in robes on which 

impossible peacocks and birds of paradise—whose plumage certainly resembled 

nothing terrestrial—were displayed. We find examples of these dresses in the 

colored prints of the time, and occasionally one is discovered in a long-forgotten 

trunk, and preserved as a precious accessory for tableaux. At a later period, 

indeed, within the recollection of many of us, dresses were covered with great 

sprawlings in glaring, ill-contrasted colors, such as none but a savage of to-day 

would delight in. And now we have such patterns as these—neat, carefully 

designed, with proper regard for the color-effect, and altogether pleasing and 

attractive to the eye. 3 

From the truly regal display of porcelain made by the Roya PorcELaIn 

Works at Bertin, we select for illustration two figures, each a masterpiece in 

its way. The one is a large oval vessel intended to be used as a WINE- 

cooLeR, or if desired it can be used, as it is at the present time, for a 

JarpintéreE. In either use it makes a very striking and beautiful object; but 

the design and style of ornamentation make the former purpose preferable. 

The material, though porcelain, is treated so as to resemble Italian majolica, 

and none but an expert could pronounce upon its genuineness. The design 

is masterly and the execution faultless. Nothing could be more spirited than 

the lines of the Triton’s head, the modeling of the mermaids who clasp hands 

above his waving locks, and the graceful curves of their attitude. The handles
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on either side are ornamented with masks and scroll-works suggesting shells, 

anda simple border above and below serves to give finish to the rim and base.
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There is an entire absence of anything like “finnikiness” about the ornamen- 

tation of the piece that makes it appear peculiarly massive and noble. Every 

part-of the design is drawn with a strong, bold hand, suggestive of the best 

period of this style of work. The vase is of an entirely different style and 

treatment. Its material is the hard porcelain made in Europe, and on its glossy 

white surface are painted flowers copied with careful exactness after nature. 

Long practice in the art of ‘flower-painting has enabled the Berlin artists to 

bring their work to the highest state of perfection; and the roses here repre- 

sented blend their hues as perfectly as if painted with nature’s pencil. 

: The superb Mirror which we engrave on page 81 is from the display of 

the Messrs. ELkinctron & Co., of Lonpon, manufacturing silversmiths and art- 

workers in the precious and other metals. Silver, gold and steel enter into 

the composition of this piece, which in beauty of design, fulness of elaboration, 

and mastery of technical execution, is one of the finest examples of modern 

metal-work in the Exhibition. 

In style this mirror has all the richness of finish and elaboration without 

weakening by overloading, with ornament of the best period of the Italian 

Renaissance. In his design the artist has been singularly happy in his choice 

of subjects for illustration. Nothing could be more beautiful and suggestive 

than the groups with which the piece is adorned. 

The mirror proper is a sheet of heavy plate-glass, of an oval shape, with 

beveled edges. This is encircled by a smooth, slightly rounded frame of steel 

damaskeened in gold in the most delicate of arabesque scroll patterns. At 

intervals between these scrolls are gracefully-drawn birds, some resting balanced 

on a spray, and others winging their flight through the air. The plumage of 

these beautiful feathered creatures is indicated by chasing so minute that the 

aid of a glass is necessary to appreciate its fineness. 

Encircling the steel frame is another of silver, in which the mirror swings. 

This frame is ornamented with sprays of leaves and flowers beaten out and 

chased in the manner known as vepousse work. The sockets for the support 

of the mirror are also finished by the same method. On either side of this 

frame and welded to it are uprights or pillars of silver backed by steel. On 

| these pillars, resting on a ledge a third of the height up, are Greek vases con- 

taining sprays of flowers, also done in repfoussé work. Above the flowers are
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pairs of doves, in attitude and expression as lifelike as possible; every feature 

of their wings is executed with wonderful minuteness and softness.
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Crowning the arch above the mirror is as charming a group as ever 

assisted at a lady’s toilet. Two little cupids are nestled there, one standing 

up and holding a lighted torch in his hand; while the other, crouched at his 

feet, is looking down as if in admiration at the fair consultor of the glass. 

The idea conveyed by the attitude and expression of these little loves is 

exceedingly charming. No one, no matter how homely, can look into the 

mirror without being conscious that here at least are two who are struck with 

admiration of her charms. 

All of these groups just described are, like those first mentioned, done in 

silver and finished by the graver’s tool. In the same kind of work are the 

pair of winged cupids who seem to have been playing hide-and-seek, and to 

have come suddenly upon each other while flying round the medallion which = 

ornaments the base of the silver frame. Their little faces betray mischief, glee 

and a pleased surprise at their sudden rencounter. One can easily imagine 

that they have but just flown out from behind the back of the glass, and that 

a whole troup of their gay companions is still romping there. 

This completes the ornamentation in detail. Now we see how artistically 

all combine to make an harmonious whole. Nor can we fail to be attracted 

by the purity of the way in which the theme has been treated. As to the 

technical execution, we have already spoken of it with the highest praise. 

There is but one point further that we would call attention to, and that is the : 

damaskeened work. There are three ways of doing this: either by making a 

fine incision with the graver’s tool, and fastening in a thread of gold wire, 

which is the oldest and best method; by hacking the surface with a knife and 

fastening the gold on superficially; or by etching the pattern in with acid and 

then placing the gold in the cavity. This last method approaches the former ~~ 

in effect and finish, and cannot readily be detected from it, and it is either by 

this method or by the first-mentioned process that the wonderful damaskeened 

work of the Messrs. ELkineron is done. 

Our next engraving represents the Curit Cup, exhibited by Rrep & Barton, 

of Taunton, Mass. This: fine example of the art of the silversmith was sent 

by the manufacturers to the Chilian Exposition, where it gained a prize, and 

has since been known by the name given above. Looking at it in detail, we 

observe that the cup rests upon a square, polished stand, without any decora-
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tion savé a narrow raised border of leaves and flowers. Encircling the base 

of the cup is a beautiful floriated design in low relief, and on this Base, resting 

against the central shaft, are two large shell-shaped vessels of polished silver, 
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without any decoration except some simple chasing on the inner side of the 

rim. Resting on the base are tree-ferns—wonderfully perfect copies of these 

graceful plants—so disposed as to give a pretty finish to this portion of the
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design. On the sides of the shaft, raised somewhat above the shéll-shaped 

vessels by‘curved branches, are finely-cut glass dishes with silver pendants. 

At this level the shaft separates into two slender branches, covered with delicate 

ferns twining about them; and the branches themselves, first bending outward 

and then inward, form a harp-shaped figure, within which is a charming group 

of Venus and Cupid. Cupid has evidently been about some mischief, for his 

mother has taken his bow away from him and is holding it behind her back 

with one hand, while, the other is raised to give emphasis to her admonition. 

The little fellow stands in defiant attitude, as if conscious of no wrong done, 

but it will not be long before he will be begging for his bow again, for without 

that he can have no further sport. Balanced on the upper part of the branches 

is a vase of crystal and silver, its base surrounded by pendants, and the same 

design of branches and fern-leaves carried out on a still smaller scale. The 

effect of the whole figure is peculiarly light and airy, and if we imagine the 

vase and dishes filled with flowers and fruit, there could hardly be a more 

chaste or elegant centre-piece for a table. 3 

We wish that it was possible to give to those of our readers who may not 

be fortunate enough to see it a good idea of the wonderful play of light and 

the surprisingly rich effect of color in this glass Vase of Losmeyr’s. But 

neither engraving nor words can do more than suggest its brilliant appearance. 

In the sunlight no jewel reflects rarer prisms of color than flash from its 

angles. By looking at the engraving it will be seen that the shape of this 

vase is of an admired Greek pattern. Its handles, twisted like those of the 

Urbino vases, represent serpents, their heads pressed flat down upon the rim 

in an attitude of watchfulness, and their bodies attached by finials to the bowl. 

The vase itself is composed of crystal, enameled with red glass. Around 

the body extends a broad zone containing scroll-work and figures cut through 

the enamel to the crystal. The engraving here is of the most minute descrip- 

tion, every leaf and tendril being worked up with infinite pains. In the 

centre of the zone is a winged female figure, supported on either hand by 

lions conventionally treated. There is no ornamentation upon the stem and 

base of the vase, but it rests upon a pedestal, with lions’ heads as handles, and 

the shaft engraved with lovely festoons held up by ribbons. The work here is : 

as minute and intricate as that above, though the design is not so elaborate.
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For a drawing-room ornament, or for a collector’s cabinet, or for purposes of 

illustration in a museum, we have seen no single piece of crystal that is a 

better example than this of the perfection of modern glass-working. 
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We wonder that, in these days of collection-making, more people have 

not taken to getting together specimens of artistic glass. Certainly a well- 

selected assortment of choice crystal makes one of the most beautiful and
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interesting collections that it is possible to make, At present the china-mania 

seems to have gained almost complete possession of the public. 

The elegant Sttver Service which we engrave on page 85 is selected from 

the large and beautiful exhibit made by the Messrs, Barry & Company, of this 

city. It consists of eight pieces—the urn, coffee-, tea- and chocolate-pots, sugar- 

bowl, cream-pitcher, waste-basin and waiter—all of solid sterling silver, elabo- 

rately ornamented with vepoussé work. We are glad to see that it is again 

becoming fashionable to place the urn upon the table, for certainly it is one 

of the most beautiful vessels in itself, and its use is so suggestive of comfort 

and good company, that it is a pity it was ever banished. At breakfast and 

at tea its place on the table as an ornamental feature is as prominent as that 

of the egergue at dinner. All the other vessels and dishes are subservient to 

it. Notice how in this group it dominates all the other pieces and gives a 

finish and completeness to the whole, which without it as a central figure could 

not be expressed. It will be observed also that its form and manner of deco- 

ration give the motif for the design in the rest of the set. Resting upon a 

beautifully-shaped stand on four feet, and so arranged as to contain the spirit- 

lamp, the urn rises graceful and symmetrical as a Greek vase. On either side 

of the ovoid-shaped body are the curved handles, and surmounting it is the 

crown-shaped lid, terminating in an ornamental knob. Every portion of the 

urn and stand is decorated with vepoussé work of the most elaborate descrip- 

tion. Flowers, leaves and grasses twine and intermingle over its surface with 

all the luxuriance of nature. Yet while thus simulating a natural growth, each 

spray and tendril has been placed in position by the cunning hand of the artist, 

whose training enables him to decide where it will be most effective. If the 

other pieces are examined carefully it will be seen that the same general 

grouping of natural objects has been followed in their decoration; so, too, it 

will be observed that the design of these other vessels follows the same curves 

as in the urn wherever it is possible. Of course in the pitcher an allowance 

has been made for the bend of the lip, and in the pots a spout must be made 

which shall harmonize with the handle. To accomplish this last-named effect 

is, by the way, one of the most difficult things in designing a tea or breakfast 

service. It is rarely that one finds-a really satisfactory tea-pot or coffee-pot. 

When the curves of a spout balance, so to speak, those of the handle, we
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The material is solid silver, with gold gilt ornamentation. The piece stands 

about thirty inches high, and is covered, with the exception of the figures,
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with fine chasing and relief-work from base to top. The candelabra rests 

upon a triangular-shaped standard ornamented with dolphins’ heads, masks and 

medallions in gold gilt. Around the edge is a very pretty border of chasing. 

Resting upon a cup-shaped base are four gilt figures of children, standing 

back to back and clasping hands around the shaft. These figures are cut in 

very high relief and thoroughly well designed and executed. Just over their 

heads is a zone of masks, and above that the shaft tapers up to a capital of 

Corinthian shape. Above that, again, the six curved branches of the candelabra 

unite, and from their junction rises a pedestal on which a charming little cupid, 

with a wreath and bow, poses as lightly and airily as if he had just alighted 

there. The branches terminate in skillfully-executed women’s-heads, on which 

: rest the candle sockets. These heads are gilded, and a fine gilt line winds 

around the stems beneath them in a manner similar to the work on the main 

portion of the shaft. This beautiful article is exhibited by M. Curistisen with 

a group of table furniture, and its position and size indicate that it also is 

- intended for table use. In Europe, even in those portions where gas has been 

largely introduced, most people prefer the soft and subdued light of candles to 

the dazzling glare of the other means of illumination; and as it is customary 

to place the candles on the table, many elaborate and beautiful devices are 

made to hold them. Certainly no one who has seen a handsome feast set off 

in this way will deny that the effect is much more pleasing than can be pro- 

duced by any arrangement of gas. 

The Fountain which we engrave on page 89 is a very remarkable illus- 

tration of the admirable adaptation of the ware made by the Messrs. Doutton, 

of Lamperu, ENGLAND, to purposes of decoration, or rather ornamentation, on | 

“a comparatively large scale, This fountain, which stands about eight feet high, 

is composed entirely of the peculiar composition known as Doulton-ware, and 

is modeled after designs furnished by the promising young artist and sculptor, 

Mr. Georce Tinwortu, of Lonpoy. The prevailing colors in this spirited and 

artistic production are rich browns, greens and yellows, which blend together S 

in a subdued and harmonious way that is very effective. The basin of the 

fountain, which is about seven feet in diameter, is surrounded by a border of 

large leaf-shaped figures, with others backing up against their interstices. From 

the centre of the basin rises an imitation rock-work construction with caves
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Fountain: Doulton & Co., Lambeth, England, 

and hollows, from which grasses and aquatic plants depend. At intervals around this rock-work 

are gracefully-modeled swans, and by a clever contrivance the water is raised to a level with
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their bellies, so that the birds seem actually to be swimming and disporting 

themselves in their favorite element. 

Above this rock-work and resting on it as a base is a platform with three 

curvilinear sides and rounded ends, from the centre of which rises a sheaf of 

rushes, which forms the shaft of the fountain. About this sheaf is grouped a 

trio of cupids riding astride of dolphins’ which the little fellows have captured 
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and harnessed. The modeling of these figures is particularly clever. Each one = 

is different, yet it would be hard to select any one as the best. Swans 

coquetting and pluming their feathers complete this group. Above is a second 

but smaller basin shaped like a shell with scolloped edges. From its centre 

and forming a continuation of the shaft is a group of storks, standing back 

to back, as erect and stately as if conscious of their reputation for wisdom. 

Above them is a third and smaller basin, resembling the second in shape, and
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above it the shaft terminates in the tall seed-stalks of the rushes, crowned by 

a bunch of pods. 

In the treatment of his design Mr. Tinwortu has made a happy blending 

of conventionalism and realism, and has confined himself to a strict simplicity 

of detail with a success attainable only by artists of exceptionable ability. The 

mechanical execution of the piece is also worthy of mention. The colors are 
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remarkably even and pure, and the salt-glaze of the Doulton process gives 

them a brilliancy and lustre unattainable by any other means. 

From the collection of rare porcelain and faience made by A. B. DaniELi 

& Son, of Lonpon—certainly one of the choicest ceramic exhibits at the 

: Centennial—we illustrate two of their beautiful Grerx Vases, modeled after 

well-known specimens in the British Museum, and decorated by the pate-sur- 

pate process by the celebrated artist M. Sotoy, formerly of Sevres, but now 

in the employ of the Messrs. Minton, of England. These vases are of a
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chocolate-brown color, so deep in shade as to seem to be black in certain 

lights. The base and the lower portion of the body are decorated with gold . 

lines in the sunken portions of the modeling. On the zone which surrounds 

the body throughout its greatest length are figures of the Graces and Cupids 

drawn with unsurpassed delicacy and skill. We have already described the 

pate-sur-pate process at length, but it may be as well here merely to remind 

our readers that this painting is done with a sort of liquid china, which in its 

wet state is opaque; but after firing, this paste becomes either semi-transparent 

or opaque, according to the thickness with which it is laid on. The practice 

and skill necessary to produce artistic results by this method, as well as the 

care requisite in the firing, are sufficient reasons for the extreme costliness of 

the articles thus produced. This pair of vases have been bought by Henry 

Gibson, Esq., of Philadelphia. 

The upper part of these vases—the neck, handles and lip—are ornamented 

with fine enameling in red and yellow, after approved Greek patterns. These 

enamels are very rich and brilliant, and though sparingly applied, are an exceed- 

ingly effective feature of the general design. 

The group of articles which we engrave on page 91, in variety of form 

and material give an excellent idea of the character of the exhibit made by 

the GusrarsBerG Company, of Swepen. Here is terra-cotta, parian, imitation 

majolica, and different qualities of porcelain. The large vases on either side 

of the engraving are, as will be seen on inspection, different views of 

the same piece, which occupies the place of honor in the Messrs. GuSTAFSBERG 

exhibit, and is, undoubtedly, the chef d’euvre of the collection. This vase : 

stands about four feet high, and from the foot upwards is one solid piece of 

porcelain. The general color of the piece is a clear sky-blue of remarkable 

evenness. The border around the foot, the channels around the lower part of 

the body, the scroll-work above and the relief-work generally are gilded with 

gold. The zone around the middle of the vase contains a finely-painted subject 

representing the procession of the Arts. The coloring of the figures is very 

rich and varied, and they are seen with clearness against the back-ground of 

pure white enamel. 

A vase of Persian shape, decorated with figure-subjects of Peace and War, 

. crowns the group.- Other vases of different styles and shapes can be seen -
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this branch of art has been perhaps greater than any other people. Any one 

familiar with Persian work will see how thoroughly this decorator has mastered 

their principles. of design; and this mastery could only be attained by facilities 

for study such as only Europe affords, 

The most ignorant observer will, although unable to give the reason of it, 

notice the beauty and harmony of the whole effect; yet, if he reflects for a 

moment, and if, while remarking the astonishing amount of work there is on this 

vase, he has judgment enough to perceive that it is subservient to the design 

itself and entirely unobtrusive, one of its main claims to excellence will have 

z been discovered. 

The term arabesque, which is used to designate the intricate scroll- and 

leaf-patterns such as are seen about the zone of this vase, implies that this 

style was invented by the Arabs. But one of the very best authorities of 

modern times—Major R. Murdock Smith, R. E—asserts that the Arabs never 

were an artistic people, although their rulers were distinguished patrons of the 

arts. Nevertheless, these rude people knew enough to adopt and carry with 

them the arts of the people they conquered. Thus when, after conquering 

Persia, they overran Europe, establishing themselves in Spain, they gave to the 

latter country as their own what they had acquired in Persia. The same high 

authority mentioned above is of the opinion that it is far from improbable that 

even the Alhambra itself was chiefly the work of Persians, who stood to the 

Arabs in much the same relation that the Greeks did to the Romans. 

The many uses to which art needlework can be put is well illustrated by 

the exhibition made by the Rovat Scuoot or Art NEEDLEWoRK, of Lonpon. 

We give three examples on page 95. The first of these is an Orroman Cover, 

embroidered in a very delicate flower- and leaf-pattern after a manner which  - 

; is a favorite one among the pupils of the School. This consists of copying 

the leaves and flowers in color and veining with careful Een and at the 

same time conventionalizing their general arrangement to allow of the repetition 

of the design as part of one pattern. 

The second piece is a Caster with a figure-subject, also embroidered— 

the design evidently the work of an artist, probably Crane himself. Work of 

this character requires long practice and skill with the needle, as. well as 

"instruction by competent individuals. But the general result is so satisfactory,
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: and the work itself is so thoroughly feminine, that we sincerely trust some- 

thing of the same kind will be attempted in this country. We have a fancy 
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employ themselves usefully and profitably at work which is in itself interesting
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ages. The very name of Egypt brings up to the imagination the splended reigns 

of the Ptolomies and the Pharaohs, the superb pageants that are recorded in 

pictorial inscriptions on the tombs of the kings and in the comparatively modern 

papyrus and manuscript. And the fact that but a few of the stupendous works 

of that astonishing epoch of civilization are preserved to us intact, while our 

means of comparison are entirely inadequate to apply to the even more stupen- 

dous ruins that uprear themselves above the present level of the land, makes us 

contemplate the achievements of that age with something akin to awe. Who 

dare say what was the limit of the knowledge of the ancient Egyptians? 

Who can affirm that that vast monument of manual labor, that grandest 

achievement of engineering skill known to the world—the Great Pyramid— 

does not stand the silent monument to some gigantic discovery in science of 

: which we know absolutely nothing? 

Once it was thought that this monument was but the shrine of a king— 

that the carefully-concealed chamber with its stone sarcophagus was the place 

where the royal dust reposed, Later it was discovered that this theory was 

untenable on many accounts, and at length a famous astronomer advanced a 

theory that the whole structure symbolized a knowledge of the planetary system, 

of the shape, size and motion of the earth, comparable with our latest dis- 

coveries. Certainly the coincidence of his deductions with the position, size 

and shape of the several passages and chambers was more remarkable if his 

premises were wrong than if they were true. Perhaps in future ages the true 

meaning of the Great Pyramid may be discovered, and our age be reckoned 

as a night between two days. 

One cannot look at this beautiful work of Mircuett, Vance & Co. without 

its ornamentation taking us back to those marvelous times and so reminding 

us of the flight of time and the mutations which all things mundane undergo. 

The vase, the shape of the base, and the smallest feature of the decoration 

: have been studied with consummate skill, and produce a grand effect. The 

draped female heads on the pedestals at the side have a beauty uniquely their 

own. The kneeling attendants holding aloft their fans and balancing jars upon 

their heads suggest, by their costume and accessories, long-forgotten customs. 

The zone around the clock-face contains the symbols of the months, and the 

winged globe above may typify the flight of our sphere through space. The
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thought, the conception of such a design as this was an inspiration, and the 

way it has been executed shows the talent and skill of the genuine artist. 

We engrave on this page a decorated Disu or Pxareau, exhibited by 

E. G. Zimmerman, in the German Court. This fine and elaborate piece of 

work is of a class too highly finished and too costly for the ordinary uses to 

which plates are put, but it is designed to serve a purely artistic end by being 
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Silver Plateau: E. G. Zimmerman of Hanait. 

suspended from the wall or given a place on a mantel or in a cabinet. 

This custom of using artistic plaques and plateaux for decorative purposes 

is extremely popular just at the present time; and as the fashion is a good : 

one and founded upon thoroughly artistic principles, it is likely to continue.
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intelligent critics these artisans are. Especially in subjects with which their 

occupation makes them acquainted, is their judgment just. 
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of the standard, and remove the appearance of thinness to that portion of the
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article at the same time that they give an effect of lightness. Chain orna- 

mentation such as this was practised by the ancients at a very early day. The 

. Greeks especially, who studied ornamentation of all kinds with zeal and enthu- 

siasm, early discovered the fine curves and lines which were obtainable by this 

means; and the reader will not fail to observe how in this instance this simple 

addition of pendant chains finishes and completes the whole design. Supposing 

them absent from this lamp, the least critical observer would see the top-heavy 

appearance that would be presented. Then would come the question how to 

remedy this defect; and we venture to say that no one who had not previously 

seen and studied the effect of such ornamentation would think of suggesting 

chains as a remedy. 

From the display of Messrs. StrurHers & Sons, of PHILADELPHIA, we 

select for illustration a Marsie BaprisMAL Font, which in design and execution 

is entirely the work of their employees. It is, therefore, a thoroughly American 

work, and as such our city may well be proud of it; for in simplicity and 

grace, in purity of sentiment and harmonious blending of ornament suggestive 

of use, it is comparable with anything shown in the foreign courts. 

The artist has chosen for his theme the Lily, the flower emblematic of 

purity and innocence, and as such typifying the condition of those little ones 

who are dedicated to be Christ’s servants unto death. 

In the treatment of his theme the artist has shown almost as rare judgment 

as in his choice. From a plain octagonal base rises a slender, round shaft, on 

which rests a circular basin with receding mouldings lessening toward the rim. 

Around the foot of the shaft are strewn numbers of yellow lilies, their round, 

flat leaves disposed on the horizontal plane, while here and there among the 

group are sprays of the delicate garden-lily, the blossoms half hidden in their 

sheltering sheath-like leaf. Rising above these, almost to the rim of the basin, 

is a sheaf of lordly white water-lilies, their long, smooth stems bound to the 

shaft of the column by a ribbon-band, their broad leaves and graceful flowers 

encircling and completely hiding the lower portion of the basin. 

The disposition of these flowers is simply beautiful, and one can readily 

see that nature was closely studied before the arrangement was made. Nothing 

more highly realistic than this group could be imagined, and the sculptor has. 

reproduced it in the marble with a marvelous fidelity.
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We are heartily glad that this font is exhibited at the Centennial Expo- 

sition, for such a work as this does more to disprove the hackneyed comment of 

Europeans upon our civilization—that we are too materialistic to regard beauty : 

of ornament—than all the protests of our most honored writers. 

In the matter of jewelry, goldsmiths’ work and silver-plate manufacture, 

our foreign visitors are unceasing in their expressions of praise of the quality 

of the work done, and of astonishment at the richness and variety of the 

display. 
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Necklace and Breastpin: Morgan & Headley, Philadelphia, 

It is indeed a most gratifying fact that in the manufacture of artistic 

jewelry our leading American houses compare favorably with foreign firms, It 

may be argued that for this species of work we import large numbers of 

: : European workmen, and that our designs are theirs or copied from French and 

English novelties. And doubtless it is true that hardly a large manufacturing 

jewelry establishment exists in this country without its quota of foreign assistants 

but for all that the work produced is in a large sense American, and, at least, 

an American public which pronounces upon its claims to fashion.
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Moreover, there are certain set and well-defined styles which we have 

inherited, or by long use have a claim to, that from their intrinsic worth and 

beauty always claim the popular favor. A jeweler or goldsmith by following : 

these can never go wrong, and even if he has no originality or invention 

; himself, the number of celebrated antique examples at his command is quite 

inexhaustible. 

In the beautiful specimen of American goldsmiths’ work which we illus- 

trate on page 103—a Necktace and Breasrprn manufactured by Morcan & 

Heap ey, of ParrapeLpHia—the makers have combined a large amount of origin- 

ality with a careful study of a strictly classical design. The result is a set of 

ornaments having all the merits of novelty combined with the best taste and 

most refined treatment. The necklace is light, graceful and highly ornamental 

without being garish, while the pin is remarkable for its simple elegance. 

Stoneware, gvés or steimgut, as a certain kind of hard pottery made in 

England, France and Germany is called, according to the nation making it, was 

formerly manufactured in the latter country of a quality and cheapness that 

caused it to be largely exported to the former kingdoms. Antique German 

steingut, of certain localities, such as Nuremberg, Cologne and Creussen, in 

Bavaria, is much sought after and prized by the ceramic student. The famous 

Creussener steingut mugs bring fabulous prices. Some of these pieces, which 

are of a dark brown color, have relief figures of the Apostles and Evangelists 

ranged round them in arcades, and hence are commonly called Apostle 

tankards. 

The Cologne steingut or grés, as it is more commonly called, was at one 

time more generally known throughout Europe than any other kind of stone- 

ware. The majority of the pieces were designed for the homeliest household 

uses, but their durability and the character of their ornamentation were such 

as to make the demand for them universal. The ware was mostly made in 

moulds, and was produced in immense quantities. 

Of late years the reproduction of this gvés has been undertaken at nearly 

all the large factories of Germany, and so successfully is it made that in many 

instances none but an expert can detect the difference, especially when, as is 

too commonly the case, the original marks are copied and the stamp of the 

true maker is suppressed.
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We illustrate on this page a group of three Anrtiqu— German VESSELS, 

manufactured by Messrs. Merxeirsacn & Wick, of GrenzHausEN, who make a 

specialty of the production of this style of ware. The piece without a handle 

is a very fine copy of grés de Cologne. The body is of a soft gray color, on 

which is the raised ornamentation and the blue enamel coloring. The lower 

part of the piece has grooves or depressions radiating upward at regular 

intervals to the central zone, which contains a coat-of-arms supported by 

winged griffins and scroll-work. Above this is a collar with a twisted incised 
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German Steingut: Merkelbach & Wick, Grenshausen. 

pattern, separating the zone from the arabesques and garlands which cover the 

upper part of the bowl. Around the neck is a band of rosettes in low relief 

picked out with color. 

The ewer, the largest piece of the three, is copied after a very favorite 

style. The bowl is flattened, with medallions containing relief ornamentation 

and a display of arms and heraldic devices upon the sides. A mask is intro- 

duced as an ornament to the spout, but the handle is made very plain and as 

unobtrusive as possible. 

The third piece partakes in its decoration of a more oriental style. _ Its 

shape, toopis Eastern and might have been copied from a Moorish vase. The
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decoration consists of brilliant arabesques dispersed over the surface in a pleasing 

and effective manner. : 

. On this page we present our readers with an illustration of the handsome
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Fountain manufactured by the J. L. Morr Co., of New York, that graces the 

northern portion of the nave of the Main Exhibition Building. This fine 

example of artistic casting is erected just as it is seen in the engraving at 

one of the divisions of the nave, and is kept playing water all day long. 

Indeed, the only way to judge of the beauty of a fountain is to see it in 

operation, for the fall and curves of the water form a component part of the 
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Bronze Inkstand: Henri Perrot, Paris. 

general effect. And this fact should always be taken into consideration by the 

designer, although evidently it is too often neglected. How often we see 

fountains that in themselves are beautiful, but when seen in operation the 

apertures from which the water is ejected and the curves made in its fall 

render the whole thing ridiculous or monstrous. 

Nothing is more beautiful than falling water, whether it is in sheets or in 

broken streamlets or dispersed in spray; and in the present instance we may 

be said to have these three phases combined.
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The fountain rises from its basin in a series of four basins, each smaller 

than the other, and is surmounted by a small vase-shaped pinnacle, from the 

orifice of which a slender column of water shoots upward to fall again in 

spray. From over the smooth lips.of the upper basins other water falls in 

sheets into the third compartment, which has scolloped edges; from the 

depressions here it falls in streams into the fourth receptacle, from which it 

flows in one broad transparent sheet. The effect of all these changes is 

: exceedingly pretty, and yet no one of them is of a nature to hide the beauty 

of the design. 

The Bronze InxsTanp, with its accompanying set of writing appliances, 
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: Tuble Glassware: Lobmeyr & Co., Vienna. 

manufactured by M. Henrr Perrot, of Paris, which forms the subject of our 

illustration on page 107, is an excellent example of the fondness for rich orna- 

mentation which is characteristic of the French. The pieces are really sumptuous 

in design and workmanship, and simply as ornaments to a secretary they would 

command attention anywhere. If the philosopher's theory, that our thoughts 

take color from our surroundings, is true, the fortunate possessor of such 

writing appliances as these should have flights of fancy such as the Arabian 

romancers might envy. 

The Giassware of Lopmeyr, of Vienna, which we illustrate on this page, 

is both useful and ornamental. One of the pieces is a crater vase with handles, 

and is probably intended merely for ornament. But all the other pieces are
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suitable for table furniture, either as card-receivers or as receptacles for dainty 

and choice confections at dessert. And in this connection we may say that we 

trust the time is rapidly approaching when people generally will open their 

eyes to the fact that it is within the power of every one to make the dinner- 

table something more than a board from which to feed,—to beautify it so that 

it may be esthetically attractive. : 

The sooner the absurd custom of putting down upon the table only 

certain dishes of a conventional shape containing certain meats, and removing 
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Enameled Casket: Emile Philippe, Paris. 

them as soon as they have done their purpose—the sooner this absurd custom 

is done away with the better. ; 

There is not a household so poor that has not some ornamental dish or 

vase in china or glass that would answer a far higher and better purpose if = 

used to grace the board at meals than if left upon a mantel-shelf or behind a 

glass simply to be looked at. 

Our good grandmothers and, in some instances, our mothers washed the 

cups and saucers themselves after the evening meal, and the guests sat by and 

chatted while the sweet housewifely action was going on. But now, because 

servants are careless, we are told that we must be content to look at the odd 

and pretty bits of china that we may possess as curiosities too precious to be
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used, and take our meals off sets any piece of which can be replaced if by 

chance it gets broken. 

All this should be changed. With a little care and trouble the dinner- 

table could be made artistically beautiful. For example, with one of these 

beautiful dishes of Lopmrvr’s made to answer some trifling purpose at dessert, 

a refining and artistic tone would be given to all that portion of the meal. 

Not satisfied with their country being the centre for the production of 

artistic jewelry and personal ornaments of all kinds, the French artisans exert 

themselves to produce elaborate repositories for the precious productions of 

their skill. Such a Jewe: Case as the one which we illustrate on page 1009, 

manufactured by M. Emire Putvippe, of Paris, is a treasure in itself. It is 

one glittering, brilliant mass of enamels on metal. The skill with which the 

intricate pattern has been wrought and the strength with which the bits of 

bright color have been contrasted are very remarkable. The mere technical : 

skill and patient labor required in the production of such a work as this~ is 

very great, and to produce the finished work without a flaw can only be 

accomplished by long familiarity and practice in the processes required. By 

looking carefully at our engraving, some idea of the minuteness and delicacy 

of this work can be obtained. Each shade represents a different enamel color, 

and it will be seen that the central panels contain intricate foliated patterns. 

Around each of these panels is a narrow edging or frame of small squares of 

vitreous paste of different colors; then comes a border of scroll-work and 

medallions within another edging similar to the first. The whole affair is not 

more than seven inches long by five inches wide and height, and may be called 

a dijou to contain dcjoux. 

England may well be proud of the exhibition made by her colonies at 

our Centennial Fair. India, Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon, British Guiana, 

and the far-away settlements on the Gold Coast, the Bahamas, the Bermudas 

and Trinidad, Queensland and the Canadas, each and all have come to us, 

their elder sister, proud to show us and each other the evidence of their young, 

vigorous life. Yet some of these colonies have already reached a maturity 

when they begin to look forward to being their own masters; and it is likely, 

before many more years have passed, that the mother-country will assist them 

to set up governments for themselves. England is now a wiser mother than
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Wrought Iron Gate: H. R. Ives & Co., Montreal. ji 

when she angered us to break the leading-strings. She realizes that her other 

children, now growing up around her, will some day want to be powers unto
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themselves; and instead of discouraging, she encourages them in the idea. 

Such a policy gives the colonies a healthier, manlier growth. When they 

achieve independence they will have nothing but affection for the mother who 

nurtured them, and they will stand strong and ever ready to resent any insult 

that may be offered to her. 
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Notice with what rare skill solidity has been combined with lightness. 

i Each gate is thoroughly braced by the standards and the cross-pieces containing 

the panels. This first and chief point accomplished, the artist can exercise his 

fancy upon the decoration. He has chosen a vine as his theme, and has 

woven it between the uprights in a graceful,and symmetrically conventionalized
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way. With the same motive he has ornamented the arches formed by the 

curved braces with a whorl of leaves, tendrils and blossoms, and again the 8 

foliation appears in the finials to the uprights and standards. We bespeak for 

this piece of work a degree of attention on the part of our readers, not only 

because of the neighborhood from which it comes, but because of its own 

intrinsic excel-, : sign for this 
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of the piece. We see it, too, in the winged heads displayed on the front in 

relief as medallions, or in the round scrolls as ornaments to the corners; and 

it is also visible in the flaming vases on the top. All of this work is executed 

with the finish and skill of which French workmien are such masters, and the 

result is an elaborate and in a double sense a striking clock. 

Another work exhibited by the same firm is the Brass CanpELazra which
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: forms the subject of our next illustration. This is conceived in a different 

spirit and has more of a classical feeling. From a square base, but little 

ornamented, rise four banded pillars, on which rests an entablature supporting 

an urn with six branches, to each one of which is affixed a candle-socket. In 

the centre, upheld by curved tendrils, is a seventh socket-cup, shaped like the 

others. All of this upper part of the candelabra is very ornate indeed, and 

in striking contrast with the lower portion. Here the central figure is an 

Amazonian warrior, clad in full armor, with one hand resting upon the shield : 

by her side, and the other raised in an attitude of warning. The pose and 

general modelling of this figure are very fine and spirited, and the artist has 

done well in so subduing the accessories as to give it all the prominence 

possible. 

The late Franco-Prussian war has had a curious effect upon industrial art 

in Germany. The empire had not ended its rejoicings over the triumph of 

German arms when the French milliards were scattered broadcast over the 

country and a period of unexampled prosperity ensued. The masses of the 

people earned wages that allowed them to purchase freely articles that had 

previously been beyond their means. A luxurious manner of living became 

common, and in a measure unfitted every one for the period of commercial 

depression that afterwards swept like a wave over all Europe. It is plain that 

- all classes of individuals easily and quickly adopt the more expensive habits 

of living made possible by an increase in income, and that they are slow to 

retrench when the necessity comes. Yet a very remarkable fact not generally 

realized, although it is the result of the same sentiment in a community, is the 

converse of this proposition. For example, in our own country during the 

war, the price of flour rose so rapidly that persons who had small incomes did 

not attempt to buy the higher qualities, but contented themselves with good 

medium grades; yet when the price of flour began steadily to decline, the 

same buyers continued paying their maximum price, until to-day nine-tenths of 

the housekeepers in the land are using grades of flour which they could not 

have bought during the war, and that quality which they used then will no 

longer content them. The same feeling is illustrated in rents. When rents 

were high, people contented themselves with cheap lodgings; but as soon as 

rents began to fall, they moved to as fashionable quarters as the same amount é
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of rental would procure. Then we hear the cry that the cost of living is still 

as great as it ever was, when the truth is that the cost of living has decreased, 

but the manner of living has proportionally increased, and the fault lies with 

the housekeepers themselves. 

Now, this is just what has happened in Germany. Certain articles before 
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was that it should: be showy, in order to cater ‘to a vulgar and uneducated 

taste. Work executed under such influences cannot fail being meretricious and 

bad, and hence it is that the German display in our Centennial is so univer- 

sally condemned, especially by Germans, as evidencing a standing still or even 

a retrograde movement. As to the display of Bismarcks, Von Moltkes, Crown 

Princes, etc., we are not disposed to judge of them as severely as the German
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commissioner does. That they are in bad taste at an international exhibition of 

this character is undoubted, but they are nothing more nor less than the natural 

forms of expression which all countries have adopted after achieving like con- 

quests. These men are the heroes of the hour among the Germans, and the 

people at least do not tire of the manifold ways in which their heroes’ likenesses 

are presented to them. : 

Of course the remarks that we have made above apply to the German 

exhibit as a whole- There are many and notable exceptions to the rule in all 

the various sections. In the stalls devoted to the display of goldsmiths’ work, 

jewelry and plated ware are some of the most beautiful things to be found in 

the whole Exhibition. One of these we illustrate on page 115. It is a SILVER 

Casket, manufactured by Ernarp & Sons, of Germany. This casket is about 

nine inches long, six inches wide and six inches high. It is ornamented with 

scroll designs in vefoussé-work upon the front and back, and the two side panels 

contain portrait-medallions between branches of laurel done in the same manner. 

The angles at the junction of the sides are concealed by curved projections 

terminating in scrolls at the feet. 

The lid or cover to the article is somewhat more elaborately ornamented 

by the same vefoussé process. On the four sloping sides are baskets of a 

classical shape containing fruit and flowers. On either side of these are sprays 

of leaves woven together in a simple, graceful pattern. In the upper panel is 

a square, raised frame, within which is an oval containing a group of a cupid 

and a nymph, the latter playing upon a flute. Beside the cupid is a harp, and 

in the distance are sheep and a pastoral landscape. The artist has taken rare 

pains with this part of his work, and has produced a very effective and pleasing 

bas-relief. As no gilding or enameling is used in decorating this casket, the claim 

for attention which it has is solely its artistic workmanship in this particular 

branch of the silversmiths’ trade. As rvepoussé-work is now so fashionable that 

nearly all the large manufacturers of plate in Europe and this country are 

producing it, our readers will be interested in contrasting the work of. the 

various nations which we illustrate. In this way those who are directly 

- interested in the process will gain valuable ideas, and those who simply take 

an interest in industrial art products generally, will be able to form an intel- 

ligent idea of whatever characteristics are distinctly national. .
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The Parr or Vases illustrated on this page are the chefs d’euvre of the 

rich display of artistic pottery and porcelain made by the Messrs. DanreLt & 

Sons, of Lonpon. Their stall, which faces on the central transept close to the 

nave of the Main Building, contains one of the most interesting and varied 

collections of the choicest productions of noted English potters anywhere to be 

seen; yet even here among the numerous triumphs of ceramic art, these vases 
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Vases: Daniell & Sons, London. From the collection of Sir Richard Wallace. 

"are quite incomparably the. most beautiful and precious. We shall endeavor 

to give the reader an idea of the appearance of these remarkable works of 

art, as far as words can do it; but we urge all who would have a realizing 

sense of their beauty to take an opportunity of viewing for themselves. 

The vases are of porcelain, standing about two feet high, and are deco- 

rated around the zone with figures painted or modelled in pdte-sur-pdate. 

We shall have something to say of this process after having finished the
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description of the pieces. The number of colors and shades used in the 

decoration is numerous, but the principal body-color on which the figures are 

painted is a dark olive-green. Gold has been introduced in places to heighten 

the general effect. 

Below the curved lip of each vase, which is gilded, is a space extending 

to the gold band at the junction of the handles with the neck, enameled with 

a deep dlue de roi with gilt stripes. At the narrowest part of the neck is a 

raised gold band, above which are gold arabesques. From here down to the 

curved collar, which is composed of gilt and red, the neck is of a delicate 

: celadon color with radiating stripes of white. 

Below the zone on which the figures are painted is a white band, beneath 

which delicate gilt scrolls are disposed upon a light green ground which 

extends to the base, which is gilt. The central zone is a deep olive-green of 

peculiar richness, and on this the figures of Cupids and the Graces as seen 

in the illustration are painted in fdéte-sur-pate. 

In order that the reader may understand what this process is, we cannot 

do better than make an extract from M. Arnoux’s account of the process as 

practised at Sévres, as quoted by Mr. Blake in his Report: 

“The name féte-sur-pate explains sufficiently the process, which consists in 

staining the body of the hard porcelain in celadon, or other color, by the 

addition of a colored mixture, of which oxide of chrome is generally the chief 

ingredient; and then, when the piece is still in the clay state, to paint or 

rather model upon it with a brush, using white porcelain body as the pigment, 

and taking advantage of the transparency it will acquire when fired to produce 

an effect similar to that obtained in the Limoges enamels, by working the 

semi-transparent enamel on a black ground. Consequently the artist will 

increase the thickness of the white clay for the high lights, and decrease it 

where the color of the ground is to be seen through. Much experience is 

required to calculate the effect, the white clay before firing being equally opaque 

in the thin as in the thick parts. Of course any mistake is irremediable, as it 

can only be seen after the, piece is fired. It was from studying the Chinese 

celadon that Mr. Ebelman* started this kind of porcelain. The colors used 

on account of the high degree of temperature are extremely limited.” 

¥A director of the Sévres works and the discoverer in Europe of the pate-sur-pate process.
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The reader is now enabled to see from this description how difficult the 

process must be and what wonderful skill the artist possesses who can model 

such graceful, life-like figures as are here portrayed. A peculiar and beautiful 

feature in the finished work is the effect of high relief (when in reality it is 

very slight) produced by the semi-transparent porcelain body. 

In the Paris Exposition of 1867, examples of this work were publicly exhibited 

by Sévres for the first time, but the process of manufacture was kept a secret. 

English workmen, however, who visited the Exposition examined the pieces 

critically, and on their return home published what appeared to them and what 

proved to be the true method of producing them. Yet it was not until the : 

Franco-Prussian war, when many French artisans took refuge in England, that 

the latter country began to manufacture péte-sur-pate. At that time, among the 

refugees from France was M. Solon, of Sévres, the most distinguished worker 

in the new process in all Europe. Immediately on his arrival his services were 

engaged by the famous firm of Mintons, and it was not long before their 

factory produced work equal to any ever done at Sévres. These vases which 

we have been discussing are the work of M. Solon, and were executed at the 

Mintons factory. The Messrs. DanieLts are the London agents for this firm, 

and these pieces were executed to their order. The reader may be curious to 

know what such superb examples of ceramic art are worth, and he may get 

some idea from the fact that this pair have been purchased by Sir Richard 

Wallace for six hundred guineas. 

The superb Prano which we illustrate on page 120 was manufactured by 

Messrs. Hatter, Davis & Co., of Bosron, and is undoubtedly the most elabo- 

rately constructed instrument of its kind at the Exhibition. The case is made 

of ebony with an occasional inlaying of narrow strips of precious wood to 

give effect to the ornamentation. The reader will see from our engraving how 

remarkable this ornamentation is. All of it is hand-work, the production of 

skillful carvers. Much of it is in very high relief; other portions, such as the 

birds and urn on the upper portion and the wreaths at the base, are worked out 

in full; while the panels, with their wreaths, scrolls, medallions, and symbolic 

figures, are elaborated with great fidelity of detail. 

It is one of the anomalies of art that the piano, which contains the soul 

of harmony, is generally the least harmonious and ungraceful-appearing object
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Piano, Ebony Case: Hallet, Davis & Co., Boston. 

of the modern drawing-room. It is usually bow-legged and veneered, badly 

shaped and worse decorated. The old-fashioned spinet was decidedly superior P P ye Sup
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as far as looks go, to the modern “grand.” England in her new Renaissance 

makes Greek and Elizabethan drawing-rooms with furniture to match, but she 

has not evolved an Eastlake piano, yet. We are glad, therefore, to claim for 

an American the honor of having made a Prano that is harmonious both within 

and without. 

This piano placed in a music-room would form, as its use requires it 

should, the central and prominent ornament of the apartment. Then the 

general design and ornamentation are of such a character that they can be 

repeated, with proper modifications, in all the other articles of furniture in 

such a way that each may accord with the others and the tout ensemble be 

: perfect. 

An interesting feature of the Exhibition is the method which the uphol- 

sterers, decorators and furniture-dealers have chosen by which to display their 

goods to the best advantage. This method consists in dividing the sections 

allotted to them into rooms, which are afterwards fitted up as parlor, library, 

- boudoir, dining-room, or any special apartment. Some of these “interiors” are 

perfectly lovely, others are regal in their magnificence, and others again are 

furnished with the severe simplicity which affects a return to those times when 

the luxurious appliances of modern times were unknown. 

Perhaps in no other department of the Centennial is it possible to obtain 

a better idea of that indefinable influence which we call taste than by observing 

the sections devoted by the group of nations, England, France and the United 

States, to the subject of furnishing. Here we get glimpses of the surround- 

ings of the classes who set the fashions, such as could be had in no other 

way. We look into the most private apartments, the boudoirs and bed-chambers, 

which are so artfully arranged as to suggest occupancy. Bric-a-brac and knick- 

knacks are disposed about in studied carelessness so as to make the effect as 

natural as possible. 

No more common error is made in these times than the habit of blaming 

the paper-hanger, the upholsterer and furniture-maker, each and all, for the 

ill effect of a room which we have “furnished” ourselves. One often sees 

paper, hangings and furniture, which in themselves are beautiful, so badly 

grouped by the ill taste of the owner as to make each appear ugly. There 

. is no opportunity for fair judgment of the merit of a dealer's taste and skill
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unless everything is grouped according to his judgment; and no one can study 

the elegant and rich effects produced in the sections we are discussing without 
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being convinced that the covert sneer in the phrase “the room is upholstered 

and not furnished” is but an attempt to put the blame where it does not belong.
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In our engraving we illustrate a Bouporr fitted up by Messrs. CarrINGTON, 

De Zoucué & Co., of Pumapetputa, which is the very abode of luxury. Any 

man looking into such a nest will feel himself a privileged person and will 

probably look anxiously around for the legitimate occupant. The ceiling and 

sides of this apartment are panelled with tufted cretonne of rich, warm colors, 

relieved by a stile of drab-colored damask with mouldings of ebony and gilt. 

The pattern of the cretonne is a running vine with flowers trained over a 

trellis, and is exceedingly graceful and pretty. The upholstering of the chairs, 

pillow lounge and ottoman is in a cretonne matching the panels, and the same 

material is used around the large mirror at the end of the apartment and on 

the shelf at its foot. Puffing and box-plaits are used to make curved and 

broken lines and to give additional effectiveness to the arrangement. The 

room in its suggestions of repose, comfort and refinement is the beau-ideal of 

a boudoir. 

The Jewexry exhibited by the Government in the Egyptian Court is inter- 

esting both for its technical excellence and for its quaint and artistic adaptation 

of forms used by the early workers in the precious metals. Of Egyptian per- 

sonal ornaments of the old time but very few specimens have been preserved 

to us, yet there is abundant evidence of the high antiquity of gold and silver 

ornamental work. In the twenty-fourth chapter of Genesis we read of golden 

ear-rings and bracelets, and constant reference is made throughout the Bible to 

articles of a like description. In the Exhibition of 1862, a splendid set of gold 

ornaments, found at Thebes in the tomb of a queen who reigned fifteen 

hundred years before the Christian era, was shown, but this set is a unique 

example of that time. In the Necxiace and Ear-rincs which we illustrate on 

page 123, small gold coins form a principal feature of the design. They are 

suspended, singly and in groups, from figures of fine gold filagree work of 

elaborate oriental pattern. 

The Broocues which illustrate the same page are made by Emi.e Pui.ipre, 

of Paris, and though they are equally Egyptian in style, we have in them a class 

of work of a very much more modern character. Here the precious metal, gold, 

takes a secondary place, being used simply as a setting for more precious 

stones, and a fictitious value is given to the metal by the use of enamels. 

The first brooch consists of a crystal scarab, or sacred beetle, the spots on the
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body being marked with colored stones, inlaid. On ‘either side are kneeling 

figures of a type purely Egyptian, human in all but the face, which is that of 

a bird. These figures are of silver, enamelled in red and green, and deco- 
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Pompeian Toilette—Plaque: Messrs. Elkington & Co., Birmingham. 

rated with gold. These are supported on the outstretched wings of a bird, the 

plumage of which is also brilliantly enamelled. g y 
The second brooch is even richer in color than the former, and is a 

: 
F
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remarkable piece of design. It contains numerous symbolical figures, such as 

the crouching sphynx, the winged beetle, the female head with the duck 

emerging from the forehead, the sphere, and the sacred flower, the. lotus. 

Emeralds and other precious stones are introduced into the design. 

The only examples of silverware manufacture in England, shown in the 

British section, are to be seen in the Court of the Messrs. Erxrncton & Co., 

and if we could regard their display as representative of the craft to which 

they belong, other nations would be put far in the back-ground. But the : 

Messrs. ELKincTon in the vastness of their business, in the number and talent 

of the artisans whom they employ, occupy a position so far above the other 

firms engaged in the same manufacture, that their display is not representative 

of English silversmith work; it simply illustrates the excellence of their own 

productions, and in this respect it is representative of the highest achievements 

of the art in this century. 

In one respect their exhibit differs from the others of the same class made 

by manufacturers of other nations. It is uniquely an art display. They have 

not attempted to send examples of their manufacture in sterling silver and 

electro, for in this ‘respect their work is of a character to defy competition, 

and their reputation is already world-wide. Hence they have excluded from 

their Court all articles which do not possess, in the strictest sense of the term, 

high artistic merit, both as regards design and execution; and for this reason 

their Court forms one of the greatest attractions in the Main Building. No 

one should fail to visit it. 

As it is our purpose to illustrate, from time to time, a number of the 

most noteworthy of the articles in this superb collection, a brief account of the 

exhibit as a whole, and a word respecting the firm itself, will be interesting 

and appropriate in this place. 

Although the Messrs. Etxincron & Co. have branch establishments at 

London, Liverpool and Manchester, their manufactory is at Birmingham, where 

they employ some two thousand workmen. In those figures we have the data for 

an estimate of the vastness of their business. This business owes its begin- 

ning to the patient perseverance of one man, who devoted all his energies to 

the accomplishment of one end—the application of electro-metallurgy to 

industry.
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Forty years ago Mr. G. R. Exxrneton, the founder of the firm, after infinite 
labor and trouble, and in the face of the sneers of the manufacturers of the 
old school, developed the process of electro-plating metal into a useful. art. 
Before him scientists and curious experimenters had learned the secret of the 
Voltaic current, yet its prodigious effect upon the arts as an element of use 

did not occur to them. With the successful application of the new agent the 
manufacture of silverware was revolutionized. The firm of E:xincron & Co. 
having the lead, kept it, and not content with that, exerted themselves to 
distance all competi- branches which are 
tors. In this also they eee within the sphere of 
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The Exxineton exhibit at the Centennial may be conveniently divided into 

four classes—artistic silver-work proper; vepoussé-work in silver, iron or steei, 

with enrichments of gold and silver in damascening, inlaying and niello; com- 
binations of these methods with silver; and enamels—cloisonné and champleve. 

To these are added electrotype reproductions of several of the famous examples 
from the South Kensington Museum, in silver and copper bronze. 

Our engraving on page 125 belongs to the second class. It is the latest 

work of the celebrated artist M. Moril Ladeuil, and in the opinion of compe-
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tent judges, as a specimen of artistic metal-work of the highest class, it has 

never been surpassed either in conception of design or in delicacy of 

manipulation. 

The diameter of the Pompgeran TortetreE—as the Plaque is called—is some 
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twenty inches. The centre is oxidized silver; the rim is of steel of two colors, 

enriched with gold damascening and refoussé-work; yet it is almost impossible 

to believe that the scene which gives the name to the plaque also has been 

hammered out by the vepoussé process. Looking at the engraved picture, one
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would say it was after some fine painting—say by Alma Tadema—and was the 

. labor of the brush and pencil rather than the mallet and chisel. An inspection 

P of the piece itself rather increases than diminishes the wonder. The texture 

of the flesh, the drapery, the plants, the effect of distance, each and all are 

expressed with truly marvelous fidelity to nature; in brief, the tecnique is : 

perfect. Looked at as an artistic conception, the work is not less remarkable. 

Here is a Pompeian lady, fresh from the bath, attended by her female slaves. 

The toilet is nearly completed; the necklace and armlets have been adjusted ; 

| one maiden is fastening the sandals to the anklets; another stands holding the 

robé shortly to be donned, and a third finishes the adornment of the hair 

while her mistress contemplates the effect in a mirror. The pose and expres- 

sion of each one of these figures are a study, but the central figure is a 

marvel of grace and loveliness. Accessory to this group are the room, the 

/ furniture, the ornaments, the flowers, and the recess beyond. All these details 

it will be observed have been carefully studied and combined to give a most 

harmonious whole. Except in the other works exhibited by the Messrs, 

Exxincron, there is no metal-work of a like description in the Exhibition 

comparable with this fine plaque. 

, On page 127 we give an illustration of another of the uses to which the 

production of the Royat Scuoot or Arr NEEDLEWORK can be applied. It is 

; an Esony Cuair, covered on the back and seat with olive-green satinette, on : 

which a spirited and well-designed vine pattern has been embroidered. The 

: plant is a convolvulus, the flowers worked in blue, and the leaves in the 

different shades of brown and green. Work of this kind is so truly feminine 

and can be made so thoroughly artistic, that we trust the example of our 

English sisters will be followed by the women in this country. 

Japan, with its civilization so different from ours that it might be that of 

another planet, is represented at the Centennial by a display so novel and 

attractive as to be an unfailing source of interest to all visitors of whatever 

other nationality. We engrave on page 128 a group of Bronze Vases from 

this section which illustrate in an excellent manner the beauties and oddities 

of the peculiar artistic methods of the Japanese. As metal-workers, these 

| wonderful people surpass in certain respects their European brethren, and some 

of their processes are to this day inimitable. 

|
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The central piece of this group stands some four feet high. It is com- 

posed entirely of bronze, save the panels between the dragon handles, which 
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Majolica Clock Case: Danielis & Sons, London, 

are damascened with silver and gold. The panel on this side represents a 

knight doing penance by standing under a cataract, and on the obverse he is 

seen, his sins washed away, having a quiet cup of tea with a couple of friends.
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So far the European can trace a meaning in the design; but when it comes 

to explaining the half human monsters, the dragons, sea-serpents, and other 

animals, it is only possible to suppose that they may be the representations of 

traditional creatures such as figure in the Arabian Nights, and the like of 

which learned scientists assure us once walked or crawled upon the face of the 

earth and swam across the seas. The decoration of the smaller vases, saving 

the winged beasts that serve as handles, is more easily understood. The panels 

in these have birds and butterflies copied with wonderful fidelity and spirit 

after nature, and are really beautiful; and in these pieces, as in all the articles 

of Japanese manufacture, we see a minuteness of workmanship and finish such 

as no Christian people can afford the time to emulate. 

A novelty in the exhibit of the Messrs. Danretts & Sons, of Lonpon, is 

the Majorca Crock Case which we illustrate on page 130. The design is 

remarkable, spirited and attractive, the figures of the cupids and dolphins being 

/ particularly excellent. A great feature of this piece is the richness, variety 

and brilliancy of the enamels, for it must be remembered that the firing which arti- 

cles of this character are submitted to admits the use of but a limited range of 

colors. On a ground-work of bright turquoise blue we find drabs, chocolates, 

greens, and yellows, as well as the flesh tints of the figures, which are in high 

relief. This is an unusual combination, and can only be produced by artists 

who have a superior knowledge and skill in the resources of the art of 

majolica painting. 

_ Although the chief exhibit in the Danish Court is pottery, there is a small 

yet choice collection of artistic silverware made by Curistisen, of CopENHAGEN, 

from which we select the Tza Service that is illustrated on page 132. The 

beauty of this set, beyond its exceedingly graceful design and masterly execu- 

tion, is the combination of gold gilding with and on the silver. All the more 

prominent portions of the ornamentation as well as the arabesque patterns are 

gold gilt, and the effect is heightened by the gold being burnished to a high 

state of polish, while the surface of the silver is made as dull as possible. 

M. Curistisen’s exhibit is a small collection, but very choice. We 

remember the display of silverware, vepoussé-work and jewelry which he made 

at Vienna, and were not surprised that he was awarded the highest honors of 

that year.
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The art of making tapestry dates back to remote antiquity. Mention is 

made of it in the Scriptures, and it was used by the Greeks and Romans. On 

the Continent, tapestry was largely used for curtains and hangings, and in 

England the fabric, employed in this way, was usually called Arras, on account 

of the superior excellence of the work done in that town. In France, the 

famous manufactory established by the Brothers Gobelin, became, under the 

protection of Louis XIV, the most celebrated of those and modern times. In 

England, tapestry making has been but little practiced since the time of 

Charles I. Probably the most celebrated examples of this costly manufacture 

are the series of Scripture subjects now in the Vatican, at Rome. The cartoons 

for these tapestries were designed by Raphael, and seven of them are now in 

the South Kensington Museum, Our illustration, on the preceding page, pre~ 

sents a group of three tapestries, representing the Curisr and Jonn, Paut, 

Perer and Tuappeus, manufactured by THomas Tapiinc & Co, of England. 

They attract much attention, both on account of the excellence of the work- 

manship and the brilliancy and harmony of the colors employed. 

We spoke at some length, a few pages back, of the celebrated establish- 

ment of the Messrs. Erxinctron & Co., at Birmincuam, England, and of the 

superb display of artistic metal-work made by them in the British Section of 

the Main Building. We now present to our readers an illustration—seen on 

the next page—of the chef d’euvre of the collection, the magnificent Heicon 

Vasz, which has been pronounced to be the masterpiece of the celebrated metal 

sculptor, M. Morel Ladeuil, the same artist, it will be remembered, who designed 

“The Pompeian Toilette,’ already described. M. Ladeuil was engaged for 

upwards of six years upon this piece, exhibiting it for the first time at the 

Vienna Exposition, where the jury pronounced it to be the most important and 

the most beautiful work of modern times. 

The materials of which the Helicon Vase is composed are oxydized silver 

and steel,—the latter damascened. The piece is designed to symbolize the 

Apotheosis of Music and Poetry. It is in the Italian Renaissance style, a style 

which combines classical purity with great richness and elaboration of detail. 

In form, the piece may be described as an elongated plateau, the surface sloping 

upwards to the centre, on which rests the vase. The plateau is enriched with 

sculptured panels and medallions, and around the border is a series of twelve
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bas-reliefs, of various shapes, illustrative of the different kinds of Music and 

Poetry. The interstices of the design are filled in with scrolls, masks, and 

trophies of various kinds, formed of beaten silver, which is thrown into relief by 
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The Helicon Vase: Elkington & Co. 

the background of dark, richly damascened steel. The two oval medallions are 

occupied by bas-reliefs, the one containing a representation of Pegasus, bearing a 

genie typifying Inspiration, and the other,-a griffin or hippograph, carrying the
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lately hid his fea- Carved Panel: Luigi Frullini, of Florence, Italy. a charmingly-posed
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group of two boyish genii, the upper one bearing aloft Apollo’s lyre, which 

forms the apex of the work, while the youth at his feet tests the purity of the 

strain with a tuning-fork. The modeling of these figures is quite worthy of the 

other portions of the work. They will bear—as, indeed, will the other figures— 

the critical examination of artists. The dimpling flesh, the soft, rounded limbs, 

and all the flexions of the body are instinct with life. Here, too, the wonderful 

technical skill with which the metal has been treated is evident. By the aid of 
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Vase of Sévres Ware, 

the glass, the flesh texture is seen to have been produced by a minute stippling 

process, the mere contemplation of which fills the observer with wonder. Floral 

garlands on either side connect this group with the handles of the vase, and 

give strength and breadth to the composition. 

On the body of the vase, on either side, is a large medallion relief, in repoussé, 

representing the nine Muses, four on one and five on the other; the former— 

the medallion seen in our illustration—is, perhaps, the most beautiful group in
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this chaste and harmonious work. At the bases of the handles are escutcheons 

bearing the names of illustrious poets and composers: Homer, Shakespeare, 

Moliére and Byron, on the one side, and Handel, Haydn, Beethoven and Mozart, 

on the other. 

The foregoing is but a bare description of this great work; no words can 
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convey an adequate idea of its fine workmanship and artistic designing. To 

state that the art labor alone bestowed upon it cost thirty thousand dollars in gold, 

is but to give the figures representing the commercial value of an expression 

of genius which cannot be bought, but comes to man as a gift.
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The section of a Carvep Panet, by L. Frutiint, of Florence, that we engrave 

on page 136, is a piece of work worthy of the ancient wood-carvers of Italy. 
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Carved Pulpit: ¥. A. & H. Goyers, Louvain, Belgium. 

The material is a soft, white wood, resembling deal—though of a much finer 

grain—and admirably adapted to work of this kind. The panel is about a foot
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wide and eight feet high, the upper portion—not shown in the illustration— 

being simply a combination of the same general design seen here. This, the 

reader will observe, is a group of ferns and twining plants in flower, rising 

from an antique vase in graceful convolutions and intermingling of tendrils. 

Birds, animals and reptiles are disposed here and there, with a charming irregu- 

larity that makes the discovery of them a study. The carving is in very high 

relief, with a great deal of skilful undercutting; the figures, in some instances, 

being quite detached from the background. The average relief of the work is 

about six inches, though, in many places, this measurement is exceeded. It 

is difficult to decide between the animals and plants as to which Mr. Frullini 

shows the most skill in carving. Each is admirable in its way, and the whole 

piece, in the spirit and vigor of its execution, bears the stamp of a master-artist's 

hand. 

We illustrate on page 137,a Sivres Vase, an example of the work of the 

most famous porcelain manufactory in the world. The influence of this great 

establishment in forming the taste of modern Europe for ceramic ware is : 

simply incalculable. Its productions cannot rightly be judged by any of the 

rules applicable to minor factories; for, from the time the works came under 

royal patronage, Sévres became, in the words of another, “a richly endowed 

school of design.” The best artists of Europe furnished designs for, and painted 

upon, its bisquit; the most experienced chemists were employed to bring this 

bisquit to perfection. éte tendre, or soft porcelain, the most difficult of all 

pottery, was early discovered here, and the pieces manufactured of this compo- 

sition include the most superb triumphs of the ceramic art. The best period— 

when the finest and most sumptuous pieces were made—was toward the close of 

the last century. When fé¢e dure, or hard porcelain, was discovered, the process 

of manufacturing in this composition was found to be so much easier than to 

make é/e tendre, that the latter was only occasionally practiced. Of late years, 

the production of the Sévres factory has been largely péte dure, and in this, the 

superior quality of the kaolin (porcelain clay) used, and the exceeding hardness 

of the glaze with which the bisquit is covered, renders the finished work incom- 

parably the best in the world as far as mere technique goes. Yet, a curious 

result of these qualities is, that their excess of excellence, so to speak, leaves 

little opportunity for the decorator to exercise his skill upon the ware. The
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glaze is so hard that the colors do not incorporate with it, but lie hard and 

cold upon the surface. There is no ground for fine chromatic effects, and it is 
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Clock and Bronze Group: The Collective Exhibit of France. 

an acknowledged fact that now French artists prefer to paint their designs
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upon stoneware or other pottery rather than upon pdte dure. On the other 

hand, pale tendve is of such nature that colors incorporate with the body and 

combine with the glaze. A pate tendre vase of the best period has a richness 

and warmth of color that no words can fittingly describe. The vase that we 

illustrate is of the pate dure variety. 

On page 138 is an illustration of the Amazonran Vase, that forms one of the 

principal ornaments to Horticultural Hall. This fine work of art is made of 

terra-cotta, an humbler material than porcelain, although scarcely inferior to it in 

usefulness. It is another example of the large and varied display of artistic 

pottery made by the Messrs. Doutron & Son, of Lamprru, England. The vase 

was designed by TinwortH, one of the most promising young sculptors of the 

day, and it may be considered one of his best efforts. The relief modeling of 

the figures is finely executed, the drawing is exceedingly spirited, and the minor 

accuracies of the composition are introduced with much skill. The vase stands 

some five feet high, the figures in the zone varying from eight to twelve 

inches in stature. 

Govers’ Ocive Putrit, one of the features of the Belgian Court, is certainly 

one of the best and most artistic pieces of wood-carving in the Exhibition. 

This pulpit is some fifteen feet high by five feet in extreme width. It is made 

entirely of carved oak, with some gilding and color decoration, introduced in the 

ceiling of the canopy. The most elaborate carving is in the panels, the other 

portions of the work being kept severely plain, in order to heighten the effect. 

The lower row of panels—around the base—contains intricate interweavings of 

flowers and ferns, The next row has representations of scenes from the life of 

the Saviour, carved in Jdasso-relievo. Between these panels are devotional 

figures and figures of saints, and above the canopy are angels, all carved in the 

round. 

The French Bronze Exurerr at the Centennial, though one of the least 

satisfactory displays made in the French Section, contains some very fine pieces. 

A favorite form of these bronzes is the group of mantel ornaments,—the clock 

and vases, or simply the clock—without which no French apartment would be 

considered furnished. We have selected for illustration one of the most beau- 

tiful of these latter forms, the Cornéité CLock—shown on page 141. In truth, 

the mechanical part of such an art-work as this is a matter of small importance;
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Since the mechanism of the clock is introduced into the pedestal, and the face is 

made a part of the ornamentation; but the value of the work is in the noble and 
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classical group—the mother and her children—that surmounts the pedestal. 

The clock is merely an unobtrusive and happy adaptation by which a purely 

ornamental object becomes a useful, while remaining a beautiful article.
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Crystal Chandelier: Mitchell, Vance & Co., New York. ies
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Perhaps no better idea of the effectiveness with which glass can be used as 

a decorative agent for chandeliers was afforded in any portion of the Exhibition, 

than in the stalls, in the American section of the Main Building, occupied by 

Messrs. Mircuett, VANCE & Co., or New York. The array of light, graceful forms 

for pendants and side-lights, the handsome clusters and the superb centre-pieces 

of elaborate design, all in crystal, thus displayed, made the exhibit of this firm 

one of the most interesting and attractive features of that portion of the building. 

_ OF course, owing to the regulations governing the Exhibition, it was not allowable 

to introduce gas into the tubes, which lighted, would have shown the effect 

most advantageously; but there were certain periods during the day when 

the sun-light, shining in through the upper transoms of the building, fell 

upon these objects and was reflected from the angles of the crystal in a 

shower of prismatic colors. Under these circumstances some idea could be 

obtained of the beauty of the designs when answering the purposes for which 

they are intended. 

The use of crystal for decorative purposes in connection with artificial light 

was a most happy inspiration and cannot be too highly recommended, The 

material recommends itself at once as being the most suitable known for such 

purposes. By its brilliancy and refractive power, it rather increases than 

diminishes the power of illumination; its apparent lightness and transparency 

singularly adapt it for use in large masses, and the infinite variety of forms 

and colors with which it may be treated, without losing the two requisites of 

brilliancy and lightness, completes its value. In our opinion nothing is more 

effectivé or appropriately beautiful than a crystal chandelier. 

On page 145 we illustrate one that attracted much attention in Messrs. 

Mrrcuett, Vance & Co.’s display. Its shape is that of a double- pyramid. 

: From the central zone the burners—thirty in number—rise in groups of four, 

circle above circle, until the highest tier is reached, above which some ornamental 

work is added at intervals about the central tube. The lower portion of this 

chandelier is formed of concentric rings, each smaller one suspended below the 

other; and from every portion of the whole depend transparent crystal prisms 

of wonderful brilliancy and lustre. Globes of ground glass soften and tone 

the gas-light from a garish glare, painful to the eyes, to a softened radience 

approaching the light of day.
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At one of the entrances to their stalls Messrs. Mircuett, Vance & Co. 

showed a noble example of their skill as metal-workers by erecting a Brass 

Gate of admirable design and. fine workmanship. A glance at the engraving 

on this page will give the reader an excellent idea of its appearance. The 

construction is of the simplest possible description consistent with strength. The — - 

frame of parallel bars, mortised together, is perfectly plain. .In the corners are 
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small rosettes giving a finish to the whole; but even these do not claim atten- 

tion beside the graceful work which ornaments the central portion. The design 

here is a pair of double helices, the smaller ones above, with branching curves 

as in the tendrils of a plant. The extremities of each part end in rose-shaped 

fioures, and in one place, the design opens out into a leaf form. These double sg P gn op 

helices are on either side of the central upright to which they are joined by
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ornamented brasses. The same motive is used for the smaller ornamentation 

at the sides of the gate-posts and as a finish to the cross bar, in all of which 

minute and delicate workmanship is apparent. Every portion of the construc- 

tion, except the raised and chisel-work, left dead for contrast, is highly burnished, 

which, of course, adds much to its beauty. 

Although the section of the Main Building allotted to Russia was empty 

for many weeks after the Exhibition opened, yet, when her contribution to our 

centennial celebration did arrive, it was found in every respect worthy of the 

great nation whose kindly feeling and good-will toward the United States has 
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Punch-Bowl, Persian design iM. Sassikoff, Russia. 

more than once been manifested. Probably to no one national display in the 

whole Exhibition can the term “gorgeous” be more appropriately given than to 

that made by Russia. The rich stuffs, the magnificent metal-work, the jewelry, 

precious stones and cabinets and tables of malachite were regal and sumptuous 

to a degree beyond anything to be seen elsewhere. After Japan and China it 

is safe to say that the Russian collection attracted more sight-seers than any 

other. There was something of barbaric splendor in all their art-work, and an 

oriental richness of color in their decoration, strongly suggestive of that eastern 

influence which is now again asserting itself in other portions of Europe.
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This characteristic was noticeable in the displays of enameling on gold and 

silver, to which a large portion of their court was assigned. As an example of 

this work we have selected for illustration an elaborate piece, a Puncu-Bow1, 

with its accessories, consisting of a waiter, goblets and ladle, all in gilt metal 

and enamel, exhibited by the manufacturers, M. Sassikorr, of St. PETERSBURG 

and Moscow. 

It is hardly possible in an engraving to give an idea of the richness of a 

: production of this kind, for it must be remembered that the intricate designs 

here shown in black and white are in reality colored enamels of great brilliancy, 

vividly contrasted and applied to a gold surface. Add to this the work notice- 

able in the ladle and goblets, of the chiseller and vrepoussé-worker, and it is clear 

that the object itself must be examined in order to thoroughly appreciate its 

value. e 

In emulation of the ancient baronial halls and palaces of Europe it is 

becoming fashionable in this country to decorate the apartments of our : 

private residences with suits or pieces of armor, and the taste’is not altogether 

: - a foolish one. Under certain conditions, and within due limits, armor can be 

used most effectively; but good pieces of truly artistic workmanship are difficult 

: to procure, and such collections as are to be found in many of the museums 

abroad could not now be duplicated. For purposes of illustration, as bringing 

to mind the days of knighthood and chivalry and the times when pomp and 

pageantry were a part of war's array, when the fate of nations was decided by 

single combats, nothing brings the time more vividly before the present than : 

these steel habiliments. And in another sense, as furnishing examples of the art 

of the metal-workers in those centuries, armor is of the highest value, for the 

most skilled labor of the age was expended upon its manufacture. It has 

always, therefore, been a matter of interest to collect and preserve these 

symbols of war, and now that they have become so scarce, extraordinary prices 

are demanded for genuine pieces. A natural sequence to this condition of affairs 

is that of late years the production of counterfeit articles and imitations of original 

examples has become a lucrative business, and only the extreme difficulty of 

the work has prevented its wider practice. Indeed the finer specimens of 

damascening and link-work cannot be reproduced by modern workmen, who, 

perforce, must confine themselves to making the coarser kinds, But another art,
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that of electro, has recently been brought to bear in this regard, which reproduces 

in fac-simile, as far as appearance goes, the most elaborate examples of ancient 

armor, while at the same time no one possessing the sense of touch need be 

deceived as to its genuineness. In this way it is quite within the power of 

museums possessing moderate means or of individuals having houses suitable for 

such ornamentation to supply themselves with examples of the best periods of 

armor-work- IV. and the 
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veh. Every one familiar with classical history will recall the golden armor of 

Glaucus, the shield of Agamemnon, and the world-famous arms of Achilles; 

but existing examples of the accoutrements of the Greeks and of the Romans 

in the imperial days are of the greatest rarity. 

The early Saxons, Danes, and Normans usually wore armor composed of 

small plates or rings stitched upon leather, which accounts for the absence of 

any specimens of that time, although spear-heads, shields and daggers belonging
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to them are often found. The famous Bayeux Tapestry illustrates the armor 

of the eleventh century, with the Conqueror in a suit of mail, surrounded by 

warriors in scale-armor, and by archers with only a portion of their body 

so protected. 

After the twelfth century it is easy to trace the advance made in the 

manufacture of armor by reference to the many sculptured brasses and 
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ducing intricate designs, chased and engraved upon the metal or damascened 

with gold and silver. Subjects also were carved in bas-relief, or embossed in 

arabesques by the favorite method of hammering up the reliefs, known as 

repoussé-work. Our two illustrations are notable examples of the best periods 

in the history of armor making. In the helmet the repoussé figures which : 

cover the sides, the vizor and the lower portion protecting the throat are
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admirably executed, and nothing could be more spirited than the winged 

dragon surmounting the crown. The shield of Francis I. is a more elaborate 

work than the other, and its broader surface has been taken advantage of for 

the display of more pictorial skill. 

With the introduction of firearms and the new system of warfare following 

its introduction, body-armor fell into disuse and decorative art was exercised 

chiefly upon arms. Here again, as the character of the weapons changed and 

war assumed a grimmer aspect, art was repelled from the field and sought more 

peaceful subjects for expression. Now, excepting in the east, modern weapons 

are decorated only when. they are intended for ornament and not for use. 

A notable example of wood-carving is exhibited by Snvers, Rane & Co., or 

Brussets—a city famous during the renaissance for its carvings in wood—is 

illustrated on page 153. This piece is an Oak Castner inlaid with ebony. The 

: general character of the design shows the traces of Italian influences in its 

conception, with a suggestion of French redundancy and minuteness in its 

treatment. As far as the execution goes, however, it is quite faultless and 

the figure-work is especially vigorous and dignified. 

The under portion of this cabinet is composed of a single broad oak panel, 

the ebony inlaying forming the pattern (in low relief) shown by black lines in 

our engraving. The central group of flowers and the floriated designs in the 

corners are carved in somewhat higher relief from the oak. The pillars and 

the entablature are treated in the same way, but in the upper pattern of the : 
work its inlaying is kept even with the surface. An excellent feature of the 

work is the frieze above the cabinet doors and the arabesque pattern in the 

dome-shaped top. The sides and back of the cabinet are also ornamented in 

the same way as the front, though with less elaborateness. 

The first objects to attract the visitor to the Chinese Court in the Main 

Building were the endless variety of articles, principally vases, in sea-green and 

pale blue enamel, ranged around the eastern and northern sides of the enclosure. 

Monstrous and grotesque forms, birds, beasts, and reptiles, some of them 

copied with surprising fidelity after nature, but most of them having that peculiar 

‘treatment characteristic of Chinese work, ornamented these articles, and a 

. closer inspection revealed delicate and marvellously minute traceries in patterns 

of bewildering intricacy. These articles are, without exception, examples of the’
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: opaque cloisonné enameling on metal for which the Chinese have a world-wide 

reputation and oT its surface,and 
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appear upon act of fixing a 

vitreous substance on any surface by fusion; usually that surface is a metal. = 

Enamels are either transparent or opaque, and are colored by metallic oxides.
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| The processes by which it is embedded upon or in the metal give the names 

cloisonné and champlevé. There are other processes of enameling, but it is 

needless to speak of them in this connection. In c/ozsonné enameling the pattern 

is formed by slender strips of metal being bent into required shape and fixed to 

the plate. Into the ce//s (whence the name) thus formed, the workman pours 

his enamel paste, and the piece is placed in the furnace for fusion. When the 

process is completed, the article is taken out, cooled, and the surface rubbed 

down and polished. In the chamflevé process, the spaces for the enamel are 

dug out with a tool, the raised line of the design thus being a part of the 

plate itself. The vitreous matter is then introduced into these cavities, the 

other process being similar to those pursued in preparing the clocsonné 

enamels. 

A beautiful specimen of damascening, or inlaying of one metal in another, 

is the DamasceNED FRAME, manufactured by M. Zutoaca, or Manrin, exhibited 

: in the Spanish court. Beside the inlaying of gold, the frame is ornamented 

with strips of black and white enamel, and some of the arabesques are in 

niello—a name given to a kind of black enamel rubbed into the engraved lines 

on silver. In the general design and in the character of its ornamentation this 

fine work shows how entirely Spanish art retains the traditions of its oriental 

masters. 

On page 157 we engrave a section of a Lace Curratn, exhibited by the 

manufacturers, Messrs. Srmon, May & Co. or Nortincuam. The space left 

blank in our illustration is the net upon which the pattern is worked, and this 

black background will enable the reader to distinguish the delicacy and beauty 

of the design. There is something fascinating in the very name of this most 

delicate and costly of all textile fabrics, and the study of the processes and 

history of its manufacture is one of the most interesting that can be suggested. 

Few persons who have not studied the subject, can have any idea of the 

labor and skill necessary to produce such an elaborate composition as this shown 

in our engraving, yet no one who reads these pages can be so unappreciative 

as not to be struck by the beauty of the completed work. 

On page 159 we engrave another beautiful object in the display of 

Ceramic Ware made by the Messrs. Dantett & Sons, or Lonpon. This a : 

Majotica Vase, modeled in one piece, upward of two feet high and nearly
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three feet broad. Like every other article in the Messrs. Daniells’ exhibit, this 

vase is a masterpiece of its kind and may be taken asa noble example of the 
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art-workmanship of the English potters. We have spoken of it as majolica, 

simply because that is the popular and usual name for ware of this quality; but 

it is not the true majolica, with the lustred stanniferous enamel, but an
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Mirror Frame, Damascened Iron: Zuloaga & Son, Madrid. 

enameled faience with a lustre, if any, obtained by the use of lead. During the iy: y g
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Exhibition this vase was given the place of honor on the stand in the nave of 

the Main Building and attracted attention by the richness of coloring and the 
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Lace Window Curtain: Simon, May & Co., Nottingham. = 

spirit displayed in the modelling of its figures. The color of the body of the 

vase and the prevailing hue of the whole piece is a clear, dark blue. The 

figured zones are of different colors—white, green, yellow, and chocolate brown,
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with relief ornamentation of diapered pattern in complimentary colors. At either 

end of the body of the vase, which is of an oval shape, are elephants’ heads, 

the trunks wound round and under so as to form handles. Crouched on these 

heads are child figures—genii, partially clad—bending under the weight of 

hammock-ropes crossed over their shoulders. The hammocks themselves, four 

in number, quarter the vase at the sides, and are upheld at their other 

extremity by female figures twice the size of the genii. In the hammocks 

repose nude male and female figures, posed in the relaxed and _nerveless 

positions peculiar to rest in one of these swinging-couches. The female figures 

first mentioned stand, the back toward the vase, the legs crossed, the elbows 

resting upon the upper surface, in attitudes of easy rest. The short skirt, 

gathered in at the thighs, is hung with bells and belted around the waist 

with an embroidered circlet. The hair is braided in heavy bands and wound 

about with a turban. Every feature and detail in these groups suggests 

the Orient, and the leaves of a tropical plant, as well as the character of the 

patterns in the decoration, contribute to this idea. 

As the Messrs. Daniell worthily represented the Ceramic Art of England, 

so the Messrs. ELkineron, oF BirmincHaM, made a display of art-work in the 

precious metals that was sufficient in itself to give their workmen a place in 

the foremost rank of artizans, the world over. Moreover, this firm did not 

attempt to make a general exposition of their wares, but confined themselves 

entirely to a collection of purely artistic and ornamental objects made especially 

in honor of our Centennial, or, as in the case of the Milton Shield, replicas in 

electro of their most famous productions. 

To the former class belongs the Cuxss Tasxz, shown in the engravings on 

pages 160 and 161. In this superb work can be seen an illustration of all the 

more notable branches of the Messrs. ELkincTon’s art manufacture. The shaft 

is richly damascened in gold and silver. The medallions at the centre contain 

groups of arms, trophies, etc., in vepowssé-work. The brackets are enameled in 

purple and green on a cream-colored enamel ground. The female busts ter- 

minating the standards at the sides are heavily gilt, as also are the feet and 

masks at the base. 

The top of the table, shown in section in our second illustration, is a 

marvel of workmanship. Each square of the board is a fine piece of enameling,
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around which is a border of niello-work. Outside of this again are panels 

with elaborate patterns worked out in a gold tracery, and the interstices filled 3 

in with brilliant enamel colors of vivid hues. In the corners of the table-top 

are medallions containing heads of kings and queens and knights, executed 

with the finish of miniature painting. 
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Majolica Vase: Daniell & Sons, London. 

The chess-men, of silver and gold-gilt, are, in the quality of the workman- 

ship, equal to the table, and they are after a pattern harmonizing with it in 

general design. The beauty of this is well shown by our engraving. It is 

graceful, light and perfectly proportioned. Each part harmonizes with the 

others, producing an effect at once pleasing and satisfying to the eye. 

One of the loveliest objects in the display of Sussr Fréres, in the French 

Court, is the small silver-gilt bronze statue of Puryne, engraved on page 163.
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The figure is not more than eighteen inches high, but it is modeled with such 

perfect skill and finished in so workmanlike a manner as to claim attention. 

Looking at the figure—posed perhaps as when accused of atheism, Hyperides 

secured her liberty by revealing her charms to the gaze of the judges—we 
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Chess Table: Elkington & Co., London, 

recall her marvelous beauty and the great men who esteemed themselves 

honored in her love. Praxiteles deemed her worthy to be immortalized in his 

statue of the Cnidian Venus, and Apelles was inspired by her beauty when 

painting his Venus Anadyomene. Artists in all ages have sought to embody 

__ her charms in their ideal, and her fame will go down to future ages, as it has
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come to us, as one of the most beautiful of women. Living she desired to 

erpetuate her memory as the rebuilder of the walls of Thebes. “Alexander Beup y 
destroyed them, but the precious metals 
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manner of working men, aided by the most 

scientific men of the day, executed the designs of the first artists in Europe. 

Schools of art were established and munificently endowed, where every effort 

was made to attain the highest degree of perfection. His reward was in being
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acknowledged the instructor of .Europe in the decorative arts and the arbiter 

of taste. Of late years, however, while France has been prostrated by revo- 

lution and wars, other nations have enjoyed profound peace, and, profiting by 

their position and the example set them, have devoted themselves to the 

cultivation of the arts and the formation of taste. The great International 

Exhibitions of the world are now doing more than all other influences to 

educate the people and to give them correct ideas. From these we may hope 

for better style, for it is but the expression of qualities influencing the com- 

munity. A degraded taste and a vicious way of living will as surely show 

itself in bad style as nobility and purity will find expression in noble and pure 

works. Every one knows how the Renaissance, beginning in France, swept 

like a wave over Europe; and many who watch the times believe that we 

have already entered upon another and a more lasting revival. Certainly at 

the present moment there is an uncertainty not as to what is good as to what 

is best in decorative art that suggests a change of some sort. The influence - 

of Japanese art is making itself felt in Europe and in England, as any one 

walking through the Main Building of the Exposition must have noticed. 

Even far-away Norway, just beginning the manufacture of pottery, showed 

dishes decorated in imitation of Japanese ware. 

In domestic articles and articles of personal use the influence of style on 

the individual and his reciprocal influence on art are very marked. Here utility 

is combined with ornament, and the just proportion between the two makes a 

pure style. In works wrought in the precious metals, the labors of the artist 

and the artisan are brought very near together. As long, however, as one 

man designs the work and another has to make it, the highest perfection will 

not be attained. That summit will not be reached until the artist and the 

artisan are one, and then, and then only, can a truly noble style be universal. 

An example of the silversmiths’ work in the exhibit made by Sicnor E, 

Forte is the Smtver Carp-Case illustrated on page 166. It is made of small 

thread silver wires joined together so as to form those marvelously delicate 

and intricate patterns that are a peculiar beauty in filigree-work. The specimen 

before us is an excellent example of this method. In the centre is a ring 

containing a scroll branching out into fine curved tendrils as delicate as lace. 

Indeed filigree is to metal-work what lace is to textiles. From this centre,
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exhibit. That it was not representative nor worthy of the land so rich in art 

treasures will be admitted by every one who has visited its cities. In nearly : 

all the departments of art-production—for which the Italians are famous— 

the examples were few, and, as a rule, inferior. The display of jewelry was, 

however, an exception, in that although by no means very large,.it contained some 

of the choicest and most truly beautiful specimens of the goldsmith’s art in 

the whole exhibition. 

It is with pleasure we noted among the articles exhibited an indication of 

a revival of this art for which Italy was once so famous, In another portion 

: of the Exhibition was to be seen a collection of antiquities, among them personal 

ornaments in gold and silver, manufactured by the Etruscans, Greeks, and 

Romans, of a quality of workmanship and an artistic feeling incomparably 

superior to most modern work in any land. And in looking at the displays 

of the Italian jewelers of to-day, that of M. BreLrzza, or Roms, for example, 

from whose collection we have selected the three Ear-rines, engraved on page 

167, it was evident that a desire to profit by the lessons to be learned from 

these superb relics of a past perfection in the art is influencing the modern 

artizan. We see here that the exuberance and oriental magnificence which was 

blended with the purer and more refined Italo-Grecian school by the metal- 

workers of the fifteenth century is being separated and treated intelligently by 

the light of our more thorough knowledge. Indeed, it is doubtful whether such 

great masters in metal-work as Benvenuto Cellini had any knowledge of the 

traditions of the ancient schools. It would seem rather as if their treatment 

of the precious metals was entirely according to their fancy, unconscious of rule. 

But the period during which Cellini and his fellow-artists worked was an 

exceptional cycle, and following it came a season of gradual decay from bad 

to worse, extending down almost to the present time. Now, only by a patient 

and painstaking study of the rare and precious examples of ancient metal-work 

pursued in our museums and private collections, can we hope to attain to a 

like perfection in the art. 

The English display of furniture certainly was one of the most interesting 

in this court. Almost every modern style, original or revived, was exhibited, 

and cabinet-makers vied with each other in making their stalls as attractive as 

possible. Thus, to show off their furniture to the best anvantage and in
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an appropriate manner, many exhibitors had their stalls boarded up at the 

sides and ceiled over, so as to form rooms. These again were papered or 
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draped, painted and carpeted, in a manner appropriate to the articles of furni- 

ture to be shown, There were bed-rooms, dining-rooms, drawing-rooms, and
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libraries, with not only the furniture proper, but pictures, statuary, vases, articles 

of vertu, and bric-a-brac; in short, everything to give a homelike look and 

sense of occupancy to the apartment. 

Under these circumstances the articles for which all these pains had been 

taken could be seen just as they would appear in actual use; and doubtless 

many orders from purchasers were secured by the judicious and carefully 

studied arrangements that producéd these charming effects. 
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168 is oneof many - off. 

This cabinet is constructed of a closely-grained wood, ebonized and highly 

polished. The design and carving are of the simplest description, being a 

return to that old and honest pattern which was driven out by the rococo, 

dombé and other showy but meretricious styles introduced from France. 

With the exception of a light open-work border at the top, and the bands 

and fillets to the rails and posts, the wood-work of this cabinet is perfectly 

plain. After the cabinet-maker's part was finished it was given over to the 

decorator, or, more probably, the cabinet-maker was given the decorator’s
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finished. work to put in place. Be that as it may, however, the reader will see, 

by looking at our engraving, that each one of the panels to the doors contains ny 8 rs 8 Pp 

a figure of some kind, either of human beings or of beasts or birds. Further- 

more, the panels at the back and top are decorated with arabesque patterns 
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of a light and graceful kind, which can be seen better in the enlarged sectional 

view of an end of the cabinet on page 169. All this work ig done in color, 

painted on by hand, and its high artistic excellence adds much to the beauty 

of the piece. 

But the chief decorative feature in the whole are the figure-panels in the 

doors, already mentioned. These are painted by the artist, Murray, who 

stands at the head of his profession in England for this kind of work. The
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four figures in the doors of the upper cupboard represent the four evangelists ; 

those below, others eminent in sacred history. They are executed in a free,
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lated to adorn and to be as much an integral part of the furniture as the 

carving on the frame. 
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objects which many people prefer to the conventionalism obtaining with European
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artists. Here, too, in the elaboration of minute designs on the collars and the 

rim and in the superbly executed handles, we see the evidence of a patient, 

painstaking labor such as only oriental workmen practice. 

The Swineine Prrcuer, which forms the subject of our illustration on page 

174, will commend itself to every one as a capital and novel idea. In this 

country, where the use of ice is almost universal, and where it is consumed in 

quantities that astonish foreigners, ice-pitchers are a necessity. Many of these 
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Metal-work of another and entirely different character is seen in the beau- 

tiful Wroucnt-Iron Gates illustrated on page 175. This fine piece of work 

was one of the exhibits in the English Court, where it attracted marked attention. 

The design, without being too complex, is sufficiently elaborate to signify that 8 s P y gnily 
the gates are intended for no mean use. They are evidently designed to be 

placed at the carriage-entrance to some park or gentleman’s estate, for they 

are suggestive of luxury and elegance within. In all the exhibit of English 

wrought-iron work—and it was one of the best features of the English Court—
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there were few examples which were comparable with these gates, either for 

artistical design or skillful workmanship. 

From the Netherland department we have selected for illustration, on page 

176, one of the superb carpets which were there exhibited. In elaborateness 

of design this fine piece of work suggests the even patterns for which the 
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ground, are dis- designed by the 

well-known artist, Mr. Walter Crane, and executed by the ladies of that insti- 

tution. This forms the subject of our illustration on page 177, The material 

of the frieze and vallance for the portiere is white sateen, on which the designs 

are embroidered in subdued shades of brown and green. The frieze contains 

four arched niches separated by columns. In the niches are four female figures 

emblematic of the arts—Poetry, Sculpture, Painting, and Music. Below these
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is a vallance, with garlands of flowers surrounding baskets of fruits and cereals, 

typical of Plenty. Beneath this again, and above the portiere, is a panel on 

which the three Fates—Clothe, Lachesis and Atropos—are busy at their work 

of drawing, spinning and cutting the thread of life. The two curtains to the 

portiere contain full-length female figures, personifying the salutations, “Vale” 

and “Salve.” The : embroidered _ in 

wall-hangings on lars Soe eee ma brown silk, with 
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of white sateen number and va- 

riety of vases shown. There were specimens of the form and styles of deco- 

ration obtaining in Japan, China and Persia some centuries ago, with copies in 

majolica of the famous Urbino ware, the handles formed of curiously twisted 

and contorted snakes and grotesques. There were also tall, slender amphore, 

shaped after the manner of the vessels used by the ancient Greeks and Romans 

for carrying wine and oil or for preserving the ashes of the dead; while promi-
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nent in the collection were the Victoria vases with their dragon-handles and 

gracefully. curved outline, in a shape which seems to be a favorite one at this
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time. Of these latter, the most noticeable was the huge Victoria vase a 
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Portion of Wrought-Iron Gate: Barnard, Bishop & Barnard. 

excellence, which occupied the place of honor, as the central and chief object 

of the display. This vase forms the subject of our illustration on page 178.
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It stood about five feet high, and was undoubtedly one of the most magnificent 
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representation at the 

Centennial Exhibition. All the great centres of lace manufacture were repre- 

sented in the most satisfactory manner, and in many instances partially wrought a y p y 8
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Curtain-Door: Royal School of Art Needlework. 

specimens were exhibited, showing the way in which the work was executed. 

Our illustration on page 179 represents one of the exquisite web-like ‘shawls
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are a goblet and covered bowl made of ostrich eggs mounted in silver. In
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the accessory ornaments to either piece, the subjects are Australian. In one 

we have the ostrich, and in the other the kangaroo; while in both the graceful 

tree-fern is most happily introduced. 

The illustration on page 181 represents a section of a lace curtain, one of Pp 

the examples of lace manufacture in Switzerland, shown in the attractive display 

made by that industrious little republic in the Swiss Court in the Main Building. 
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Lace Shawl—Collective Exhibit of Brussels. 

This kind of lace is machine-made, and it enjoys a wide reputation for its 

cheapness and excellent quality. The industry of lace-making, which is of 

comparatively recent introduction among the Swiss people, is as yet confined 

to certain cantons, but it is only a question of time until it is practised in the 

others. 

In the specimen before us, the rich-flowing lines seem in Brussels lace, 

though, of course, the two are not otherwise comparable. 

As, in the consideration of the Industrial Art at the Exhibition, we shall
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have occasion to illustrate numerous varieties of lace, it may be of interest to 

give a few facts in explanation of this very interesting industry. 

Lace, or lacis, as it was anciently called, is made of silk, cotton or linen 

thread, and sometimes even of gold or silver wire. It is commonly divided 

into two classes—pillow and point. Pillow-lace is woven with bobbins on a 

cushion or pillow, but point-lace is worked with the needle on a paper or 

parchment pattern. All lace, whether point or pillow, may be said to consist 
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Silverware: Queensland Court. 

of two parts—the ground and the pattern; though, strictly speaking, this is not 

the case, as in some kinds of lace there is really no ground at all, the figures 

making the pattern being joined together without any intermediate network. 

The manner of making lace differs in different localities, so that the fabric : 

is generally known by the name of the town or district where it is manufac- 

tured. But some of the names now in use are simply traditional of kinds of 

lace no longer manufactured. In some instances, indeed, though specimens of
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Lace Curtain: Court of Switzerland. 

the work have been preserved, the manner of making it has been lost, and all 

attempts to re-discover it have been unsuccessful. The most costly of all lace
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is that known as Point d’Alencon, so named after the town where Colbert, the 

famous minister of Louis XIV, established the lace-workers whom he brought 

over from Venice. It is the most exquisite and elaborate of all fabrics, being 

made entirely with the needle, A writer in one of the South Kensington Art 

Hand-books, to whom we are indebted for much of our information on this 

subject, describes the way in which this lace is made as follows:— 

The pattern is printed off on pieces of green parchment, about ten inches 

long, each segment numbered in its order; the pattern is then pricked through 
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upon the parchment, which is next stitched to a piece of coarse linen folded 

double. The outline of the pattern is traced out by two threads fixed by small 

stitches, passed with another thread and needle through the parchment and its 

linen lining. When the outline is finished, the piece is given over to another 

worker to make the ground, which is worked backwards and forwards at right 

angles to the border. _ The flowers are next worked in; then follow the “modes” 

or “fillings”—the open work or fancy stitches—and other different operations. 

When completed, the threads which unite lace, parchment and linen together ~ 

are cut by passing a razor between the folds of the linen, and there remains 

only the great work of uniting the different segments together. This process 

devolves upon the head of the fabric, and is effected by the stitch called
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“assemblage”—by us termed “fine joining.” Point d’Alengon is the only lace 

in which horse-hair is introduced along the edge, to give firmness and consist- 

~ ency to the “cordonnet.” 

Point d’Alengon and d’Argenton are the only needle-made laces now pro- 

duced in France, but the manufacture of pillow-made laces is carried on in the 
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Plague of Iron: Zuloaga & Son, Madrid, 

provinces of Normandy, Auvergne and Lorraine. The pillow-lace made at 

Valenciennes is well known, but it is not generally understood that only the 

city-made lace is entitled to the name of vrvaze Valenciennes. The blonde and 

black silk even of Chantilly used to be well known, but the fabric is no longer 

made. 

Brussels lace was famous for its beautiful patterns and the exquisite 

delicacy of its workmanship. The thread for the finest pieces of this marvelous
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It was curious to note the astonishment and dismay of certain foreign 

exhibitors, who, claiming to have consulted the American taste in preparing 

their display, had sent over gaudy and otherwise inferior wares. These gentle- 
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men no doubt thought that we were sufficiently behind the art-culture of the 

times to be satisfied with this riff-raff of their shops; but they quickly learned 

their error and how much, unfortunately for their own advantage, they had 

misjudged the average American art-knowledge. It is but just to these gentle-
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hibitors who hesitated and questioned whether it would pay them to send their 

best wares to this country. They were fearful that such work would not be 

appreciated as it deserved. One exhibitor we know of said that he never 

would have dreamed of sending the really splendid collection he did send if 

it was to have been seen only by the Americans. But his goods had always 

been first in the competition with European manufacturers, and he desired to 

show ¢hem that he still maintained the lead. 

Doubtless, too, many persons sent what they did send through a feeling 

of national pride; but whatever the impelling motive may have been, one and 
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all united in saying afterward that they found here a market for their very best 

wares, that they found an ‘educated, appreciative people, ready to pay liberally 

for works of art. 

The mistake which these dealers had made was a very natural one. They 

argued, and with some show of reason, that because we did not produce art- 

work, of the highest character we had no market for it. They forgot that while 

our artisans as a class had not the art educational facilities of their European 

brethren, that our wealthy classes were constantly abroad and familiar with the 

best examples of European work. The time is coming, however, when our 

art-workmen will be peers of any anywhere. All they need is the opportunity 

to see and study the right models. From the London Exhibition of 1851 grew
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last quarter of a century was abundantly proven by the rich and varied displays 

in the English Court. In no other branch of industry was this more noticeable 

than in the ceramics. The very choice exhibit of the Mxssrs. DanreLi alone 

was evidence of this. Here were to be seen the very finest productions of the 

potter’s skill—original designs showing education in the best schools, clever 

reproductions of famous /abrigues, copies of rare antiques, and examples of the 

latest discoveries in the art. We have already presented to our readers in 
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these pages illustrations of several of the most noteworthy objects in this col- 

lection, and we now add another, on page 182, of a fine Majorica FLower 

Vase, that during the Exhibition was given a place of honor in the aisle of the 

Main Building. The vase is composed of two scollop-shells, beautifully tinted 

within, and colored on the outside with brown, graduated up to white, as they 

appear in nature. At either end are two gracefully modeled mermaids, with 

their arms crossed over the breasts. The lower portions of the bodies are 

intertwined and rest upon the base of the vase, on which are sea-weed and 

shells. The human part of the figures is beautifully tinted of a flesh color, the
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lower portion imitating in color the irridescent skin of a fish. Altogether the 

work is finely designed and executed, and it is a matter of congratulation that 

it has become the property of one of our citizens. 

The superb piece of wood-carving shown on page 183 was exhibited in the 

Italian Court. It is a Hate Seat, carved out of black walnut. It exhibits in 

a very remarkable degree the advancement of skill attained in the modern 

revival of an art for which Italy was at one time world-famous. Our readers 

will find pleasure in discovering for themselves the many and elaborate beauties 

of this elegant design, as the most casual glance will show how manifold they 

are. Yet we desire to call especial attention to the spirited attitudes and fine 
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carving of the winged genii who seem to be springing, crouched, from the 

curved supports to the seat. The marks on the arms are also exceedingly 

well done, and the scroll-work in the panels should not be unobserved. 

Spain has always had a great reputation for the excellency of its metal- 

work, and especially for delicate intricacy of its damascening. The specimen 

which we illustrate on page 184 is an Iron Surexn, inlaid with silver, from the 

factory of Zutoaca, at Maprip. The oriental school in which the artist who 

designed this fine piece of work was educated is plainly apparent here. The 

grotesques, medallions and scrolls—the latter interwoven in a most bewildering 

way—are eminently Moorish. It would be difficult to find any more spirited 

or gracefully fanciful pattern than that in the central zone of this shield. 

A graceful and in every way satisfactory piece of metal-work of an entirely 

different character is the Wroucut-IRon FLower-Stanb, made by Barnarp,
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Bisnor & Barnarp, or Encianp, which is illustrated in our engraving on page 

185. The perfect simplicity of the design is its chief beauty. A light open 

stand supports a shaft resembling the stem of a plant, and above a group of 

delicate blossoms, looking like modest little “Quaker ladies,” surround the basin 

intended to receive the flowers. This flower-stand is decidedly one of the 

prettiest things of the kind exhibited in the Exhibition, and it has the merit 

of being suitable alike for the lawn, the piazza or the drawing-room, 
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It is quite likely that the fashion, like so many other luxurious fashions, 

of decorating fans with artistic paintings, had its origin in the luxurious court 

of the Louis. Certain it is, however, that the fashion was and always has been 

most common and carried to its greatest extreme in France. Some of these 

are miracles of delicate workmanship and marvels of painting. There are fans 

in some of the European collections weighted with jewels and painted by the ; 

most noted artists of the day. A few years ago there was a remarkable
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page 187 is a speci- 

men of the plated silverware produced at the manufactory of the MeripEn
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Brirannia Company. The central piece is particularly rich and elegant, the 
desire of the artist seeming to have been to produce something chaste rather 
than anything elaborate. The combination of glass with the silver is happily 
conceived, and the effect of these two materials in conjunction is. almost 

. always good, 

The grotesque Jucs seen on page 188 are examples of Turkish pottery. 
The originals excited considerable amusement among those who saw them; 
nevertheless, perhaps more on account of their novelty than for any other 
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reason, they were in great demand. An exception to the charge of grotesque- 

ness must be made for the jug on the left hand, which is beautifully propor- 

tioned. As to the others, odd as they appear measured by our canons of taste, 

they possess an individuality and freedom of design indicating genuine artistic 

feeling. 

A wonderfully beautiful example of Belgium lace-work was a ParasoL 

Cover, illustrated in the engraving on page 189, shown in the collective exhibit 

of that country. The pattern is beautifully designed. Itradiates from the centre 

in a series of long narrow leaves, between which are sprays of flowers. Around 

this is a zone of fine open-work surrounded by a Vandyke border of great
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try the experiment of Beem , oe only to observe the 
Ag? |) Se : 

introducing such in- ae Vi Y eo wonderful variety and 

struction into the pub- Gs a beauty of the designs 

lic schools and pro- y Fi that adorn her tex- 

viding institutes for . a= : tiles, the brilliant con- 
8 aS 

more advanced study, -_ ae Ss = a trasts of color, the 

: and the result has if ; ye | harmonious blending 
: | ae iil : 

been such as to si- ee | of tints and shades, SS SS 
: lence the most bigot- Ss and the grace and 

ed opponents of the Bronze stant and Vase: Collective Lvhibit of France, elegance of the pat- 

3 scheme. That nation, terns. On the more 

costly fabrics, where elaborate decoration is appropriate, some of the designs y PPEOP s 

have all the beauty of painting. Take, for example, the specimen of Furnt- 
’
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TURE Sttk from the Collective Exhibit of France, shown on page 193. The 

two groups in the medal- 

PHS ee isy| lions are the work of an 
peer creernyen Soest incase ICY) ee Tadeed i 

Slo < LINES OFS SARI artist. In m 

ACH oe NNN OO ONE NAINA ; 
Ory on es than likely that as elab- 
BOR asveceee (ey Ue ei NGO Y PMS 

pee € wz 5 ic) orate and varied a design 
Hee yp RY NSS ——- aS! See Oe Ae as this is the work of 
A ee eR (ee Le LPS NIRS) 
Ree ON bes EN AAI Nee Eee Sek Sa) Gi several hands. Probably 
HO NEAR AM AA NGS : 
Oe Oe cipal one man designed the 

ERS ee OOH = 
§9 leper esa ape Re —— So a NN 2 8 a Si (Ot ee SAO scroll-pattern, another 

a Ve Se A We ro fe filled in the wreaths of 
Wea ican JN Ge PRON SI 
ss Wes eye). be Ry Hs flowers and leaves, and 

H hen) eset oes ee > Se iad 7 ENG : : 

Boe | tied famished the 
is age ee SN os figures. It is quite com 

NSA Se Nee a eS : : lac hte: Gee ge 2 ; (ers Tico som n h ie SS . 2 =. ee 
ea le 7g |\ \SPSy y= — RR IN S : iS 1 DL) ey 3 S77 —> « WN a ci = larger establishments, to 

ice eG es [esa en & divide the work in this 
PS ONS A Og | : 
SIS TBI Ne eee ee Si 2 J isi) < way among the special- 

Ha aes IE oF IZ] = sists, whose talents are 
Bick. 22 Sea: 
ely Ls Wi ce i directed and combined 
a by the chief draughts- 

Oey ee oe oS nes man 
WKN AA Nae eee es 
SR eee Loe A Ne JA ee PAN bx Other examples of 

EA od Gas) a NS French Furniture Silk 
Hal ce ee 
LS eth nc rte ieee (CT i Cae strated on page 
BSA ICING SENOS ENG SIE Ren WAC) Do age f=) 194. These came from 

cn ZA (af Xe me yo 
saw. » > 4 the famous factory at 

a > rete Ge eS Beauvais, and although 

ie) ce ee Oa the patterns are very 
Ih NERA RR RD Keo My ISI NV we VI I OK much less elaborate than 
SSM Nn SE Nes NEN INGO | ne formerspecimen,the 
eee ee ee [etre Ne Na a Ne AO NNO : Se are fully as good designs. 

The specimen on ‘the right hand of the page is a particularly effective piece 

of work. The plant has been conventionalized with such skill that each phase
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and aspect of its life has been preserved, and leaf, bud, blossom, and flower 

introduced with excellent effect. 

: Still another illustration of design applied to textiles is seen in the beau- 

tiful Tapestries from the Belgium department, engraved on page 195. Here, 

indeed, the character of the work is of such a high degree of excellence that 

it is brought within the sphere of the fine arts, and might properly be con- 

sidered under that head. It is by such combinations as these, where the genius 

q % Q i " Sh=f=h f 
a q inlee : = 
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Y ¥ & Wag FY Y VY \ 

Necklace and Ear-rings: A. Castellani, Rome. 

of the artist unites with the skill of the artisan to produce things of beauty, 

that the esthetic taste and the commercial prosperity of a country minister to 

and advance each other. 

No more striking illustration of the demand which modern civilization 

makes for the introduction of artistic elegance into objects of every-day use 

could readily be found than in the matter of gas-fixtures. So far has this 

demand been carried in this instance that the original purpose seems often to 

have been lost sight of entirely, and use been made subservient to beauty. 

For all purposes of illumination, the simple gas tube answers every require-
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ment; but fashion has decreed that this tube shall be twisted into coils or hidden 

under ornamentation of a more or less elaborate nature. Year by year fresh 

. . _ — aot ee <4 Sa 1 
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The Queen's Curtain: Royal School of Needlework. 

devices have been called for, until at the present time it seems as if we had 

reached a point beyond which it will be impossible to advance. Not content 

with reproducing in bronze the most celebrated statues of ancient Greece and
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Rome, and making them our light-bearers, the skill of our artists is employed 

to model figures that in 

character and pose will be Fhe , wa agit, a 

appropriate for this use. “ici ie FARES, 5 He is ay S 
ee me iy Zw NAY Series ae 

One of these latter, ex. gy Ric = Ke GG Bn Se aK ook 
oe ne 2 DM 9 UR Te eR Rae, SRR SS 

hibited by MuircuHe ct, i ee : os, ee es Boy Se wee, SOG NERS Ges ROS SEN 
Piel Cee POO a ee EEO a 

Vance & Co, or NEw exS. ee. aia BES a et ia 4 
we SANG, he 3S Mes SON, ean, Gack, BEA 

York, forms the subject Hk - oe eS reels . oS 4 ORES ASHORE, _ BPS NA CARS nly Nee ss) 
z . 9 Uae Nie | AOS La ae MO maa Te PSe ee. wR 

of our illustration on page hs Re Ss Ae ae eo 

196. It represents adraped Rea Gee i ck a eee a ie 

female figure, bearing on EE Lh ae VND Ai sie dB IPAS oF or 

her shoulder one of those pe a Sep SER ops ee be) 
: DS Ne a 

gracefulamphoree, or wine- ~ ee ee 
5; Bee 
jars, from the mouth of Oe ae. 

Ser Oy” epee Oy ae 
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in name, however, for the 2B ee mete RT FE he ee 

3 Cart GEL NE ae y Be Sue W Ze Mae 
seeming candles are but Ae 3 i es ‘2 eae. SSeS FE sO 
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ne ‘l Sees WENT EL, SA ee, ‘ 

necessary articles. DSGaGK SG Pee ae, Poe Bes =) 
: Cn RI teal RE Ua as eo 

: These modern imitations @288 ae Siete ete ec Wee =a 
; ae Oe et ON oy AP ie Oe Ss UC ee eee 

burn without diminution to one a oe Dee SE ee 
: VME SS OD coe ees Ose 

their length. The figure da SE eee ve & saa ee eee 

rests upon an elaborate COS ASS gy Ve wR ‘Oa 
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pedestal highly ornament- ae ea OO eae S 
5 Bel AS Ne ew ee a he 

ed with scroll-work and ee Doed, cg pant ar Lee Cae Oe te eS : . S fp Mae eee Se ee ee er 
boars’ heads in relief, the Se Bees Ce eS 

. : i ae OME NSE wi Leas <P 
whole being designed as Uae aS GN us 

LEO WP “adie yet 
a standard for a hall or Portions of Lace Shawls: Swiss Court, 

drawing-room, where i , it 

will serve at once the double purpose of a thing of use and an object of 

beauty.
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There is something peculiarly oriental in the Bronze Sranp anp Vass that 

we engrave on page 197, and there can be little doubt that the French artists 

by whom it was made had the modern taste for Eastern art in mind when 

this group was designed. The vase is a singularly beautiful work of art, and 

its workmanship is se ALTAR @@norn 
Pee : 

faultless. The rais- pag shown in our en- 

ed ornamentation nS a) graving on page 

upon the handles ay Wh 198. A study of 

and the chasing on NS ey i this very remark- 

the zone about the N Jy ea able piece of em- 

body are minutely p \ G fleas broidery will am- 

elaborated. It was \\ 2 ply repay the 

a novel thought to WY) a reader, who must 

make the elephants’ =~ oe be ignorant indeed . e ree 
trunks serve as - Wy eG) if he fails to dis- 

| = 
standards to the ] leper cover the analogy 

base,and one which y iD OEE ee <= of the parts and 

at once suggests eo) ee their illustration of 

the French origin SASS i the sacred story. 
ee ew 

of a work that i AG ; See It cannot be, when 

in other respects We ESS yD such work as this 

closely follows Chi- lie j is executed, that the i 
SS sae 

nese or Japanese Se days 

mrodeics toe «When art was still religion” 

A work which as have passed be- 

attracted consider- } \ yond recall. 

able attention in PA. Our illustrations 
Hee ncn Court CTS ‘al 

e French Cour Ee on page 1 ake : 
ae —. = 

was the beautiful ; Se P us back to a time Pitcher : French Collective Exhibit. 
and elaborate when the workers 

in precious metal executed objects that have been the wonder and the admira- 

tion of all succeeding generations. The objects themselves are of modern 

manufacture, yet so closely do they imitate the antique originals that only such 

connoisseurs as their maker, Signor Alessandro Castellani, of Rome, would be
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able to detect the difference, if any there is, in the texture of the gold or the 

fineness of the workmanship. As long as Europe has workmen who possess 

the art-knowledge and the skill requisite to produce such works as these, there 

is no danger of the jeweler’s—or, more properly speaking, the goldsmith’s—art 

degenerating. The study of the forms and the re-discovery of the methods 

which obtained among the artisans in the best period of metal-working is rapidly 

gaining for goldsmiths of the present age a first rank among artists. 

The QueEEn’s Cur- = women throughout 

TAIN, from the Roy- Ze ese oN the realm to employ 

AL ScHooL oF Art aw eS PD their leisure in re- 

NEEDLEWORK, shown 3 ; Ve fining and elevating 

on page 200, is so eS ae pursuits. 

called because Her © € We illustrate on 

Gracious Majesty, 2 , LETTS. page 201 two more 

the Queen, designed Vee 5 examples of Swiss 

the pattern with Ce a lace-work that may 

which the border of Vicon be profitably studied 
the curtains and the be : in connection with 

vallance above are Wy the specimens illus- 

embroidered. It is NZ y trated a few pages 

a charming piece of oe back. The designs 

work in itself, but oe here shown are much 

it is chiefly note- Ak more elaborate than 

worthy for the ex- (xn the former ones, and 

ample thus set by Amphora: Susse Freres, Paris. represent a different 

Her Majesty to - quality and manner 

of workmanship. ‘These specimens have an additional interest also, in that in 

the motive for the design we can trace some of the delicate ferns and flowers 

of Switzerland, which the artist has grouped together with rare and exquisite 

skill. 

From the exhibit of Susse Fries, whose choice collection of works of art 

in the French Court attracted many visitors, we have selected for illustration 

the Brass AmpHora engraved on page 202. This splendid piece of metal-work 

was one of the most remarkable objects in their collection. In design it is at
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Portion of Lace Robe: Collective Exhibit of Brussels. 

once elegant, graceful and spirited. The modeling of the figures forming the g g g 8 g 

handle is particularly fine, and the refouwssé work on the zone around the body 

of the piece is of the most finished and artistic description. It is from the
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exhibition of such objects as this, and the stimulus thus given to our own 
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Group of Silver-ware: Elkington & Co. 
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artisans to emulate their foreign brethren, that we can hope to derive lasting 

benefit from the Centennial.
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Another Ampuora, also of French workmanship, which we engrave on 

page 203, may be LIN ORGAN, engrav- 

taken as an illus- ; ed on page 204. 

tration of similar am We cannot give 
) oS 

results of a study (== 4 our readers any 

of classical models. a ——— , adequate idea of 
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harmony with the music which will issue from its pipes. 

The engraving on page 208 represents a Punch Bow anp GobBLETs,
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exhibited by the Mrppretown Pirate Company, or Connecticut. It has been 

the aim of the artist, in designing this group, to embody and typify the jovial 

spirit and sense of good fellowship that accompanies the use of such objects. 

The bowl, a noble, generous one in size, is decorated with scrolls and medal- 

lions, in which the grape-vine in leaf and fruit appears. At either end are 
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Punch Bowl and Cups: Middletown Plate Co. 

miniature bottles and goblets. The cover is surmounted with a little Bacchus 

seated, as god of the revels, astride a bottle, upon a cushion of vine-leaves. 

Two other jolly little fellows, mounted in like manner, whip their steeds towards 

each other from either end of the salver, on which the bowl and goblets rest. 

These goblets, like their neighbor, the bowl, suggest by their size a generous ;
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supply of liquor, and the vine-leaf and grape with which they too are adorned 

indicate what the brew should be. Next, perhaps, after the border around the 

edge of the bowl, which is exceedingly graceful and pretty, the figures of the 

Bacchi are the most notable features in this group. They are well modeled, 

and the upper one especially is full of life and action in his pose. It is a 

question whether the bowl would not have looked fully as well without the 

= : 
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Tazza: Emil Philippe, Paris. 

upright bottles and goblets at either end of it; but it is not likely that those 

who enjoy the punch will be critical, and an envious judgment may be imputed 

to us who have to be content with simply gazing at the receptacle. 

On page 205 we engrave a very rich example of Brussels lace selected 

from the collective exhibit of Belgium. This fine piece illustrates in an admirable 

manner the beauty of the patterns for which the Belgium lace-workers have 

long been famous. It will be observed that here, as in other instances, plant-
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‘ life furnishes the motive for the design, and that the fern, the most delicate 

and graceful of plants, is chosen; for delicate as are the veinings and mark- 

ings of the fern-leaf, it is possible for the lace-maker to copy each line with 

minute fidelity. But in order to make such a design as this before us, some- 

thing more than the ability of the copyist is required. It is necessary that the 

artist should have power to throw into his work that semblance to nature, that 

life-like appearance without which the most finished work is hard and cold and 

unsatisfactory. Look carefully at the design here; see how gracefully and 

easily each group combines with the others, and how harmonious is the effect. 
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No two groups are alike, though the same motive inspires all, and a finish is 

given to the whole by a tiny spray of ivy uniting the groups together. 

It is possible that the ancient Greeks and Romans practised a luxury and 

lavishness in living that will never be equaled in any land or in any century. 

They studied the art of ministering to the pleasure of the senses by every 

possible means until they had brought it to a supreme point; and as objects 

of sensual beauty, the relics of that age will always serve as models. It is no 

wonder, therefore, that in the present revival of taste, the artist seeks his 

inspiration from these sources, or that the connoisseur finds an_ intellectual 

pleasure in studying his work. To the antique beauty of form, our modern
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workman adds a refinement of treatment appropriate to our modern require- 

ments and habits of thought, producing ornamental works of exquisite design. 

Take, for example, the Erercne and the group of Taste Ornaments from the 

manufactory of the Messrs. Erxrneron, aT BirmincHaM, Encianp, that we illus- 

trate on page 206. 

What more graceful object as an ornament to a table could be desired 

than this first-rnamed piece? As an example of fine metal-work it is simply 

superb. The sides are inlaid or damascened with medallions and scroll-work; 

at the corners are winged genii, half human, half animal; and the surface of 

the base is of polished steel, reflecting back the shapes of the flower-vases that 

rest upon it. From the midst rises a tripod, terminating in draped female 

figures supporting the central vase and the crowning group of Loves and Fame. 

In the second illustration we have a group of five pieces, designed after a 

favorite classic pattern. Here the legs of satyrs, surmounted by a satyr’s head, 

form the support, and an open scroll-work of a simple pattern fills up the 

intervening space. Below, upon the base, a lamp is introduced, and the resem- 

blance of the whole to a sacrificial vase is heightened by the shallowness and 

general shape of the dishes supported by the standards. Without being exactly 

the same in design, the resemblance of shape in these pieces, each to the other, 

is quite sufficient to indicate that they all belong to one set or group of 

ornaments. 

An example of metal-work of more than ordinary richness is the BRonzE 

Lamp, one of the exhibits in the French Court, shown on page 207. In the 

elaborateness of its ornamentation and the intricacy of its design it resembles 

some of the gorgeous objects of art that were produced in the days of Louis 

Quatorze. From a leaf-covered base rises a bowl banded with ribbons and 

scroll-work in low relief. In the centre is a medallion of a lady, with a legend 

after the manner of Roman amatorii—‘La Romana Noblissima.” On the second 

member of the lamp are bunches of flowers and fruits, from which rise scrolls 

and bands encircling the neck and twining about the masks that ornament its 

upper portion. The most noteworthy feature in the whole are the handles of : 

the lamp, composed of winged caryatides, freely and boldly modeled, the drapery, 

from the waist downward, shading off and blending into the scroll-work around 

the bowl. The whole design in this work is conceived in a manner of oriental
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richness, and the deep, warm color of the bronze metal adds greatly to P greatly 

the effect. 
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Aside from the exhibit of the Rovat Porcetain Works, Germany made 

but a small and unsatisfactory show of pottery. Many of her most noted 

factories were unrepresented, and some of her most famous wares were not to 

be seen. The small collection of that peculiar kind of stoneware, of a mouse- 

colored body with ornamentation in blue relief—this is but a general description, 

to which there are exceptions—was, however, mostly made up of choice examples. 

The three pieces that we engrave on page 210 are of this description. They 

are all good copies of antiques and excellent pieces of workmanship. The 

vase on the left hand is particularly remarkable for the fine modeling of its 

figures in relief, and that on the right for its graceful lines. The centre piece 

is of a more oriental character, and is equally good in its way. Although this 
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Portion of Gold Necklace : Lope Court, 

style of vase was not new in this country, this collection attracted considerable 

attention, and every piece was purchased long before the Exhibition closed. 

The superb Mantexrrece from the collection of Messrs. Cox & Son, Enc- 

LAND, seen on page 211, is an admirable illustration of the advance in art-culture 

and art-workmanship that has been made in that country during the last quarter 

of a century. The wrought metal-work, the tiles, the painted panels in the 

entablature, the diapered patterns, the thorough, workmanlike construction in 

the wood-work, each and all are an outgrowth of the revival in industrial art 

matters began in 1852. It is a substantial, massive design, correct in principle 

and most artistically executed. The materials, too, are not of an expensive 

nature; and if the piece is costly, the price asked simply indicates the demand 

for skilled and trained labor and artistic design. There is no reason why just 
such works, equally good in every respect, should not be made in this country ;
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and provided exorbitant prices are not asked, there will always be a sale for 

them here. 

The fashion of having plants growing in our houses is, notwithstanding 

the warning of physicians, a commendable one. The trouble is to keep them 

alive; for the dry, furnace-heated air that we breathe is more fatal to their 

health than to ours. But a portable box that can be transported from one 

room to another overcomes this trouble in a great measure, and renders it 

comparatively easy to keep plants growing in the house during the entire 
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Porcelain Tea Service: Royal Porcelain Factory of Berlin. : 

winter. The Jarpinrire that we illustrate on page 213 is as graceful and 

pretty a device of this kind as need be desired. It is the work of ReEp & 

Barton, or Taunton, Mass., and is so artistic that even if it is not used for the 

purpose for which it is designed, it will always be a charming ornament 

in itself. 

On page 214 we engrave a section of a wonderful Gotp NecxLace, from 

the Egyptian Court, that shows the peculiar characteristics of that school of 

design. The reader will observe the entire absence of scrolls and interwoven 

patterns, and the straightness of the lines. Yet whatever it may lack, to our 

eyes, in elaborateness of design, is made up in the workmanship, which is 

astonishingly fine and minute. The very simplicity and severity of the device 

will probably recommend this necklace to the esteem of many.
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Among the minor works of art exhibited by the Rovat Porcetain Works 

oF GERMANY were dinner- and tea-services of an infinite variety of shapes and
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oe 5. Though each of the pieces is notewort y four pieces, we engrave on page 215. g
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as history or even tradition can go, have always been the wonder of 

the world, and it is only of late years that the discoveries of science and 

the application of mechanical means have been able measurably to imitate 

the marvelous products of the Eastern loom. On page 217 we give an 

illustration of one of the best of these imitations. Every lady will recog-
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nize it at once as one of those objects dear to every woman’s heart—a 

Casumere SHawt. The peculiar richness of the pattern in this example is 

rather heightened than lessened by the combination of colors, that are not of 

a gorgeous kind, but of warm tertiary and secondary shades and tints, more 

restful and pleasing to the eye than is always the case in these fabrics. The 

specimen shown was made in Saxony, but only an expert could say with cer- 

tainty that it was not a veritable Cashmere. 

Our illustration on page 218 is taken from the metal-work display in the 

SpantsH Court. It is a Bronze Vass, inlaid with silver and engraved with 

chasings in the manner peculiar to Moorish art. In its shape the vase has its 

counterpart in vases made in Persia many centuries ago, and it is to Persia 

that we trace the so-called Arabesque ornamentation and the decorative designs 

made familiar to us by the Alhambra and other monuments which have served 

as models for Spanish art ever since. It is now believed by men who have 

studied the subject that the Arabs themselves were not an artistic people, 

although their rulers were often patrons of art and science, who encouraged 

the cultivation of foreign tastes and the colonization of foreign workmen. 

The descendants of Mohammed having conquered Persia, doubtless modified 

the art of its inhabitants, and from this modification arose the well-known Ara- 

besque style. It fairly covers an object with interlaced scroll-work and lines of 

bewildering intricacy. Figures of beasts and monsters are introduced and inscrip- 

tions in some ancient character. It is curious to note, by the way, how this 

habit of using inscriptions in some instances survived the knowledge of the 

character itself, which from being a collection of properly formed letters, making 

words, came to be nothing more than a fanciful pattern for decorative pur- 

poses. Whether the decoration on the handles of this vase is an example of 

this, or whether it is an inscription, is beyond our knowledge to say; but at 

any rate any one can see here an illustration of our meaning. 

In the upper portion of the body of the vase, animals are introduced, and here 

again, both from the creatures themselves and the manner in which they are drawn, 

we recognize the oriental methods. We have not space, however, to dwell longer 

on this interesting subject. The reader can see for himself that here is a 

strongly marked style of decoration essentially different from all others, and for 

metal-work, perhaps it is not too much to say that it is the most effective of all.
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Among the numerous other curious and interesting arts seen in the Egyp- 

tian Court, the one of enriching leather by decoration in gold and color, of 

which the SappLe-Bac engraved on this page is an illustration, was one that 

attracted much attention, The effect of this work was rich in the extreme, and 

it is apparently popular with the people, for numberless articles, from the trap- 

pings of horses to small purses and toilet articles, are thus decorated. In 

this instance the gold appears to have been used in threads as an embroidery, 

worked into a pattern drawn with remarkable skill. 
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of the finer ex- Saddle-Bag : Egyptian Court. Inthe same spirit 

amplesof Sévres the Sévres por- 

celain was not put in competition with the productions of other factories, for 

it unquestionably would have taken all the honors. 

Fostered by the lavish expenditure of royal means, afterwards carefully 

superintended at Government expense, with the best chemists in the world to : 

perfect the methods of manufacture, and with great artists employed to decorate 

and design the ware, the porcelain of Sévres has long been pre-eminent. The 

factory is, in itself, a school of decorative and constructive art. 

Of the three pieces which we illustrate, one, the central piece, is of péte 

dure, or hard porcelain, and the other two of péaée tendre, or soft porcelain, an 

artificial composition which has always been considered the perfection of the 

potter’s skill, In the former, the colors lie sharp and distinct upon the surface
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of the ware, but in the latter they sink in and obtain a depth and richness that 

seems fairly to absorb light. 

Many of our readers will recall, perhaps, the splendid brilliancy of the blue 

color in the piece, heightened by the gilding to the handles, seen on the right 

hand of this group. 

As an illustration of the way in which glass may be used for ornamental 

purposes, the Mirror, from the Losmeyr Exhibit, in the Austrian Court, of 

which we engrave a section on page 222, may be studied. Looking at it, one 

would hardly realize that the polished reflecting surface of the mirror was of 
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the same material as its frame. In the latter, relief-work, scroll ornamentation, 

delicate pendants and medallions, finely decorated in color, are introduced. 

Gilding, too, is applied, and every kind of finish that may be desired is given 

to the surface. In one place it has the appearance of translucent enamel; in 

another it is opaque; again, a bosse gleams with the lustre of a jewel, and still 

other portions seem to have a velvet softness. It is, moreover, an astonish. 

ingly rich piece of color, the ruby red, which this manufacture produces so 

successfully, predominating. 

From these crystal jewels we turn to the inspection of real gems—garnets, 

the carbuncle of the ancients, by whom the stone was indued with magical
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qualities. In the set of jewelry illustrated on page 223, nothing but garnets 

are used. These, carefully chosen to match in color and size and manner of 

cutting, have been set in embossed gold, so as to form a graceful and pleasing 

pattern. As a border or frame to each piece, sprays of laurel have been 

added, with ribbon-bows above and below. Beneath these, as a pendant, one 

large garnet, cut to a pear shape, is suspended in such a way that its vibra- 

tions may scintillate the brilliancy of the gem, 
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Doubtless many of our lady readers, in these days when the minutest 

details of the toilet are studied, will think of costumes with which this set of 

jewelry could be worn most becomingly, but we venture to say that few of 

them know, or fewer still would care to admit, that all personal adornment of 

this nature is a perpetual reminder of the servitude of woman to man. Neck- 

laces and bracelets had their origin in the collar and handcuffs of the slave, 

who was bartered and sold like any beast. It may even-be that the nose-ring 

and lip.skewer, still in use among savages, were used to lead resisting maidens 

and to enforce silence; but we have no authority for this, and merely hazard
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it as a suggestion to those curious on the subject. However this may be, the 

women of the present day have their satisfaction and revenge in causing their 

lords and masters to buy the chains with which they, these same and other 

lords and masters, are afterwards enslaved and enthralled. 

It has been well said that “the resources of art in the form of pottery 

have at all times, especially in the great art epochs, been seized upon to express 

the art appreciation of different races. The Etruscan vases have made per- 
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manent the chaste feeling of their authors, and transmitted to us the refine- 

ment of other ages. The Egyptian pottery was exceedingly beautiful in form : 

and outline, though somewhat rude in material; and the vessels which have 

been used by different peoples, and have been preserved to us, are the clearest 

manifestation of the condition of domestic industrial art among them. Perhaps 

in this branch of industry the progress made during the last twenty years has 

been greater than in any other, and it has been in the direction of a return 

to simplicity and ancient forms. This last remark is especially true of Eng-
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land. Wedgewood produced work in his famous potteries at Etruria that was 

exceptional. With Flaxman to design for him, and with his own appreciation 

of the beautiful, he raised the potter’s business almost at one stroke to a 

position among the fine arts. The example of Wedgewood has been of incal- 

culable benefit to his industry in England. Where he once stood alone in his 

pre-eminence, now — : the sight was a reve- 
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land within the last BACB CIOL CLES SEE SEE METHEAN Vase. This 

quarter of a century, vase is equally re- 

markable whether we consider the quality of the workmanship or the art 

displayed in its design. For the former it will be sufficient to say here that it 

is absolutely without a flaw, and the reader can see for himself how fine and 

harmonious are all the features of the ornamentation. The vase is of ovoid 

shape, somewhat flattened at the top. The neck is short and narrow, without 

ornamentation, and the mouth is covered by a cap. Around the base are several
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serpents, issuing from rock-crevices, and stretching upward toward the stem. 

On either side of the body are medallions, with relief-masks, serving as brackets 

to the uprights which form the handles. To these are chained male figures, 

- vigorously modeled, exhibiting, in pose and expression, the agony of their 

position. Surmounting the cap is the figure of Prometheus, chained and bound 

to the rock, while French art is plainly 

perched with extended fe. visible in every line of 

wings upon his thigh Wav the design; yet, ele- 

: is the vulture tearing e gant as the object is 

at his vitals. The art- S a Pod 5 in form, its execution 
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ture, for the spirit of enthusiasm and fervor 

necessary to originate equally vigorous work. This crucifix is undoubtedly a 

fine specimen of modern workmanship, beautifully designed, richly ornamented, 

and elaborately finished. The figure of the Christ is carefully modeled, and 

all the details and accessories have been studied with care and executed with 

skill, so that, after all, if we measure it by the standard of modern excellence, 

it worthily represents the best metal-work of to-day. 

The influence of French fashions and French art on our American manu-
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facturers is seen in the handsome Crock anp Vasr, made by MitcHeEtt, Vance 

& Co., or New York, which we engrave on this page. An ornamental clock, 

accompanied by a pair of vases, may almost be considered a necessary part of 

the furniture of a French room. Indeed, so common is the use of clocks in 

that country that there are persons in the cities whose chief business is to go 

about winding the clocks and seeing that they are kept in repair. The clock- 

winder of the Grand Hotel, in Paris, goes his round of the rooms daily with 

the regularity of the watchmen. 

In this country, however, though we have adopted the fashion, we care less 
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Bronze and Marble Clock and Vase: Mitchell, Vance & Co., New York. 

for the use of the article than for its artistic setting. It matters very little to 

the average American housekeeper whether or not the time is registered on 

the “parlor clock,” so long as its humbler prototype in the kitchen is correct; 

and the group before us is so handsome in itself that one might well desire it 

simply for ornamental purposes. 

The body of the pieces is a fine black marble, enriched with gilt bronze 

ornaments; the vases being of rich copper-colored metal. 

The upright Esony Prano illustrated on page 227 is from the exhibit made 

by R. Ipach & Son, oF BARMEN, GERMANY, in the German Court at the Cen- 

tennial. The case is a splendid piece of rich carving, neither over-elaborated
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nor too barren in detail for an object of this kind. The two lower panels are 

perfectly plain, with only a small beading around the frame. On the pedal 

post is a group of musical instruments carved in low relief. On either side, 

however, and serving as supporters to the key-board, are winged griffins elabo- I d g pporters to the key-board ged griffins elab 

rately executed in the round, and forming the most striking feature of 
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Ebony Piano: R. Ibach & Son: Barmen, Germany. 

this portion of the case. The upper portion, which is less concealed from 

view, is much more highly finished. The pilasters and cornice have finely 

wrought designs of a Pompeian pattern covering all their surface, and 

the central panel contains, beside, fine scroll-work, groups of loves and swans 

executed in relief. The side or end panels have frames of the same style
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as those in the base, but they have, in addition, as ornaments, vigorously 

carved masks with rings. 

It is satisfactory to note here the prevalence of hand-work over machine- 

carving. The latter method has been the means of multiplying much that is 

ood in wood ornamentation, but it has also been the fertile source of much g' 

more that is meretricious and entirely bad) The multitude desire quantity 

without regard to quality, and a manufacturer with the aid of his machine saws 
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and lathes panders to this taste by turning out vast quantities of articles loaded 

down with florid and cheap ornament. There is no reason why a good model 

should not be selected in the first place, but as a matter of fact this is rarely 

done; or if it is, the manufacturer, putting his taste above that of the trained 

artist, makes some change that he thinks will make the article more salable 

and popular. Certain it is that “the best workmanship and the best taste are 

invariably to be found in those manufactures and fabrics wherein handicraft is 

entirely or partially the means of producing the ornament.”
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This it is that makes the work of oriental nations of such high excellence. 

The hand and the mind of the Eastern artificer always work together, and the 

one portrays the changing fancy of the other. Take, for example, the fabric 

of Japanese workmanship illustrated on page 228. Although the pattern here 
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Enameled Card-Case: French Court. 

is much more uniform than is usual, it will be observed that no two of the 

scrolls are alike. The artist simply contemplated producing an harmonious 

whole, which he has succeeded in doing most admirably. How much more 

satisfactory and enjoyable is such a design as this than the repetition with 

mathematical accuracy over a surface of some one stereotyped figure! The
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one shows a poverty of inventive art, as the other indicates richness and 

versatility of fancy. 

Our illustration on page 229 represents in its full size an ENAMELED Carp- 

Caseg, exhibited in the French Court. This beautiful example of an art long 

practised, even among the ancient nations, but in later years brought to its 

highest degree of perfection in Limoges, illustrates the excellence the art 
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Silver Tazza: Elkington & Co., Birmingham. 

still maintains in France. In the centre of the case is a medallion likeness 

of Diane de Poitiers, and the brilliant and elaborate decoration surrounding the 

portrait of this beautiful woman is of a style and richness worthy of the time 

in which she lived. Indeed, the case itself is just such a costly and exquisite 

toy as this queen of luxury would have loved. 

: In order that those of our readers unfamiliar with this art of enameling 

may have a more intelligent idea of the subject, we will endeavor briefly to
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sketch its more salient features, The art of enameling is the process of deco- 

rating a surface with some vitrifiable material by the process of fusion. This 

material is colored by the use of metallic oxides, great care and experience 

in their use being necessary to obtain the desired results; but the scale of 

colors which the artist has to choose from is not so limited as is generally 

supposed. Enamel colors are either opaque or transparent, and they are applied 

in three different ways. Incrusted enamels form the first and great division; ~ 

the painted enamels come next, and the translucent enamels on surfaces in 

relief make the third division. 

With the incrusted enamels our readers are already familiar in the examples 

of clotsonné and champlevé oriental vases that have been illustrated in these 

pages. But this art was not confined to the East. It found expression in 

various parts of Europe, especially in France, in many superb ornaments, and 

the art obtained in Britain at a very early day. Of the two kinds in Europe, 

the clotsonné is by far the rarest and most valuable. Limoges was the chief 

centre of its production, and many famous examples now remaining in various 

parts of Europe are traced to the Limousin workmen. 

Here, too, the art of painting with enamel colors was first practised exten- 

= sively and brought to its highest state of perfection. The museums of Europe 

abound with specimens of the brilliant work executed here during the renazs- 

sance. So great was the desire to possess articles decorated with enamels, that 

for a season the goldsmith’s chisel was superseded by the enameler’s pencil, 

and dishes, vases, cups and objects of ornament glittered with brilliant colors 

that concealed wholly or partially the precious metals beneath. A long list of 

famous names is connected with the enamel-painter’s art during the period 

when it was most practised. As time advanced, new methods of enameling 

were discovered, and toward the latter end of the seventeenth century the 

process of painting portraits in miniature was brought to a high degree of 

perfection. Some of these are perfect marvels of delicacy, both in color and 

finish. The same processes were applied to the painting of natural objects, 

such as flowers, birds and butterflies, on trinkets and all kinds of small personal 

ornaments, and the decoration soon became so fashionable that it was applied 

to the baser metals. 

In an article on Enamels prepared for one of the hand-books for the great
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Kensington Museum is this account of the third division of which we have 

spoken :— 

“Translucent enamels upon relief were made by Italian artists about the 

ear 1300, and grew more perfect as time went on, reaching the highest excel- y 3 sg Ie s s 

lence in the sixteenth century. Benvenuto Cellini gives a detailed description 

of the mode of preparing and applying the enamels. He says that the colors 

were first to be pulverized and carefully washed; then to be dried, by pressure, 
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Palissy Plate: Barbiset & Son, Paris. 

as dry as possible; the enamel was then to be laid very thinly upon the surface 

of the relief, in order that the colors should not run into one another. In 

placing the piece in the furnace, much caution is to be used so that the enamel 

might approach it gradually and be heated slowly, and afterwards as cautiously 

watched that it might not run. It was then to be withdrawn, and having gradu- 

ally become cold, another layer of enamel was applied, and the same process 

of fusion was repeated. When the piece had again cooled, the enamel was 

reduced in thickness until sufficiently transparent, and lastly polished.”
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Fine specimens of the above description are extremely rare and valuable. 

The subject of our illustration on page 232 belongs to the second division, or 

a painting in enamel colors—in this instance both opaque and transparent. 

Our readers are already familiar with the high character of the display 

made at the Centennial by the Messrs. ELxincron, or Birmincuam, through 

the superb pieces of metal-work from their manufactory which have been illus- 

trated in these pages. No one, looking at that splendid exhibit, made up 
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highest art ap- the other be- 

gan. If the other manufacturers of England in their several specialties advance 

at the same rapid rate in the application of art to the industries as is advancing 

this representative firm of metal-workers, they will acquire for themselves a 

position second to none in Europe. 

The illustration on page 230 is another of the Elkington pieces shown at 

the Centennial. It is a large Tazza, or dish, profusely ornamented with rich 

and intricate scroll-work around the rim, and containing in the centre a charming 

group, executed in. vepoussé, of Venus borne upon the waves by Neptune. We 

are not aware whether or not this piece is after a design of M. Morel Ladeuil, 

who is employed by the Messrs. ELxincTon, but certainly the vigorous drawing »
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of the sea-king, the graceful pose and beauty of his fair burden, and the atti- 

tudes of the pretty, playful loves, suggest the work of a master-hand, and the 

whole forms a group not unworthy of that great artist. 
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: and the general character of the design is carried out in the decoration of the 

patterns. In the group before us there seems to be three several sets of . 

Communion VesseLs—the lower one of simple form and modest size, suitable 

for and within the means of a village church; and the upper ones of different 

degrees of richness and elaboration, worthy to decorate the altar of some lordly
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ration with him was an imitation of rock-work, in which he excelled, but the 

name “Palissy-wafe” is commonly associated with the style of work seen in our 

engraving. Here are fish, eels, frogs, lobsters, lizards, and water-bugs distribu- 

ted among a confusion of land- and water-plants. On one side is a dragon-fly 

poised above a flower, and on the other a nest-full of birds on the sand. 

These objects are all executed in low relief, and colored as in nature. It is 

our impression that this plaque is a copy of one of Palissy’s own invention; 

but even if it is not, it is sufficiently in his style to give an intelligent idea 

of his peculiar methods of decoration. 
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Although Bohemia was noteworthy at the Centennial principally on account 

of the splendid display of glass made by her manufacturers, the sister industry 

of pottery-making was not without its representatives. The Count von Ktos- 

TEREL THun made the most extensive exhibit, chiefly of decorated table-ware, 

tea-, dinner-, dessert-services, etc. In addition to these there were numerous 

glazed and colored ornaments in faience, together with vases and figures of a 

clear, white material resembling parian in texture and finish. The fine KruG 

which we engrave on page 234 is of this character. It is an ornamental piece, 

standing some three feet high, and will be recognized by many as the central 

object in the Count von Tuun’s display. In shape this vessel resembles some
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of those antique stone-ware pieces chiefly made in Cologne and other cities of 

Germany, but commonly spoken of as gris de Flandres. Its ornamentation, 

however, is quite of a different character. On the zone surrounding the body 

of the vessel is depicted a dance and drinking-revel, where the sport is fast 

and furious. The figures are executed in relief, and are examples of uncom- 

monly good modeling. The drawing, too, and the grouping of the figures is 

very well done. Above this zone is a circle of vine-leaves and fruit also in 
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relief, but less raised than the former. Above this again, on the neck of the 

vessel, is an armorial shield with supporters. Garlands and bunches -of fruit 

and flowers surround it. On the cover, seated upon a kind of throne, with her 

drapery disposed negligently about her, is seated a female figure, typifying the 

goddess of the revels. On her knees rests a lute, and in her right hand she 

holds a goblet of wine. Her hair hangs loosely about her shoulders. The 

handle has less ornament than any other part of the vessel; yet here, just at 

its upper junction with the neck, a winged mask is cleverly introduced. Taken 

as a whole, this vase is an admirable example of the artistic skill and excel- 

lence of the Bohemian potters.
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As another example of the skill of the Belgian lace-workers, we give an 

illustration, on page 235, of a Lace Borper manufactured by VerDE DE LIsLE 
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intermingled by Porcelain Vase: Chinese Court. border, sepa- 

g . 

the artist with rating the figure 

from the plain portion of the fabric, and making a finish to the whole. 

A happy blending of: realism and fancy is seen in the graceful design in 

the panel, a specimen of Woop-Carvinc, by Proressor FRULLINI, OF FLORENCE, 

illustrated on page 236. The artist seems to have had in view the idea of
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Buffet: Collinson & Locke, London. 

conveying a sense of a tangle of branches of trees and tall grasses by the 

multiplication of the curves and intricate convolutions of lines with which he 

has covered the panel> Among these, as in a thicket, are birds, reptiles and
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Ebony Cabinet: O. B. Frederich, Dresden. 

insects, executed with much spirit and skill. In the centre of the panel is a 

fanciful figure, half bird, half monster, above which, standing in a shell, is a 

pretty group of Venus and Cupid. There is something peculiarly free and
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vigorous in the execution of this design, which, as a whole, is one of great 

beauty. 

After the Court of Arbitration on the Alabama question, consisting of five 

members appointed by the Governments of the United States, Great Britain, 

Italy, Switzerland, and Brazil, which met at Geneva in 1871, had completed their 

labors, our Government, in recognition of their services, presented each of the 

foreign commissioners with a service of handsome plate. One of these pieces, 

i (<A LES 

Pp ol Nee = |. 5 a= 7’. 

CG Gee ey DLN a 

Gun ee) — Co) emp 

Onpet Vines Breech Chart 

manufactured by Messrs. Tirrany & Co., or New York, is illustrated in our 

engraving on page 237. It is a large vase or bowl, elaborately ornamented 

with scroll-work and figures in relief, and bearing on its side an inscription 

explanatory of the nature of the gift. At either extremity of the piece are 

heads of Bacchanti crowned with grape-leaves and fruit, attached as handles to 

the bowl. These heads are well modeled and finely executed, and the whole 

piece is a representative and excellent example of metal art-workmanship. 

On page 238 we engrave an illustration of a JeweL, Casket, manufactured 7 

by M. Zutoaco, or Maprip, and on view at the Centennial among his exhibits
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in the Spanish Court. The great beauty of this elegant affair, aside from the 

design, is the exquisite finish of the workmanship. The fine Arabesque deco- 

rations on the ends of the box are as carefully and perfectly wrought as they 

could well be, and the delicate inlays in the medallions and border on the front 

and top and back are without a flaw or false line. The lock is perhaps the 

most elaborately finished part of the whole, but even here there is a notice- 
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Porcelain Plague: French Court. 

able absence of the tendency to over-elaboration that too often mars Spanish 

art-work. The designs for the medallions, it will be noticed, are quite free from 

exaggeration, and nothing could be simpler than the pattern of the border, yet 

the effect of the whole is one of extreme elegance. 

The large PorceLatn Vase engraved on page 239 is somewhat different in 

the style of its decoration from any of the other pieces of Chinese pottery 

which we have illustrated in the preceding pages. The body, neck and lips of 

the vase are covered for the most part with a fine vine and flower scroll pattern 

done in polychrome, but the front portion is occupied by medallions painted
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with figure-subjects. What the subject of the upper design is, is uncertain, 

though it might very well represent a high official beset by rival office-seekers. 

But the lower picture tells its 
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sidered by our canons of good 

drawing and perspective, but it shows more artistic perception and ability to 

portray the salient points of a situation, than many European artists possess.
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fragile bow-legged mon- 

strosities to which the public had become accustomed. It is possible that the 

enthusiasm of Mr. Eastlake led him too far in his crusade, but in the main his
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all attempts at imitation. In most of the museums of Europe, beside these 

smaller examples, are cups and vases of later date, carved from crystals or 

from precious stones, illustrating the continuance of the art in another form. 

In the Louvre are many notable pieces, and it may be the French artist who 

executed this onyx vase gained his inspiration from the study of that magnifi- 

cent collection. 

The Porce- pgp yaa Sy study to the ; 
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work not on a picture growing to completion under his hands, but on one which 

is finished after his work is ended, and in which no repairs or after-touches are 

possible. i 

In the design before us the reader can well judge for himself of the beauty 

and grace of the drawing. The nude female figure is a model of loveliness, 

and the little cupids disporting about her, laughingly avoiding the playful strokes 

of her whip, are charmingly graceful in their attitudes. The group is arranged 

in a flowering branch suggestive of a bower, and the skill with which the leaves 

; have been made to harmonize gives a particular merit to the composition.
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- Fire Screen: Royal School of Art Needlework. 

The coloring of the piece, of which no idea can be conveyed in an 

engraving, is another of its excellent features. The flesh tints are admirably 

managed, and are finely relieved against the deep dark background. The border
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sentially French in character, is seen in the next illustration on page 245, which 

is engraved as a specimen of lace exhibited in the French Court. This curtain, 

from the pictorial nature of the design, is evidently intended to hang perfectly 
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thing so elaborate as these hangings would be out of place. 

The great advance that has been made in artistic metal-working in this
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country within late years was excellently well illustrated by the various displays 

> made by the several exhibitors in the section of the United States department 
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Porcelain Vase: French Court. 

in the Main Building devoted to this branch of industry. Our illustration on 

page 246 represents a Bronze Sancruary Lamp, manufactured by Mrtcnett, 

Vance & Co., or New York, whose department was particularly rich in art-
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No one glancing at our engraving on page 247 would imagine that it was 

other than a work of art intended for purely ornamental purposes. Only the 

glass globe rising from the amphora which the girl is balancing on her shoulder 

betrays the use for which this lovely bronze is designed. Observing this, we 

know at once that this water-jar poised on 

globe conceals a gas- ‘ > = her shoulder, is a fin- 

burner, and that the CS ished group, and all 

place for this figure is Si i : = \ above the jar is out 

the newel-post of a age of place, and in a 

stairway, or in some ts in oe sense, inharmonious; 

other position where ae Ge pl yet the addition is so 

light is needed. We i UN evident and so en- 

are not disposed to ek Ke ,e t tirely separated from 

agree with those art- | i “ f : 2 the figure itself as to 

advocates who depre- I : ‘ BP SY 2 work its own remedy, 

cate the use of figures AF Ss and in contemplating 

such as this for pur- ‘ ee 4 the one we pay little 

poses of this kind, " a Se iN or no attention to the 

though we heartily (> \ ee {| other. Especially at 

condemn the absurd p a Ne | a night when the gas is 

disproportion which cc le i lit is this separation 

is often seen between X& ly me the more complete, 

thefigures themselves \yy! : % &! : and for that matter 

' and the illuminating @ y jen there is no reason 

apparatus they have Os gfx why everything not 

to bear. Unquestion- é....- Se immediately pertain- 

ably this graceful Em Nursing: aes oe Terva-cottn in ing to the statue could 

Greek girl, with the not be so arranged as 

to be removed during the day, if any one so desired. 

Examples of jewelry, manufactured by Messrs. GrtsseL & HarrRuNG, OF 

Hanau, GERMANY, are shown on page 248, in illustration of the styles of 

workmanship popular among the women of that country. The necklace itself 

is of a severely plain pattern, but the pendant hanging from it is quite elabo- 

rate. This latter is of finely-chased gold and filigree-work, something after the
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manner of the Florentines. In the ear-rings we have specimens of cameo- 

cutting—one the portrait of a lady, and the other a fanciful subject, a Cupid 

in a bower of ferns, pouring water through a hollow log. 

It is hardly necessary to inform those of our readers who have come with 

us thus far that the illustration on page 249 represents another of the charming 

pieces of work designed and executed under the auspices of the RoyaL ScHoox 

or Art NEEDLEWoRK, IN Lonpon. The design was doubtless made by one of 

2 \ 

EN : 
Ce SREB LE x6 

ELEN 2 a 
vim Pn) ; \ 

fi oT SX fag Ss |\. 
JED ah ; } J AAIGA\ WNAG | 

hiygheg) LEGO ) ee 

(fe yh SCX, } » : 

f Mo ge iy ed : Wh Bee 

G 

Thorwaldsen's Ganymede in Terra-cotta: Madame Ipsen, of Denmark. 

the artists employed by that institution, after which it was embroidered upon 

the cloth and mounted as we see it here. A fourth panel, concealed from view 

in the illustration, but similar in character to the one on the right, completes 

the harmony of the design, which is in every way admirable. 

In a country-house or in any dwelling where gas is not in use, the Lamp- 

Sranp of German manufacture, shown in our illustration on page 250, would be 

about as pretty and useful an article for the purpose as could be devised. It is 

light and graceful in shape, and yet of sufficient weight to withstand any ordinary 

jar. The lamps are raised to a sufficient height to be out of the way and to
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give their light the proper elevation, while a broad, shallow vase is added to 

the top, in which flowers may be arranged to advantage. _ 

or i 2 ey 
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ae Washington Race-Cup: Tiffany & Co. ee 

The Dovutton Porrrry, of which we have spoken at length in a former 

number, is seen in our engraving on page 251, which well illustrates the variety 

and artistic excellence of the pieces made by the Company that gives its name
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to the ware. The absence of all overloading in ornamentation or of mere- 

tricious decoration is particularly noticeable in these pieces, each one of which 

is eminently satisfactory in itself, and gives evidence of a thorough, intelligent 

study on the part of the artist who designed it. 

Pottery of the highest class, as far as material is concerned and of merito- 

rious decoration, is seen in the PorceLarn Vast, illustrated on page 252, which 

was exhibited in the French Court. From the character of the design which 

covers the body of the piece—a fox and implements of the chase—it is possible 

that the vase may have been intended as a hunting-trophy, to be presented to 

some victor who has followed the hounds and been in first at the death. 

eIV [i Ae Pe fh Bal \ Seo EEE oe 9 / ME 

hes ote Vee | Ae | 

OW 5/9) & 

Pin-Cushions > Royal School of Needlework. 

: The Lace Curran, from the English Department, shown in our engraving 

on page 253, illustrates a favorite style of design for the decoration of these 

fabrics. It has more solidity than the ordinary flower- and fern-patterns, and 

the effect of the curtain when hanging in folds is heavy and rich, The con- 

ventional treatment of the palm-leaf, common in the decoration of Indian fabrics, 

is introduced here with striking effect; and in addition to these figures, garlands 

of flowers depending from arches make a pleasing pattern for the centre of 

the piece. It is well to observe how artistically the designer has preserved a 

proper balance in this elaborate work, lightening the figure above and massing 

it in the lower portion. 

In a previous number we have advocated the use of terra-cotta for pur-
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poses of architectural and ornamental construction as one of the cheapest and 

most durable materials known, particularly recommending itself on account of 

the facility with which it can be modeled. Now, however, we would call atten- 

tion to its adaptability for works of art, especially for those of large size 

and those liable to become a favorite 

exposure to the ( medium of expres- 

weather. All gar- f sion for artists. 
cD = - : 

den statuary, foun- sm 8 Our illustration 
tm | ‘ 

tains and lawn orna- ay on page 254 rep- 

ments come within aS he resents an_ artistic 
re a . 

these classes, and bina group manufactured 

can be made in ; Ae i 5 in tefra-cotta and 
p magna” aM @ a 

terra-cotta as well, on Ga oD Pa exhibited in the 
ree) een, g 

if not better, than ie @ GSR) oye English department 

in any other material (oe | ol by the Wartcoms 

cast ina mould, The a Terra-coTra Com- 
I | Sen, 

great difficulty so mt qe Wars a pany. The subject 
EY NO yO) yal : 

far attending the use | ear A 1H e is the famous French 
oak eo St ea Hh | 

of terra-cotta for : ean i ag } ch | statue of Eve nurs- 
: ae | Es On Gy GSS rt || : : 

small and delicate | Hi WT I " | ing Cain and Abel, 
AF (Al et el Wl || | Ge é ; 

objects, such as stat- tein i Ce, it i or “The First 

uettes, has been the | N29) || I Cradle,” and the 

unequal shrinkage Fe ee work is a capital 
wee Taunt inno chi dete ea a 

of the material in Le reproduction of the 

drying, but this is AED original, The beau. 
— SNe 

being rapidly over- = Nees = tiful, even tint of a 

come, and we may Clock, Louis X11; Susse Proves, Paris warm fawn color 
hope soon to see it given to the ma- 

terial adds greatly to its appearance and to the beauty of the group. 

On page 255 we engrave an illustration of one of the admirably-executed 

bas-reliefs in terra-cotta in the exhibition of Mapame Ipsen, oF CopENHAGEN, in 

the Danish Court. This charming group is after Thorwaldsen’s fine original— 

Ganymede, “the most beautiful among mortals.” It will be remembered that yi 8 
_ while the earlier legends tell how the youth was made cup-bearer to the
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5 immortals, later writers assert that Zeus caused an eagle to bear him up to the 

abode of the gods. Knowing this, we see how the artist has suggested both 

' episodes in his arrangement of the group before us. 

The Cenrenntat Race Tropuy, illustrated in our engraving on page 256, 
was another of the ex- istic work in all the 
cellent examples of ) branches of their trade 

: ; NG. 
silver-work by which ws not only redounded to Nae 
the Messrs. Tirrany tag their own credit, but 

ai : 
maintained their repu- Ww gave evidence of the 

x ae Taw 4 
- tation as art-workers eee Bie » __e a culture and refinement 

Z é Cte \ ZS G\caue 
in the precious metals, ‘Nika a (@ 3 Nir and wealth of the com- 

: : PSG Ww & : 
and excited the admi- ye F PASS ie y munity where such 

= G56 B oF Le SS ae : : 
ration of our foreign RI UE ten. eSNG) ) Go choice objects could 

. visitors at the Centen- NO Mo LAG find a market. 

nial. We say another, ao 4 dig G The elegant group 

in reference to the sev- ee before us was made 
Wat : eral elegant examples "ae as a substitute for the 
ey : ‘ already presented to ie usual cup prize given 

; ian our readers in these lek at race-meetings, and 

pages. Too much Ras offered for the 1876 
credit can hardly be MS N Fall Meeting of the 

Le 
accorded to this enter- ray New York Jockey 

prising firm for the <4 Club, as the gift of 

prestige they gave to Pie Mr. August Belmont. 

the department of the GS OSE The fortunate winner 
ee __. : 

Exhibition in which SS CCo=as Mr. George Loril- 
their stall was located, —“adelabra, Louis XIV: Susse Proves, Paris. Jard’s “Tom Ochiltree.” 

Their display of art- It was desired, in 

order to give distinction to the prize in the great racing event of the Centen- 

nial year, to connect the two subjects of patriotism and horses, which has been 

admirably done by the artist of Messrs. Tirrany & Co., who conceived the 

happy idea of introducing Washington in the role—less familiar to us than that 

of soldier or statesman—of a raiser of fine horses. 

Irving, in his “Life of Washington,” says: “I have just seen Washington’s
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ae a ee 

horses; they are as good as they are beautiful, and all splendidly trained. He 

trains them himself.” 

The figure of Washington is a remarkably sympathetic and expressive 

likeness. His hand is resting in graceful ease upon the shoulder of the 

thoroughbred mare, who is leaning over a colt that bears its mother’s points 

of beauty, though undeveloped, and both animals seem under the benign influ- 

ence of a poetical power that has won their confidence. 

This group was a bold attempt in silver-work, and though there are a few 

eS NOS LCS ee Ge) 

Cy SP LS) ee 
UCN a Se ee 
UR NEN OE Saas a 

UWA andere ee ee E 

bes ts = et ae 

fo a 
Cy guemile 

Benvenuto Cellini Helmet: Italian Court. 

points in the modeling which we think might be improved, it ranked high 

among the metal sculptures of the Exhibition. 

Examples of the embroidery exhibited by the Roya Scuoot or Art 

NEEDLEWORK are shown on page 257. These pieces include cushions, mats and 

furniture-covers, or, as they are still called in England, notwithstanding the 

vulgarity of the name, anti-macassars. Each of the designs here shown is 

thoroughly artistic, and of a character suited to the work. No attempt is made 

at pictorial representation, the nearest approach to anything of the kind being 

the birds on the scroll of branches in the central piece. How much more satis- 

factory this is than the fashion, not yet out of date, of attempting to copy 

natural objects in Berlin wool! Who does not remember the animal mon-
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strosities depicted upon canvass, that we have been expected to admire ?—the 

green dogs with pink eyes, and the beasts that resembled nothing in the whole 

range of natural history. Neither the heavens above, nor the earth beneath, 

nor the waters under the earth, contained such things. 

A pleasing ornament for any room is the CLock manufactured by SussE 

Fréres, or Paris, shown on page 258. The lower portion containing the clock- 

works may be taken to represent the base or pedestal of the statue of the 

<SSSSSSAN a. 
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Shield of Henry IV: Italian Court. 

Amazonian warrior which forms the chief ornament. The shape of this base and 

the ornamentation upon it is of a strictly classical character. It resembles the 

entrance to some ancient temple, above which this warrior is seated as the type 

of the goddess of Victory. 

Another fine work in bronze exhibited by Sussr Frires is the CANDELABRA 

engraved on page 259. This elegant object has all the richness of form and 

ornamentation of the time of Louis XIV. Male and female masks are freely 

introduced, and much attention is given to the chasing and detail of the 

several parts.
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The perfection of metal-working, as far as vigorous design and brilliant 

execution are concerned, was reached by that master workman, Benvenuto 

Cellini, so liberally patronized by Pope Clement VII and King Francis I. The 

Hemet engraved on page 260 is attributed to him, and certainly it is a superb 

piece of work. The only absolutely authentic works by this great artist, known 

at present, are a gold salt-cellar in the Vienna Museum and three or four cups 

and medals in the Florence Gallery; and while doubtless among thé many 

> aes pei ( NHK LA AE MDW WwWowW»wWwawWwmwiamuas AS ed at GAMA LTA GILAD MIDIS OOSU IGN yg 
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A 
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Vase: Collective Exhibit of Gien et Loiret 

thousands of articles treasured as Cellini’s work, many are worthy of his chisel, 

and some are probably by him, yet we cannot be too careful in comparing 

them with the known pieces before we pronounce upon them. 

Another remarkable piece of metal-work is the famous SuteLp or Henry IV, 

engraved on page 261. The chasing is of the most elaborate description, and 

the design, as will be seen by examining our illustration, contains a multitude 

of figures. The richness and elegance of the border are particularly noteworthy. 

Both these pieces were reproduced in electro, and exhibited in the Italian 

Court at the Centennial. 

«
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The collective exhibit of Gren rr Lorret, in the French Court, contained 

a bewildering display of faience. Examples of almost every style obtaining in 

France through successive reigns were here to be seen, but the pottery was 

principally remarkable for the brilliancy and combinations of the colors used. 

A fine specimen of this /adrigue is illustrated on page 262. It is a large 

oval Vase, very finely modeled, with masks in relief, and decorated on the sides 
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Faience: French Court. 

with medallions containing figure-subjects. The design before us represents a 

sleeping Venus, whom Cupid is awakening by music. The conceit is a pretty 

one, and furnishes the artist with a lovely theme for illustration. 

Other examples of Frencu Farence, more or less elaborate, are seen in 

our illustration on this page. The covered dish shows much elaborateness of 

detail in the decoration, and the dessert-plate an equal delicacy and refinement 

of treatment. The handle to the beer-mug, on the left, in its close imitation 

of nature is in striking contrast with the decoration in the body of the mug.
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A capital design, simple yet effective, and thoroughly artistic, is seen on the P is P 8 
unpretentious pitcher on the right of the group. 

The Caniner Sipepoarp illlustrated on this page, one piece of a suit of
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dining-room furniture exhibited by Messrs, Cooper & Ho xr, or -Lonpon, is a 

noble piece of workmanship. Its height and breadth make it unsuitable for 

any other than a large room, but, suitably placed, its fine proportions and artistic 
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Porcelain Vase: Chinese Court. 

ornamentation would attract attention. Brilliant gold and color decoration is 

introduced with great effect into the carved under-surface of the pediment above 

the mirror, and handsomely painted tiles are inserted in the panels of the doors 

on either side. In the lower portion, the panels contain rich and elaborate carving
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in relief. Various recesses and shelves are arranged for the display of china 

and plate, and the artist evidently studied the effect that would be produced 

when the whole was, so to speak, furnished, when making his design. 

The subject of our illustration on page 265 is a Chinese PorceLarn Vase, 

of an unusually large size, fine in quality, rich in color, and of superior finish. 

These points of excellence would be noted by the dealer or the connoisseur, 

but to the ordinary observer who has little or no knowledge concerning these 

matters, the vase is interesting chiefly on account of the novelty of the design. 

It is the novelty that makes Japanese and Chinese goods so popular with us 

and Europeans. In form, construction, ornamentation, and decoration, the 

products of these nations are different from anything produced elsewhere. 

Particularly are their pictorial representations interesting, because they illustrate 

costumes, custom and a life that might belong to a different world, so opposed 

are they to our notions of the fitness of things. Take, for example, the group 

before us in this engraving. Doubtless to a Chinaman these figures appear 

all right, but to us they seem all wrong. The idea of men being arrayed in 

such garments as these, and their hair done up after that fashion! Even with 

their sex evidenced by the moustachios, we are half inclined to doubt the man- 

hood of these individuals. If the Chinese mythology included three Graces, we 

should be inclined to think that the artist, a Celestial satirist, was indulging his 

humor by picturing those beautiful women on a masquerading escapade. Never- 

theless, for aught we know to the contrary, they may be three worthy citizens 

taking a Sunday afternoon walk in their best clothes, or the three mightiest 

potentates of the empire, before whom even the cats of China blink. Yet let 

the reader consider for the moment that, allowing for a little extravagance in 

the detail, we have before us a representation of costumes worn of men, as 

accurately portrayed as the fashions on the plates in a tailor’s window. Look 

at the man on the left with a small parasol stuck into his head. Observe the 

central figure: what a cotffwre he has made already, and apparently he is still 

at work on his back hair. The third man seems to be less of a dandy than 

his companions, yet even he has made his modest pigtail attractive by twisting 

it into an artistic knot. As for the costumes, Mrs. Swishelm herself could not 

invent or name such garments. And yet these fashions are the expression of the 

oldest civilization on the face of the globe, of a people who have always prided
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themselves on their clothes! According to the Christian belief, the first mother 

covered her nakedness with a fig-leaf, but the Chinese Eve discovered silk and 

wove a fabric of the thread and made a fine gown for herself. Blessed among 

women should she be! . 

Yet suppose, having had our laugh at these heathen, we look for a moment PP gs g 
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Furniture Silk: French Collective Exhibit, 

at our manner of dressing. It does not require a Chinése standpoint of view 

to see that much of it is monstrous—not the men’s fashions (they are well 

enough), but those of the women. Do not they torture their feet and contract 

their waists and place protuberances on their persons and erect constructions 

on their heads—in short, deform their natural shapes? The female form is our 

type of beauty, and.the Greek idealists are recognized as having given it most 

perfect expression in their statues. One—a man at least—would think, there- 

fore, that women would endeavor modestly to clothe themselves so as to preserve
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Lace: Collective Exhibit of Brussels. from the Collective Ex- 

hibit in the French Court. 

They prove that, notwithstanding the advice of would-be reformers of taste, 

the public continue to demand the very designs in textile fabrics which they
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declaim most against. These instructors say that to-have wreaths and garlands 

of flowers, imitating nature, woven into a carpet which we walk over, or into 

a fabric which we sit down upon, is quite contrary to the canons of zsthetic 

art; yet, for all that, the best skill of French workmen, the most artistic work- 
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The Amazon (bronzed zinc): ¥ I. Mott Iron Co., New York, 

men in the world, continues to be employed in weaving just such patterns into 

the finest and most costly fabrics used for the purposes named. 

The example of Lace which we engrave on page 268 from the collective 

exhibit of Brussels differs only in elaborateness and pattern from the speci- 

mens already illustrated. Like those the fancy of the designer here has brought
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flowers and ferns together in beautiful groupings, and the skill of the lace- 

worker has been taxed to reproduce the pattern, thread by thread and stitch 

by stitch, in the delicate network which keeps the figures\in the place. 

It seems hardly credible that the elaborate VasE’ anp PEDESTAL, seen in 

our engraving on page 269, is made entirely of glass; yet if the reader saw 
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Repoussé Plated Ware: Reed & Barton, Taunton. 

‘ or could have seen the original, he must have wondered the more that all that 

richness of color, gilding, high relief, ornamentation, and delicate tracery of 

intricate design could be produced in that material. It may well be considered 

a triumph in that branch of manufacture. As we recall the remarkable exhibit 

of Lopmeyr, or Vienna, from whose collection this vase is illustrated, it seems 

as if every known method of manipulating glass had its example there. But
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a chief place in the display was given to the exhibition of the manufacturers’ 

latest discovery, the method of enameling a transparent glass of one color upon 

another, so that, by grinding down the outer covering or cutting through to the 

under surface, a variety of hues and colors especially brilliant and pleasing was 

produced. This vase is an example of this process. 

The famous statue of “The Amazon” engraved on page 270 is a favorite 

: subject for reproduction in marble, bronze, the precious metals, and clay. It 

forms the ornamental portion to innumerable clocks, paper-weights and trifles 

for the desk or mantel-shelf. We have even seen a gas-burner attached to the 
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Faience: Indian Court, 

Amazon’s cap, but in the present instance the group is iritended to serve only 

its original purpose. It has been cast in zinc and bronzed by the J. L. Morr 

Iron Co., or New York, and is a very excellent piece of work. The muscles 

of the beasts, the expression of the woman, the texture of skin, hide and hair, 

each and all have come out remarkably clear and distinct. 

The group of plated ware from the exhibit of Reep & Barroy, illustrated 

on page 271, shows to what perfection this branch of manufacture has been 

brought in this country. As far as beauty of form and elaborateness of design 

go, no greater amount of work or more careful study of detail could be desired 

even if it was to be expended upon a service of solid metal. 

Several examples of the curious faience of India, exhibited by the British
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Government, are shown in our illustration on page 272. The decoration upon 

them is simple, yet highly artistic, free in execution, and admirably suited to the 

material and the object itself. The forms are all graceful, the most pleasing, 

perhaps, being the flat vase with tall, lily-shaped neck. The incised work shows 

the scrolls, palm-leaves, etc., which we commonly see on oriental textiles. 

Another curious ware is the faience of Russia, characterized by a certain 

angularity of outline and a tendency to follow geometric lines and patterns in 

decoration. The colors usually are uncommonly rich and well contrasted, the 

effect being heightened by the separating line between the colors being 

depressed, as if the pattern had been traced by a fine blunt instrument upon 

ila a 
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es Fee a ae 

the green ware. This makes little cushions, which, when colored, give to the 

whole an appearance suggestive of the squares of worsted on canvass-work. 

We engrave a number of specimens of this ware on this page, the group being 

made up from the display in the Russian Caurt. 

On page 274 we engrave an illustration of a very remarkable example of 

wood-carving exhibited in the Italian Court. It is the work of Signor Luigi, a 

famous artist in this particular, and will be found well to repay careful exami- 

nation, It was a very bold conception thus to make a portion of a ruin, 

overgrown with clinging and climbing plants, the motif for a piece of furniture, yet 

the artist has treated his theme with consummate skill. All the details have A 

been carefully studied and are elaborately wrought, the evidence of a master- 

hand being visible in every mark of the chisel. 

Many of our readers will recognize with pleasure the subject of our illus-
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tration on page 276. It is the famous Bryant Vase presented to the honored 

poet by his friends and countrymen on the eightieth anniversary of his birthday. 

It is undoubtedly one of the most important pieces of artistic silver-work ever 

produced in this country. Both for its intrinsic excellence and the pleasant 

associations surrounding it, it fitly occupied a central place of honor in the 3 

Main Building at the Centennial, and perhaps no single object in the whole 

American Court attracted more attention than this testimonial to William 

Cullen Bryant. 

The vase was designed by Mr. James H. Whitehouse, chief artist of 

Messrs. Trrrany & Co., or New York, by whom it was made. We cannot do 

better than give the reader the artist’s own description of his work :— 

“It is intended to symbolize Mr. Bryant’s life and character through the 

medium of a classic form, covered with ornamentation drawn from nature, and 

suggested by his works. As in Mr. Bryant’s career there has been nothing 

inharmonious, all the details of this design are made subordinate to the simple 

classic outline which is preserved unbroken. The heavier lines of the fretwork 

are derived from the apple-branch, which suggests that while Mr. Bryant's 

writings are beautiful, they also bear a moral: as the apple-tree blooms with 

a beautiful flower in the spring, and in the autumn bears fruit. Poetry is sym- 

bolized by the eglantine, and immortality by the amaranth, which is said never 

to lose its fragrance, and these are blended with the lines formed of the apple- 

branch. 

: “The primrose, for early youth, and ivy for age, form a border directly 

above the handles. Encircling the neck at the narrowest part, the immortal 

line, ‘Truth crushed to earth shall rise again, is rendered verbatim, the begin- 

ning and end being separated by a representation of the fringed gentian, which 

Mr. Bryant remembers in one of his poems as always pointing to heaven. 

Eras in the poet's life are illustrated by a series of bas-reliefs. In the first, as 

a child, looking up with veneration at a bust of Homer, to which his father 

points as a model. The second shows him in the woods, reclining in a medi- 

tative attitude under the trees. Between the first and second of these medallion 

pictures is a portrait of the poet, laurel-crowned. Above this, the lyre for Mr. 

Bryant’s verse; and beneath, the most primitive printing-press, for his connec- 

tion for over half a century with the ‘New York Evening Post. In a smaller
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of illustrating the life of an author whose writings teem with symbols drawn 

from the same source, and has intended to bring unity out of elaborate detail.” 
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Curtain Borders: Royal School of Art-Needlework. 2 

On this page we engrave two examples of Curraiy Borpers from the 

exhibition made by the Rovat ScHoot or Art-NEEDLEWoRK. The first of these
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is an exceedingly effective piece of work. The flower-sprays are embroidered 

on a dark, chocolate-colored cloth, admirably suited in tone to the colors of 

the leaves and blossoms of the plant. The design, too, is a beautifully graceful 

one, copying nature, but treating the subject in such a manner as to be in no 

way offensive to good taste. The narrowness of the border, moreover, pre- 

cludes the probability of the unity of the figures being destroyed by folds in 

the curtain. The second design is of an entirely different character, the theme 

being a succession of plant-tendrils and flowers conventionalized to such an 

extent and located in such a manner as to suggest the Pompeiian borders 

which are familiar to all designers. In this as in the other example, the pattern 
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Bracelet: Krumbugel, Russian Court. 

has been wrought in the fabric with threads of different colors, or true 

embroidery. 

We are pleased to see that this kind of work is finding favor among the 

women of this country, and that already schools of design and needlework are 

forming in several of our cities. We believe that as soon as the absurd preju- 

dice, too long obtaining among the decayed gentility classes in this country, 

against manual labor for women has been overcome, that a new and powerful 

impetus will be given to the progress of all branches of decorative art among 

us. The field is an extensive one, and one peculiarly fitted for women to work 

with profit and success. 

In this connection we cannot refrain from calling attention to a circum- 

stance that recently came to the knowledge of the public. It appears that a 

certain well-known citizen of New York, who had become involved in difficul- 

ties of one kind and another, fled to Europe, and an investigation of his affairs 

discovered that his family were reduced from wealth to poverty. But during 

the days of his prosperity he had taken care to provide for his children in a
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manner that no mutations of fortune could rob them of. Each of his daughters, 

beside receiving the education usual for girls in their position, had been taught 

a trade or profession. One was a competent drawing-teacher, another a thorough 
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Jeweled Pendants: Starr & Marcus, New York. ~  Bonbonniere: M. Boucheron, Paris. 

musician, and the third had learned the trade of a milliner; so that they had 

the means of making an honorable livelihood secured to them at a time when 

nothing was more improbable than that they should have to have recourse to
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these means. The moral of the story is plain, and that it is worth heeding is 

evidenced by the thousands of helpless, poor women brought up in luxury now 

living on the charity of their friends. It is not their fault, poor creatures, that 

they are in this pitiable state of dependence, but the fault of their parents. If 

the future of girls was studied and provided for with the same care as that of 

boys, we should hear less talk of woman’s rights and radicalism. 

The richness of the display of gold- and silver-work and jewelry in the 

Russian Court at. the Exhibition was a subject of common remark. The col- 
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lection was of bewildering magnificence, and of a splendor which, though the 

: term is questionable, is best described as barbaric. The minute and exquisitely 

i delicate workmanship, such as obtains in the south of Europe, was not seen 

here to any extent, the characteristic of the work being heavy masses of gold, 

brilliantly enameled, gleaming with jewels—vigorous, bold designs, and strong 

contrasts and massing of color. On page 278 we give an example of Russian 

jewelry and goldsmith-work—a Bracetet—from the exhibit of KrumBucEL, or 

Sr. Perersgurc. It is an excellent illustration of the several characteristics 

which we have noted. 

As specimens of the proficiency of our own countrymen in the jeweler’s 

art, the two pendants seen in our engraving on page 279 are notable examples.
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In the first, around the superb central gem, are grouped wreaths of flowers 

composed of jewels set in the finest possible frame-work of gold. In the second, 

the art of the chaser and engraver has been employed to produce a memorial 

jewel worthy of the event inscribed in the legend. Both of these princely 

ornaments were The Bonzon- 
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The fondness for strong and bright contrasts of color noticeable in the 

art-workmanship of Russia is peculiarly visible in the decoration of their ° 

pottery. In the examples shown on page 280 of Russtan Farence, the enamel 

colors, principally red, blue, green, and yellow, are arranged to give the highest 

contrasts; and was not the arrangement made with consummate skill, the effect
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would be too gaudy to be pleasing; but whether by instinct or training, which- 

ever it may be, the decorative artists of Russia certainly have a fine apprecia- 

tion of the limits to which color-treatment can be carried, and while in designing 
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great bulk of which the piece 

had to undergo before it was finished, From these figures we turn to the 

other ornamentation, the scroll-work and shell-shaped receptacles at the base, 

the elaborate bracket for the fruit-baskets at the sides, the medallion on 

the base of the column, and the shaft itself, capped by a third and larger basket 

for fruit and flowers, and finally the harmony and proportion of the whole is
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observed. The piece possesses the rare merit of being pleasing just as it 

appears, while the imagination, picturing it in use, its baskets heaped full with 

fruit and flowers, can see that it will gain added beauty by the addition. 8 ye 

The beautiful Bronze Vase of Japanese manufacture illustrated on page 282 

is an example of how faithfully. and accurately the artisans of this wonderful 

nationality can reproduce in metal natural forms, either animate or inanimate. * 
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We have here rocks, trees, animals, and birds, treated without the least con- , 

ventionality, the artist appearing to have endeavored to copy them to the life. 

On the cover of the vase is a mass of rock, jagged and broken, its surface 
oS 

partially covered with the leaves of a clinging vine. Poised on the top, as if 

just about to spring from its rest, is a pheasant, its wings outspread, its beak 

open and crest erected, in an attitude of attack. On the sides of the bowl, in 

the place of handles, are gnarled and rugged roots and branches of trees, 

twisted and contorted like the laurel of our swamps. Below, as feet to the 

vase, are animals’ heads, each one grasping in its mouth a ring attached to the
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base on which the whole rests. The modeling and finish of each of these 

several objects is perfect. One hardly knows which to admire most, the delicate 

delineation of the feathers on the bird, the hair on the beasts, the veining of 

the leaves, or the close counterfeit of the texture of rock and bark. Nor has 
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The Seasons Plague: Elkington & Co., London. 

minute attention to detail led the workmen to neglect the necessity of con- 

sulting the effect of the whole, which is vigorous and bold, as well as_har- 

monious and well balanced. In the panel on the side of the vase is a little 

picture in relief, just a bit of nature such as might be studied from a window— 

a tree-trunk and branch, two or three birds disporting themselves, some flowers 

and grasses, yet all instinct with life and movement, and in keeping with the 

rest of the design. It is such work as this that wins for the Japanese recog-
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The Srasons Pragug, illustrated on page 284, is another of the examples 

: of artistic metal-work exhibited by Messrs. ELkincron & Co., or BrrMincHam. 

: We have in this beautiful design a treatment of a subject which has been the 

theme of poets and artists from the earliest ages. In the present instance the 

artist has symbolized Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter, by giving them 

personality—for the first three, women, and for the fourth, an old man. Spring, 

a youthful, girlish face is crowned with the earliest flowers of the year, blos- 

soming buds and young leaves; Summer, a face full of warm and glowing 

life, is garlanded with the luxuriant richness of the season; while Autumn, in 

the guise of a matron, comes with head wreathed with fruit, the harvest-moon 

upon her brow, typifying the fullness and fruition of the year. Old Winter, 

_ grave and serious, has for his wreath a branch of holly, emblem of the jollity 

and mirth with which we speed the parting, melancholy guest. Between these 

faces, gracefully intermingling with each other, are tendrils of plant-life, expressive 

of the same theme; and poised between, each on some playfulness intent, are 

cupids whose actions—one shielding himself from cold, another shooting a love- 

dart, another bearing flowers, and the fourth fruit—complete the harmony of the 

design. In its workmanship the execution of this plaque is thoroughly satis- 

factory. The firmness and vigorous outline to the vefoussé-work is remarkable, 

and the exquisite finish and minuteness of detail in the inlaid or damascened 

portions are quite worthy of an oriental metal-worker’s skill. 

The Watnut Boox-Casr, illustrated on page 285, is from the exhibit of 

carved wood-work in the Italian Court at the Exhibition, and is the work of 

F. RomaNnetut, oF Fiorence. While in outline it is plain almost to severity, 

this only makes the elaborateness and richness of the carving in the panels 

the more noticeable. The large glass panels in each door further limit the 

space for’decoration, so that in fact the carver has only the uprights or pilas- 

ters on either hand, and the base and pediment, on which to display his skill. 

In general design and in detail the artist has followed classic models. In the 

panels at the base are winged masks, half human, half animal, carved in relief 

with scroll-work, while a Pompeiian pattern, a succession of vases, scrolls and 

emblems, is introduced in the pilasters. The pediment is ornamented with an 

elaborate frieze, consisting of birds and leaf-scrolls, with phoenixes in the square 

panels at the ends. Above the whole, at either corner, are shallow Pompeiian
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lamps, and as a central and crowning ornament are two cupids supporting a 

scroll and medallion on which arms or a monogram may properly be carved. s Ye Propelly. 

A beautiful example of one of the higher grades of Brussels lace is seen 2 gner g 

in our engraving on page 286, a Lace Currain exhibited in the collective 

exhibit of Brussels lace-manufacturers. The design is not only elaborate: it is 

intricate and minute in no ordinary degree. In the central medallion are a 
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Sideboard; Wright © Mansfeld, London. 

harp and lyre and other implements of music surrounded by a wreath of 

flowers. These are supported on a vase, the lines of which wind off into a 

bewildering scroll-work of flowers and tendrils, Cornucopias on either hand 

are overflowing with fruit, and above them climbing plants meet and intertwine 

with others suspended from above. In this part of the design there is some- 

thing of oriental richness and feeling, though with a more accurate and careful 

balancing of parts. The scroll within the border and the border itself are 

thoroughly Eastern in character.
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As in our modern manner of furnishing the dining-room the sideboard is 

made the most conspicuous object in the room, more attention is given to its 

design and construction than to any other of the pieces of furniture. It is the 

one object that can be ornamented and decorated to any extent that the fancy 

of the designer may suggest. Chairs and tables from their construction and 
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use can only receive ornamental treatment in design within certain definite 

limits, but in the sideboard no rules except those of harmony with the rest of 

the furniture obtain, and as it is essentially a “show-piece,” it is quite right 

that it should be elaborated accordingly. 

The Srpesoarp shown in our illustration on page 288 is selected from the 

exhibit made by Messrs. Wricut & Mansrre_p, or Lonpon, as a fine example 

of the adaptation of our modern methods of decorating to the Queen Anne 

style of construction. It will be observed that all the lines of this piece are 

plain and simple, unrelieved by any other than the most moderate ornamenta-
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tion, and with numerous broad flat panels. These latter afford an excellent 

ground for the color-treatment and pictorial designs which are so much in vogue 

at the present time, and consequently they have been seized upon by our 

modern decorator for that purpose. What a happy effect is obtained by this 

means can be seen by referring to our illustration. Each of the four principal 

panels has a central medallion with figure-subjects painted in color on a dark 

ground after the style of the Pompeiian frescoes, and surrounding them are 

scrolls, garlands and pendant designs inlaid with ebony into the light-colored 
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panel wood. The same treatment has been carried out with less elaborateness 

in the smaller panels and on all the flat surfaces, so that a bright rich color- 

effect is produced, and the eye attracted at once to a study of the detail which 

produces such a pleasing result. 

A pleasant feature of the Exhibition, and one affording satisfaction and 

enjoyment to the thousands thronging the vast corridors of the Main Building 

during the heated summer days, was the arrangement at intervals, in these 

walks, of fountains playing streams of water into shallow basins and cooling 

all the air about with their refreshing spray. Opportunity was thus afforded 

the exhibitors of these objects to show them to the best advantage—that is, 

with the water forming the curves, cascades and transparent liquid sheets 
which are, or should be, as carefully studied for effect as the outline of the 

fountain itself. Indeed, it may be said that a fountain, to be perfectly satis- 
factory as a work of art, should appear at its best when the water is in play,
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but yet be so perfect in itself-as to be an ornamental feature when not in 

actual use. 

There were fountains of great variety, adapted for lawns, garden or con- 

servatory, shown at the Exhibition; some of iron, others of marble, more again 

of terra-cotta, and still others of majolica. These latter, from the character of 

the material and richness of decoration and ornament, were, of course, intended 

for use in conservatories or other sheltered places. Our illustration on page 289 

represents one of the most beautiful of these majolica fountains, which was 

shown in the exhibit of Messrs. DanteLt & Son, or Lonpon. It is remarkable 
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not only for the elegance of the design and the richness of color in its several 

parts, but also for the technical excellence which, in so large an object, is very 

great. In shape it is like a vase. Around the stem or shaft are dolphins 

modeled in full relief, heads downward and with mouths open for the passage 

of the water, which gushes out in as many streams into the basin in which the 

fountain is supposed to stand. Above and around the body of the vase is a 

charming design in relief—cupids swinging in hammocks suspended between 

comic masks, and leaning over as if watching the play of the water beneath 

them. It is not apparent that there is any play of water above the vase, but 

if there is we may imagine it flowing over its curved lip in a crystal sheet, 

bathing the naked bodies of the little cupids in a manner refreshing to 

contemplate.
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On pages 290 and 291 we illustrate several examples of the wonderful 

Japanesr PorcELAIN, a material which in the hands of oriental artificers seems 
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Carved Walnut Mirror-Frame: Frullini, Florence. 

capable of almost any form and color-treatment. Our first group of illustra- 

tions show these several styles of vases, each one of them odd and curious 

enough in shape and decoration to repay careful examination. On the broad
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surface of the first vase is a bit of pictorial art—a group of tall palm-trees 

bending beneath the weight of their leaves, while in the foreground, on the 

edge of a marshy pool, stands a stork reaching forward in the act of seizing 

its prey. The study of nature here, as indeed in all Japanese work of this 

character, is perfect. Every detail of plant-life, bud and leaf and flower, has 

been carefully and faithfully studied and as carefully and faithfully portrayed. 

So too with the bird: its pose is instinct with life, and vividly conveys the 

impression of alert watchfulness. ~ 

The second vase, AR third vase is much 

with its elephants’ Svat the most elaborate 

heads for handles, fA ei ofthe) -three.= In 

has something of WGA ‘shape it is a double 

grotesquenessabout SR Aw vase, one seeming 

it, though its outline a SEE to rést upon the 

is severely plain. ‘ea Ce oo other. The lower 
pete wa eM : 

The principal deco- j acy Eal it i of the two rests in 

ration here is in the a ¥ ad p y) a woven basket on 

panel on the side, a ta | | E a stand of bamboo 

representing a crest- i SE a pieces tied together. 

ed bird, like a cock- 2B) \ cea, a“ Above, the basket- 
atoo, swooping for- hee Gy work blends off a 

ward with extended Le SF pattern of brilliant 

wings after an insect F il Ln a A color-decoration, 

on the flower-spray Ormolu Clock: French Collective Exhibit. strongly outlined 

before him. The against the white 

surface of the bowl itself. From the upper vase two serpents are winding slowly 

downwards, their sinuous bodies clinging to the curves of the vases and forming 

the handles. The other decoration is of the simplest character—a leaf, a spray, 

a flower thrown on the surface of the piece at the fancy of the artist. 

The central object of the second group, on page 291, also is an oddly- 

shaped vase, fashioned without curves. The quaint group in the panel on the 

side might be taken as a Japanese portrayal of the story of Adam and Eve. 

But the most interesting objects on this page are the two little porcelain figures, 

which the reader should carefully observe. They are as perfect in modeling
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and sharp in finish i are bare, and he 

as if they had been id carries an ink-horn 

executed with a & Ww b in his girdle. He 

carver’s chisel, and i fa stands resting his 

a minute execution he A hand on a vase in 

is given to the de- » ee ae somewhat the same 

tail that is truly . Na attitude as the 

wonderful. An ad- VS woman, and the 

mirable feature in Se 27 two figures make 
: “ee these figures is the ST an excellent group 

treatment of the ae) or pair. Prettier 

drapery, and this is _ or more interesting 
: 

especially excellent —EEE=> ornaments than 
: =, —<——— 
in the dress of the aaa OW) these to a mantel 

woman. Observe, (4 q N) shelf or “whatnot” 

also, her pose; how \ a | V could hardly be de- 

perfectly natural it | a2 | sired, and they pos- 

is—leaning gently i ve y sess an additional 

upon the vase, with | j value tousas being ' 

her right hand , f j correct copies of 
e) APs J 

hanging idly beside | fin \ the costume worn 
: aK 

her; in her left ( ty by the wonderful . 
: MEI | : 

hand holding a 6 oy) ; people who fashion 
TIN) : 

book open at a SAN EN these things. 
: EN Wars 

passage which she f Ul @), We have already 
: : . NAC JEL i 

is reading with ab- CSSA illustrated several 

sorbed attention. Wr See ee examples of wood- 

The male figure —- Sit carving by Italian 
SS ——— : 

appears to be that 2p. —_—- hE > artists, and on page 

of a priest or scribe, S222 292 we give an- 
a Table Lamp: German Court. : 

as his feet and head 3 : other specimen, the 

work of Frutti, of Fiorence. It is a Mrirror-Framg, executed in some 

dark, close-grained wood, and may be regarded as a study in the classical style. 

Both the outer and inner edge of the frame have a beviled surface, orna-
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mented with an incised pattern cut in low relief. The upper flat surface is- 

divided into panels by raised mouldings, and to the ornamentation of these 

panels the artist af i? = the lower panel, 

has given _ his Sy half concealed in 

careful attention. the leafage of the 

The design of | __ serolls,are cupids 

each is different, ny: bearing wreaths 

though a_ per- Ly andsmiling down 

fect balance and a By upon the satyr 

harmony has Pai whose head is 

been preserved fe thrust out be- 

throughout. In AT \ ' tween them. In 

the four corners Mf i \! : the upright or 

are groups sym- i pe \ side panels are 

bolic of. War, df y i designs of achar- 

,Peace and the - Ni -* acter such as are 

Arts, each one a LP) x \ a7 commonly seen 

a pretty study in “Ee i 5 \, _- in Pompeiian 

itself. In the Wed) Se. \ sau decoration—a 

horizontal panels By Sa 4 combination of 

: above and_be- Be. SERA > a iB vases and scrolls, 
low are graceful Le. = ee ll garlands of fruits 

scrolls starting g ii ri ’ ; i { i" t ; Ne cd and flowers, rais- 

centre and wind- | ‘o | ie i ET @) other in bewil- 

ing off to the ae = Pa dering — succes- 
Oe \ SSS 

right and left in Gig oh i sion. All of this 

fanciful curves, j Sa ‘ “t work is carved 

in which we can : a <5 Q Be in medium relief, 

discover curious ag but with such 

masks and egrif- ss precision and 

fins’ heads. In Ee Se nicety and atten- 

tion to light and shade as to make it appear higher than it really is. 

On page 293 we illustrate an Ormotu Crock, one of the dainty and luxu-
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rious articles of ornament and use shown in the Frenca Coiective Exar. 

It is designed with all the abundant richness of ornamentation that character- 

ized the Louis Quartorze period. Winged griffins support the base, rich in 

gilding and scroll-work. A glass panel, engraved with a design as fine as 

cobweb, protects the mechanism of the clock from the dust while permitting 

its working to be seen. The clock-face, brilliant with many-colored enamels, is 

set in an ormolu frame or case with shells and foliated figures executed in 

high relief. 

On the continent, where gas is used to a much less extent than with us 

in this country, lamps are in correspondingly greater demand, and great atten- 

tion is given to make them as ornamental and attractive as possible. The 

central object of a table, often of a dinner-table, in the evening, is the lamp, 

and according as it is beautiful or homely it adds to or detracts from the beauty 

of its surroundings. On page 294 we engrave an illustration of a Tas_e-Lamp 

of great elegance and beauty. The stand is of bronze, and consists of a central 

shaft and a trio of light rods supporting the cup for the fluid. At the foot of 

the piece three griffins’ legs, bent at the knee, radiate outward, forming a 

triangular base. The band around the fluid-cup is ornamented with rosettes, 

and the rods have terminal rings, which swing free and serve as handles in 

carrying the lamp from one place to another. The fluid-cup is of plain white 

porcelain, without decoration of any kind, but the ground-glass shade around 

the chimney is richly engraved and is shaped like a lily. This lamp was manu- 

factured in Germany, and was exhibited in the Court of that nation at the 

Centennial. 

On page 295 we engrave another lamp, also of German manufacture, and 

part of the same exhibit, but a much more elaborate piece of workmanship. 

This is a Hari-Lamp, intended to be suspended from the ceiling, and is there- 

fore a larger and weightier object. The main portion or case containing the 

light is of crystal, the sides being composed of a row of cut-glass prisms which 

give a most brilliant effect when illuminated. This is upheld by three bronze 

rods coming together around a central ball suspended by a single rod from the 

ceiling. All of these are finely chased and engraved, and the supporting rods 

are finished with flowers and leaves. Suspended above the centre of the lantern 

is a porcelain shade with pendants, and above this, as on a pedestal, stands a
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graceful little figure of Love testing the keenness of an arrow. On the rim 

of the lantern is a group composed of a wreath, crossed quivers and a pair of 

doves, while at either side are winged female figures supporting shallow crystal 

vases. The finish and execution of this fine work is in the very best manner, 

and both the design and workmanship reflect credit upon the manufacturers. 

In a very interesting paper written by Signor Alessandro Castellani, of Rome, 

he describes the labors and research with which his new school of jewelry, which 
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Gold Necklace: Signor Castellani, Rome. 

aims at the perfect imitation of ancient and medizval works of art in goldand_ - 

precious stones, has been established. In 1814 the elder Castellani opened a 

studio in Rome for the imitation of the jewels of France and England, in which 

he was very successful. Some years later he turned his attention to chemical 
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; Gold Bracelet: German Court, 

science, looking for aids and methods which could advance his art, and he made 

discoveries in coloring gold and the application of electrotype and _ similar 

processes to the art of gilding that attracted much attention. About this time 

the ancient cemeteries of Etruria yielded up the beautiful jewels that had been 

buried for so many centuries, and Signor Castellani conceived the idea of 

reproducing them with the greatest possible exactness. In the Regulini-Galassi 

tomb were remarkable works in gold, which furnished the means of acquiring 

a more precise knowledge of the character of the early Etruscan jewelry, and 

facilitated his researches into the methods used by the ancients in working gold. 

Let us quote here Signor Castellani’s own words :—
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“Having determined to restore as well as -possible, and, as we may express 

it, to renew the ancient school of jewelry, our first step was to search after the 
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: Monumental Brass: Singer & Co., Frome, England. 

methods of fabrication employed in ancient times. We observed that all the 

jewels, except those intended for funeral ceremonies, instead of owing their raised
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parts to chiseling or engraving, were formed by separate pieces brought together 

and placed one upon the other by means of solder or chemical processes. This 
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Monumental Brass: Singer & Co., Frome, England. 

it is, in our opinion, that gives them so peculiar and marked a character, derived 

from their expressing, as it were, the fresh idea and inspiration of the artist,
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and unattainable by Sa = grains of gold, like 

the cold and regular 2 - 2 f fine sand, which play 
3 [z= CL ; 

execution of the Y 2 ee fi \ so important a part 

workman. The very ff 7 eS a . in the ornamentation 
: : eye a ie (eR : : 
imperfections and my pee om of antique jewelry, 

: = Ry ee ACS Sy 3 

omissions, purposely | eee So) presented nearly 

made, give to the : eg insurmountable diffi- 

workmanship that I culty. We made 

artistic character alto- 5 EWA Q innumerable — essays, 

gether wanting in the ; \ V/ \\ employing all pos- 

greater number of af Yo % . sible chemical agents 
SES oo 

modern works, which, and the most power- 

owing to a monoto- ful solvents to com- 
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all individual charac- g Vi, “No, the works of the In- 

ter, that charm which Y NS dian jewelers, as well 

so constantly strikes as of the Maltese and 

us in the productions Genoese, and neglect- 

of the ancients. » < Se (\. ed no other sources 

“The first problem, (/ YY Poe Ld i of instruction which 

then, that presented it es 4) tradition could supply, 

itself to our attention \ CRS OS 7 but it was only in a 

was to find the means NSH Se iy remote corner of the 

of soldering together, a 2. ee Umbrian Marches, at 
‘ eee a ay] : 

with the utmost neat- : 2 aay St. Angelo in Vado, a 

ness and delicacy, so = fh Gee little district hidden 

many pieces of ex- — Pe in the recesses of the 

traordinary minute- ae Apennines, free from 

ness. Among others, fj ic every centre of civili- 

those almost invisible ‘Sardinia: and Visee French Court. zation, that we found
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still in use some of the processes employed by the Etruscans. There yet 

exists, in fact, in this region of Italy, a special school of traditional jewelry 

somewhat similar—not, indeed, in taste or elegance of design, but at least 

in method and workmanship—to the ancient art; and the beautiful peasant 

girls of these districts, when at their wedding-feasts, wear necklaces and long 

ear-rings called geometrical ex- 

navicelle, much L——> actness is attain- 

resembling the Af ZC ed in modern 

antique in their hae Dy jewelry, these 

workmanship. ‘ = oN o>... ~~ a ‘D> men_ succeeded 

We procured, ‘ | ms, ee e Py e) i, better than all 

then, from S¢ 4 4 fy a ° oy Ds ey whom we had 

Angelo in Vado yee Ih ype ee i Ie previously em- 

a few workmen nA " ule uy ‘ | yy loyed in the 
ean ae pee 

to whom we mt Ny te co aN yy imitation of that 

taught the art of Sar freedom of style 

imitating Etrus- LIC LO which is the pe- 

can jewelry. In- a - | na culiar character- 

heriting the pa- =) aa). 0 ht istic of the art 

tience of their Sn ii 7 fae rs be om 
forefathers, and = \ a ue - cients.” 

caring nothing — yy The events of 

for those me- 8 _ 1848 and the dis- 

chanical contriv- God Ven. i can astrous years fol- 

ances by which lowing caused a 

suspension in the work, and it was not until 1858 that Signor Castellani was able 

to resume his researches. The discoveries at Cumz, at Ostia and at Kertch in the 

Crimea gave new subjects to work upon. No difficulty was experienced in copy- 

ing the jewels of ancient Rome, but thosé of Etruria and Greece required special 

labor, and many attempts were made before the uniform and granulated work 

and the various enaraels were successfully reproduced. The discovery made 

while examining some ancient Etruscan ornaments, that the places from which 

the granulated work had been broken off presented the same appearance as 

these gold surfaces from which the enamel that once covered them had been
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torn away, led Signor Cas- PS been applied according to ° 

tellani to try a new pro- oe == his new method. The ar- 

cess for the production of poe EMe ticles me beauty and deli- 

that granulated work which |S ae =| cacy of workmanship rival- 

modern goldsmiths had ee ah | ed the superb collection of 
ee i : : 

agreed to consider inimi- es a veritable antique jewelry 

table. The results of the Lee exhibited (also by him) in 

attempt were so far suc- SU Zee Memorial Hall. Beside 

cessful as to solve, in a ang Gy "= them was a small shallow 

great degree, the problem Ze —- saucer, no larger than a 
Se Eee ie . : 

that for twenty years had BNO 7 silver dollar, seemingly 

engaged his attention. 2 7 filled with gold dust or 

Other processes were then Eee LoS | filings; yet on examination 

studied in order to reach teers Re through a magnifying-glass 

the degree of perfection > eta these particles proved to 

that characterizes antique Zag a be minute spheres, or gra- 

personal ornaments. In Ss = naglie, and such atoms as 
: of a 

1868 Signor Castellani sie a2 these fastened upon the 

founded another /adbrigue a surface of the ornament 
2a A= 

in Naples, where, after long produced the elegant effect 

and assiduous labor, he dis- seen in the jewels them- 

covered the method of re- a selves. On page 297 we 

producing the granulated Se illustrate a NEcKLAcE from 

; work of the Phceenicians ee the collection, in which the 

and Etruscans. Zs pera | ancient art is fairly equaled 

In the Italian Court, in Si ore! by the modern process. 

the Main Building at the . =e ek A beautiful jewel, of a 

Centennial, Signor Castel- (2 ws =| character entirely different _ 

lani exhibited a number SS from the preceding, is the 

of examples of jewelry in = Pal of Tapestry: French Court. (Gorn BRACELET engraved on 

which the ygranagle had page 297. It is of German 

manufacture, and was exhibited in the Court of that nation at the Centennial, 

among the fine collection of examples of goldsmiths’ work there to be seen. It 

consists of a series of square gold plates joined together by broad massive bands,
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cut and chased in an elabo- Soe most interesting fields open : 

rate manner. Enamels of ae to the antiquary. Begin- 

various rich colors are used pe ning in a remote antiquity, 

to heighten the effect, and (eee the custom of erecting to 

seed-pearls, turquoises, gar- i the memory of the dead, 

nets and other gems are in- SS engraved memorial tablets 

troduced into the intricacies SS in brass or bronze has con- 

of the tracery with marked Za tinued without interruption 

success. It will be observed =e to the present time. Of 

that while the design on the thee late years it is true that the 

bands is the same, each = : practice has fallen into com- 

square presents a different se ee parative disuse, but now, 

pattern, and the ingenuity Wh ee with the new art-revival, 

of the designer has been NGS we find attention returning 

cleverly shown in the skill en a5 Naa to this subject, and the ap- 

with which he has preserved Vs a | propriateness of the custom 

a harmony in the whole, FA nS having never been ques- 

while giving to each geo- = a Bt \ tioned, we may hope to see 

metric figure a variation A a speedy and general re- 

peculiar to itself. The sev- | ake _ turn to its use. 

eral parts of the bracelet Some few years ago there 

are connected together by SS was exhibited in this city a 

invisible hinges in such a ——————— fine collection of copies of 

manner that when clasped monumental brasses in the 

together in a circlet the 5 x 2 = English cathedrals, obtained 
= 7 = 

whole appears to be with- a — by transfer of the designs 

out juncture or division of re from the monuments them- 

any kind. E ae | selves on to tracing-paper. 

: The study of the monu- === = The transcriptions thus ob- 

mental brasses of England — Panel of Tapestry: French Court. tained were therefore abso- 

and Europe is one of the lutely correct, and the ex- 

hibition was one of such rare interest as to claim general attention. 

On pages 298 and 299 we engrave a couple of examples of MonuMENTAL 

Brasses which were exhibited in the English Court at the Centennial. In design
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and treatment the work as seen in our illustration resembles that in monu- 

mental windows of stained glass, and of course the object, to commemorate the 

memory of the dead, is the same in both. But while the window is liable to 

a thousand accidents, the monumental brass continues for ages an enduring and 

indestructible memorial to the deceased. The general reader will find much to 

admire in the beauty and elegance of these designs, and whoever is learned in 

ecclesiastical lore will recognize the.appropriateness and significance of the 

vignette subjects and the other details of the work. 

The group of articles in faience, illustrated on page 300, we need scarcely 

say is obtained from bin jardinieres, with their 

the French Court. er light bronze stands and 

There is a lightness is 2 ley) scroll and figure deco- 

and delicacy about the = { Coal nl | ration, are essentially 

decoration and orna- ug ZH Bich a8 ve French. The larger 

mentation peculiar to | = y one of the two is par- 

French workmen. Mies ae 3 ticularly graceful in 

These remarks do not (2 ee design. 

indeed apply to the W ii Tit “It was Tiresias the 

Persian vase or jug, j Hf prophets counsel to 

but that is manifestly % y 7 % Menippus, that trav- 

a copy from an ori- Tapestry aa Departvisntof doghcs elled all the world over, 

ental model; but the even down to hell it 

self, to seek content, and his last fare well to Menippus, to be merry. Contemn 

the world (saith he) and count all that ts in it vanity and toyes: this only covet 

all thy life long; be not curious, or over solicitous in any thing, but with a well 

composed and contented estate to enjoy thyself, and above all things to be merry. 

“Si, mimnerus uti censet, sine amore jocisque 
Nil est jucundum, vivas in amore jocisque.” 

Thus writes Democritus Junior in the second partition of his “Anatomy of 

Melancholy,” that wonderful treasury of learning which has furnished many a 

pedant with his apt classical: phrase, and where the thieves of literature prowl 

undetected. Contentment, then, and merriment, in the prophet’s mind, went 

together, and, though not synonymous, were coequal. See now how curiously 

the Chinese have embodied the same idea in their Gop or ConTentTMENT, which
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is illustrated on page 301. Above all things be merry; that indeed he is, and 

with rollicking joyousness that knows no solicitation for anything, and which 

counts all that is in the world vanity and toys. He is a good liver, too, and 

evidently has all a don vivant’s keen sense of humor. Would that we knew 

what the joke is now, which is making his jolly, fat sides shake with laughter, 

and has given an expression to his face that makes us laugh to look at him. 

Who will say that there is not deep philosophical reason underlying this 

humorous conception of Contentment, and that the Chinese, in typifying the 

god under the guise of a jolly fellow, are not giving expression to a great 

fundamental truth? Sp more emphasized in 

Why the litle mang Gr : this, but the  signifi- 
is represented as a mis- ie 2 oe a. cance of the tonsorial 

shapen dwarf, and with A Pie ok 2 instrument passes our 

a razor in his hand, as eet powers of conjecture. 

if he was a barber by 1 Ce —? This. little figure is : 

profession, could doubt- | made of a fine quality 

less be explained satis- ee eel of porcelain and mod- 

factorily by one learned x mens sere | eled with great nicety. 

: in oriental mythology. WV I if The block .on which it 

Perhaps his good na- : i i , stands has a texture in 

ture, notwithstanding Tapestry Fines am butson, imitation of ivory. 

his deformity, is the The pair of Tapestry 

Pane s, illustrated on pages 302 and 303, are chosen from the fine exhibit made 

by France which was displayed both in Memorial Hall and in the Main Building 

at the Centennial. In the galleries of the former building were examples of the 

marvelous work anciently executed at Gobelins and at Beauvais, serving as a 

standard by which the achievements of the tapestry-makers of the present day, 

whose contributions were displayed in the Main Building, might be estimated. 

The examples before us are of this modern workmanship, and our readers will 

agree that they need not fear comparison with the ancient products of the loom. 

The designs, in which a group of the instruments of war and another of the 

implements of peace are wound about by garlands of flowers, are exceedingly 

artistic and graceful, and evidence much skill in composition. The choice and 

blending of the colors has been carefully and skillfully executed, and the finished
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work has much of the quality of a painting, and indeed is equally a work 

of art. 

France has long enjoyed the reputation for making the most exquisite and 

costly fans in the world, and although the demand for such magnificent articles 

as were made for the ladies of the Court in the times of Louis have ceased, 

highly artistic workmanship is still in demand and liberally paid for. Fan- 

painting has for many years been a means of subsistence to a numerous band 

of artists, some of whom have achieved distinguished success in this branch 

of their art; while in the decoration of handles of the fan, the imgenuity and 

skill of workers in the metals, wood, ivory, pearl, tortoise-shell, and the like is 

taxed to produce new and attractive designs. On page 310 we engrave a 

couple of these beautiful articles, in which the reader can see for himself to 

what elaborateness, even in this day, the decoration of the handles is carried; 

and doubtless could we open this pair of fans we would find the surface of 

their face painted with a design as beautiful in its way as is the decorative 

work before us. 

Doubtless the use of fans in Europe was borrowed from the Italians, who 

in turn had them first from oriental countries. That paper fans were not gen- 

erally known in England in the beginning of the seventeenth century is proved 

by the remarks of Thomas Coryat, who, writing of his continental tour in 1608, 

says: “Here [Italy] I will mention a thing, that altho’ perhaps it will seem 

but frivolous to divers readers that have already travelled in Italy, yet because 

unto many that neither have beene there, nor ever intend to go thither while 

they live, it will be a meere novelty, I will not let it passe unmentioned. The 

first Italian fannes that I saw in Italy did I observe in this space betwixt 

Pizighiton and Cremona; but afterwards I observed them common in most 

places of Italy where I travelled. These fannes both men and women of the 

country doe carry, to coole themselves withall in the time of heat, by the often 

fanning of their faces. Most of them are very elegant and pretty things. For 

whereas the fanne consisteth of a painted piece of paper and a little wooden 

handle; the paper, which is fastened into the top, is on both sides most curi- 

ously adorned with excellent pictures, either of amorous things tending to . 

dalliance, having some witty Italian verses or fine emblems written under them; 

or of some notable Italian city, with a briefe description thereof added there-
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unto, These fannes are of a meane price, for a man may buy one of the 

_ fairest of them for so much money as countervaileth our English groate.” : 

The two chairs covered with tapestry, illustrated on pages 304 and 305, 

which were exhibited in the French Court of the Main Building at the Cen- 

tennial, may be accepted as examples of the styles of furniture which French 

upholsterers consider fit for use with this costly and most artistic covering. The 

: frames are of ebony or ebonized wood, ornamented with carving and gilding, 

but with these in rather less profusion than we are accustomed to see in 

: Parisian work of this nature. The shape and size of the chair-frame being 4 

given, the design for the tapestry is made, and thus a pattern following the- 

lines of the frame and adapted to them is prepared. In one of our examples 

it will be seen that cornucopias, bouquets and garlands of flowers are enclosed 

in one large wreath, which forms a second frame within the wooden rail of the : 

back. The second design is of a more elaborate character, and includes a 

group of a little cupid leading a lion at his will. Although the patterns of the 

covers for the seat and arms of these chairs cannot be seen in our illustra- 

tions, it is scarcely necessary to state that they are in harmony with those on 

the back, though less elaborate, because they occupy a less conspicuous position. 

We have selected for illustration on page 307 the Brass Corona Cnan- 

DELIER, manufactured and exhibited by Messrs. Mircuett, Vance & Co., or NEw 

York, and worthily ranking among the chef d’auvre produced by that house; 

and there can be no doubt that in the manufacture of artistic gas-fixtures our 

American makers are unsurpassed by those of any European nation. For 

example, it would be difficult to find anywhere a more beautiful and in every 

respect satisfactory design than this one which is before us. Beginning with 

the graceful crown just below the ceiling, the lines of the chandelier expand 

to the first circle of lights, where they break into a network of curves and 

angles, which, though they change with every movement of the observer, never : 

become confused or cease to convey that sense of richness combined with 

lightness which is one of its chief excellencies. Here indeed is an example of 

American industrial art-workmanship which Europeans can look at with pleasure 

and profit. 

If the question is asked, What is it that makes a work of this kind so 

thoroughly satisfactory? we answer, without hesitation, the fitness of the orna-
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ment to the material, the use for which the object is designed, and the excel- 

lent taste displayed in the treatment of the design. The great fault in the 

ornamental work usually produced by gas-fitters is the exaggerated imitations 

of the florid French styles which the designers affect. These objects are showy, 

flashy and generally overloaded with ornament, often consisting of foliage and 

flowers, copied after nature and presented without any constructive arrangement 
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Group of Silver-ware: Elkington & Co., Birmingham. 

whatever. Thus they present a tangle of leaves, flowers and branches, in which 

all characteristic form is lost,-and which indeed simply adds weight without 

strength. In this corona the very reverse of all this is true. The artist has 

given his fancy play in his design, but has always kept within those limits in 

which mere decoration is made subservient to a unity of style and the needs 

of construction. Such work as this is in itself an incentive to the study of the 

principles of design and ornament in manufacture. Nor must the blame for 

the inartistic work before referred to be placed on the designers. They are 

employed to produce works that will take with the public and sell rapidly; and
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the precious metals, for here the works of the artist and the artisan go hand 

in hand. As long as the artist regards the material in which he works merely 

as a vehicle with which to express his art-idea, he is safe, but as soon as the 

desire manifests itself to bring forward the value of the material itself, the 

art-idea suffers in proportion, It very often happens that an admirably con- 

ceived and moulded design of an artist is spoiled by the belittling treatment it 

receives at the hands of the workman by whom it is produced in the precious 

metal; for the latter, with his lower range of art-feeling, sees more value in 
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Fan: French Court. : 

the vehicle than in the idea itself, and he labors accordingly to give promi- 

nence to the fact that This is silver, or That is gold, ignoring the art-idea. In 

ancient metal-work errors of this kind were avoided, because the artist and 

artisan were one. Now the artist conceives and the workman executes. 

We can imagine that the Fan shown on this page may be one of the two 

already illustrated a few pages back, for this also is from the collection on 

exhibition in the French Court. But in this instance the face is not painted, 

but is made of the finest lace, the pattern being designed and worked expressly 

for this purpose. Nothing more delicate and fairy-like could be imagined, 

nor could the most capricious beauty demand a more exquisite or a more 

choice toy. 

The massive Gotp Bracetet, resplendent with jewels, which forms the
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sparingly used, never indeed to the extent obtaining at present, where the 

primary object of the glass as a means of transmitting light is sacrificed in 

order to introduce opaque effects of shadow. In the example before us this 

. fault has been carefully avoided. 

In the exhibition made by the Messrs. ELkinctron, or BirmincHam, Enc- 
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Stained Glass Window: F. X. Zetiler, Munich. 

LAND, was a collection of reproductions in electro-plate of celebrated works in 

metal, chiefly copied from the magnificent collection belonging to the South 

Kensington Museum. Here were specimens of the exquisite workmanship of 

Benvenuto Cellini; cups and other specimens of Roman work in silver, some 5 

of which belonged to the famous “Treasure of Hildesheim ;” work of the Byzan- 

tine goldsmiths; the remarkable St. Patrick’s bell; and, in short, notable works
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of the goldsmiths and silversmiths of England, France, Germany, Spain, and 

Italy, from the ninth to the fifteenth century, beside the work of modern artists 

of fame, and ancient pieces whose origin is the discussion of antiquaries. This 

collection was, indeed, an excellent illustration of the history of the gold- and 
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Antique Drinking Cup: Elkington & Co., Birmingham, England. 

silversmiths’ art, and as such invaluable for purposes of study, The reproduc- 

tion of the articles by the electrotype process insured absolute exactness in 

every detail in the duplicate, and where the originals had jewel enrichments 

the copy was supplied with perfect imitations of the gems. No amount of 

money could buy out of hand a similar collection of originals, and such another 

could only be acquired in time by actively competing at every sale with the
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museums of Europe; but by purchasing these duplicates, which they obtained 

at a moderate price, our Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art 
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tion of the vine is conveyed by the reverse curves and the points as in the 

grape tendrils. Though we are not informed concerning the original of this 

piece, we should judge that it was of German workmanship, late in the six- 

teenth century, when the Italian style and manner had become incorporated 
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in words; nor is of the Reforma- 

tion, by far the largest proportion of the articles remaining to us are the vessels 

used for the purposes of church decoration and use. Beside these are the purp 

cups and vessels manufactured for the guilds or great corporations, which must 

have been used in great quantities. In the older specimens the date of manu- 

facture cannot always be fixed with certainty, but after the beginning of the 

fifteenth century, when hall-marks began to be used, there is no trouble in Ms g 

fixing the date. Lists of these have been prepared by the South Kensington
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Museum, where they can be consulted by those wishing to investigate any 

particular mark. 

The next examples which we have selected from this fine collection of 

ELkincTon reproductions are the Su1zLp AND HELMEr engraved on page 316, 

These are the workmanship of Benvenuto Cellini, the best known of all the 

metal-workers of the sixteenth century. This famous artist “was born in 1500, 

and having spent some years as an apprentice in one or two of the best work- 

shops of Florence, he worked in several towns of Italy. As time passed he 

established the highest reputation, and was largely employed at Rome by Pope 
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Silver Basket: Trostrup, Norway. : 

Clement VII. Unfortunately Cellini was ordered by that pope to destroy as 

well as to make; and to his hand we must trace the destruction of numberless 

artistic treasures which probably might, or at least some among them, have 

; come down to our own days. Whilst Clement was besieged in the castle of 

: St. Angelo, Cellini tells us in his memoirs that he received orders to unset all 

the precious stones that were upon the tiaras, the sacred vessels, and vestments 

of the pope, and to melt down the gold, of which he obtained two hundred- 

weight. We need not wonder, judging from this instance alone, why it is that 

so very few pieces of ancient and medizval gold- and. silver-work can now be 

found. Afterward Cellini went to France and was patronized by Francis I; 

yet, though he executed there many splendid works, only one can be identified— 

a gold salt-cellar, preserved in the museum at Vienna.”
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Cellini, although not the only goldsmith of his time, was undoubtedly the 

most famous. The number of pieces attributed to his hand are among the 

precious examples of his art in the museums of Europe. He lived in an age 

when the workmen of his craft found constant occupation, and when their work 

was esteemed at its full artistic value. The jewelry and plate of this period : 

are simply superb, but even these are rivaled by the magnificent suits of armor 

worn by the nobility, in making which the very best skill of the metal-worker 

was employed. Nothing could illustrate this better than the shield and helmet 
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before us. In execution and finish they stand unsurpassed, and the beauty of 

the design is manifest. : 

: As an example of the workmanship of the silversmiths of Norway, we 

illustrate on page 317 a Smver Basket, made by Trostrup, or CHRISTIANIA. 

Like all the other examples of industrial art exhibited by that nation, this 

basket evidences a fine appreciation of artistic taste and a cultivation of national 

feeling in design rather than a servile copying of foreign styles. The orna- 

mentation of this basket is admirable; the pattern is exceedingly graceful and 

rich, and appropriate to the material in which it is wrought and the use for 

which the article is designed. There is just sufficient openness in it to suggest 

lightness and solidity, strength as well as grace. The shape of the piece, too,
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is elegant in its simplicity, and makes it a handsome ornament to the 

table. 

The quartette of Krucc Jus, which we illustrate on page 318, were made 

by that celebrated manufacturer, and exhibited in the Austrian Court at the 

Centennial. These jugs are of faience and gris, and may be accepted as 

examples of the curious forms and styles of decoration at one time so popular 

and so much sought after. 
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Lambeth Faience: Doulton & Co., England. 

The first represents a warrior in his coat of mail, his helmet, which forms 

the lid of the jug, upon his head, his back and belly protected by armor. It 

is a quaint conceit, and one that the fat knight Sir John Falstaff would have 

loved. The second jug and third are of a more ancient pattern. The surface 

of the first is divided into a number of medallions, in which are little groups 

of figures illustrating scripture subjects. We recognize in the medallions seen 

in the engraving, Rebecca at the well, the daughter of Herodius, and the 

Widow’s son restored to life. Probably, could we see the central medallion 

on the front, we should discover the tableaux of the Nativity or the Cruci- 

fixion. But though these vessels bear such subjects on their face, they were 

used in many a jolly carouse. The work on this jug is perhaps finer and
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more minute than on any of the others, although the features of the figures 

in the next piece are sharply and clearly defined. In this piece it will be 

observed that there are several costumed figures, which in the originals are 

always of value, as illustrating the dress of the time in which the jugs were 

made. The fourth one of this group is of a pattern now again popular. A 

band or zone with figures of gods and goddesses surrounds the body of the 

piece, which is moulded to represent a woven surface. A narrow border, deco- 

rated with a pretty flower-pattern, encircles the rim, which is surmounted by a 

flat cover. As has been indicated in these descriptions, all of these jugs are 

either copied from or designed after antique models. 

The Lambeth faience, manufactured by Doutron & Co., or ENGLAND, is 

already familiar to our readers by many beautiful examples already engraved ; 

but the collection exhibited by the Messrs. Doutron at the Centennial included 

so many styles and varieties of objects to which the skill of their artists had 

been applied that the supply of fresh objects for illustration of their famous 

ware is practically inexhaustible. On page 319, for example, is seen a group 

of jugs, vases, ewers, etc., of antique and modern shapes, each with some charac- 

teristic bit of decoration, giving to the piece a unique value. We say unique, 

because it must be remembered that each of these pieces is decorated by hand 

at the artist's pleasure; no two articles are exactly alike. How much better 

this is in an art point of view than the multiplication of one given style, we 

need not here consider. It is sufficient to point out that while an object 

accepted as a model or standard of excellence in form, ornamentation and 

decoration is always beautiful and loses nothing by duplication, this servile 

copying is fatal to all artistic activity and progress. The study of the beautiful 

is always to be commended, but it should be pursued with a view to directing 

original ability in the proper directions and subject to the acknowledged canons 

of art. Here and there in the group before us we recognize examples of the 

pottery known as Doulton-ware, which in its way is quite as beautiful as the 

Lambeth faience. : 

In wandering through the several European courts at the Centennial, the 

American visitor, whose experience of civilization had been confined to this 

country, gained for the first time a realizing sense of the luxury of the old 

world. It is true that the homes of our wealthy classes are crowded with
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objets de luxe and master works of great artists brought from abroad, but 

never before had the furniture for palaces, the magnificent carved pieces, the 

exquisite textiles, the costly porcelains such as we all had read about, been open 

to the general view. Every nation contributed of her best and choicest objects 

in honor of our Centennial Exhibition, and many of the chefs d’euvre there 

displayed now adorn the palaces of Europe as well as our own palatial 

homes. 

One of these pieces, an Epony INLAID CasiNet, manufactured by S. Coco, 

or Fiorence, and exhibited in the Italian Court, is seen in the engraving on 

page 321. 

We can readily imagine the magnificence of the apartment in which such 

a piece of furniture as this should be placed. The mere cost of the mechanical 

labor in constructing this cabinet, without considering the price paid for the 

artistic work, must have been very great. Its details cannot be appreciated 

without careful study. Each statuette—and there are seventeen of them, not 

including the busts and the central group—is a perfect work in itself. In the 

panels are medallions with portraits of master artists in music and sculpture 

and painting inlaid in the -wood. Wherever the eye rests there is some beau- 

tiful piece of carving or design to hold the attention; while looked upon at a 

sufficient distance for the effect of the whole to be taken in at once, the work 

is seen to be noble in its proportions and free from those /rzvolous ornamenta- 

tions which so often take away all characteristic form from such elaborate 

constructions as this. 

In the English Court at the Centennial was an exhibit composed entirely 

of objects, principally of personal ornaments, made from the Irish bog-oak. 

This wood, while coarser in grain than ebony, is nearly as hard, and after being 

submitted to a certain process becomes quite as black and lustrous. The root 

of the tree is most esteemed in the manufacture of these small articles, as it 

is harder and closer-grained than the trunk and branches. After being thoroughly 

dried and seasoned it is cut into blocks and given to the carvers. The. prin- 

cipal seat of the manufacture of the ornaments is in Dublin. The personal 

ornaments mostly are mounted in red gold, which makes a rich contrast with 

the black wood. Much skill is displayed by the carvers, who copy natural 

objects, such as leaves, flowers, ferns, birds, butterflies, etc., or exercise their
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ingenuity in devising a long plumes in the 

conventional and geo- dk sre) M. = wings and tail is in- 

metric patterns. A Fa y EN , og dicated by a few 

very favorite object i rN é nO id 5 | aC strong lines. Nor is 

with them is thesham- u Ah NEA 2) the least admirable 

rock. On this page Ss 4 . ae part of this work the 

we engrave several —— portion which plays 

examples of these the part of the lamp. 

bog-oak ornaments. A In treating this, where 

The artistic excel- ; >», : so many spoil the 

lence of Japanese aS 4 y whole effect by add- 

workmanship is finely Ex iS ae ay ing some dispropor- 

illustrated in the =) aay tioned and inharmo- 

Bronze Lamp en- @ = nious contrivance, our 

graved on page 324. , y artist has rather 2 

The modeling of the vy added to the charac- 

bird is most spirited © terand enhanced the 

and life-like. The ie beauty of his work. 

arrangement of the are, His stork, in seizing 

feathers, the curve of q \ _ at an eel, has grasped 

the neck, the muscles Ww the lower portion of 

of the legs, the erect a lily as well as the 

position, the balance, Las % fish in his strong bill, 

all show a careful = 4‘ --= and torn the plant up 

: study of nature and y mp) Can by the roots. The 

a thorough know- q = es 3 Sse = open flower itself 

ledge of expression. fl fs re ek ) forms a vase for the 

The detail work is Se Se lamp, while its leaves 

marvelously minute ~ x >» ei and blossoms make 

without any triviality. ¥ er y a graceful ornament 

The feathering of the y below. Here again 

body is suggested é ~ , we see the wonderful 

rather than imitated; ee o observation of the 

the texture of the Pak Boece Brunia: Huetan Coa, Japanese in their
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study of natural objects—this time, however, coupled with that subtle desire to 

give a grotesque turn to the work, which is their great characteristic. The lily- 

plant is somewhat conventionalized, and the root writhes about as if sensible of 

the same fears which animate the fish; while to the stork is given an expression 

of amazement which lion in the centre. 

plainly questions, j The whole is most 

What manner of mon- a gracefully treatedand 

ster have I captured, Aiea is in admirable con- 

this time? W). trast to those foolish 

A fine example of —— conceits that aim to 

ornamental Boox- Ff | attract to the con- 

BINDING, an art too hy tents of the book 

much neglected in the fj without any regard to 

present day, is given Z artistic fitness in de- 

in our engraving on f =a sign. 

page 325. It was one / : . Doubtless it is well, 

of the fine display ae Y\\ when, possible to give 

made by Lortic, oF :. A\\) some suggestion of 

Parts, which attracted Ny what is in a book by 
much attention from \ AN the design upon the 

those interested in LN en cover, but the desire 

this subject. The de- » to do this, and further 

sign is a conventional | to attract to the con- 

flower ane leaf pat- rf \ = by ae the 

tern twined about a Sess se. | outside attractive, has 

frame-work which is G42 => introduced some most 

a geometric develop- Rae 7" meretricious notions 

ment of the parts Bronze Lamp: Yapanese Court, into bookbinding es- 

forming the medal- tablishments. It is : 

bad enough to see a Book of Common Prayer with a looking-glass bound into 

one of its sides, but this is not as bad, in an artistic and workmanlike sense, 

as to see a tiny volume for the pocket hinged and bossed like the portly 

2 medieval tomes whose weight and rich carving required these protections. 

On pages 326 and 327 we have engraved examples of the JEWELRY
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manufactured by BrLiezza, or Rome, The first is a graceful, thread-like orna- 

ment, a web in which jewels are caught, like dewdrops in the net of the spider. 

With every movement the delicate gold filaments binding the jewels are set in 

- motion, and the gems dance and dazzle in the light. Observe, too, how inge- 

niously the artist has contrived to harmonize the lines of his design, making 
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Example of Artistic Book-binding : M. Lortic, Paris. 

them all circle about one central ornament, which contains the largest and most 

brilliant gem of all. His task was to display to the greatest advantage a 

number of jewels. Neither gold nor enamel-work nor ornamental-work of any 

kind was to interfere with this primary object; and as the play of light on the 

surface of a jewel adds to its attractiveness, it was necessary to set them so 

that they should be sensitive to any, the least motion. See how this has been
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accomplished. From the bar of gold forming the circlet of the necklace they 

are suspended by threads of gold, with dainty gold leaflets between each pair 

of jewels. In the centre of the bar is a rosette of delicate workmanship and 

some elaborateness, from which are pendant the chief jewel and its encircling — - 

bands. The second of these bands, which is the longer, is made to resemble the 

spray of some delicate plant. A forget-me-not is suspended from the centre 

of the line within. On either side of this central design are ribbon-like bands 

of gold, looped together into a knot, from which depends a single thread of 

gold, strung with of twisted gold, forms 

jewels, hanging be- _ Gop me) the central ornament. 

tween other and LO Zao, Sie The whole ‘is sus- 

longer threads, which Wy Se Aes we pended from the band 

are joined together A ? ahh ‘a A of the necklace by 

below into one, a leaf @ g \9 \ . d broad gold bands 

and jewel. marking ¥ 2S eR FZ decorated with fine 

the point of junction. a hy oa! i chasing. On either 

The other example Qo & “ey } yw @ side are suspended 

is of anovel and more W a8 ew VY chains of a peculiar 

elaborate style than = Mose design, from which 

the former. A mag- YQ radiate long golden 

nificent central jewel, Ce clesUia NEON DLE ye Nt Bellet Rae, spicules, their sur- 

encircled with a cable faces covered with 

small projections, and resembling in shape and size the delicate “needle-shells” 

found on the southern sea-coast. The effect of the whole, the great flashing 

jewel, the heavy cable of red gold, and the scintillating rays on either side, is 

rich to gorgeousness, and suggests something of the splendor of ornament 

affected by the women of the East. 

The Jarpinrere and Piaque engraved on page 328 are selected as speci- 

mens of the glassware exhibited by Lopmeryr, or Vienna. Every one who 

visited the Centennial will remember that very remarkable display made by this 

manufacturer in the Austrian Court of’ the Main Building. Glass in almost 

every imaginable form was there, a bewildering mass of color and glitter and 

sparkle. Indeed, we fancy that where so much was crowded together, but few 

persons really took in more than the general effect, being quite unable to
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examine in detail a tenth part of the curious and beautiful things there to be 

seen. Here, for instance, are two objects which are worthy of careful study, 

and which will excite the admiration of every one, now that they are seen by 

themselves; yet these and a hundred other beautiful objects were simply lost 

among the numberless specimens of his art that crowded LopMeyr’s stalls. It 

was indeed the fault of the Exhibition, if it had a fault, that it was too vast in 

its plan and too much elaborated in its details. No one who has ever talked 

with another on any given department can have failed to remark how many 

things the one saw that the other did not. It was simply a physical impossi- 

bility to see an object, the 

everything we rw a while the mind 

specially  de- ‘& “Sy Se OCs pF was searching 
iy, UDeye—jpA eZ 

sired to see. df sas nd) Re, a aa for it, Weare 

The eye grew of id FH = FEAL not sure that 

weary and re- ae | ] Sw Hv KY this embar- 

fused to per- FIELT Ly 4 i | | Y ry #1 \ ‘ % rassment of 

form its func- y . ‘ ay) @ ' 4 a riches could 

tions. The gaze 4 a 8 8 have been 

would be cen- Cisse” avoided, or 

vereduauncont Portion of a Necklace: N. A, Bellezza, Rome. Moteitewould 

sciously upon have been wise 

to attempt it; yet we think that the exhibitions of the future will look 

more towards quality than quantity; that the commissioners of the several 

nations will be asked to exercise a wise discretion in accepting exhibits, 

and confine their selections to what may be worthily exhibited as typical 

examples of art and industry, rejecting all duplicates. We believe, indeed, 

that France intends to adopt some such regulation as this in her forthcoming 

Exhibition. : 

Returning to the subjects of our illustration, we must first remind the 

reader that they are made entirely of glass. The Plaque is made in two 

; layers—one of colored glass and the other of clear crystal. The colored sur- 

face is in fact a red glass enamel upon the undermost and thicker body. The 

centre, in which a rosette has been cut, and the rim with its mouldings, are not 

enameled, however, so that the effect of the colored portion is as if it was
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separate and detached, and simply rested upon the crystal. This delusion is 

increased by the beautiful scroll decoration seen in the engraving, which is 

accomplished by cutting through the enamel to the crystal surface beneath. By
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this means a very brilliant effect is produced, and a couple of these plaques 

hung against a wall would form a most pleasing ornament to a parlor or 

library. 

The Jardiniere is a more elaborate work, and in the decoration of its 

surface the engraver has exerted himself to make it a masterpiece. Each 

tendril and leaf-point and flower-petal is executed with the greatest nicety 

and skill. The winged connected with these 

female figures at the w ee figures are of glass of 
ty mem 7 : 

ends of the vase, serv- UY ECU different colors, and a 

.ing as handles, are of 3 = _ judicious use is made 
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better advantage than 7 Ae oi G7 dining-table, it would 

if the surface was i ae ZY be superb. 

clear and_ polished. | wo. A dainty and ex- 

Most of the other or- lagna Olean: French Céurd. quisite toy, a FLacon 

namental accessories p’OpeEvuR, with gold 

mountings, is illustrated in our engraving on this page. It is of French manu- 

facture, and like all the costly trifles produced by that nation there is an artistic 

excellence and finish in the workmanship that renders its origin almost unmis- 

takable. Moreover, in producing things of this kind the fancy of the artist 

has full play, and he can give expression to any caprice or thought that pre- 

sents itself. The object is so purely ornamental that the consideration of use 

is of little consequence. Hence in French jewelry and personal ornaments of 

all kinds we find novelties constantly tempting us, and while many of the objects
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are bizarre to our soberer judgments, the major portion show an intimate 

knowledge and study of the art of design, and very few indeed are without 

artistic excellence of some kind. French artists and artisans seem indeed to 

have learned that what is worth doing at all is worth doing well. In this FLagon 

p’OpEurR we have an admirable and spirited design executed in an admirable and 

spirited manner. Even the small knob which protects the base of the phial is 

as perfect in its proportions as the elaborate work above it; and as if the 

sumptuousness of the gold and modeling was not enough, jewels have been 

added wherever an effective point could be found. 

NE EES < 
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Silver Fewel-Casket : Zimmerman & Co., Hanan, 

Next we have on this page a JeweL Case, made by Zimmerman & Co., oF 

Hanav, and exhibited in the German Court. This case or casket is of solid 

silver, about twelve inches long, six inches wide, and as many high. The metal is 

wrought in vefoussé. It is an admirable study of purely classical design, Around 

the sides of the cover is a band with scrolls woven about grotesquely formed 

animals, forming a continuous pattern such as is seen in ancient friezes. At 

the ends of the casket are eagles’ heads with rings in their beaks for handles. 

In the front is a medallion containing a female head wreathed with a laurel 

crown. On either side of this, on the same panel, are vines twining upwards, 

and doves disporting themselves on the branches. Borders of the pine-apple 

pattern surround the base and cover of the casket, completing its ornamentation. 

The Brass Gare, which forms the subject of our illustration on page 331,
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was part of the enclosure around the stall of Mrrcnety, Vance & Co., or New 

York, in the United States Court. It is an admirable piece of artistic metal- 

work, a credit alike to the artist who designed it and the workmen who executed 

it. Use has been considered before ornament in its construction, and we see 

how true excellence in the former can be allied with simplicity. The material, 
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Brass Gate: Mitchell, Vance & Co., New York, 

too, in which the work is wrought, has not been forgotten, and all the ornamenta- 

tion is of a perfectly legitimate kind. A vine gives the theme. Strips of metal, 

forming double reversed helices, the smaller above, the larger below, fill the 

space within the square of the frame-work with their graceful curves. From 

the main stem, tendrils branch off, and by their curves give more breadth to 

the design, Each helix has a flower-shaped terminal, and here and there along 

the length of the curve are leaf-like projections, all introduced not only with
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an eye to the general effect, but to give strength and stability to the whole 

construction. 

The display of ornamental crystal in the English Court was not equal in 

comparison with the importance of the industry to the display of ornamental 

pottery, but among the pieces shown were some worthy of illustration as 

examples of that branch cate and fine as the tracery 

of Industrial Art. On this fe of a cobweb. 
ACE 6 

page, for example, we illus- ee Two examples of JEw- 

trate a Crysrat Eperene, Se ELRY, the one from Rome 

which for lightness and ; | and the other from Milan, 

delicacy of design is note- i are shown in our engray- 

worthy. The base con- | . ings on page 333. The 

sists of a broad shallow se lower one is a portion 

bowl, suitable for fruits. ele. La of a-necklace, as purely 

From its centre rises an a EE Ke classic in style as it is 

ornamental pedestal to a Sees” possible to obtain. Indeed, 

dish, in which flowers and Gr we should not be sur- 

comfits can be placed, and (\ : prised if it was a repro- 

above this rises a tall, = id duction of some one of 

slender, trumpet-shaped ‘cP the ancient examples, It 

vase for flowers and €e consists simply of a series | 

grasses:@a-bhe {vase the 3. ws ‘Z ee of pendant gold orna- 

dish and the bowl are of Vale al ments, shaped like am- 

the clearest crystal, the : phore, linked together by 
two latter engraved with — “ste! Epergne: English Court. means of perfectly plain 

a graceful pattern, as deli- bands. Nothing could be 

more severely pure than this design, and yet its quiet elegance is apparent. 

Beautiful of its kind, yet in marked contrast with the one below it, is the 

Necklace and Cross from Rome. Here the precious metal is made simply a 

vehicle for the display of the most brilliant enamels and the subtlest skill of 

the engraver’s chisel. Gems, too, are introduced as occasion offers, and aside 

from the beauty of the design, the ornament will be admired as an example 

of the perfection of technical execution. 

On pages 334 and 335 are two more examples of Encuisu Grass. The
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first is a specimen of opalized glass, reflecting the peculiar tints of that gem 2 cE $ s 2 8 

from its surface. On the side is a medallion head executed in relief, sur- 

rounded by a i Vases selected from 

wreath of ferns and EN ki the exhibition in 

flowers delicately SVs the Austrian Court. 

indicated by light =e a One is much sim- 

etching. The piece iy pler in its decora- 

is of that finely vv tion than the others, 

symmetrical shape fy ue there being but 

which is always ap little work in relief 
: Ve 4 

most observable in €) upon its surface, 

: : Nei : glass which is Ray and the decorative 
4 Wy ae 

blown. The second Ny pattern consisting 

example is a speci- God chiefly of geometric 
Gaby : 

men of glass-cut- Sey patterns with leaf 

ting. Here lustre ex sprays between. 

and prismatic : a —— The second piece 
Se = : 

beauty are obtain- lade of the group is 

ed by a_ proper | classic in shape and 

cutting of the facets, richly decorated, a 
anda this jewel-like Portion of Necklace and Cross: Salvo & Co., Rome. noteworthy feature 

effect is especially in the design being 

i i =2)— a ae) i id,- noticeable in the _ Or O=aO=@- as a winged cupid, 

handle of this de- YY & & s = executed in a most 
i YY FS F ’ = 

canter. iy i BE ry \\ spirited manner 
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As examples of j il jy 1 a % XQ and with rare grace. 

the art-pottery of V ‘i i ‘i The third vase is, 

Austria,we engrave V perhaps, the most 

on page 336 a Portion of Necklace: Ferardini, Milan. elaborate 606. the 

group of PorcELAIN three. The sea 

furnishes the theme for the design. A group of dolphins form the base, and § group 2 

their bodies wound about a sea-plant make the pedestal. Above, the bowl, its 

edge bound round with sea-weed, is ornamented with four sea-horses bending 

over the margin, as if contemplating a swim within the basin, Shells and
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coral and other symbols of the ocean are grouped about this piece, which is 

altogether an extremely well-conceived piece of work. 

Of all the arts, that of the potter has perhaps the widest and most diverse 

range, The ornamental and decorative objects which he fashions are only less 

numerous than the humbler articles of pottery which obtain all over the world. 

The growth of civilization can be traced in the progress of the fictile art 

through its original a making their way into 

crude stages to the a =. foreign markets with 

production of works es - surprising rapidity. In 

the very perfection of : * | a recent report on 

artistic skill and excel- ek = some American man- 

lence. In this country, 7 On ufactures, the Consul 

where nature hassup- | __\ _] aA General of Great 

plied the workman ~~ ey | t/9 ~~ Britain says that “in a 

with the very best SZ \ NeG7 commercial point of 

materials for the man- | | ge AS a. . view the United States 

ufacture of all grades a7 , ee \ and Great Britain may 

of stoneware, china ak 4 Je@pimg = =—be said in certain re- 
We ee 5 

and porcelain, it is ‘| Page ae ‘ spects to be changing 
; Woe whee ; 

only a question of \ ae ye places, and with a ra- 

time and _ education w= Ss idity which no one 

until we hold a fore- ‘ — : ‘ anticipated, though it 
+ aye SS Fo most place in this most S a . has long been per- 

important manufac- : cS a - ceived that the ten- 

ture. American man- = dency has been that 

ufactures of several Buia Disente eaghek Cae way. The excellence 

kinds are already of some of the Ameri- 

can manufactures, particularly of metals and cottons, is manifest, and cannot 

justly be decried by British importers. On the contrary, sagacious manufactu- 

rers who visited the Centennial Exhibition have fully admitted that the decline 

in wages and raw materials in the United States, and the sample labor-saving 

appliances, coupled with the intelligence and excellence of the work of the 

artisan, must of necessity produce a formidable competition with foreign pro- 

ductions.” All we need now to cultivate, to excel in the higher and artistic
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branches of industry, is the intelligence of our workmen. In this particular 

field of pottery, their artistic instinct must be manifest to every one who visited 

the American Court and saw the specimens of fictile art exhibited there. Intel- 

ligent training and familiarity with the best models would in a few years make 

the work, which already has the technical excellence necessary, compare favor- 

ably with that of foreign nations. 

If we remember how absolutely deficient in artistic excellence English 

pottery was before the eo . potter's work, and by 

days of Wedgwood, we GRE: this means it was that 

may hope that another Ss J the Wedgwood cameos 

such as he may give the OO . are literally deserving 

needed impetus to our eC of that name. Wedg- 

own manufacture. We ST CTO wood it must be remem- 

are speaking now more a COE bered, besides making 

especially of thefictileart Dis CO minute and exact copies 
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tools were always used STAI CDCI Ol CE the very best in art that 

to finish and perfect the gave the inventor of 

this unique English ware his great name and fame. 

It has sometimes been contended that the ceramic art in England reached 

its highest excellence in these marvelous productions of Wedgwood, but this is 

certainly too broad and sweeping an assertion. That in this particular form of 

ornament nothing has since been produced to rival the Wedgwood ware is quite 

true, but there are other ways in which the art has been brought to the highest 

perfection, and in a manner, moreover, more in harmony with the traditions and
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methods of fictile art, as, for instance, in the péte-sur-pate, examples of which 

we have engraved in these pages. Wedgwood discovered new processes and 

a new art, an art as distinctively national and as important in its way as was 

the discovery of Lucca della Robbia. His beautiful and ingenious imitation of 

the Portland or Bar- In Italy there is a 
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a re-discovery of the ancient processes, which surpass all modern work. There 

was exhibited at the Centennial a small but exceedingly interesting collection 

of faience made at a fabrique near Naples, in which the efforts of one man in 

this direction were illustrated. In making and decorating his wares he endeav- 

ored to follow as nearly as possible the traditional methods which produced 

what are now the treasures of our cabinets. Though the work was somewhat
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crude, th é i 7 ing i i , there was abundant evidence to prove that he was laboring in the right 

direction. Some of the pi i i ‘ c i pigments, the blues and greens in particular, were quite 
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as brilliant and of a pur i i i = purer color than those in ordinary use which are com- 

monly imported from i i y imp Germany. The artist had not reached that point when
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he felt that he could attempt the production of the lustered ware, the true 

majolica, but he was confident that he would attain to that stage in due season. 

Our illustration on page 337 represents a section of a Carpet exhibited 

by Messrs. J. Temperon & Co., or GLascow, Scortanp. The pattern in “the 

centre consists of geometric figures, as graceful and delicate as snow-crystals, : 

symmetrically arranged on a ground of neutral color, but two or three shades 

darker than the figures themselves. At regular intervals, medallions of a bright, 

positive color are introduced, on which are small, flower-shaped figures of the 

same hue as the pattern in the other portion of the fabric. A bright border, 

with a much lighter ground, surrounds the centre, and makes an effective con- 

trast of color. The design in this portion of the carpet is of a different 

character from that in the other portion, the designer doubtless having in view 

the fact that as this part of a floor-covering is subject to less wear or use, a 

less conventional style of decoration is more admissible. He has therefore given 

us here a series of garlands and vases, with bouquets of natural flowers along 

the sides, ending in the corners in wreaths and vignettes. 

It is a curious fact that the custom of decorating carpets with flowers, 

leaves, grass, moss, and the like, strewn over the surface, is comparatively of 

modern origin, while the pictorial representation of animals, grotesque and 

fabulous monsters on rugs and floor-cloths can be traced back to a very remote 

antiquity, even to Babylonian times. These ancient rugs, however, are more 

properly to be classed as heavy tapestries than carpets. All through Asia the 

business of carpet-weaving has been carried on for ages, and to this day their 

hand-woven rugs exceed in richness and harmonious blending of color, and in 

real excellence of design, the most perfect products of European looms. There 

was a time in England when the imitations of Turkey carpets produced there 

were even more expensive than the genuine, but this was owing to the fact 

that in the imitations worsted yarn was used instead of wool, as in the Turkey 

carpet. : 

For many years after the introduction of carpets into Europe, they were 

esteemed as great luxuries, and, indeed, a floor entirely hidden under a covering 

of this kind is a caprice of modern times, only made possible by the discovery 

of a means to manufacture carpet by machinery. Rushes, plaited or strewn 

smoothly over the floor, was the first step made in this respect towards warmth
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and comfort by our ancestors. Long after the small Eastern rugs were known 

to Western Europe, the homely straw or rushes continued to be used in most 

of the reception-chambers of the household. 

The first carpet factory of importance in Europe was established in France, ‘ 

from whence the manufacture extended to England and Germany, where there 

grew up many notable centres for the trade. It was reserved for an American 

inventor, Mr. E. B. Bigelow, of Boston, to succeed in bringing the aid of 

machinery to bear upon the production, and so to revolutionize the whole trade. 

It is now some forty years since this gentleman discovered a means of applying 

the power-loom to carpet-weaving, and in the next few years, by perfecting his 

j 
j | e g yo fi 

Russian Jewelry: M. Krambiigel, St. Petersburg. 

machinery, making it ‘capable of producing the several kinds of carpet from 

Ingrain to Brussels. This invention, as we have said, revolutionized the busi- 

ness, and has been the means of making what was once a luxury and novelty 

to the rich, a part of the furniture of the humblest home. 

On page 339 we illustrate an ecclesiastical BANNER, exhibited in the Belgian 

Department of the Exhibition. This fine example of embroidery is intended 

to figure the grand doctrine of the Atonement, and from the pictorial presen- 

tation of the subject in the centre of the banner, through all the symbolic acces- 

sories to the design, we have the one theme strongly and unmistakably brought 

: before us. 

The intimate connection of the development of this beautiful art of 

embroidery with the Christian religion is admirably shown in the collections of 

ecclesiastical vestments preserved in many of the churches and museums of
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Europe and England. The pious munificence of the rich presented the Church 

with the most precious stuffs of the loom, enriched with the most cunning skill 

of the needle. In the schools connected with the monasteries, embroidery was 

taught, and what is now an art known only to women was in ancient days 
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largely practised by men. Going further back still, to the times of the Bible, 

we read of the rich vestments made for the priests who ministered in the holy 

places, and mention is made of one, Ooliab, the son of Acbisamech, of the 

tribe of Dan, who made vestments for Aaron, showing that the art was even 

then fostered and encouraged by religion.
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On page 340 we illustrate a number of examples of .Russian JEWELRY, 

from the exhibit made by M. Krumpiicet, or St. Pererssurc. There are several 

very different styles in this group, yet each and all are marked with originality 

and characteristic treatment. The central pair of ear-rings have a suggestion 

of French feeling in their design, but not enough of it to allow them to be 

mistaken for French jewelry. In the other pieces, especially in the right-hand 

: one of the group, the oriental spirit and freedom of design are manifest. 
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Norwich Gate: Barnard, Bishop & Barnards, Norwich, England. 

In execution, the Russian jewelry at the Centennial as a rule did not affect 

minute and delicate treatment as much as brilliancy of effect and gorgeousness 

“of color. Enamel was freely used whenever a rich contrast could be produced 

with it, and a profusion of the most brilliant gems was another characteristic 

of the display. 

Until the invention of wheel-clocks moved by weights, which some persons 

attribute to the.genius of Archimedes, the science of horology was in a crude 

state of development. The clepsydra, or water-clock, was perhaps the most 

perfect piece of mechanism for measuring time known to the ancients, although
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very costly and in- With the introduc- 

tion of the pendulum for this purpose, a new era began in clock-making, and 

the ingenuity of scientific men was directed to perfecting the methods of its 

use and making the machinery what it is at present, the perfection of mechanism
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and scientific knowledge. Correct timekeepers, both watches and clocks, are 

things of such ordinary and universal use now-a-days that few people pause to 

consider what a triumph of invention the mechanism is. Assuming, as a matter 

of course, that the works are all right, the purchaser of a costly watch or clock 
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seeks rather to please his fancy as to the style, shape, size, etc., of the object; 

and it would be hard to find any article of use or ornament, or both combined, 

that is offered to the public under so many different shapes and disguises as 

the modern clock. Almost the whole range of classic sculpture has been made ~
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subservient to its use. Atlas sweats under the weight of its works, and the 8 

Laécoon writhes with it in his belly. A favorite and an excellent style is to : y 

insert the works and dial into a pedestal for a statuette. usually of bronze. 
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which the object is ture, companion- 

able or distracting, according to one’s mood, is the pendulum swinging backward 

and forward across the face of the dial, attracting the eye by its mute motion 

to the ever-advancing hands and to the significant legend inscribed above them.
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We have already made mention of the admirable display of wrought-iron 

work in the English Court of the Exhibition, notable examples of which have 

been illustrated in these pages. Another example, and one well worthy of 

careful study by those interested in the subject, are the Norwicu Gates, manu- 

factured by Barnarp, Bishop & Barnarps, or Norwicu, ENGLaNnp, shown. on 

pages 342 and 343. These gates are made of wrought-iron, welded together 

“and secured by wrought-iron bands. Each leaf, tendril, sprig, and branch of 

the scroll-work was wrought by hand from forged iron. In no instance was 
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the die, stamp, mould or matrix used. The work is in every respect creditable 

to the skill of the artisan and the artist. In considering the design it will be 

: seen that it has two principal features—open scroll-work and panels. For the 

former the oak and thorn are taken as types, the analysis of their foliage and 

flowers and method of growth being studied with a view to the ornamental 

forms to be derived from them. In the same way the ornamentation of the 

panels in the lower part of the piers is derived from the wheat- and corn- 

flower, the oat, the barley and wild poppy, the grape, the rose, the purple iris,
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the monkshood and wild geranium, with other flowers. In the upper panels 

are various kinds of heaths, wherein the rebus of the firm—Four Bees—and 

the monogram of the designer are introduced. : 

The upper panels of the gates are ornamented on one side with swallows 

and other birds; and a pattern of apple-blossoms, and with butterflies, moths, 

may-flies, etc., and a pattern of almond-blossoms. On the other side the cor- 

responding panels contain the convolvulus, honeysuckle, the sun and the lark, 
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symbolizing Day; and the ivy and pine, the owl and the bat, symbolizing 

Night. . 
In the lower panels of the gate the four seasons are typified by the naked 

branch, the branch with bud and blossom, the full foliage of summer, and the 

fruit of autumn. All of this enrichment is executed in repoussé, the design 

having first been drawn on the metal plate, which was then placed on a soft 

metal table, and the pattern beaten up from the back with hammers and 

punches, and finished on the’ face with similar tools.
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Another example of English metal-work and ornamental design is illus- 

trated on page 344. The subject here is a Frre-piace, with all its furniture, 

manufactured and exhibited by Messrs. Sree, & GarLanp, or Lonpon. As a 
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rule, we in this country know too little of ornamental open fire-places. The 
huge chimney chasms in our old houses, intended for burning logs, made no 
pretence to anything but homely comfort; and the air-tight, sheet-iron American
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Chimney-piece and Wainscoting : Cooper & Holt, London. 

stove—a most efficient and economic room-warmer—followed afterwards by 

the invention of the hot-air furnace and steam-heating apparatus, have since
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come into almost universal use. But in England the pleasant traditions of the 

hearth-stone have been kept and made a living reality in the modern fire-place. : 

So, when the present art-revival began, and everybody set to work studying 

furniture and room decoration, attention was at once directed to the fire-place 

as one of the principal features of the apartment. Our illustration shows what 

has been achieved in this direction. Here is a design which the most exacting 

household-art critic will find no fault with, though it suggests more solid comfort 

than can always be derived from the styles of furniture which he most 

approves of. 

As an offset to the Fire-place, we may fancy the Casinet, illustrated on 

page 345, occupying a recess in the same room. This fine piece of work, made 

by Coorer & Hott, or Lonpoy, is quite in keeping with the Fire-place, and is 

another example of the effect of art-culture applied to the industries. Honesty 

of construction, avoidance of trivial and over-ornamentation, the study of utility 

before decoration, each and all of these are exemplified in this Cabinet. There 

is nothing sham or make-believe about it. With the exception of the enrich- 

ment of the panels, which are admirable specimens of the carver’s art, there 

is nothing in the work that could not be doné by any clever carpenter owning 

a box of tools and a lathe. It is the harmony of the design, the correctness 

of all the proportions, that give to the whole its pleasing effect, and here it is 

that education in the principles of art. applied to the industries becomes 

apparent. 

Having placed this Cabinet in the room with the Fire-place, we may place 

among the bric-a-brac on its shelves the specimens of FatENcE oF GIEN ET 

Lorret, illustrated on page 346. These characteristic examples of this kind of 

pottery are taken from the French Collective Exhibit, which was rich in modern 

wares and copies of ancient styles. The decoration of these pieces is of 

felicitous excellence, and as they may be regarded more as ornaments than 

works of utility, the profusion of enrichment increases the pleasure in their 

beauty. 

And having grouped the last three illustrations together, we may with pro- 

priety add the Currary, a portion of which is seen in the engraving on page 

347, as part of the hangings in this ideal apartment. Those of our readers who 

have followed us this far will have rightly guessed, already, that this Curtain is the
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work of the women at the Royat Scuoot or Arr NEEDLE-work, IN Lonpon. 

The design is one of the most graceful and artistic of the many which were 
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Plaque—Bath-Sheba at the Bath: Elkington & Co., Birmingham, England. 

shown in the exhibit of this institution. The natural growth of the vine has 

herein been studied and conventionalized for decorative purposes in the happiest
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and most agreeable manner. We can wish the happy possessor of the room 

which we have furnished to this extent no better fortune than that the articles 

still wanting to make the place habitable may be each as excellent in their way 

as these are. 

On page 348 we illustrate a Lace Cotzar, exhibited in the collection of 

French manufactures in the Women’s Pavilion at the Centennial. Judging from : 

the general appearance of the design as seen in the engraving, we should say 

this collar was a specimen of the needle-made lace of Alengon, the only place 

in France, except Argentan, where point lace is made at the present time. 

Colbert, the celebrated minister of Louis XIV, established the Alencon industry, 

and induced Venetian lace-makers to make their home at his chateau in order 

to teach his people the stitch. But, unable to learn this, the French workmen 

invented a method and style of their own, which has been handed down, with 

but little variation, to the point d’Alengon lace-makers of the present time. 

The subject of our illustration on page 349 is an oak CHIMNEY-PIECE AND 

WaltnscoTinc, manufactured by Messrs. Cooper & Hott, or Lonpon, and exhibited 

by them in their department in the English Court at the Centennial. The fire- ; 

place proper, which is but a small part of this massive construction, is faced 

with an iron front, decorated with incised scroll-work. This is set in a recess, 

lined at the back and on the sides with colored, square tiles. Over this recess 

is a cupboard, standing out some distance from the wall; and above this again 

is a shelf with a sloping back. The object of this arrangement is to imitate an 

old-fashioned fire-place, hearth and projecting chimney-piece of ample propor- 

tions. The other parts of the design harmonize with this view. On either side 

of the hearth-walls are paneled wainscotings about four feet in height. The 

curved braces of the chimney-mantle rest on the wainscot-rail and support a 

pair of low, broad cupboards placed on either side of the central shelf. Over 

these cupboards are open spaces where china can be displayed, and then follows 

another shelf or roof supported by pillars. Above the central shelf the roof 

rises to double the height of the shelves on either side, with curved panels, 

rounding forward from the back. 

The general outline of this Chimney-piece would be severely plain if it 

was not for the few curved lines introduced at the several points of support 

and at the back of the central roof; and when we look at the detail of the
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work we find that it has been enriched with carving and painting. The admirable 

manner in which these ornamental and decorative accessories have been intro- 

duced is worthy of particular notice. With such an ample and varied surface 
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Brazen Salver: Egyptian Court. : 

to treat, a decorator might readily have fallen into the fault of over-ornamen- 

tation, but this artist was too well taught for that. The judicious choice of 

parts to be enriched, and the careful consideration of the kind of enrichment 

suitable, makes the ornamentation all the more effective. It has been well said
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that the modern ornamentist might learn something of restraint, and be warned 

against over-ornamentation, by seeing how nature restricts her true ornaments, 

the flowers, to the most salient and culminating points of plants, and sprinkles 

them sparingly, contrasted with the foliage. Over-ornamentation, and that 

without a proper appreciation of the application of ornament to the various 

materials in which the design is intended to be wrought or executed, is perhaps 

the greatest fault of all ornamental work of the present time. 

Another of the important works of high art manufactured by the Messrs. 

Exxincton & Co., or Brruincuam, Encianp, expressly for our Centennial 

Exhibition, is illustrated on page 351. It is a PLaque wrought out of silver 

and steel by the vefoussé process—that is to say, the whole of the work in 

relief is hammered up by hand from the flat surface of the metal, and is further 

enriched with damascened tracery in gold and silver. 

The subject of the design for this exquisite work of art is Bath-Sheba at 

the bath. Bath-Sheba, the daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the Hittite, 

the woman “very beautiful to look upon,” whom David saw washing herself, as 

he walked, at eventide, upon the roof of the king’s house in Jerusalem. It is 

the work of that eminent metal-sculptor—the same who designed the Helicon 

Vase, the Milton Shield and the Pompeiian Toilette, already illustrated and 

described in these pages—M. Morel Ladeuil. In purity of conception, harmony 

of detail and marvelous delicacy of manipulation, this plaque forms a worthy 

addition to the artist’s other works. We see here the same beauty of design, 

fulness of elaboration and mastery of technical execution that characterizes his 

previous productions. 

If the reader will give a careful consideration to the details of this com- 

position, he cannot fail to observe how perfectly the Egyptian feeling has been 

preserved in the minutest parts. Even the rich tracery of damascened work 

on the rim of the plaque is purely Egyptian. The conventionalized lotus, the 

winged globe, the frame to the central group are well known. Coming to the 

episode represented, we see it executed in a manner sculpturesque as opposed 

to chromatic, and treated with classic purity and simplicity. The composition 

of this design is chaste and harmonious to a degree unsurpassed in a work of 

this kind. 

And when we consider the technical execution we find the same excellen-
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cies in every part. In the figures of Bath-Sheba and the slave, the skin-texture 

has been wonderfully well rendered. Not a flaw can be discovered in the 
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Group of Pohemian Glass: 7. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, 

damascening. In short, the workmanship is a perfect specimen of the highest 

class of artistic labor in the manipulation of the precious metals.
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The Brazen Saver, illustrated on page 353, was exhibited in the Egyptian 

Court at the Centennial, as an example of the excellence of the modern artistic © 

metal-work of the Egyptians. The intricacies of the design with which the : 

salver is enriched appears to have been made conspicuous by the use of niello, 

a kind of black enamel with which the engraving is covered. The enamel 

sinks into the incisions made by the graver, and the whole surface is then 

rubbed down smooth and polished. The attempt to follow the lines of the 

pattern through all ive. In all oriental 
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Vienna, which we illustrate on page 355, is an excellent example of this beau- 

tiful ware. The Messrs. Lopmevr make a specialty of the manufacture of all 

kinds of Bohemian glass, both ancient and modern, and they are particularly 

successful in reproducing the ancient forms and peculiarities of workmanship 

that made the ware famous as far back as the thirteenth century. Unlike 

Venice, where glass-making in all its branches was an established industry 

before its introduction into Bohemia, the latter state still maintains its reputa- 

tion for producing fine and artistic glass-ware, especially the ornamental varieties.
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Our illustration represents a number of articles in engraved glass, a style 

of enrichment in which the ancient Bohemian glass workmen were so skilled 

as to make the fame of their engraved ware world-wide. The examples before 

us show the excellence of the modern workmanship; the grace, purity and 

lightness of the objects, and the elegance of the patterns with which they are 

enriched, 

The usual method of engraving on glass is by the use of a small copper 

disc, set in a foot-lathe. This disc being set in motion is made to revolve with 

great rapidity by the ingenious American in- 

foot of the workman, Gin li vention by which glass 

who at the same time ‘ Til ‘- oN is cut or engraved by 

holds the object to be petal? 5) means of a jet of 
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made here of a very trifling cost. We are 

not informed, however, whether this invention, known as the Sand-blast, is 

adapted to the production of very fine and delicate work. 

The Kruc Juc, engraved on page 356, was one of the chefs d’euvre of 

the exhibit of Count Tuun, or Bonemra. From ‘his factory at Klosterie, his 

: Excellency sent a varied collection containing specimens of decorated dinner- 

services, room-furniture, jardinieres, and miscellaneous articles of use. The 

ornamental objects were chiefly made of a white bisquit resembling parian, 

though the material was sometimes colored with a uniform tint of light blue or 

pink or gray. The example illustrated by us has a ground of the latter color, 

the relief-work being painted in bright and strongly-contrasted hues. The whole
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scriptive of the story, “She hath chosen that good part.” In the second window 

our Lord is represented delivering the keys unto Peter, and below is the text, 

“Jesus saith unto him: Feed my sheep.” The purely decorative enrichment in 

the two win- whose works 
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find the literature of glass-painting very voluminous and full. It is one of the 

arts that from having been regarded as lost has been revived and brought to 

a greater state of perfection, as far as technique is concerned, than ever before.
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A short description of the process employed in making a stained glass 

window may interest those who do not desire to investigate the subject 

further. % 

From the colored study of the design a full-sized cartoon is drawn upon 
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staining or melting the coloring matter into the material, separate pieces are 

laid, one at a time, on the cartoon, and cut with a diamond to the lines seen 

through the surface. The several pieces of plain colored glass are then put 

together on the cartoon, and the design traced upon them with a vitrifiable 

substance that becomes dark when heated in the oven. The shadows are painted 

in the same way, and then all the pieces are joined together by strips of 

grooved lead fitted around the edges of each piece. In some designs the glass 

is cut into geometric figures independent of the design, but the manner most
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generally preferred is that above described, where the lead-joints and the out- 

lines of the design harmonize as much as possible. 

On page 360 we engrave a couple of Cairncorm Broocues, from a col- 

lection of objects of the same character exhibited in the English Court. These 

unique and pleasing ornaments are made from Scotch pebbles, carved and 

chased in the manner seen in our illustration, and mounted in silver. They 

are made in a variety of shapes, but the style and the character of the orna- 

mentation plainly suggests their origin. 
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The wood-carving of Italy, famous in olden times as among the most 

beautiful examples of the art, is again attracting the attention of every one 

interested in the subject by the earnest efforts on the part of several Italian 

artists of note to revive the taste of the people in this regard, and to stimu- 

late native talent to bring back to their country its ancient renown. The Italian 
5S y 

Court at the Centennial Exhibition contained numerous examples of modern 

wood-carving, some in imitation of the style of the Renaissance, others fashioned 

after more ancient models, and more exemplifying the originality of the artist
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untrammeled by the methods of any particular school. Our readers are already 

familiar with several of the most noteworthy of these works, which have been 

illustrated and described at length in these pages, from which an excellent idea 

of the progress already made in the direction aimed at can be had. Of these 

the greater number have been examples of artistic carving of scroll-work, a 
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Silver Plague: Elkington & Co., Birmingham, England. 

graceful interweaving of vines, conventionalized figures obtained from the study 

of the growth of plants, grotesque and natural rendering of birds and animals, 

and in one instance, a minutely exact copy of a famous ruin. Now, as an 

addition to this group, we engrave on page 361 a Mrrror-FRamg, in which 

the artist has essayed the highest range of sculpture, the study of the human 

figure. 

The Mirror-Frame consists.of two parts—the ground-work for the orna-
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mentation and the ornamentation itself. The ground-work or back consists of 

an oval of plain, dark wood, about three feet in its longest diameter, sur- 

rounded on the outer and inner edges with a delicately carved raised moulding 

of some light-colored wood. Poised upon the upper part of this moulding, and 

clambering up the sides of the frame, is a string of little winged cupids. 
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With clasped hands and dancing feet, these little fellows disport themselves, 

balancing on perilous places and in postures such as only winged cupids can 

venture. The garland of ribbon with which each little figure is provided floats 

about him in his play, giving emphasis to the airy lightness of the movements 

of the party. There are nine of these figures, yet it would be difficult to 

choose between them in point of merit; nor, where the general effect of the 

whole group is so harmonious, so graceful and so charmingly balanced, would
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it be worth while to institute a comparison between its several members. At 

the base of the frame is a female bust, the breast and shoulders draped, the 

head upraised and crowned with a garland of flowers. Her hair, unconfined, 

sweeps back from her forehead in wavy masses, as if blown by the wind, and 

the upturned face wears an expression of pleased attention, as if listening to 

the happy voices of the little beings around her. Two of these have impris- 

oned her in their garlands, and with feet resting upon her shoulders, reach up 

and clasp the hands of their mates above them. In this way the connection 

of all the parts of the design is established, rounding and perfecting the whole. 

The bold, free carving of the figures in this group, and the additional relief 

given them against the dark wood of the background, makes the design singu- 

larly effective, and the whole work a most agreeable ornament. 

In the three specimens of BonEmian GLass-WARE engraved on page 362, 

we have examples of several of the various kinds of decoration with which 

glass can be enriched. We have here, chasing or engraving, cutting, enameling 

in color, gilding, and the process of cutting through a colored enamel surface 

to the crystal beneath. In the middle tazza of the group, the centre of the 

piece is made of the clearest crystal, while the rim is of enameled red glass. 

On the interior edge is a cord of twisted glass of the same color, enriched 

with gilding. An engraved pattern, representing swans, lilies and water-rushes, 

grouped between shell medallions, decorates the rim. The depth and shallow- 

ness of the cutting give light and shade to the design, and roundness to the 

figures. The dish on the left hand of the trio is a beautiful piece of work, 

admirably cut and decorated in a highly artistic manner. The third piece is 

more elaborately enriched than the others, and would make a charming 

ornament suspended from the wall of an apartment, or placed among the 

bric-a-brac on the shelves of a cabinet. The well-known group which has been 

engraved as the central ornament of the dish is framed by a pattern of vine- 

leaves and berries, separated by scrolls and grotesque masks. A rope border 

surrounds the whole. In each of these examples the cutting has been done 

from beneath, so that the upper surface is smooth and polished to the touch. 

The French Collective Exhibit of Lace furnishes us with the subject of our 

illustration on page 363. This delicate piece of workmanship, one of the most 

beautiful of the many examples of French skill in this branch of manufacture,
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though so elaborately wrought, can be crushed together in the hand and drawn 

through the compass of a ring. The design consists of the central pattern, a 

graceful arrangement of ferns and flowers and grasses in studied confusion, and 

a border of scrolls sweeping in full, broad curves around the pattern in the 

centre, and at the lower angle of the shawl falling the one over the other in 

imitation of separate folds of lace. There is a suggestion of oriental richness 

in the arrangement of these curves, which is appropriate and extremely attractive 

in a design of this kind. 
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From the almost inexhaustibly rich collection of ornamental metal-work 

exhibited by the Messrs. E:xrncton, or BrrmincHam, ENGLAND, we select the 

pair of Stver Pragues illustrated on pages 364 and 365. Like all the other 

examples of ornamental work in the precious metals by this firm which we 

have placed before our readers in these pages, the principal part of the orna- 

mentation is executed by the repoussé or hammering-up process, although it 

seems almost impossible to believe that anything so fine and delicate as the 

lines of the groups of figures in these plaques have been produced from a flat 

metal surface by repeated blows with the hammer. 

"In the Plaque first illustrated we have a group of female figures, floating, 

: E
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like storm-wraiths, out over a desolate shore to a wind-tossed sea. It may be 

that they are powers of the air, or the Graces, conveying Venus through the 

clouds; but whatever the subject of the design is, the figures are charmingly 

grouped, forming a most graceful ensemble. About the margin is wrought, in 

the same vefoussé process, a scroll pattern of leaves and flowers, with here and 

E there a cupid, a bird, a beast of the forest, or a Psyche. 

In the second Plaque the artist has depicted a sylvan scene—a group of 

satyrs, young and old, on a glade of the forest, playing upon pipes and cymbals, 
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and a wood-nymph dancing to the music. The same excellent skill displayed 

in the composition of the former design is seen in this piece. It is a scene 

of joyous revelry and free abandonment to the pleasure of the moment. As 

a setting to this scene, the border is enriched with a satyric mask and a leafy 

scroll of branches, in which infant satyrs swing and hide and chase one another. 

The oriental richness of design and the arabesque forms which we asso- 

ciate with Spanish decoration are entirely absent from the pattern of the 

SpanisH Carrer illustrated on page 367. The bouquet of flowers held together 

by a ribbon, the latter floating off and interwoven with garlands of roses, which 

form frames for a repetition of the same design over the surface of the fabric,
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there were several displays made by individual manufacturers that contained
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much that was choice and beautiful. Such, for example, was the collection of 

fine metal-work exhibited by M. Pousstrtcue-Rusanp, or Parts, from. which we 
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have selected the Communion VeEsseEts, illustrated on page 368, as examples. 

These vessels are made of fire-gilt metal, chased, enameled and enriched with
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jewels, so that they are very rich and brilliant in appearance. The manufac- 

ture of ecclesiastical vessels and church metal-work of various kinds is a specialty 

with M. PoussreLcue-Rusanp, and there were reproductions of several antique 

pieces in his collection. The Chalice, seen on the left of the group in our 
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engraving, though possibly not a reproduction, resembles similar vessels used « 

in the fourteenth century. The broad plain bowl, the cruciform knob, enriched 

with jewels, the enameled stem and foot with medallion figures in relief, all are 

characteristic of that time. The other Chalice, much more elaborately enriched, 

is quite modern in its decoration, though the shape is antique. The enrich-
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ment of the bowl is never seen in ancient chalices. The flagon has an old- 

time severity of outline, with modern styles of ornamentation. But it is 

noteworthy that ecclesiastical vessels, as a rule, have yielded less to the 

universal desire for change and novelty in style than any other kind of metal- 

work. Traditional forms have been handed down to us and copied extensively, 
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and the most marked yielding to fashion has been the excessive enrichments 

of the vessels with enamels and precious stones. But-the present art-revival 

which is perceptible throughout Europe is having its effect here as elsewhere 

in a tendency to go back again to the simplicity and severity of medizeval 

models. ; 

On page 369 we engrave an illustration of a CaNnvELABRA, made entirel page: 399 gs yi 

of wrought metal, which was exhibited by Messrs. Harr & Son, or Lonpon.
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to the several many of our 

readers as representing the Music anp Poetry Vass, exhibited by the Messrs. 

Exvxincron & Co., or Birmincuam, Encianp. The vase is of silver, decorated
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classic style. Between these figures, under the handles of the vase, are winged 

geni, holding laurel and palm branches in their hands. Around the upper
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portion of the bowl and also around the neck of the vase are narrow bands 

decorated with vine-leaves and acorns. The workmanship in this fine work is 

: quite equal to the beauty and elegance of the design. 

On either side of this-vase are crystal. and bronze FLower Sranps, from 

the Austrian Court. Both are admirable works, remarkable for the beautiful 

engraved decoration on The numerous uses 
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these little squares, from an elaborate subject treated pictorially to a simple 

geometric pattern. Many of these tiles are so skillfully and artistically painted 

as to be veritable works of art, and as such we may class the examples 

illustrated by us on page 371, from the exhibit of Messrs. Brown, WerstHEaD 

& Moors, or STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND. 

The first and second series of tiles shown make each a connected picture, but 

the third series, though complete as a set of four, symbolizing the elements,
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can be arranged in any order or used separately for decorative purposes. 

A single choice tile, framed and hung upon the wall, makes a capital ornament 

to a room, and a series, arranged as a frieze in a cabinet or other piece of 

furniture, is always effective. For chimney decoration tiles have always been 

considered the correct thing, and latterly, since it has become the fashion to 

have them decorated by experienced artists, they are in demand for jar- 
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dinieres, many kinds of fancy boxes, and as plaques for vessels in use on the 

table. 

On page 372 we engrave one of the most admired specimens in the exhibit 

of the Royat Scoot or Arr NEEDLE-work, which was sent from London and 

arranged in a pavilion erected for the purpose in the English Court in the 

Main Building. Unfortunately the pavilion was not large enough to display all 

the beautiful things in the collection, and a portion of them had to be placed 

on separate view in the building known as the Women’s Pavilion, while others 

were not even unpacked,
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The Screen which we illustrate on page 372 was one of several designed 
and embroidered by Miss Gremmell, one of the pupils of the School. The 

. ground on which the design is embroidered is Musgrave satin, against which 
the colors in the work are excellently contrasted. The amount of labor 

expended in this design must have been very great, as in parts of it—for 
example, in the plumage of the birds—the shading and gradations of color 
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require minute stitches. The screen is mounted in three leaves, and framed in 

ebony ornamented with carved panels. It is an admirable example of the 
progress made by the institution, in the brief time of its existence, in instructing 

women in the art of design and artistic needle-work. : 
It has been well said- that the characteristics of lightness and filminess of 

the texture should never be forgotten in the ornamentation of lace, which should
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be essentially light, elegant and flowing; all straight lines should be avoided, 

not only from the necessities of the manufacture, but because graceful forms 
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are required to pervade its ornamentation. In the appreciation of this law and 

in applying it to their designs, the French are particularly happy. Beauty of
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outline and delicacy of design, with graceful curves blending into the more 

elaborate figures, makes their work elegant and attractive. 

On page 373 we illustrate a Lace Currary, a superb example of French 

lace manufacture exhibited by the Matson Buanc, or Paris. Here the beauty 

of the curved lines, so disposed as to give extreme richness of outline with 

lightness, is seen to fine advantage. The balance of the design has been well 

sustained, and a sumptuous degree of ornament is obtained without any effect 

of crowding. But it must always be remembered that a curtain ornamented in 

this manner, with a design which must be viewed in its entirety to be duly 

appreciated, should not be hung in folds. The designer has made his pattern 

for a broad flat surface, and the curtain should hang in that way. - 

The group, of jewelry on page 374 includes two examples of NECKLACES 

exhibited by M. Grrarping, or Miran, and a trio of Broocues and Ear-rincs 

from the establishment of M. Krumptict, or Sr. Pererspurc. The Milanese 

jewelry is ornamented with cameos and engraved gems artistically mounted 

and hung at intervals on the chain. No more beautiful ornament can be desired 

by a person of refined and esthetic taste than a finely engraved gem. Among 

the ancients, jewels of this kind were held in the highest esteem, and the vast 

abundance in which they are found, even at this late day, shows how univer- 

sally they were esteemed and worn by the Greeks and Romans. Nor can we 

at the present day, with all our modern appliances and discoveries, approach 

the ancient engravers in the beauty’ and perfectness and finish of their gem- 

engraving, and their work probably will be always studied with admiration and 

wonder. There is perhaps no study more fascinating or capable of yielding 

more pleasure to the amateur than the study of the glyptic art. By this study, 

Flaxman, Wedgwood and Stodhard in the last century opened a new field to 

English ornamentists, and brought one of the industrial arts to a ‘perfectness 

that has not been excelled in these times. : 

The Russian jewelry, here illustrated, is noteworthy for the splendor of its 

jewels, the rich red of its gold, and the brilliant contrasts of color in its 

enamels. There is always, also, something noteworthy in the design of the 

objects themselves, an oriental richness of ornamentation, as in the middle 

brooch of this group, or a grotesque turn, as in the double cocks in the brooch 

on the left hand.
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: On page 375 are several other examples of Russian jewelry, chiefly 

Bracetets, which are admirable examples of workmanship of the highest 
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work and ara- Carpet: Tomkinson & Adam, Kidderminster, England, SILKs on page 

besques, which 376 are from the 

collection of textiles displayed in the Russian Court at the Centennial. The 

pattern with which the fabric is. enriched resembles the styles made popular in
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France a number of years ago, and which have rarely been equaled in beauty: 

of detail and richness of effect. There is, however, in these designs, less 8 
. elaboration and delicacy of outline than in the French work, while the colors 

are more strongly contrasted and more broadly massed. 

The_French taste in the decoration of certain textiles is well shown in 

our illustration, on page 377, of two specimens of Carper, which were on view 

in the French Court. They are remarkable examples of art applied to the 
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industry, and in this particular style of decoration they are about as perfect in 

design and execution as it is possible to achieve. In the carpet on the left we : 

have a design in which the artist has striven to reproduce a bunch of flowers s P 

and grasses, arranged with studied negligence, as nearly in imitation of nature 

as is possible with the material at his command. Regarded simply as a pic- 

torial design or a careful study of nature, thé work is very well done, and such 

a perfect reproduction of the pattern in the textile is a remarkable triumph of 

mechanical skill. These bouquets of flowers are dispersed at intervals on the 

carpet, and connected by delicate garlands of flowers strewn in irregular lines 

over the surface. Bees, dragon-flies and birds are dotted down here ard there
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between the flower-garlands in a way to disguise the repeats of the pattern as 

much as possible. 

The second design is conceived in the same spirit as the above, but with 

rather more of a geometric arrangement of the several parts of the pattern. 

Several bouquets of flowers, having the same general form, but differing 

slightly in detail, are disposed over the surface of the-carpet at regular inter- 
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vals, and connected together by a running vine, woven in and out between the 

other figures. 

From the display of artistic pottery, bronzes, fancy furniture, etc., made 

by M. Jures Houry, of Paris, we select the group of objects illustrated on 

page 378. M. Houry, beside being a manufacturer, is also an agent for objets 

@ art and fantaisie, and his stall therefore contained a collection of ornaments 

and articles of furniture of the most varied description. M. Houry, however, 

makes a specialty of porcelain plaques of a novel description, for mounting in 

etageres, jardinieres, etc. These plaques have figures and arabesque patterns 

modeled in very low relief, over which a transparent blue glaze is floated before
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the second firing. The effect is to produce an even surface, under which the 

ornamentation is seen in shades of color varying with the thickness of the 

glaze. An example of this kind in the group before us is the oblong plaque 

with rabbits, grotesquely shaped birds and scrolls. 

Below this plaque is a jardiniere, made of faience, with masks and fanciful 

figures painted upon the surface in colors, mostly green, blue, brown, and yellow, 

like in the faience of Gien. 

The remaining objects in the group are bronzes, executed with that deli- 
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cacy of workmanship and finish for which the French are celebrated. Three 

different styles of work are shown here; as elegant as any, perhaps, being the 

one most simple in design and ornament. 

The famous Staffordshire potteries, as represented by Messrs. Brown, 

Wesrueap, Moore & Co., or STarrorDsHiRE, furnish the Group oF PoTTEeRY 

represented on page 379. Here are several beautiful designs for jardinieres, 

fruit- and card-baskets, a cup of a novel shape, another decorated @ la Russe, 

a line of tiles which this firm make in great variety, and an ornamental vase 

decorated after the manner of Bernard Palissy. This last-named object is an 

elaborately wrought work, great care having been taken with the enamel coloring, 

which is very rich and varied. In others of the group there are examples of
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figure-modeling, the most noteworthy specimen of this kind being the little 

figure who, from the weight of the basket he is ‘carrying aloft, may be taken 

to represent the infant Hercules. 

Still further examples of Messrs. Brown, Wesraeap, Moore & Co.’s manu- 

facture may be seen on page 381 ‘The porcelain vase of ovoid shape, in the 
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Carved Bedstead: Ferrie & Bartoloxsi, Florence. : 

upper, left-hand corner of the page, attracted attention by its decoration and 

ornament as well as by the rich, even coloring of the body of the piece; these 

latter qualities being difficult to obtain on large surfaces. The handles of the 

vase are ram’s heads, modeled after nature. Between them are suspended 

garlands, so disposed as to form frames for the medallion portraits that enrich 

the sides of the vase. We have on this page, also, examples of ornamental 

tiles suitable for walls, floors and chimneys; and in one corner is a single tile,
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painted by hand, suitable for any decorative purpose. The design is a simple 

one—a palm branch with a pair of parrakeets perched on one of the shoots; 

but it is so deli- , KIDDERMINSTER, 
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& ADAM, OF _ design, is the 

decoration of the panels. These have been enriched with figures, executed in 

low relief, in imitation of Japanese work of a like nature. The effect is novel
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and striking as well as highly ornamental, and is a creditable illustration of the 

character of work displayed by the above firm. 

The exhibit-of M, Lopmevr, or ViENNA, furnishes us with another illustra-
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tion in the Grass Prague engraved on page 384. The characteristics of the 

workmanship in this beautiful object are the same as have been previously 

described in connection with other art-works from the same collection. The 

Plaque consists of a ruby red glass welded on to a transparent crystal. The 

pattern, as seen in our illustration, is then cut through from one surface to the 

other. The effect is strikingly beautiful. Other portions of the pattern are 

afterwards worked in with gilding to increase the richness of the design. As 

all the cutting has been done on the under side, the surface is perfectly smooth 

and polished; but in order to get the full effect, the Plaque should be viewed 

: in transmitted light, when a prismatic effect of color is obtained, which is 

indescribably rich. 

Our illustration on page 385 represents one of the most elaborate examples 

of tile decoration exhibited at the Centennial. It is a study for an ORNAMENTAL 

Tite Mant e-prece, executed at the famous manufactory of Messrs. Minton, 

Horus & Co. or Lonpon. It was undoubtedly the chef d’euvre of their : 

E exhibit then, and at the present time it remains, one of the noticeable art-works, 

in the Permanent Exhibition. 

In the engraving, the size and position of the several tiles have been pur- 

posely indicated by lines, in order to show the construction of the work, but in 

the original, the junction of the parts is so nicely adjusted as to quite escape 

notice. This must be borne in mind in studying our illustration, since the 

presence of any such strongly marked divisions would greatly mar the pictorial 

effect of the work. s 

Beginning with the fireplace, which forms but a very small part of the 

whole design, we observe that its sides are inlaid with small tiles of a light 

color, decorated with simple geometric patterns. But the panels above and on ; 

either side of the fireplace are of quite a different character, The upper panel, 

composed of six square tiles, is enriched with a charming little picture repre- 

senting a bit of marsh land with grasses and flowers in bloom, and a pair of 

saucy little birds disputing the possession of the domain. The painting is 

vigorously executed in bright colors upon the white surface of the tiles. The 

side panels are painted in much the same manner. The surface of the tiles is 

white, and on it are delicate vine-sprays with brilliantly plumaged birds darting 

in and out between the leaves, These panels and the broad shelf above them
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make up the accessories usual to a fireplace; but they are but a portion of 

this design. On either side, the portion of the wall usually wainscoted is 

covered with figured tiles, making a diaper pattern finished with a border: or 

dado of another design, and above this the whole wall-surface up to the ceiling 

’ is decorated in the same manner. In the centre, above the mantle-shelf, is a 
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China Plaque and Basin: French Collective Exhibit. 

~ picture, some three feet wide by four feet high, framed in tiles. Unlike any 

other part of the composition, this picture is painted in sienna-brown on a Pp 2 p 

white ground, no other colors being used. It represents the interior of a g P 
peasant’s cottage and a group; of four figures—the mother with her babe 

sleeping upon her knee, a half-grown lad leaning upon the back of her chair, g 8 See 

and a younger boy seated at her feet, It is bedtime for the little fellow, but
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To those who are interested in wood-carving, the Centennial Exhibition 

furnished valuable opportunities of studying the subject. The most noticeable
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collection was in the Italian Court, and our readers already are familiar with 

a number of the finest examples in that exhibit. On page 387 we engrave 

another one of these works, a Carvep BEpsTEapD, manufactured by Ferrie & 

Bartoiozzi, oF Fiorence. Like all the other Italian carving shown, the charac- 

teristic of this work is an extraordinary skill in the use of the chisel. The 

artist works with an ease and certainty that make it appear almost impossible 

that he is treating this superb ex- 
S A scene, 
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mate skill. The ma- Faience Vase: Halian Court. borne upon the 

terial from which waves, which could 

hardly be surpassed in metal for elegance and perfection of execution. The 

same may be said of the panels in the head-board, the central one of which 

represents Cupid and Psyche, and, in a less degree, the remark applies to the 

upper panel with its armorial bearings. 

In no country in Europe was the influence of the Renaissance more keenly 

felt than in Italy, and nowhere has the present art-revival, in its restricted form 

of wood-carving, been marked with better results than in the same country. 

In the beginning of the sixteenth century the wealth and liberality of the great
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noblemen, such as the Medici family, gave an impulse to the study of art, and 

schools were established in many of the Italian States where the study of the old 

classic models obtained. At this time, too, the best artists of the day gave their 

attention to wood-carving, and even worked in it themselves. Many of these 

works are still to be found in Italy, and with such models before them it is 

hardly to be wondered that the modern Italian workmen find in them instruc- 

: tion and inspiration to enable them to revive the glory of the Cinquecento. 

Another example buta pattern suggest- 

—— ll 
; er ed by Messrs. Tomp roo. y uf te i ric arrangement of 

KInson & Apam, ie ai iit el the other. There are : 

or KIDDERMINSTER, | es iL wn interwoven scroll 

Encianp, is illus- ees fli. figures, like plant. ie eons a ee 
trated on page 388. a Bi aie aie tendrils, distributed 

The design with i Wg A | over the surface of 

which this carpet is i RS os ii the fabric at regular 

enriched is of a dif- FN oe aee| intervals; but while 

ferent nature from Oe es all these scrolls have 

any of those appear- th eh omc : a general resem- 

ing in the specimens UEDA blance, no two are 

of carpet already en- — <I a exactly alike, and the 

graved, It is neither Se same remark is true 

a composition of fo- Ne a of the work that fills 

liage nor an exactly Porcelain Vase : Fspanese Court up the intermediate 

balanced scroll-work, spaces. Therefore 

the effect of the whole is harmonious and simple without any -of the sameness 

of repetition. By making the outline of his figures broken and indistinct, the 

designer has given a soft, mossy appearance to his work, suggestive of a 

yielding, restful sensation to the tread. ; 

Carpets being of the nature of tapestry, and in olden times being made 

in much the same way, we find that the earliest designs for their decoration are 

very much in the style of tapestry designs. But it must be remembered that 

these ancient carpets, scarcely as large as a modern rug, were precious things,
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intended almost as much for display as for use, and that elaborate pictorial 

designs were therefore measurably justifiable. Almost the earliest, if not the 

very earliest use of carpets in Europe was to spread them in the sanctuary
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: of cathedrals on high festivals. There is am ancient record referred to by the 

Very Rev, Dr. Brock in his book on “Textiles,” which states that an abbot 

Egelfic, before the year 992, gave to the church at Croyland “two large foot- 

cloths woven with lions, to be laid out before the high altar on great festivals, 

and two shorter ones, trailed all over with flowers, for the feast-days of the 

apostles.” He also states that old tapestry came so to be employed, and 

mentions “a large piece of Arras cloth, figured with the life of the duke of 

Burgundy;” that was given to Exeter by Bishop Lacy, in 1420, to cover the 

floor before the altar. 
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Table-Cover : Turkish Court. 

When the famous factories of France were established, the carpets made 

for royalty vied with the tapestries in magnificence of design and artistic 

_ execution. The styles then in vogue have remained favorites in Europe ever 

since. Nor have they ever been surpassed, anywhere, in brilliancy of color and 

delicacy of finish. Hence we commonly see throughout Europe, in the finer 

grades of carpet, a design combining exquisite imitations of natural flowers, 

disposed in garlands and scrolls, with vases and shell forms, such as were 

affected by ornamentists of the Louis Quartorze period. Or, again, we see 

those arabesque designs with all sorts of natural objects grafted on a central 

stalk like the stem of a candelabrum. These objects are shaded and rounded 

and brought into relief with all the skill possible. In short, the suggestion of 

flatness is avoided as much as possible. Conceding the intrinsic beauty of these
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designs, the question remains, Are they excellent, even in an artistic sense, as 

carpet designs? In old times when, as we have seen, carpets were more 

looked at than used, designs of flowers, or birds or beasts, or even pictorial 

representations were not out of place; but all that is changed now: carpets 

are made for use, to be walked over, and to be partly covered and concealed 

by articles of furniture. The eye looks down upon a carpet, not across _hori- 

zontally, as a tapestry or curtain, and it is never more than from four to six 

feet above it; therefore all these considerations should be regarded in devising 

carpet designs. First of all they should be flat, because the surface on which 
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Casket: Collective Exhibit of Austria. 

they are to be displayed is to be walked over. We do not wish to tread on 

birds or beasts or fishes or insects, crushing them under our feet, nor on flowers 

or vases or shells. We want a smooth, even surface and the semblance of 

one. Sécondly, since we see the pattern from such a near distance, we do not 

want a huge composition under our feet that can only be seen in entirety from 

a perch in the chandelier. And thirdly, what is quite as important as anything 

else, the pattern, both in design and color, should be unobtrusive in character. 

It should be a field for the display of the furniture and ornaments as much as 

the wall-paper should be a background for the pictures in a room. Yet how 

often do we enter an apartment in which the carpet or the wall-paper, or both, 

thrusts itself most obtrusively upon the sight.
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On page 389 we engrave an example of French sculpture—a Mars_e 

Cuimney-Prece—shown in the French Court at the Centennial. Like all French 

ornamental stone carving, it is exceedingly elaborate and rich in detail. A lion’s 

head, projecting from the entablature above the keystone of the arch, forms 

the central ornament. This is enclosed between garlands of flowers which 

untwine from the supports on either side and distribute themselves over the 

extremities of the nobly proportioned 
ED 

frieze. The carving eee apartment. 
ES 

is in high relief, with AX The illustrations 
4) tons 

elaborate execution Yh LESS, on page 391 are 
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ornament. The second figure is an ornamental plaque, elaborately enriched 

with scrolls and foliated tracery in the centre, and a beautiful border of a con- 

ventional character. The color-work in this piece is rich and brilliant, making : 

it a striking ornament for a cabinet. 

A charmingly light and graceful ornament for the table is the Eprrcns 

illustrated on page 392. It was exhibited in the Collective Exhibit of Ger- 

many by the manufacturer, E. G. ZimMERMAN, OF Hanau. The materials are 

silver and crystal, the silver being employed in the ornamental standard, the
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: groups of cupids, etc., and the crystal for the vase and dishes. A very pretty 

feature of the design are the little figures about the stem of the Epergne, 

standing, balanced, as if about to plunge fora bath into the basin at their feet. 

The elegant Bronze Lamp and Sranp, illustrated on page 393, are from 

the French Collective Exhibit. Both pieces are complete and perfect in them- 

selves, so that they can be used separately, the lamp as a hall- or table-lamp, 

and the stand as a rest for a jardiniere, statuette or anything of a like nature. 

But the designer has surmounted by a short, 

evidently contemplated é “3 ~~ narrow neck and mouth. : 

that the one will be used Noe 7, a ; Its surface is decorated 

with the other, and has ; 77 4 - with one of those quaintly 

fashioned their lines ac- fa . drawn pictures for which 

cordingly, making the __ “4 the old faience and ma- 

outline of the two blend aa 2 jolica are famous. For 

into a harmonious whole Ue handles, two naked satyrs 

of classical beauty and . Vii stand in contorted atti- 

elegance. \ i ya tudes upon bacchic 

On page 394 is illus- Va y | waa?) masks. 

trated a Faience Vase, Lo YT] ri i Our next illustration, 

from the exhibition in \ ee on page 395, is also an 

the Italian Court at the Wy pe example of pottery, but 
ee fp 

Centennial, made in imi- PY of a vastly different na- 

tation of the ancient —— ture. It is a PorRcELAIN 

ware. The vessel is of Coe ee ene: Vase of Japanese manu- 

ovoid shape, resting upon La facture. Its shape is that 

a very small base, and of a truncated cone, the 

outline hardly broken by light handles and rings attached to the upper part 

of the body. The greater portion of the surface of the vase is enameled of 

a light blue color, enriched with exquisitely executed sprays of flowers. There 

is a border of the peculiar key pattern common as well in oriental as in Greek 

decoration, and above this a pattern of conventionalized leaf forms. All the 

decoration is rich with brilliant colors, picked, here and there, with gold. 

The beautiful shapes that can be made in glass, as well as the exquisite 

enrichment of which it is capable, are well shown in our illustrations, on page
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396, of Cur Grass. These examples are from the establishment of M. J. GREEN, 

or Lonpon, and may be accepted as exemplars of the technical excellence of 

the manufacture in England. Each. piece is of “blown” glass, the name 

expressing the method in which it is shaped, and in this way a brilliancy and 

clearness of surface is produced which ‘cannot be obtained by any other means. 
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Ganymede—Terra Cotta: The Widow Ipsen of Copenhagen. 

‘After the pieces have been thus shaped, the next thing is to cut and engrave 

the surface as may be required, and we have before us four several examples 

in a finished state. The delicacy and perfectness of this work is marvelous 

when we consider that it is all done upon a wheel, and that a slip is irremedi- 

able. In the goblets the extreme thinness and transparency of the crystal 

becomes the more apparent in contrast with the engraving.
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The Empromwerep Tasie-Cover, illustrated on page 397, is an excellent 

example of Turkish decorative needle-work. It was one of the numerous 

examples of textile manufacture exhibited in the Turkish Court at the Centen. 
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nial. As we have seen heretofore, Turkish carpets and rugs usually are of 

negative shades of color, rich and full, although a little sombre, but their other 

fabrics, for garments, wall-hangings, furniture covers, etc. are of the most
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gorgeous description. In their designs for these, they exhibit the true oriental 

love for brilliant contrasts and glowing masses; the European eye is often 

bewildered with the intricacy of the patterns; yet a study of these works makes 

their high artistic excellence apparent. In the example before us a favorite 

style of workmanship is shown. ‘The cover is made up of pieces of brightly 

colored cloths sewed together, after which the seams have been wrought over 

in broad lines of embroidery with silk thread. These lines form the outlines 

of the more marked portions of the design, the border scrolls, the leaf patterns, 
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Lace, ~ 

the central medallion, etc. The outlines and arrangement of color contrasts, 

however, make but a small portion of the work. All the intermediate spaces 

have been filled in with embroidery, with thinner threads of delicate tendrils 

and flowers and leaf-shapes, sufficiently conventionalized to harmonize with the 

geometric arrangement of the other parts. The effect of the whole is wonder- 

fully rich and beautiful, especially when we study the detail and observe how 

exceedingly simple each part is in itself. 

The well-known reputation of the French tapestry-workers is happily illus- 

trated in the engraving, on page 398, of an Aupusson Taprstry ScrEEN, which 

was exhibited in the French Court at the Centennial. The design is one of
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: those fanciful interweavings of scrolls, garlands and emblems of the arts into 

a light and gracefully balanced figure which French artists execute with con- 

summate skill. It is a fashion of ornamentation that found favor in the gorgeous 

reigns of Louis Quartorze and Louis Quinze, and no where else has it since 

been brought to such perfection, Although intended simply as a setting for 

the tapestry, the carved wooden frame to this fine work should not be over- 

looked. Its ornament harmonizes with the design in the tapestry, and while 
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sufficiently elaborate to be rich and elegant, it does not obtrude itself to a first 

place in the eyes of the observer. On the lower rail of the frame is a group 

of musical instruments, a laurel-wreath, and hanging garlands. of flowers, all 

: carved in full relief, yet so artistically considered in conjunction with the tapestry 

as to seem at a first glance at the illustration, a part of the tapestry itself. 

On page 399 we illustrate a JeweL Casket, from the Austrian Collective 

Exhibit at the Centennial. The box is of silver, with panels ornamented with 

designs in vepoussé-work. The richness of this ornamentation is seen in our 

illustration, which gives a front view of the case. The design is singularly
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graceful and elegant, and life of one of the czars, 

is executed with marvel- af a. probably Peter the Great. 
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evidently has taken for his — Sts Collective Exhibit of Belgium. Group, from the collection 

theme an episode in the of bronzes in the Italian
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Court, which has this story for its theme. We may imagine that the artist has 

chosen for his subject the supreme moment when Psyche, purified through ~ 

suffering, was taken up among the immortals and united to her beloved by 

Jove himself. 

Another classical story is told in the Terra-Corra Group, from the collec- 

tion of the Wuipow Irsen, or CopENHAGEN, engraved on page 402. Here we 

have Ganymede,. manship upon it 
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Norwicu, in the English Court at the Centennial. We have here an admirable ; 

illustration of the manner in which natural forms may be conventionalized 

without losing any of their characteristics, while the nature of the material in 

which they are to be wrought is not forgotten. The artist has taken for his 

model the common sunflower, and treated it with a degree of skill worthy of 

all praise. In the whole range of designs in ornamental metal-work in the 

Exhibition, we remember no one more admirable in every way than this. 

The graceful Lace of Swirzertanp, of which several choice examples have
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been ai in former pages of this work, is famous for the beauty and 

variety of its designs, and we illustrate on pages 404 and 405 additional 

mee 

Lavori—Terra-cotta: Italian Court. 

specimens of noteworthy excellence. In both of these works there is the same 

careful study of plant-life, and an artistic appreciation of its capabilities for 

ornament evident to the observer. Without a careful observance of forms in
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their natural state no artist, however skillful, could have wrought these beautiful 

designs. Nor is this knowledge all that is required to make the lace pattern, 

for in the border we see graceful curves interwoven with delicate geometric 
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Faun, in Terra-cotta: Andrea Boni, Milan, 

figures and these again succeeded by an edging of flowers and leaves conven 

tionalized to make an even and regular finish to the whole piece. 

From the collective exhibit of Belgium we take for illustration the 

EMBROIDERED STOLE, engraved on page 406. It is an astonishing piece of
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needlework, such as is rarely wrought now-a-days, although in ancient times 

“when art was still religion” examples of equal richness and elaborateness 

were common enough. Each one of the six medallions, seen in the illustration, 

has been wrought in colored silks, stitch by stich, after a colored design with which 

the workers were provided. To give to the finished work the delicacy of 

expression, the soft gradations of color, in short, the picture-like effect of the 

pattern, requires a skill and nicety of execution only attainable after long practice. 

The artistic Boox- ik the medallion which is 

BINDING of France, for Dif sunk into the middle 

which that nation has <a <=> of the cover. In the 

long been famous, was “4 2 a centre of each of the 
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407. = the border is s, One of the prettiest 
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scroll-work, wrought by oe a Centennial was that 

the process known as of zy : S Ns shown in our illustra- 

“tooling;” and the same 27m Candelabrum: French Glldve Habe, tion .on page 408. It 

leaf-pattern is used in is a terra-cotta group, 

between three and four feet high, made by Anprea Bont, or Mizay. Nothing 

could be more charming than the pose of these two little children, huddled 

together under the umbrella, from which drips the spray of the fountain. The 

group is not only an excellent work of art, it is a very clever adaptation of 

a work artistic in itself to a certain use. As a lawn group it would be 

exceedingly effective, the rich red color of the terra-cotta contrasting finely with 

the green of the sward. 

On page 409, we illustrate a Caprner, manufactured by Messrs. Cooper & : 

Hotz, or Lonpox, in which the strictest requirements of honest construction and
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legitimate ornamentation have been complied with. The object is interesting 

as an example of the good results to be obtained by an intelligent use of means 

of ornamentation within the ability of any cabinet-maker to produce. In 

referring to this well done. But 

cabinet in this way, I enrichment of this 

however, we must BS kind is not neces- 

not be understood eee sary to produce 

to mean that any : eR 2 the pleasing effect 
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cabinet construct- j ' i { a realizing sense 
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would be a suc- Mee Messrs. Cooper & 

cess. If the maker ee Hott, he must 

could procure w know that the 

painted panels, so fi outlines of the 

much the better, Chale Son, London. panels and_ the 

provided they are ; frame-work gener- 

ally were brought into relief and prominence by inlayings of ebony and white 

wood. This added vastly to its richness and made a fitting setting to the painted 

panels which were executed in the highest style of the art. To complete the
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specimens of antique art, that could be bought at prices quite within the means 

of any one possessed of a lawn worth adorning in this way. 

On page 411, we have an engraving of a Bronze CaNDELABRUM selected 

from the FrencH Cotective Exurprr, which is as excellent in its way as the 

Bronze CHANDELIER, manufactured by Messrs. Harr & Son, or Lonpon, shown 

on page 412. We speak of these two works together, because they give an 

excellent illustration, each in itself, of a proper consideration of use before 

ornament, and the adopting of the latter to that end. The CanpELasrum, intended 

as a support for five candles in sockets set widely apart, has a short, strong 

Se a 

Bo Wn Cerdise Pie 

carne LD fog TET TL I a ml, 

ser 
Ci ssiona Guerre sua Tien 

stem resting upon a broad and firm base. The idea of strength, solidity and 

weight is conveyed by the couchant lions and the square pillar. On the other 

hand, the CuaNnpELIErR, as something suspended from the ceiling, must be as light 

and graceful as possible. Observe how artistically this idea has been preserved 

in its construction. The central shaft, or tube, is no longer than is necessary 

to convey the requisite amount of gas to the four burners. These latter are 

arranged about a circle of brass, ornamented with leaves and tendrils. Even 

such delicate enrichments as those are used sparingly, to avoid any appearance 

of overloading and weight, and, in order to give an appearance of greater 

security four chains, suspended from the rosette at the ceiling, are fastened 

to this band.
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The Carrer illustrated on page 413 was displayed by the manufacturers, 

Temp.eton & Co., or GLascow, in their extensive exhibit at the Centennial. The 

centre is woven in a geometric pattern of dark colors, making an excellent 

contrast with the border which is more elaborate in design and in which the colors 

are bright and clearly defined against a white or cream-colored ground. In the 

corners is a showy, ornamental finish, suggestive of the designs which originated 

in the great French factories and found immediate favor and many imitators 

throughout Europe. 
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Glass and Silver Centre-piece: Elkington & Co. : 

Something quite novel and striking in the way of curtain patterns is shown 

in our illustration on page 414 of a Lace Curratn, from the Matson BLANC, 

Paris. Heretofore the curtains which we have illustrated have been worked with 

designs of flower and plant forms, mostly ferns, treated in a more or less 

realistic manner. Here, however, conventionalized forms obtain. On the sides 

and at:the base is an elaborate composition of scroll forms, such as French 

designers excel in inventing, but the centre of the curtain is patterned off with 

curved lines running diagonally across each other, making a sort of network.
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In each compartment formed by these lines is a leafshaped figure standing 

out in strong relief against the delicate fabric in which it is worked. The 

curtain is an example of the astonishing fertility of invention shown by French 

designers in vepoussé to the incessant demands of the public for novelty. - 

Two examples of the fine work produced by the Messrs. Erxincton & Co., 

or Birmincuaw, are illustrated on pages 415 and 416. These Centre Piecss, 

while alike in general appearance, are sufficiently unlike to make a separate 

study of each profitable. Both are admirable examples of happy invention 
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Silver Salver: Ritter & Co., Hanau. 

coupled with rare technical skill in execution. In the first, two youthful Fauns 

crouch beneath the vase, which their fingers touch, as if balancing it on its 

pedestal rather than supporting its weight. The poses of these little figures 

are charmingly graceful. About the base, on the pedestal and around the bowl 

of the vase, are enrichments executed with that perfection of workmanship which 

won for the Elkington exhibit at the Centennial the encomiums of all lovers of 

artistic work in the precious metals. 

The second piece, seen on page 416, is even more elaborate than the first,
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and the medallion on the pedestal of the vase is enriched with a group of 

figures in relief, representing the Goddess of Plenty playing with a cupid. 

These two superb works,—and they may be considered as a pair, one for each 

end of the table,—are wrought in solid silver, every part being of this precious 

metal, except the engraved crystal dishes which rest on the vase. 

An example of fine engraving on silver is given in the illustration on page 

417 of a Satver, manufactured by Rrrrer & Co., or Hanav. In the medallion 

‘ in the centre are figures symbolizing Night and Morning, drawn with spirit and 
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Ornamental Tiles: Minton, Hollins & Co., London. 

engraved with great technical skill. Beneath and above them are winged dragons 

guarding the vases, from which emerge the plant-forms that make a wreath the 

central composition. Just within the upturned rim of the salver is an engraved 

border forming a frame for the rest of the design. The design here is very 

elaborate, especially in the sides where there are groups of flowers executed 

with such minuteness and delicacy that they will bear examination through a 

magnifying-glass. 

Perhaps no better illustration of the improvement in the art of decorative
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design in England in the last quarter of a century can be found than in a 

study of the tiles made during that period. The multitude of uses to which 

these articles are put at the present time has led to their manufacture in almost 

endless variety. And as these uses include in their range all between tiles 

designed for the commonest service and those designed purely for ornament, 
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the decorative skill employed upon them includes the draughtsman of simple 

geometric figures and the artist learned in the use of pigments. 

On -pages 418 and 419 are illustrations of OrnamentaL TirEs, selected 

from the small but choice display made by Messrs. Mryton, Hotims & Co., or 

Lonnon, at the Centennial. The examples on page 418 include specimens of 

tiles suitable for wall and floor decoration, as well as finer grades, designed for 

jardinieres, mantle ornamentation and such like purposes. One set of four tiles
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is decorated with a pretty bit of painting after nature, representing a group of 

water-lilies and grasses and a brightly plumaged bird darting down upon the 

water, 
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The arrangement of the tile patterns on page 419, so as to make a pleasing $' pag! ig 

group, shows how kaleidoscopic, if we may be allowed the comparison, are 

the combinations which any one can make to suit his fancy. Around the
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specimens in the middle of the page, one of which, by the way, is an admirable 

example of a conventionalized flower and leaf, is a frame of tiles decorated by 

hand in a thoroughly artistic manner. 

On page 420 we illustrate a group of Bent-Woop Furnirur®, from VIENNA, 

which attracted universal ingenuity and construc- 

attention by its novelty (3 : tive skill is shown in 

and the excellence of its YS a — making the several arti- 

construction. The name ‘a i \\ cles which, as is seen 

by which this style of [a ps NA in our engraving on 
: furniture is known a page 420, are exceed- 

suggests the method _ i — img ingly light and graceful 

of its manufacture. A = . - appearing. Moreover 

strong, tough-fibered eae . 1 the several pieces are 

wood like our hickory, ek 4 astonishingly strong,and 

is thoroughly seasoned fe ‘ the very elasticity of the ‘ 

and then steamed and time parts enables them to 

bent into the required ae | ci bear an amount of rough 

shape. Considerable usage that would break 
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mee in ae of Antique Statuary : Italian Court. 

really stronger furniture all to pieces. This furniture is especially adapted 

to use in summer-houses, where its lightness and coolness make it agreeable 

to the eye and touch. 

If the Messrs. Etxincton & Co., or BirminGHAM, ENGLAND, had made no
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other contributions to the Centennial than the IypusrriaL Cup, shown on page 

421, the beauty of the design and the exquisite workmanship herein displayed 

would have won gard. The gene- 
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mounted bya globe, on which is a charmingly poised figure, representing the Genius 

of Industry. On the body of the Cup, on either side, are large medallion-reliefs in 

vepoussé symbolizing the results of Industry in the advancement of the world in
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civilization and the progress of the arts and sciences. The remaining surface is 

covered with scrolls and emblems in low relief, all illustrative of the general 

design. The modeling of the detached figures, and there are seven in all, is simply 

perfect; the two principal ones, upon the sides of the bowl, being endowed with 
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an expression and individuality worthy of all praise. In technical execution, this 

work leaves nothing to be desired. Every detail is wrought with care and 

finish. The rendering of the texture of the skin on the nude surface of the 

figures, the, drapery, and of the feathers in the wings are admirable. To 

appreciate the delicate manipulation that produced these effects, the work should
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be studied by the aid of a magnifying-glass. In consideration of these elabo- 

rate excellencies, this Cup may well be placed with the group named in the 

beginning of. this description, as one of the chefs-deuvre of the Elkington 

exhibit. 

The Bronze exhibit in the Italian Court was scarcely such as the reputa- 

tion of the Italians for art-works in this metal would lead us to expect; but 

such as it was, the collection could not fail of interest on account of the numerous 
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reproductions of ancient statuary of world-wide fame which it contained. Two 

of these, which the reader will recognize as the Spinario and the Dying 

Gladiator, are engraved on page 422. They are of a size suitable for cabinet 

ornaments, and are wrought in green bronze, which many prefer to the lustrous 

copper-tinged metal. Of course it is unnecessary to speak here of the merits 

of the statues themselves. Their worth is known to every student of art, and 

in these bronzes we have a miniature reproduction of the originals, in which 

every line is preserved with scrupulous accuracy. Indeed the technical execution
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of the work is one of its chief excellencies, recommending it to the attention 

of connoisseurs wherever these statuettes are seen. 

One of the most elaborate articles of the remarkable glass exhibit of 

Messrs. LopMEvER, OF VIENNA, is shown in the engraving on page 423, which 

contains several other specimens of the work of this famous firm. The piece 

referred to is the engraved Crystal Vase, on the left of the page, which, together 

with the Dish in which it stands, are superb examples of the highest art-work- 

manship in this branch of manufacture. The vase consists of two parts, a bowl and 

cover, both covered with engraved garlands and scroll-work, charmingly designed 

and engraved with marvelous skill. The cover is surmounted by a crown and 

a pair of cupids tion about the 
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ures of the cupids YJ Y Age \ PAAL h of flowers on the 

are of white glass, \ ee. i ‘il | stem. These, in 

but the shield F (es f x(x contrast with the 

bears its appropri- 1 fk | (es i crystal and the 
Sabex fi PANT TANS a TL 

ate colors and th : Pe i Ae / delicate engrav- 

crown blazes with i al Gh y ing, give an ex- 

jewels. There is = = ea tremely rich and 

color also in the Pitchers of Lambeth Faience: Doulton & Co. splendid effect. 

radiated decora- Of the other 

pieces shown in the engraving on page 426, the vase on the right is interesting 

as an excellent imitation of one of those curious antique vessels in transparent 

tinted glass, enameled over its surface with arms and quaint devices in threads 

and dots of bright color. Good specimens of this old ware are rare and valuable, 

but only an expert could detect a difference from the original in one of these 

clever copies. 

The remarkable collection of artistic pottery and porcelain in the Swedish 

Court at the Centennial, attracted the admiring attention of every one interested 

in this subject. It was undoubtedly the most comprehensive exhibit of the kind 

in the exhibition, and the only one worthy of being called a representative 

display. Moreover, it was the only exhibit that contained any novelty in this
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important branch of industry. In the collection were some specimens of a ware 

manufactured by GusraFsBERG, OF STocKHOLM, called Argentina, in which silver 

had been successfully applied as a finish to porcelain. On some of the pieces 

the entire surface was covered with the metal, which was afterwards polished. 

The only indication that these articles were not solid silver was their lighter 

weight. On others the silver was used to produce a “dead” surface, for deco- 

rative purposes in conjunction with color, and here the beauty of the invention 

was manifest. In order to show the capabilities of the process to the best 

advantage, M. Gustafsberg had prepared an ArcentiNna Vase, which we engrave 
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Majolica Epergne: Daniel & Son, London. 

on page 424. It is a work of the highest artistic merit, worthy of rank among 

the chefs-d’euvre of the Exhibition. In shape it corresponds to the ancient 

sepulchral urn of a Norse warrior; one of that race of Vikings whose sagas 

tell of conquests beyond the seas, when the rest of Europe was ignorant of 

the existence of another continent. Around the bowl of the vase is a series 

of nineteen medallions, telling the story of the hero’s life, in a quaint yet 

eloquent language, more intelligible than words. Beginning with the ceremonies 

attending his birth, we see portrayed his early life, his instruction in the use 

of implements of war, his initiation into the stern reality of war and his
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departure on some voyage of conquest. Here are the scenes of revelry on 

his return, the sacrifice of thanksgiving to his gods, his marriage, and the 

homage of his followers, his death on the battle-field, his funeral pyre, and the 

monument marking his final resting-place. As handles to the vase we have the 

dragons of his mythology, and the mysterious knotted bands, and the knot of 

Thor also are introduced in the ornamentation. The dimensions of this vase 

are twenty-four inches in height by fifteen inches diameter of bowl. In the 
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decorative treatment the porcelain body is finished by the process before named, 

with a deadened silver surface. The medallions are outlined in light blue upon : 

a buff ground. The dragons, the bands and the other decorations are outlined 

in black or white on the buff ground, picked in here and there with vermilion. 

The contrast of color is strong, and gives strength to the design, which has 

all the vigor characteristic of the art-work of Northern Europe. But its unique 

excellence is the exquisitely soft and rich texture of the silvered surface, so 

admirably contrasting with the decoration,
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On pages 426 and 427 we engrave a SILVER-PLATeD TxEA-SERVICE, manu- 

factured by Rerp & Barron, or Taunton, Mass. The set comprises seven
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pieces, of which the urn with its lamp and stand is the central figure. This 

: service, in design and execution, is quite equal to anything of the same character 

that is produced in the solid metal. All the raised ornamentation, consisting 

of various kinds of flowers and plants, is finished with scrupulous care. There 

is hardly an inch of the whole surface of the vessels that is not thus ornamented. 

The workmanship is of the best. Each flower-petal and veined-leaf shows 

careful study, and the composition of the group evidences artistic skill of a high 

order of excellence. In short, between this service and another made of solid 

=. oe 
See ee Y 

i; 
AM x e J : 

Bronze Furdinieve: M. Luton, Paris. 

silver, there is no difference at all in art quality. The one is just as beautiful 

as the other, and of course, the difference in cost is largely in favor of the 

plated ware. 

The demand for painted faience, in England, especially, but also in other 

nations, in place of the so-called majolica, has greatly stimulated its production, 

and we see the results of the new departure in the several wares manufactured 

by the great potters of England and France, such as Doulton and Haviland. 

Doulton’s faience, which must not be confused with the Doulton ware, a totally ° 

different affair, was on the whole the most satisfactory indication of the progress 

of England in the direction of true artistic feeling and methods made in the
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pottery exhibit from Great Britain. The plaques, platters, vases, ewers and tiles 

of painted faience exhibited by this firm were beautiful specimens of vigorous 

drawing, ‘Strong, warm color, and generally fine effects. Some of the figure- 

paintings and landscapes are simply wonderful when we consider that the artist 

was limited in his scale of colors to the few, comparatively, that would stand 

the firing necessary to finish the work. For it must be remembered that Doulton 

faience is glazed after the.painting, a very different matter from the reverse 

process, which is about the same thing as painting on glass or any lustrous 

surface without limitation in the use of color. Undoubtedly, finer chromatic 

effects can be produced in the latter way, but the articles thus painted must 

be designed purely for ornament, as they cannot stand much handling or wear. 

Painting under the glaze, however, if properly executed, will last as long as the 

clay, on which the colors are laid, holds together. In other words, it is impervious 

to the action of water or air. On page 428 we illustrate two examples of 

Doulton faience, decorated with floral designs, painted directly on the clay. The 

work shows breadth and skill of drawing and much refinement of coloring. 

In comparison with the imitation majolica sculptured and painted work, which 

these wares are rapidly superseding, the artistic value of Doulton faience is 

infinitely superior. 

We would not, however, be understood, in the foregoing remarks, to condemn 

majolica as a vehicle for artistic expression. On the contrary, when properly 

and artistically treated, it gives most satisfactory results. Our criticism is directed 

against those cheap and meretricious ornaments, mostly sculptured, passing by 

the name of majolica, that were popular some years ago, because the colors 

were bright and shiny, and the sculpture more or less novel or grotesque. As 

an example of a thoroughly good design in majolica and an evidence of its 

excellence for ornamental purposes when treated in an intelligent manner, we 

illustrate on page 429 a Mayorica Eperenr, exhibited at. the Centennial by 

_ the Messrs. Danirers & Son, or Lonpon, whose display for variety and choice 

specimens of the potter’s art in its several higher branches, stood quite 

unrivaled. The most noticeable feature in this work, considering its artistic 

merit, is the modeling of the two figures, the Satyr and Naiad, grouped on 

either side of the stem of the dish. They are splendid in pose and expression 

and are perfectly finished, down to the minute details of features, hair, etc. The
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skin texture and the coloring are largely dependent on the technical execution 

and the skill with which the several processes—which the work undergoes after 

leaving the hands of the artist—are conducted by the workmen. Herein, too, 
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Silver Tea Sets : Christesen, Copenhagen, 

we have evidences of skillful manipulation, and in the brilliancy of the colors 

as well as in the combination of rare tints we see to what an extent science, 

in discovering new ceramic pigments, has aided the potter. 

The: OrnamentaL IRon Work in the SwepisH Courr at the Centennial, 

attracted attention, both by the excellence of the iron itself and the high degree
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of artistic skill manifested in working it. Our engraving on page 430 illustrates 

one of the most notable examples in the display. The design for the centre 

is bold and spirited, and drawn with a free, vigorous hand. In the execution 

of the detail the same freedom of touch and avoidance of everything useless 

and trivial is seen; the work being done apparently as easily as if the material 

was as soft and yielding as wood. 

The Carvrep Castner, illustrated on page 431, is another specimen of the 

fine display of artistic wood-work made by the Italian Commission in their 

ECO a 

ile Zee | 

eee a 

Court at the Centennial. The purely classic outline of this beautiful piece of 

furniture and the elegance of the ornamentation recommend it at once to the 

admirer of fine cabinet work. The cabinet may be described as consisting of 

two parts, the lower divided into the three principal panels, each of them orna- 

mented with carving in low relief. In the central panel is a charmingly posed 

draped female figure, representing the Genius of Poetry. On to her shoulder 

has just flown a little cupid, and, poised there, he appears to be whispering an 

inspiration in her ear. Framing this group are smaller panels ornamented by 

delicately carved scrolls and garlands. The principal ornamentation in the side 

panels are medallions, with finely carved busts executed in low relief. In the 

central portion of the upper half of the Cabinet is a large sheet of glass,
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placed there to exposé to view the ornaments within, which it protects. On 

either side are splendid specimens of carving, representing ornamental niches 

or recesses in which stand statues typical of music and painting. The upper part 

of the Cabinet is ornamented with a frieze, bearing an escutcheon for arms, and 

the top is finished with A finish of this work leaves 

an arch broken in the aelg nothing to be desired. 

centre, to give place to DM. In the Scorcu Carpet, 

a vase and pedestal. ie made by James TEMPLE- 
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On page 432 is an ASU ton & Co., or Guascow, 

engraving of another LD =D illustrated on page 433, 
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veryembodiment of glee, “#r PeJume-Box: Ritter & Co, Hanau. The people, attracted by 

In technical execution the the glitter and brillianc g y 
of the age, threw aside the simple forms of the Renaissance and of classic 

antiquity, and sought to imitate in their humbler abodes the splendor of the quity, gs P 

court. Manufacturers caught the infection and strove to excel each other in 

the production of novelties that should surpass, in richness of design or elabo- 

rateness of ornament, anything previously produced. The style named after
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Louis Quartorze is perhaps the highest expression of this new order of things. 

Never before had the mere enrichment of articles been carried to such an 

excess, and since that time various causes have contributed to its abandonment. 

The influence of the Gobelins on designs for textiles was especially marked, 

and in the foliated scroll-work, the bouquets of flowers, medallions with por- 

traits, trophies, musical instruments, etc., and the pictorial treatment of carpet 

patterns so common in all parts of the world to-day, we can trace this influence. 

In the example before us, which-doubtless is an original design, the designer 

has caught the true French feeling, and giving loose to his fancy, has decorated 

the material with lavish richness. The middle ground of his carpet is strewn 

with a delicate tracery of flower-sprays interwoven with foliated scrolls. Within 

the border, which is as strongly outlined as the cornice around a ceiling, are 

garlands and heaps of flowers; and about the outer edge, like a fringe, is a 

rope of ivy. Midway of the sides are medallions wreathed with flowers, con- | 

taining groups of musical instruments. The reader can see for himself the 

varied richness of these several combinations of design which literally strew 

flowers before one’s feet. 

The novel forms and the original styles of ornamentation displayed in the 

goldsmith- and silversmith-work of Denmark, made the Danish exhibit of art- 

work in the precious metals unusually interesting. On page 435 we engrave, 

as notable examples of this silversmith-work, two Tra Sets, made by Curis- 

YESEN, OF CopENHAGEN. The ornamentation of the articles in the first group is 

of very varied character. The water-urn, engraved with classical figures and 

modeled in swelling curves, is balanced between a pair of Sphynxes, drawn with 

all the severity of outline of the Egyptian originals. A swan forms the knob 

to the lid of the vessel, and is matched by similar devices in the other pieces. 

Indeed, wherever there is a point or angle,a mask or grotesque head, or some- 

thing of that kind, is placed there as a finish to the work. The same general 

remarks apply to the second service, though the enrichment of this set is even 

more elaborate than the former. The pattern on the sides of the vessel is 

different, bands and scroll-work being selected instead of figure-subjects. 

Some of the most interesting art-workmanship in the German section of 

the Exhibition came from Hanau, in Hessen-Nassau. Although the population
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of the town, including the suburbs, is not more than fifteen thousand, it has 

manufactories of silk stuffs, carpet, cotton fabrics and other textiles, gold and 

silver articles, and porcelain, which are second to but few in the empire for the 

quality and artistic excellence of the work produced. A reason for this excel- 

lence can be found in the admirable schools of art-education which have long 

been established here, supplying trained and accomplished workmen in the 

several art-industries. 

On page 436 we illustrate, as an example of Hawnau silversmith-work, the 

top of a Strver Casket, made by Zimmerman, of that place. . The design is 

graceful and pretty, and not over elaborate. The central panel is particularly 

excellent for its well-balanced figure? But aside from the skill evinced in the 

design, the casket deserves attention for the fine and workmanlike manner in 

which it is made, showing a skillful use of the hammer, the chisel and the 

graver’s tool. 

On page 437 we engrave another example of Hanav silversmith-work, the 

subject—a Sitver: Perrume-Box—being one selected from the exhibit made by 

Rirrer & Co., of that town. In shape, in decorative and ornamental treat- 

ment and in workmanship, this dainty little object is worthy of great praise. - 

The reader should observe how each detail of the enrichment contributes to 

the harmony and completeness of the object as a whole, and how perfectly the 

= several parts of the work are proportioned. It is an object that fills and 

satisfies the eye at the first glance, and invites a more careful examination of 

its elaborate excellencies. Each part can be studied separately: the lid of the 

box, with its admirably grouped swans; the simple yet elegant bands sur- 

rounding the body of the vessel; the charming little figures who make merry 

with the cap and bells of Mirth and the mask of Tragedy; the vigorous 

modeling of the lions’ heads, bound by the jaws around the stem, and the 

plain ornamentation of the foot, conveying a sense of strength by its very 

simplicity and precision of outline. 

With the peace that followed the departure of the French from Italy about 

the beginning of the sixteenth century, came the opportunity for the develop- 

ment of the Renaissance art. Its study was entered into with enthusiasm, and 

received the encouragement and patronage of the princes of the land. The 

search for classical remains brought to light many superb examples on which
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turn surpassed all previous styles in the richness and variety, if not in the 

excellence, of its designs. Still later, when the decadence of art is most 

manifest, we find the several styles hopelessly confused, and articles of furniture 

in which the designer's principal aim seems to have been to get as much and 

as many varieties = Europe, has ex- 

of ornament into =~ = 2-4 perienced an- 

a’ given space _ = : — other art-revival, 

as his ingenuity ae . and is seeking, by 

could devise. To c= ro _. intelligent study 

any one familiar i eos) - 5 of the best ex- 

with the vigor- ag : MY — amples, to restore 

_ ous simplicity of BA oe 7 her art-workman- . 

the early Gothic fii if = — ship to its former 

ornamentation, aS i s _ purity and excel- 

where every s | — a lence. To how 

line is traceable BZ esi og well she is suc- 

through the in- 2 Ae Se 3 ceeding in this 

tricacies of its S&S | hs ore : 7 endeavor, the ex- 

convolutions as 3 ae paper cellent exhibit 

having a definite BE ye a : - made by her art- 

end and purpose, a ee ee - ists in manufac- 

the lavish enrich- 4 = S tures in the Ital- 

ment merely for Z Te & — ian Court at the 

the sake of en- s a i — Centennial bore 

richment looks = = Se ample testimony. 

poor indeed. a7 e. — So — In no one depart- 

Of late years, SO i . So eS ment of indus- 

however, Italy, CE Cais Detar Sons Millar & Co., Edinburgh. trial art was this 

like the rest of more apparent 

than in that of wood-carving. The examples sent were many of them simply 

superb works of sculpture. Our readers already are familiar with a number 

of the choicest specimens, to which list must now be added the Carvep WatnuT 

Casinet, illustrated on page 440. 

The front of this cabinet consists of three panels, separated by columns
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wreathed with vines carved in full relief. The panels are enriched with designs 

of great elaborateness and beauty, containing cupids, trophies, scrolls, and urns 

in harmonious composition. In the frieze above the panels are sprays of vine- Pp ip pray: 

leaves exquisitely exact in their resemblance to nature. A curvilinear design, 

some four inches broad, is carved around the base of the cabinet, on the front 

and sides. At the ness, according to 

two outer corners am Sm <= position. 
Ce 

are caryatides, exe- Al hes EAs The art of blow- 

cuted with a breadth | | |: Ke \ |; l ik ing glass, brought by 
NG HI GOR |) See? | HOR | rete 

and freedom rarely | ee ee | i the Venetians to the 
Oy WO} OZ NOON Cia | 

attained in wood- aN RN ZN N NN highest state of per- 
AAT GW) (WIAA j 

sculpture. In the ee im, Ke) Oe fection, was known 
: NA secal | aes en! Care aN Ac : 

ends are panels sim- mOGie Gr =) i Ahan to the Egyptians and 

ilar in design t OO COnn Pheeni es and ex- 
ee A ee sve 

those in the front. a ep  tensively practised 
——————————— 

About the feet, at [ii TOW) by the Romans. In- 
the corners of the —— aE Sg deed, the countless 

a = frieze,-and at ewery = a fragments of Roman 

point of prominence in se glass that are found 
3 : WA l 
in the construction m6 La show that these last- 

of this superb piece ee. named were ac- 
i tw << ‘ : 

of furniture, are carv- a quainted with most 

toes ere! ——_—_—_ 
ings in higher or call i of the methods 

tun MI 
lower relief, and of tl iN known to modern 

greater or lesser de- ulead sa Biard om Lee, Laion, manufacturers, and 

gree of elaborate- some of their work, 

as, for example, mosaic or mle fiort, has never been surpassed. Whether the 

famous murrhine wine-cups, believed to have the faculty of breaking if poison 

was mixed with the drink, were made of glass or from some mineral, like 

fluor-spar, has never been determined; but there is no reason to doubt the 

statements of Latin writers describing columns of glass of ten and fifteen feet 

: in height. The beautiful iridescent glass so common in ancient fragments, and $ g g 

so beautifully imitated in modern times, is simply the result of decomposition 

of the surface.
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With the Venetians, however, the art of glass-making was elaborated into, 

numberless processes, many of which, in their details by which such sur- 

prisingly beautiful designs were obtained, are now unknown to us. Perhaps 

the chief beauty of Venetian glass to the art-lover is the appreciation mani- 

fested by the workmen of the true quality of the material which he manipulated. 

Worked in a fused or a it in imitation of crystal 

liquid state, the com- al oN has been resorted to. 

pound hardens by cool- one In the collection of 

ing into a brittle, non- a A RS ORNAMENTAL GLASS, €x- 

crystalline substance. ny —— hibited by M. Lozmeyr, 

By blowing,a marvelous = a : = or Vienna, at the Cen- 

degree of tenuity can ; se a) Spd tennial, the visitor was 

be obtained, and by the Qe ey treated to a view of a 

use of metallic oxides 7 @ perfect museum of 

the substance can be F | aan i specimens of this beau- 

colored. Vitreous enam- o | : oy tiful art, including ex- 

els can be fastened fo ay Wed amples imitating ancient 

the surface, or threads a ad ai? wares, and illustrations 

of color be incorpo- es wall of new processes dis- 

rated in the substance. Ao. il covered—or perhaps we 

In all these methods of =u peers ae should be nearer the 

ornamentation, the true J | 2 truth if we said old - 

nature of glass is re- Le a =... processes rediscovered 

garded, and it is only tii: pm r by the manufacturer. 

in more modern times 5, rectern, Hart, Son & Peard, London. The famous ruby glass 

that the attempt to cut of Potsdam was rivaled 

in richness by the splendid examples of color shown by M. Lopmeyr. His 

enamels were particularly brilliant, and his iridescent glass radiates from its 

surface all the colors of the rainbow. Wonderful skill was also shown in the 

exquisite designs either engraved by the wheel or eaten in with acid. Some 

of these engravings were on glass so thin that the marvel was how it resisted the 

pressure necessary to chase the surface. Another variety was gorgeous in 

enamels and gilding and embossed surfaces, and it is from this class that we 

have selected the two pieces, a Vase and an Epvereng, illustrated on page 441. -
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evidencing the Lace Curtain: Heyman & Alexander, Nottingham. Centennial. 

artistic skill of Scotch glass is 

famous for its quality, and Scotch crystal glass especially has great clearness and 

brilliancy. The engraving with which it is decorated heightens this effect b g g y 
contrast with the clear portions of the surface, and the angles produced by
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cutting increase the brilliancy. The form of the Decanter illustrated is particu- 

larly graceful and well proportioned. 
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If any one desired a practical illustration of the results of industrial-art 

education in England, they had it in full measure at the Centennial Exhibition. 2
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In the Paris Exposition England surprised the world by coming suddenly to 
the fore among the nations of Europe with her exhibit of decorative and orna- 
mental workmanship, and again at Vienna she won renown; but her best 

achievements in these lines, taking the exhibit as a whole, were seen at the 

Centennial. Our pages have already been enriched with illustrations of the 

triumphs of English manufactures in artistic pottery, glass, metal-work, textiles, 

paper-hangings, and furniture, all traceable directly or indirectly to the influence 

we YT WB 4A Ze GF f 

L\ SVT 4 s/f awe) 
Kt < t\__-* © 1 ¢ aye ] 
INO, i a | eee 
aK = | =m S/S Li 

SS 
x : 

Iron Bedstead : Peyton & Peyton, London. 

of South Kensington with its superb museum and its admirable training-schools. 

Another example, showing in every line and detail of construction and enrich- 

ment the result of this education, is shown in the Puxrrr manufactured by 

Hart, Son & Pearp, or Lonpon, which we engrave on page 444. Simple in 

outline, admirably proportioned, the ornament in harmony with the general 

design and admirably wrought, nothing superfluous or weak in the enrichment, 

these are among the characteristics of this excellent work. 

The Eacte Lectern, of which we give an illustration on page 445, is 

a notably fine example of the artistic and highly finished ecclesiastical fur- 

niture which the Messrs. Hart, Son & Pearp make a ‘specialty of manufac-
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turing. This Lectern is made of wrought metals, brass and iron, chased and 

engraved, and in artistic design and workmanlike execution and finish it 

reflected the highest credit upon the manufacturers. The brass eagle standing 

with outspread wings outwards, vigorously 

upon a_ globe, and LY modeled and _ instinct 

crushing in its talons ve with life. Devices of 

a writhing serpent, is a an ecclesiastical char- 

the most conspicuous : sy SS . = acter are introduced 

feature of the design. kes =. = = into the enrichment of 

The pose of the bird rs nr i =r i the panels and detail- 

and the position of Ns WN Ey yf" work of the construc- 

its wings are arranged CG aC as Bem) tion, and add to the 

to make a convenient i i‘ Wit . l ornamental effect of 

book-rest for the reader : i i] ' if the whole. 

at the lectern. Spring- \ | ae ( ai The excellence of 

ing from near the top ¥ | 4 eo the Lace Fabrics made 

of the shaft that sup- WV ul y i by Messrs. Heyman & 

ports the sphere and \ A ANN ; ALEXANDER, OF Nort- 

eagle are branching Ae is TINGHAM, ENGLAND,and 

candle-stands of grace- eS exhibited at the Cen- 

ful foliated design. = tennial, worthily main- 

The small columns sur- = tained the reputation 

rounding the central so of that town for its 

_ shaft are surmounted AN = hh, famous “Nottingham 

by figures of the four y Lace.” On page 446 

Evangelists, admirably oe ) eae ‘ we engrave one of the 
ee NY oe” \ 

conceived and exe- fi a specimens exhibited by 

cuted. At the base =e = > the above-named firm, 

of the columns are Brae Cn AelaN | A EUCI AAL IS a Lace Curran of a 

couchant lions, facing charmingly light and 

graceful design, prettily and tastefully disposed over the surface of the net-work 

in which it is wrought. There is a suggestion of the Pompeiian style of deco- 

ration in the vases and in the groups of conventionally treated flowers and 

ferns rising one above the other in graceful convolutions; and these are happily
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harmonized with the lattice-work border about which flower-garlands and vines 

are wreathed and interwoven. 

In contrast with this strong and serviceable fabric is the delicate, web-like 

Lace Suaw1, illustrated Es is guided only by touch, 

on page 447, which was i Hand-spun thread costs 

one of the many superb | sometimes as high as 

examples of this kind ! 4240 per pound, and is 

displayed in the Collec- Ese consequently now but 

tive Exhibit of Brussels. (7 = _Csiittle used, a Scotch 
Mrs. Pallisser, in her in- HIP ENOS ESOS) cotton thread being sub- 

troduction to the Lace WALA ARAL Ab/tAal stituted, except for the 

Catalogue of the South Sey finest lace; but machine- 

Kensington Museum, = made thread has never 

gives an interesting ac- te arrived at the fineness 

count of this industry. (ovate of that made by hand. 

She says of Brussels lace (pee The ground used in 

that it is the most cele- Ee Brussels lace is of two 

brated of all manufac- ae a kinds—needle-point, 

tures, distinguished for le way “point a l'aiguelle,” and 

the beauty of its ground, es ) pillow. The needle-point 

the perfection of its SEE is made in small seg- 

flowers, and the elegance a A é ments of an inch wide, 

of its patterns. The = = and united by the invis- 

thread is of extraordinary ~ o oy ible stitch called “fine 

fineness, made of the flax y © “ joining.” It is stronger, 

of Brabant. It is spun but three times more ex- 

underground, for contact aa ———s pensive, than the pillow, 

with the air causes it to = = SiS and is rarely used except 

break, being so fine as for royal orders. In the 

almost to escape the BLO AUER TMI es pillow-made ground two 

sight,—the lace-spinner sides of the hexagonal 

mesh are formed by four threads plaited, and the other four by threads twisted 

together; but these beautiful and costly grounds are now, for ordinary pur- 

poses, replaced by the fine machine-made net, so well known under the name
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illustrates a method of workmanship too little practised in this country. It is 

of wrought iron, and consequently all the light and graceful scroll ornamenta- 

tion seen in the engraving, although lighter and more open than the like style 

of metal-work common in this country, is incomparably stronger than that, 

because the latter is cast iron, one of the very worst mediums for ornamental 

purposes. Everybody knows how common it is to see, in any of our cities, 

fence-railings and step balustrades like this bedstead in ornamental design, 

with unsightly ‘holes and gaps in places where they have been struck, and 
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frequently a very slight blow is sufficient to make the damage. The trouble 

is that these elaborate designs had been cast and not wrought, and the metal 

in casting had acquired a weak, brittle quality. Wrought iron will bend, but it 

will not break under a blow, and therefore this bedstead, weak as it looks to 

people familiar only with its cast-iron counterparts, will stand any amount of 

rough handling, and if it does get battered out of shape it can always be 

hammered back again to its original proportions. We trust that the day is not 

far distant when this noble branch of metal-working will receive the attention 

it deserves in this country. 

The porcelain of Sévres, its pate tendve and pate dure, is famous the world
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a Bronze Lamp and a Bronze CanpELaBrum—are illustrated on page 450 and 

451. The first of these has some very fine vepoussé-work around the bowl
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drawing has been intro- : : 
duced in the combat of goats. Only an exuberant fancy could have suggested 

anything so-novel as‘ this is in connection with the other portions of the design.
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The elegance and elaborate richness of the Lorrer Fairnce is well illus- 

trated in the two examples engraved on page 453, from the Collective Exhibit é 

in the French Court. They are essentially objects of ornament, and the artist 

and designer have free scope for their fancy in making them as rich and pleasing 

to the eye as may be. The modeling of these vases is very vigorous, and the 

decoration is rich, varied and spirited. There is charming figure-painting, too, 

of little loves and nymphs, in the broad zones around the bowls, that should 

not escape the observer's attention, as the drawing and composition are excellent. 

The Furnirure SILK, shown on page 454—an example of Spanish design, 

Q CL 6%, 
Pe <> —. ae. 
Cid) ~ 2 2 \ oe »,| © ee 68 oy Sa i 

| ew Wa) ee rey Vo SS } Sea 

Sb Se Gh, el) 
Cameos : Starr & Marcus, New York, 

from the Collective Exhibit of Spain—is one of the most graceful and effective 

realistic treatments of plant-life that was to be seen in ‘the whole range of 

textile designs at the Centennial. A close examination will show that the 

drawing is not realistic as a whole, the pattern being made up of repetitions 

of the same series of groups, which in themselves closely imitate nature; yet 

so cleverly are these combined that the general effect is that of a climbing or 

running vine, its branches and tendrils shooting off with the methodical irregu- 

larity of the living plant. 

Another example of EncitsH Lace, this time taken from the exhibit of 

M. Jacozy & Co., or NorrincHam, is engraved on page 455. This too is a Lace 

Curtain, decorated with flowers and ferns gracefully arranged in festoons and 

garlands and groups. . The treatment of each separate flower and leaf and 

fern. spray is realistic to a minute degree, but here the imitation of nature
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ceases, the designer having disposed of them in harmonious interweavings so 

as to cover a surface of a given shape and size to the most advantage. A 

richly-wrought border with medallions and an edging containing a neat and 

unobtrusive running pattern complete this elaborate piece of work. 

Three examples of the superb collection of Cameos, exhibited by Srarr & 

Marcus, or New York, are engraved on page 456. These exquisite works of 

art, more precious in the estimation of many than gems, because their art- 

excellence cannot be counterfeited, were among the most attractive features of 

the display of articles coming within the province of the jewelers. In cut 

cameos the New York exhibit was decidedly the finest in the Exhibition, 

though the French Court contained several choice specimens. 

The part played by the love of decoration in .the development of civiliza- 

tion is much greater than persons who have given the subject no attention 

imagine; and it is no idle fancy that has given the diamond the first place 

among decorative objects. It is the most perfectly beautiful gem produced by 

nature. It has been happily described as embodied light. So far, if we except 

the minute particles claimed as diamonds produced by some European chemists, 

it has defied all efforts of man to reproduce it, although it has been closely 

imitated. Experiments to discover its nature and composition were begun long 

ago. About one hundred years since, a certain French jeweler denied that a 

diamond would burn, and in his confidence placed a magnificent jewel in coal 

in a crucible. In three hours it had disappeared. Had he known enough to 

enclose the stone from the air, he might have heated it as hot as he chose 

without injury to the gem. Indeed, diamonds are sometimes increased in bril- 

liancy by this process; but it is not an experiment we would advise any of 

our amateur readers to attempt. How the diamond comes into existence is a 

much more interesting question than how it may be destroyed; but though there 

are many theories on the subject, nothing is positively determined as yet. 

The largest diamonds in existence are thought to be the Braganza, in the 

crown of Portugal, and the Borneo gem, belonging to the Rajah of Mattan. 

Mr. Streeter, in his book on “Precious Stones and Gems,” states that the 

Braganza weighs 1680 carats, and if it is genuine, about which there seems-to 

be some doubt, it is worth nearly 460,000,000; at least these are the printed 

figures. The Borneo diamond has been the occasion of many battles, and at
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one time two men-of-war and £150,000 were offered for it by a governor of 

Batavia, but the Rajah regards it as a talisman, and will not sell it. It is said 

: to weigh 367 carats. It must be remembered that a diamond before it is cut 

and after it is cut is a very different thing; and the advantages of cutting are 
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Silver Fairy Bias (Top): Elkington & Co., Birmingham. 

not always very plain. Competent judges are of the opinion that the Koh-i-noor 

has not been increased in brilliancy to an extent sufficient to make up for the 

loss in weight by cutting. When this famous diamond was brought to England 

it weighed 186 carats, but it has since been ground down to nearly half that 

weight. It is believed that at some remote date this gem weighed within a 

fraction of 800 carats. Had the possessors of this marvelous jewel been
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content with its natural irregularity of outline, this enormous sacrifice of weight 

and value to secure regularity and symmetry would not have been made. 

In some cases, however, diamonds gain largely in worth by cutting, and 

this is especially the case with the smaller stones. No one who looked upon 

the glittering array of facetted brilliants exhibited by Srarr & Marcus, or New 

York, in their Court at the Centennial, could regret the cutting and polishing 

f 
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French Pottery: French Court. 

processes that resulted in the production of these superb jewels. In the examples 

of Diamonp Jewetry from the exhibit made by this firm, which we illustrate on 

page 456, no one can be blind to the beauty of the royal stone, transfigured 

by the cunning art of the lapidary into the most sparkling brilliant. 

Among the many and important works of art metal-work exhibited by the 

Messrs. ELxincron & Co., or BrrmincHam, at the Centennial Exhibition, the 

Sitver Farry Taste, illustrated on page 458, held a prominent place, both on : 

account of its beautiful design and exquisite workmanship. The general form
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of this beautiful ornament is a circular top with a raised and embossed border, 

supported by a baluster-shaped shaft upon a three-footed base. The entire 

surface of the table within the bounds of the circular border is enriched with 

a charming composition representing a procession of fairies and cupids. There 

’ aré more than twenty figures in this group, each one of which is a model of 

graceful spirit and design. Not the least meritorious part of the work is the 

admirable harmony of outline that the artist has secured in the flowing drapery 

and sweeping curves of the limbs of his figures. The whole of this design is 

a model of happy invention and artistic skill. From the centre of the table-top 

rises a fairy statuette, modeled with rare grace and symmetry. The shaft of 

the table is covered with low relief ornamentation of a floral character. Seated 

about the base of the stand are three figures—a troubadour, a knight-errant 

and a page—which are wrought in an exceedingly graceful and spirited manner. 

The pose of each is admirable, and the artist has invested them with an indi- 

viduality rarely equaled in compositions of this kind. 

On page 460 we illustrate a group of Frenca Porrery—porcelain and 

faience—which have features of special excellence. The vase on the left hand 

: is one of the Sévres collection, to which reference has been already made, and 

is a beautiful illustration of the artistic and technical excellence of the products 

of the famous Sévres factory. The upper portion of the vase is decorated 

with a sacrificial scene, such as is often found illustrated on classical vessels 

and in the frescoes of rooms. The drawing of the figures is very delicate 

and subtle. The body of the vessel is enriched with a species of ornament 

which, when judiciously employed, gives very rich effects. This ornament con- 

sists of a series of twisted ovolo mouldings, which, springing from a common 

centre at the base of the vase, wind up around the bowl. These ovolos are 

of a rich turquoise blue color, with gold stars and fern patterns gilded upon 

the surface. The same rich color forms a ground for the decoration about the 

stem of the vase. Around the edge of the base is a scroll design made up 

of beautiful curves interwoven in a fanciful pattern of peculiar beauty. 

The middle object of the group is in the shape of one of those shallow 

cups having an enriched stem which were commonly made during the sixteenth 

century as decorative articles of luxury, and called Presentoirs. This vessel, it 

is true, has a cover, which Presentoirs had not, but in all other respects it has
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enriched by small transparent globules on silver spangles, which gave a gem- 

like appearance to the work. The application of this style of enamei to a 

porcelain surface gives wonderfully rich and beautiful effects, but the process is 

one of such extreme difficulty that perfect work is rarely attained. 

The third figure of the group is one of the charming faience vases 

exhibited by Haviland, of Limoges, and painted in a style to which he has 

given the name of the town. The artistic excellence of this work is so great 

that it is not impossible that the Limoges faience will have an art influence on 

our times comparable with the influence of the Limoges enamels, which we 

have spoken of above, on the fashions of their day. The characteristics of the 

Haviland artistic faience are an extraordinary breadth and vigor of drawing, 

and effective if not always harmonious color qualities. The clay of which these 

vessels are composed is of a coarse quality, but of a nature well adapted to : 

decorative treatments. The forms of the objects are almost always good and 

of simple, severe outline, which we would not look for among a people who 

are so fond of rich, voluptuous curves and elaborate ornamentation. 

Although the glass-workers of Bohemia are eminent for the brilliant color- 

| effects which they produce in glass, and for the exquisite grace and delicacy 

of their blown glass, in another style—the production of fine flint and crystal, 

and a glass of almost absolute transparency as ‘well as great brilliancy, they 

are rivaled by the English manufacturers. The cut glass of England is especially 

famous for the perfection of the “metal,” which is of almost limpid purity, and 

the heavy and refractive cutting into facet and diamond. patterns, which 

increases the brilliancy of the metal, just as similar cutting affects a diamond 

or other gem. i 

The largest and most important collection of glass shown by any English 

firm at the Centennial was that made by James Green & Son, or Lonpon, 

from which display we have chosen a CrystaL CHANDELIER, engraved on page — 

461, as illustrating the particular excellence, pdinted out above, of English glass. 

The lustres in this chandelier are superb examples of facet-cutting, and no 

more gorgeous object can be imagined than ‘this gracefully-shaped pendant 

when it is in use and reflecting the prismatic colors in a myriad tremulous 

scintillations of sparkling points of light. 

Another of Tompxinson & Apams’s admirably designed KipperMInsTER
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The patterns, which though not exactly alike, have sufficient similarity to be 

considered together, are remarkably elegant and effective. In an arched arbor, 

about which is wreathed a climbing vine, stands an antique vase filled with
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seen in the tooled work and the gilding and color enrichments on the saddle and 

bridle shown on the preceding page, which are evidently intended to be used 

together. In the other saddle the design appears to have been stamped in the 

leather. In the ornamentation of this but little gilding or color has been used, 

strips of gilt braid supplying their place. The horn and cantel of this saddle are 

of wood, richly carved and inlaid and bound about with metal. The saddle-cloths 

are richly embroidered with gold and colored threads and adorned with gay 

trappings. The bridle:is furnished with a ring-bit, an instrument of torture to 

the horse in the hands of any but horsemen accustomed to using it. But to 

go back again to a consideration of the leather-work, we find it, aside from the 

novel shapes of the saddles, the most interesting thing in these objects. It 

represents an art that dates from the most remote period. Its manufacture in 

the middle ages became an important branch of industry, and numerous imple- 

ments of war and useful and ornamental articles were made of leather. At a 

very early date, the method of ornamenting this material by impressing patterns 

on its surface was known. The process consisted of softening the leather by 

boiling, stamping it while in that condition, and then letting it dry and harden. 

The beautiful leather hangings, known as éapisseries de cuir-doré or de cuir- 

argenté, of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, now treasured in museums, 

were at one time a favorite style of wall-hangings among the wealthy classes 

of western and southern Europe. Some of these were decorated with patterns 

stamped in a mould, gilded, and afterwards burnished; but the more costly 

hangings had the designs wrought by hand-labor, the surface of the leather 

being chased with a wooden tool and the gilding and color applied afterwards. 

Relief figures and compositions as large as the side of a room were produced 

in this way, some of them were very elaborate in design as well as artistically 

beautiful. 

The examples of wood-carving exhibited by Luic1 Frutti, in the Italian 

Court at the Centennial, have been very fully illustrated in these pages. As 

specimens of artistic design and technical skill in execution they were very 

remarkable. On page 470 we engrave, as another example of this industrious 

artist's work, a Carvep Casinet, that illustrates his fine methods of ornamenta- 

tion. With him arabesque designs have again been restored to something like
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the purity and grace they possessed before the gaudy taste of the Bourbons 

stimulated the decorative artists of those times to overload their designs in this 

style with decorative convolutions, until all meaning and propriety was hidden 

or lost in a wearisome intricacy of detail. 

Not the least noticeable decorative features in this cabinet are the panels 

just below the entablature. Here, the simple convolutions of the scroll take 

an elegant curve, fanciful in character, but following the lines of the antique 

vase in the centre, which is the foundation of the ornament. In the execution 

of this work, the chiseling is so fine and dexterous that the piece is a curiosity 

as well as a work of art. : 

From the Cottective Exuisit or Grrmany we illustrate, on page 471, two 

Leatuer Carp-Cases, which exhibit in their ornamentation much skill in design 

and workmanship. The designs are not only artistic in themselves, but they are 

of a kind well adapted for the material and the use to which they are put. This 

peculiar style of ornament, called strap-work, from its resemblance to narrow 

fillets or bands crossed and folded and interlaced, originated at a very early 

period and was extensively adopted for decorative purposes in Europe, particu- 

larly in Germany, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is also a prevailing 

characteristic of the style of the late Renaissance, and has retained its favor 

among decorators ever since. 

Another of the fine art works of the Messrs. ELKincToN, oF BIRMINGHAM, 

ENGLAND, is seen in our illustration on page 472. This is a BRoNZE STATUETTE, 

: representing the capture of the Arcadian Stag by Hercules. It is so artistically 

and technically admirable, that it may be classed as an example of the best 

skill in English art bronze work. Around the side of the pedestal are a series 

of panels, with designs executed in low relief, representing the other labors of 

the hero. 

The Puaton Cup, engraved on page 473, is still another of the art objects 

in the superb collection of metal-work exhibited by the Messrs. ELKINGTON at 

the Centennial. The cup is of silver, enriched with vepoussé-work, chasing, and 

damascening in steel. We shall simply call the reader’s attention to the several 

flowers in the ornamentation of the handles to the vase, and then leave to him 

the pleasure of discovering the elaborations of the artist’s theme in the enrich- 

ment of this charming work.
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On page 474 we engrave an illustration of the Musica Vass, obtained for 

exhibition at the Centennial by the French commissioners as an example of 

the famous Sévres porcelain. This vase is of the hard porcelain or péle dure 

variety. The quality of the material is of superlative excellence, but this very 

excellence is a serious obstacle to its decoration. It is impossible to get in 

hard porcelain anything approaching the rich color effects that make Sevres’ soft 

porcelain or pate tendve so splendid. Indeed, the colors on hard porcelain do 
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Walnut Cabinet; Frullini, Milan. 

not appear to sink in at all, but rather to lie on the surface. Looking at the 

paintings one might think almost to discover their impasto. 

It is to be regretted that the collection of pottery and porcelain exhibited 

in the Chinese Court at the Centennial was not only crowded together and 

badly arranged, but that no satisfactory information regarding it could be had 

from the people in charge concerning it. In these regards it formed a marked 

contrast to the corresponding exhibit in Japan, where everything was in order 

and convenient of access, and the attendants were ready and qualified to give 

information concerning everything shown. The confusion in the Chinese Court 

was the more deplorable because the porcelain there contained many really fine
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pieces, both ancient and modern, and a large number of reproductions of early 

styles of great interest to the student. On page 475 we engrave an illustra- 

tion of a PorceLain Vase, painted in polychrome and _ gilded, which is a 

characteristic example of the ware made for exportation. On one side of this 
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vase we have a design in the traditional style of decoration, and on another 

a composition in which European taste is catered to. 

The much maligned Queen Anne style of furniture is happily illustrated  - 

in the Tapir, engraved on page 476, which was manufactured by Messrs. 

Wricurt & Mansrretp, or Lonpon. This firm made an extensive exhibit of 

furniture of various kinds; a specialty of their work, however, being objects in 

this and so-called Eastlake styles. The notable feature in this table is the
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inlaying of black and colored woods, called Marquetry. The medallions in the 

panels of the lower drawers are executed with considerable skill, and the 

general effect is highly artistic. 

Our engraving on page 477 illustrates Ecyptian Vases and other arti- 

cles mostly exhibited by the Nationa, Museum and Tue Bazaar, aT Carro. 

The group contains several styles and varieties of vessels copied after old 

Egyptian _ pat- ES : in the mosques 

terns, in sun- ; of Egypt. 
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hanging lamps Bronze: Elbington, London. place of sepa- 

which are in use rate exhibits by 

those famous factories, and brought together within the limits of their cases a 

collection of ceramic wares unsurpassed in variety and beauty by any other 

exhibitor or agent in the English or any other Court. We have already given 

our readers illustrations of many of the chefs d’auvre of this fine collection, 

- but the number is by no means exhausted. On page 478 we engrave a Fruit 

Sranp, one of the decorative pieces in majolica, made by Minton to the order 

of the Messrs. Daniell. This piece is remarkable for its vigorous and artistic 

: modeling, and is especially commendable for the beauty of its colors, which 

indicate a conquest of great technical difficulties and rare skill in potting. The
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finish of the work also is admirable; all the outlines of the vessel and the 

contours of the figures being sharp and well defined. : 

One of the most remarkable and precious articles shown at the Centennial 

was the Grass Hancine Lamp, exhibited by the Nationa, Museum, oF Catro, 

in the Egyptian Court, which we illustrate on page 479. It is one of the very 
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Phaeton Cup: Elkington & Co., London, 

few known specimens of enameled glass lamps for mosques, some of the 

thirteenth century work, which were made by the expert glass-blowers of that 

period. In one of his lectures on “Arts Museums,” delivered by Dr. Chris- 

topher Drener, in the Academy of the Fine Arts, under the auspices of the 

Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, that gentleman made an 

interesting mention of a similar specimen to the one engraved above. 

“A most striking illustration,” he said, “of the usefulness of museum 

-specimens is found in the beautiful work of Brocard, of Paris, An Arabian
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lamp was added a few years since-to the collections of the Louvre. It was 

formed of transparent and nearly colorless glass, which was richly figured with 

characteristic ornaments traced in enamel colors and gold, It was brought, I 
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believe, from a mosque in Cairo, and was thirteenth century work; a specimen 

of a manufacture altogether new to Europe, and it was undoubtedly artistic. 

No sooner was it exposed in the museum than it attracted the attention and 

elicited the admiration of M. Brocard. But this man did not content himself
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with simply admiring it; he at once attempted its reproduction, and, happily, 

after many attempts, he succeeded in founding an art which is most creditable 

to France. Brocard, however, did not merely commence the manufacture of 

lamps now no longer useful, but devoted his best efforts to the production of 
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objects calculated to meet modern wants; and thus a new manufacture has 

arisen in France from the object of one object into the national museum.” 

We are pleased to be able to make place for this note here, as it is a 

noteworthy answer to many who are disposed to underrate the present move- 

ment in this country in favor of art museums and industrial art education. 

There is no denying the fact that if the United States is to gain and maintain 

a place in the markets of the world for manufactured articles of any descrip-
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tion into which artistic design enters, that we must provide schools of art 

instruction and art museums in the great commercial and manufacturing centres 

of the country. And the sooner our manufacturers awaken to the necessity of 

this and act accordingly, the better it will be for the community. In this city 

we have the above-mentioned Museum and School of Industrial Art now in 

active operation, and in regard to this new manufacture of Brocard, which was 

not shown at the Centennial, any one interested in the subject can see at the 
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museum a case of his superb ware, which the museum committee have obtained _ 

- for the use of the students. 

Recurring again to the exhibit of the Messrs. ELK1ncTon, or BirMINGHAM, 

Encianp, we have selected for illustration on page 480 a group of Artistic 

Merat-Work, consisting of an Iron Tazza, with silver and copper enrichments ; 

a large Flower Dish with water channels between raised ornamented zones; 

and a Silver Tazza, in repoussé-work, named from the subject the “Impruden- 

tia.” Each of these articles is a masterpiece in its way, and contributes to the 

great reputation of the Messrs. ELxincTon as artistic metal-workers. The
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delicacy of the workmanship and the fine execution are quite equal to the 

purity and elegance of the designs.
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A characteristic feature of the display of jewelry, gold and silver personal 

ornaments, etc., in the Italian Court at the Centennial, was the filigree work, 

principally from Genoa. This beautiful style of working the precious metals, a 

style that is of the highest antiquity, is nowhere at the present day carried to 

such a degree of perfection in delicacy and grace of treatment as in Italy. 

The Eastern nations have for ages been remarkable for their proficiency in this 

kind of metal-work, and in certain particulars the oriental filigrees excel those 

of Europe; but the Dr. Ure, the word 

exquisite arabesques Se SSS SSS filigrana, from filum 

and flowers of Italian Se e and granum, or gran- 

filigree, wrought on on ulated net-work. On 

a ground of lace-like : . : Ni : page 479 we give an 

minuteness, have a \ wa \ \ SI illustration of mod- 

beauty peculiarly Oe ern Italian filigree, in 
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ing the design, and Peg 0h. Lonare, exuberant fancy of 

hence, according to 3 French designers, 

who unquestionably excel those of any other European nation as decorative 

artists, was illustrated in a thousand different ways at the Centennial, but in no 

one particular, perhaps, was it so apparent as in the designs for surface deco- 

ration, such as wall-hangings, curtains, furniture-covers, etc. Some of the latter 

were of such costly stuffs, and so elaborately enriched, that they suggested a 

return to the prodigality and extravagance of living that obtained in the gor- 

geous reign of the fourteenth Louis. Some of these examples of what the 

fertile fancy of the decorator of textiles could accomplish were removed, by the 

7 dignity and merit of the design, from among productions of utility to the 

sphere of the Fine Arts. On page 481 we give an engraving of one of these, 

a Furniture SILK, that is particularly admirable. It does not occur to us, in
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regarding this fine composition, to consider the durability of the fabric or its 

possible subjection to wear and tear; and, indeed, in any but a palatial apart- - 

ment this elaborate work would be more appropriate as a wall-fresco than as 

an ornament to a chair-back. The original, however, belongs to a set of fur- 

niture-silks, exhibited in the French Court at the Centennial, each one of which 

has its separate ornament, designed to cover a space of the shape required by 

the article of furniture to be upholstered. 
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On page 482 we engrave a group of objects from the India collection in : 

the British section of the Exhibition, illustrative of certain of the industrial 

arts obtaining in that country. Here are hats and baskets of cane and straw, 

specimens of ivory, and objects in lacquered wood. The method of lacquering, 

as described by Mr. Watson, the Director of the India Museum, is as follows: 

The object to be lacquered is turned from hard wood, usually shisham. After 

being smoothed and cleaned, it is again fixed in the turner’s frame (a kind of 

lathe worked by hand), and made to rotate. The sticks of lacquer color, con- 

sisting of a mixture of lac, resin, coloring matter, and, it is said, a certain’ 

proportion of sulphur and bees-wax, are then applied to the rotating object;
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the heat. produced by friction is sufficient to soften the lacquer composition, 

which attaches itself to the wood, producing, however, a dull and streaky 

appearance. When sufficient color has been applied, the surface of the article 

is skillfully rubbed with a piece of bamboo having a fine edge, by which the 

color is evenly distributed, and a polish produced, which is finally completed
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with oiled rags. To produce the mottled appearance so much admired, a color 

stick of a rather harder composition than that used for producing a uniform 

color is tightly pressed against the rotating object, so as to detach a point
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here and there. This is repeated with sticks of different colors, and when suf- 

ficient color has been laid on, the object is polished with bamboo edges and 

oiled rags. : 

; Here also are musical instruments, a horn, wind instruments, instruments 
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: Damascened Casket: Elkington & Co., Birmingham. 

of percussion, and a kettle-drum; a saddle and several pieces of pottery from 

Scinde. The method of making this ware, according to the authority already 

referred to, is to shape the vessels on the wheel while the clay is damp and 

dough-like. After the vessels have dried, they are again put on the wheel, and
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finished by means of an iron tool. The vessels having been sun-dried, may 

then be sent to the kiln, after which the required pattern is traced on them in 

the following manner: A perforated paper pattern is placed upon the article, 

and powdered charcoal sprinkled over it. On removing the paper, the pattern - 

remains on the earthenware, and is then brushed over with a solution called 

“sahree” (a paste made from a peculiar kind of clay mixed with water). When 

this is dry, glaze of the required color is prepared and poured over it, the article 

is then allowed to dry again, after which it is placed in the glazing-kiln, and 

subjected to the required amount of heat. The articles are not removed until 

the kilns are cold. 
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illustrative of In- Sil eee sper Our readers will 

dian architectu- remember the 

ral decoration. filigree Card- 

Case, manufactured by this firm, which we illustrated on page 479, as a specimen 

of a characteristic and favorite style of workmanship in Italian personal orna- 

ments and small objects in the precious metals; but this casket is ornamented 

in a way, though commonly practised among oriental nations, unusual in Europe, 

and as such is noteworthy. The panels on the sides of the box, as well as 

those’ on the lid, are covered with delicate scroll traceries, figures and gro- 

tesques, inlaid with white metal in the bronze. This was done by first engraving 

the design to be inlaid in the surface of the bronze and cutting out the spaces 

to be inlaid. The metallic composition was then melted and poured over the 

bronze so as to fill these lines and spaces. When the metal has cooled, the 

surface is rubbed down and polished, and the sharp edges of the bronze closed 

down about the inlay, so as to make the two metals adhere closely together.
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On the same page we engrave a Casket, made by E1xincton & Co., or 

Brrmincuam, Enetanp, that, besides some beautifully modeled figures in the 

round and in repoussé, is farther ornamented with work that resembles the 

inlaying described above, but which is a variety of damascening. Here the 

design is cut according to the pattern in the surface of the metal to be deco- 
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Enameled Plague: Russian Court. Enameled Antique Reproduction: Elkington & Co, Birmingham. 

rated, after which a thin plate of gold is laid over the design, and hammered 

and burnished into it, forcing down the edges of the enclosing metal, obliter- 

ating the incisions, and restoring the original polish, The Messrs. ELkincron 

exhibited several methods of damascening in their superb display of metal- 

work. Beside that just described, there were examples of damascening by 

simply gilding the surface with gold-leaf, and fixing it to the metal by bur- 

nishing. A third method was by incrustation, a process in which channels are 

cut in the metal, into which gold or silver wire is hammered and afterwards
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rubbed down. The most artistic and elaborate of these damascenings, shown 

by the Exkincrons, are not their own work, but are done for them in Spain, 

by the metal-sculptor Zoloaga, who is unrivaled in this particular branch of 

his art. 

Among French goldsmiths this kind of work is largely practised, and in 

: some instances with distinguished success. A particularly fine example, made 

by M. E. Pure, or Paris, is the Sree, Casket, engraved on page 484. The 

tracing in this design is of the most elaborate character and exquisitely minute, 

5 yet each hair-stroke of the graver has its complement of gold inlay welded, so 

to speak, into the steel surface. 

: On page 485 we engrave two specimens of enameled metal-work, from 

Russia—a specialty in the display of the goldsmith-work of that nation that 

attracted universal admiration. The official report on this department of the 

Exhibition says of this work that “the radiant beauty of the gem-like enameling 

upon gold and silver and gilded silver utensils in Greek, Byzantine and Russian 

taste, were such marvelous illustrations of the capabilities and truly artistic 

fancy of Russian artisans as would have awakened the enthusiasm of a Benve- 

nuto Cellini and that of the historical Palissy, the famed enameler of Limoges.” 

Higher praise than this could not readily be expressed, and in truth one rarely 

finds such superlative expressions used officially. Certain it is, however, that 

the Russian enamels were exceedingly brilliant, and some of them, especially 

the translucent enamels, gorgeous in color, and often, indeed, “gem-like” in 

effect, The artistic excellence of the designs showed that Russian artisans 

possess decided talent of an original kind, as well as the ability to design in 

the more refined, if less vigorous, styles of Western and Southern Europe. 

On pages 487 and 488 we engrave the Aurora and CrepuscuLE PLaQues, 

made by the Messrs. Erxincron & Co., or BrrmincHam, Encuianp, which, though 

the last of our series of illustrations of the art metal-works of this famous firm 

in the Exhibition, are deserving to rank in artistic design and skilful exccution 

with the best of their more elaborate works which we have already engraved. 

The design of the plaques suggest Thorwalsden’s famous “Night and Morning,” 

but there is nothing more than the suggestion. The composition is original if 

the idea is not, and the modeling of the figures is exquisite. They have the 

rare proportions and matchless symmetry of classical forms, expressed with rare
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individuality and grace. One does not know which to admire the more—the 

bright sunlit atmosphere and animated expression in the Aurora, or the subdued 

twilight effect, the reposeful feeling pervading the Crepuscule. It is marvelous 

to think that these forms of beauty have been beaten into shape, blow by blow, 

with a hammer—each stroke upon the snarling-iron making an indentation in 
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Aurora Plague: Elbington & Co., Birmingham. 

the metal which produces finally the raised design. Simple as it is in itself, we 

would direct the reader’s attention to the plain steel band, studded with stars, 

around the central medallion, as one of those fine touches where the highest 

art is shown by the use of the simplest methods. The rounded rims of these 

plaques, which form a shield for the surface of the central design, are enriched 

with a damascened foliated scroll figure, sufficiently rich and graceful to make a 

harmonious setting, but not so elaborate as to distract the attention from the 

subject of which they are only the frames.
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Our engraving on page 489 of Jewe.ry, diamonds and other precious stones, 

set in the precious metals, from the exhibits in the United States Department 

; at the Exhibition, worthily illustrates a branch of manufacture in which American 

work shows an artistic skill and excellence worthily comparable with the best 

that Europe can show. The official report certifies to the fact that “the better 
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examples—though few—of American jewelry equaled those of any other nation 

as to display of taste, mechanical execution, or quality of material.” 

The Pracock’s Fearuer, which forms the central object of the group on 

page 489, was one of the most elaborate pieces of diamond jewelry shown in 

the Exhibition. It is intended to be worn as an ornament for the hair, and the 

back shows an elaborate net-work of gold, with numberless interstices through 

“which the play of light may add brilliancy to the diamonds. The eye of the 

feather is formed of a single stone of peculiar brilliancy and beauty, which has
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been long known to connoisseurs as the Brunswick yellow diamond. It was a 

favorite gem of the eccentric Duke of Brunswick, and he is said to have refused 
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twelve thousand pounds sterling for it. The color is a delicate lemon yellow, 

little unlike the brownish “off color” of the African stones that have become
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so plentiful within the last few years. On the death of the Duke, his vast 

collection of jewels was sold at auction in Geneva, and this stone was then 

purchased by one of the house of Tirrany & Co. Immediately surrounding 

this singular gem, which weighs thirty carats, is a circlet of smaller diamonds, 

nearly like the central stone in color. The outer circle of the setting of these 

gems is of red gold with a fringe of platinum, and the effect of the combina- 

tion of colors is highly pleasing. Though the setting is heavy enough to be 
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perfectly strong, an unusual lightness and feathery appearance is produced by 

means of numerous joints and springs which cause a quivering movement at 

the slightest vibration, and reflect the light in a myriad of scintillating, dazzling 

points. This superb jewel contains six hundred diamonds, and may well be 

regarded as a masterpiece of diamond-setting. 

Among the other specimens of jewelry on this page are a pair of perfectly 

matched diamonds, of the first water, set as solitaires for ear-rings in as deli- 

cate a manner as is consistent with security. A favorite style of jewelry at the 

present time are the flower shapes and patterns shown in our illustration. Some 

of these are exquisite, as where a diamond simulates a drop of dew upon a 

leaf, or where pearls are so set as to appear like snowdrops or berries. On
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Carpet: Tomphinson & Adams, Kidderminster. 

i insect, its body of gems as resplendent in color as Nature’s own 

handiwork. 

On page 490 we engrave three pieces of ornamental Farence from the 

exhibit of Count von Tuun, made at his potteries in Kiosterte, Bonemta, and
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shown in the Austrian Court at the Centennial. These works show, in several 

respects, the good influence of the Imperial Austrian Museum of Art and 

Industry, at Vienna, and are especially noteworthy for the excellence of their 

contours and the vig- mental design formu- 
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hangings, says that if the use of such materials is borne in mind, the proper deco- 

ration for them will at once be evident, since materials of this class ought to 

bear the same relation to the objects in the room that a background does to a 

picture. In art, a background, if well designed, has its own distinctive features,
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yet these are to be so far suppressed and subdued as not to invite especial 

attention; while as a whole it ought to be entirely subservient to supporting 

and enhancing the principal figures—the subject of the picture. The decoration 

of a wall, if designed in good principles, has a like office: it is a background 

to the furniture, the objects of art, and the occupants of the apartment, This 

law applies in the same measure to carpets. The use of these fabrics suggests 

_ the true principle of design for their ornamentation. Flatness should be one 

of the principles in decorating a surface continually under the feet; therefore 

all architectural relief ornaments, and all zzzfations of fruit, shells, and other 

solid or hard substances, or even of flowers, strictly speaking, are the more 

improper the more imitatively they are rendered. As a field or ground for other 

objects, the attention should hardly be called to carpets by strongly marked 

forms or compartments, or by violent contrasts of light or dark, or color; but 

graduated shades of the same color, or a distribution of colors nearly equal in 

scale of light and dark, should be adopted—secondaries and tertiaries, or 

neutralized primaries, being used rather than pure tints, and lights introduced 

merely to give expression to the forms. Under such regulations as to flatness 

and contrast, either geometrical forms, or scrolls clothed with foliations in any 

style, leaves, flowers or other ornament, may be used, which, with borders and 

compartment arrangements, and the use of diaper treatments, leave ample room 

for variety and for the inventive skill of the artist. The soundness of these 

principles will be manifest to all who give the subject of design proper con- 

sideration, and no better proof of the fact that, working strictly within these 

limits, beautiful things can be accomplished, is needed than the illustration before 

us. The design for this carpet answers the requirements above stated exactly, 

and every one can see for himself how satisfactory is the result. 

The American exhibit of furniture at the Centennial was especially remark- 

able for the superiority of its machine-work and the astonishing number of 

ingenious contrivances, patents, all of them, in the way of folding pieces, which, 

when not in use, looked like anything but what they really were, and often, 

. indeed, answered several entirely distinct purposes. Some of the machine-made 

furniture was of a very high grade of excellence, though not equal to the hand- 

made, and in some of the latter the beauty and fitness of the carving and other 

ornaments was but little inferior to that of European nations, and more graceful
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page 495 we engrave a charming design of machine-made Norrmncuam Lace, 

intended for a curtain, from the well-known factory of Jacopy, in Norrincuam. 

Some of the patterns in these favorite laces are of an elegance that leaves 

nothing to be desired, and not their least admirable peculiarity is their. cheapness. 

The Casumere SHAwt, illustrated on page 496, differs only from a shawl 

made in Cashmere, in that it is made in Saxony and by machinery. The 

material is pershon, or shawl-wool; that is, the downy substance growing next 

the skin and under the thick hair of the goats inhabiting Thibet and the other 

elevated regions to the north of the Himalaya Mountains; and the pattern is 

similar to those wrought with such labor and patience in the hand-looms of 

India. Here, again, as in the case of the lace manufacture just referred. to, 

g the aid of machinery has been sought to imitate the labor of the hands, and 

to such perfection have shawl-making machines been brought that one who is 

not an expert cannot detect any difference in the fabrics. Doubtless many 

persons having so-called Cashmere shawls congratulate themselves on having 

a genuine hand-made chuddah that cost an astonishingly low price, when in 

truth it is one of these machine-made European imitations that has been sold 

at an excellent profit to the manufacturer. ; 

THE LESSON OF THE EXHIBITION. 

: Amonc all the educational movements which have arisen in this country 

during the last decade, none has seemed to be so completely in harmony with 

the spirit of the times as education in the elements of industrial art. As wealth 

and European travel have increased, a taste for the skilled handiwork of foreign 

craftsmen has been rapidly developed among our people, and the desire to 

become the possessors of elegant objects to make home attractive has amounted 

almost to a passion. This alone is sufficient to account for the somewhat 

anomalous spectacle, that the houses of opulent and even moderately rich 

Americans are usually fmmished= “not merely ornamented, but furnished—with 

objects and materials of foreign product. 

In every country in the world may be found among the surroundings of 

wealthy travelers gleanings of rare or curious objects collected from other
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rich gifts of nature into products which satisfy the needs of civilized commu- 

nities. A country which possesses abundance of the raw material of trade and 

commerce, but whose people are deficient in manufacturing skill or the taste 

which directs it, must of necessity be inferior to another country, equally blessed 

in natural resources, but whose manufactures are directed by the highest influ- 

ences that art and science can employ. From this aspect skill becomes a 

matter of the highest importance, and its general development and application 

the surest mate- tion of art and 
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carpets, without being the sufferers; for the year’s work of six men in pro- 

ducing such exports will hardly pay for the year’s work of one skilled artisan 

whose imported handiwork we appreciate and buy. Just to that extent we are 

the losers, and with this view it would seem to be our duty to provide our 

working and productive citizens with such opportunities of acquiring skill as 

will place them on an equality with their compeers in other countries of the 

world, thus ensuring to them an equality of productive power and value for 

their labor to that possessed by the same classes in other countries. 

It needs but the example offered by France to convince us how great a * 

strain any country can bear whose industries are fortified by skilled labor. ;
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Perhaps no other country, with possibly one exception, could have paid the 

penalty of milliards of money for foreign aggression, besides bearing the enor- 

mous cost of her own military operations, without becoming ruined and undone. 

Yet to-day the skilled manufactures of France are righting the country, and 

with the power of supremacy in taste she claims tribute from the whole world. 

The periodical occurrence of International Exhibitions enables us to see the 

relative progress made by different nations in the broad fields of industrial art 

and science, and oldcountries,and 
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in many of the participating in 

these general displays, there has been evidence of a striking improvement, as 

each exhibition succeeded the last, in all the sections containing objects of 

industrial art. The example of successful manufacturers and the masterpieces 

of designers have influenced the enterprise and skill of those whose success, 

through want of sufficient skill, has not been what they desired. 

The objection which some manufacturers have raised against International 

Exhibitions, that they gave opportunities for the weak to imitate the strong, 

and placed the accumulated experience and success of the few at the service 

of the many, must be regarded as a powerful argument in favor of such 

displays, from every point of view, including that of the successful manufac-
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turer. With a knowledge drawn from observation of many such exhibitions, 

we do not hesitate to say that, whatever progress may have been made between 

one exhibition and another, by those who may have found need for improve- 

ment, those who have held a leading position in any one have seldom forfeited 

it at a subsequent exhibition, except by their own consent. The general eleva- 
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tion of taste has created a higher and sounder appreciation of really good 

work, and it is as possible for those who have done good work to advance to 

better and best, as for those who have done bad work to progress into good 

and better. 

The highest success in any branch of industrial art is never the result of 

a secret that can be kept from the rest of the world by its inventor, and all 

efforts to conceal any detail or process characteristic of good work must be 

unsuccessful if the work itself is to be generally appreciated. Even in fine
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art, faith in modes and processes, as influencing the production of excellent 

: works, or accounting for their excellence, may be reckoned amongst the lost 

creeds. Sir Joshua Reynolds making a section of a picture by an older master, 

or successively removing each coat or painting of it, from the varnish to the 

canvas, in order to find out the processes by which it was produced, is only a 

refined imitation of the boy who made a surgical investigation within the interior 

of a pair of bellows to find out where the wind came from. The process of 

: 
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painting had as little to do with the beauty and attractiveness of the picture as 

with the same features of Sir Joshua’s own work; and whilst the world is daily 

and hourly increasing its love for and appreciation of the pictures produced by 

the first president of the English Royal Academy, all lovers of art must regret 

the useless experiments made by him, which have resulted in the premature 

decay and destruction of many of his most beautiful works. A fruitless effort 

to discover and take advantage of a secret when there was none to be found, 

sacrificed much of his own work which would otherwise have been equally 

permanent, and, as many would think, equal also in beauty, to the subject of 

his inquiry. Still less can monopoly of industrial art in any of its departments
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be maintained by the nursing of imaginary secrets which exclusive or narrow- 

minded people fancy they have discovered, nor is there any protection to be 

found on this earth for people who wish to stand still themselves and desire 

the rest of the human race to imitate their example. 

The safeguard of the successful manufacturer, or of national pre-eminence 

in industrial art, must be the continued application of the skill and foresight 

which achieved the success or conferred the pre-eminence. Even the world 

itself is no longer large enough for a man to hide in, and there is no hole or 

corner in it where a secret can be kept. People do not now speak of the steel 

of Toledo or the silk of Genoa, because wherever silk or steel is required, 

with motive sufficient, it will be forthcoming. Behind this world-wide reputation 

for the production of excellent work, there was something more influential than 

good material in the possession of its producers. The skill and craftsmanship 

they were masters of constituted the open secret of their success, and conferred 

upon them a pre-eminence which could never be taken away except by superior 

workmen in their own crafts. So it is with the modern representatives of the 

ancient craftsmen, the manufacturers who supply our thousands and millions of 

people with the necessities, comforts or adornments of civilized life. No refusal 

to take part in an International Exhibition, for fear of having their designs or 

styles pirated or imitated, can protect them from the aggressiveness of equal 

or greater skill than their own, and less skill they do not fear. 

In the general diffusion of education, which is perhaps the marked pecu- 

liarity of the nineteenth century, and in the development of special or technical 

education in many countries, we may look for a sufficient cause why the skilled 

industries of the world are becoming more appreciated and more universal. 

Modern facilities of locomotion and transportation will eventually equalize the 

different quarters of the world, so far as the possession of raw material is 

concerned, leaving nothing as a field of competition except the application of 

scientific and artistic skill in design and manufacture, whilst education will there- 

fore create the demand for good work, and scientific inventions have practically 

abolished the barriers of distance and advantages of locality; there yet remains, 

as subject for competition, the pre-eminence in industrial art of a higher standard 

which a more highly educated race will require in the future. 

The modern International Exhibition of Arts and Sciences is the embodi-
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ment of a generous and peaceful rivalry in the production of the excellent, and 

a full participation in these contests indicates a healthy vitality, displaying both 

the desire to learn and the desire to teach. The world going to one school-- 

: house, every country to be ranked according to its attainments and merits, 

prepared to learn from others what it does not know, and teach to others what 

. it does know, committed to both by its presence at school, is, to say the least, 

a very delightful spectacle. The difference in race, climate and history of the 

people and natural products of the several quarters of the globe must to a 

great extent in the future, as in the past, maintain a wholesome variety in their 

industries and arts, but the influence of International Exhibitions will probably 

result in modifying many essentially national peculiarities, even if it does not 

end in the assimilation to a common standard of excellence the arts, both fine 

and industrial, of all progressive races. Such an assimilation need in no great 

degree destroy the piquant variety stamped on a nation’s products by its indi- 

vidual genius, for so long as any nation maintains its political independence 

and cherishes its past history, caring with a loving hand for the monuments 

and masterpieces of art which its ancestors created, and handing their accumu- 

lated treasures down to a posterity for whose education in art a thoughtful 

provision is made, so long, a nation is in no danger of losing its individuality 

_ of character in art-work. This however is only true to the extent that its art- 

work is good, for the inevitable result of these periodical and universal 

exhibitions will be to destroy bad art-work, whether of a national type or 

appertaining to individual effort. 

Conventions of nations peacefully competing in art will have the same 

experience as a congress of representatives of all races met to determine 

important political matters. Each delegate will be expected to state distinctly 

his own nation’s views, and listen with courteous attention to the views of all 

the other representatives. If his views are simply clannish or actively offensive, 

he must expect them to be canvassed and rejected; if broad and truthful, they 

may be received and welcomed. . But the fact that such a congress is held is 

an admission that every member has something to learn, and may have much 

to give up before the deliberations are completed. The public opinion of the 

world is an accomplished fact, and though different nations may accept it in a 

greater or lesser degree, they cannot wholly ignore it or set it at defiance.
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So in the universal exhibitions, at which may be seen the products of all 

civilized races, to be examined and studied by representatives of every con- 

tributing race, there will be formed a public opinion of the world on industrial 

art displays, which will generally be found to accept the good and reject the bad, 

wherever it comes from, and these universal verdicts will be in the main as 

correct as the judgments of any other tribunal. A simply barbarous art sub- 

jected to the critical examination of the whole world cannot survive the test, 

however remote latter nothing 
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from which they come, if it establishes for itself the character of being good, 

honest and skillful work, will deserve the reputation it secures, and will confer 

a benefit on the producers of work which is inferior to it in character. On 

the other hand, no fictitious reputation nor long-established custom can hide 

from a universal jury the defects which a bad work has, and the detection of 

its meretricious character, judged by itself or as compared with work recog- 

nized to be good, is as certain to result and to be of as great a service to art 

in its own way as is the recognition of excellence. By this action the provin- 

cialisms of the world displayed by nations will eventually be made to disappear,
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and its skill and taste become an universal possession. To this the artistic nations 

might object (as the selfish manufacturers rejoicing in a temporary superiority 

might object) that when the whole world is skillful, the value of skill will dis- 

appear, and that what is the property of every country will be of no particular 

advantage to any one. In reply we should say that some things are so precious 

and so necessary to perfect human happiness that the mere thought of monopo- 

lizing them is a crime against the human race, whilst the more completely they 

are possessed and health and strength 
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sally enjoyed without decreasing their value to any individual, so good art may 

be the common possession of all peoples without a single country or a solitary 

individual being injured thereby. 

Let it therefore be acknowledged that the general elevation of industrial 

art will be of universal benefit, and that the objectors thereto must be like 

those who would monopolize liberty, health and sunshine, and other common 

enjoyments, and we shall become reconciled to International Exhibitions, and 

display the charity which, besides being a good ‘thing in itself, is said, on excel- 

lent authority, to cover a multitude of sins.
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The great division of the art department of these exhibitions into the fine 

and the industrial, enables us to compare the resources and modes of expression 

peculiar to each. This display of work in each division has been the result 

of development, for there was no fine art section in the Exhibition of 1851. | 
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The general dis- to develop trade 

tinguishing char- alone, and so we 

found that only one European Government went beyond this commercial view 

and sent a national collection of fine art works. It should not be forgotten 

that England alone, through its Government, participated with America in 

regarding its Centennial Exhibition not only as a trade speculation, but as a 

celebration of the greatest event in its history. There is, indeed, something
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like poetry in this fact that, one hundred years after 1776, the descendants ot 

the men who lost and the men who won an empire should join together in 

true brotherly regard in celebrating the event. The rest of the world had 

"nothing to celebrate and much to sell, and the picture-galleries which were 

filled by others than America and England were only bazaars for the sale of 

pictures. None of the treasures of the Louvre or the Vatican found their way 

to Philadelphia, though the British Royal Academy sent of its best. But all 

the world had its manufactures to display,and knew the extent of the market 
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: to be secured by its successful industries, We saw, therefore, as a consequence 

of this way of regarding the Exhibition by the world, a strong industrial and 

weak artistic competition among the works of foreign countries, and the reverse 

in the American department. This gives the subject of industrial art as there 

displayed an interest greater than it has had in any but the first of International 

Exhibitions. 

To appreciate the character of the works, and estimate the positions held 

by the different nations, it is necessary that we should consider for awhile the 

peculiar domains of the two phases of art—fine and industrial—and see to 

what extent they employ a common language, and in what they are entirely 

different. It has been the fashion of very modern times to believe that no 

dividing-line can be drawn between the functions or language of the two, and
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that between the lowest efforts of industrial and the highest attainments of fine 

art is alone to be found a radical difference of capacity and purpose. The 

advocates of this view instance a vase by Cellini, or the Milton Shield by 

Ladeuil—both objects of use, yet displaying in their ornamentation the highest — 

kind of fine art—and represent that a line which attempted to separate fine 

and industrial art would be covered by such objects as these, which belong 

equally to both, and therefore to neither alone. There appears to be a confu- 

sion of ideas in this view, resulting from selection by the artists of utilitarian 

objects upon which to display their capacity for and power in fine art. It is a 

question not yet decided whether the examples of even the greatest masters 

justifies the employment of the highest art as ornament for merely useful 

objects, and this is apart from the still more disputed question of whether the 

human figure is properly employed in ornamentation at all. The lovely basso- 

relievo chasings of Ladeuil or Flaxman might as well have been worked on 

tablets, to be framed like pictures, as upon shields, and the question to be 

settled is whether the heroic sentiment associated with the name and the con- 

venient form of a shield is ample apology for its use as the basis for a work 

of fine art. By the name alone could the beautiful work of art called the 

Milton Shield be mistaken for an industrial object; and one of the lessons to 

be learned from such a work is, that if it becomes a sacrilege to use an object 

for that purpose which its name implies—z.e., when a shield intended for the 

protection of the human body becomes a shrine at which the soul worships— 

then the true province of ornamentation has been abandoned, and the realm 

of fine art attained. By the union of the two branches of art in one object 

results a confusion of thought concerning the functions of both. Yet though 

this confusion has existed and does exist in the minds of some, it by no means 

establishes the principle that there is no distinction gbetween the scope and 

language of the two, but only demonstrates the necessity for a discriminating 

analysis. If+for instance we see that in the great art epochs a clearly distinct 

line was drawn between the scope and methods of fine and industrial art, and 

that in the worst periods of art the line was indistinct or obliterated; if the 

works produced by the men who recognized this line of demarcation remain to 

testify in all their perennial beauty that art had allied itself to the spirit of 

Nature, and expressed eternal principles; and if the works of men who ignored
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this line appear only at long intervals attractive, and then but to those who 

judge by sensation rather than sense, and if the basis of-the existence of such 

works be only the caprice of fashion or the affectation of popularity, coming 

and going without reason if not without law, then we must arrive at a definite 

conclusion that there is a principle underlying this question which exists through 

all the ages, whether we guess at it, find it or ignore it; and that in the world je 

- of art, as in the physical world, accident is impossible and law reigns. What we 

call accident is only law misunderstood or disobeyed; what we call beauty in 

art is but the co-ordination of men’s works with God’s works, the expression 

of the perennial character of created things, and displaying the law by which 

they exist, as contrasted with the exceptional or temporary nature of a par- 

ticular instance of His work, the individual rendering of a law under special 

circumstances. Thus the Venus of Milo female type of beauty will never go 

out of fashion, and the world will never change its opinion about the statue as 

a work of art, because the artist only displayed in his ideal the permanent 

type of his subject, which will last as long as men and women are alive to 

see it. But the way in which the back-hair of the lady is looped up, being 

only a human arrangement, passes away and reappears alternately on the head 

of the modern Venus of flesh and blood, coming into fashion apparently about 

twice or thrice in a century—less frequently, perhaps, or it may be more often; 

and whether one or the other, our appreciation of the statue of the goddess 

is never affected by it, for the Venus is perennial though fashion dies. 

The same principle may be applied to ornamentation as to fine art. The 

design which is permanently acceptable to cultivated taste is that which is based 

on nature as a foundation, and true to all time, which generalizes the charac- 

teristics of nature, and adapts them to increase man’s enjoyment without sacri- 

ficing his convenience. So long as the nature upon which this design is based 

exists for men to see, so long will each explain the other, the origin and the 

application; but just to the extent that the natural basis and conventional 

arrangement are departed from, displaced by mere imitation, or temporary or 

local fashion, so will the appreciation of such work be short-lived or limited to 

the vulgar taste it was intended to gratify. 

When we see the same general principles of design adhered to in all the 

great epochs of ornament, and see them departed from in the periods of
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debasement, it is not difficult to see the reason for the distinction between good 

and bad; and that is undoubtedly the case. The three great styles of orna- 

mental design, during the periods of their purest development, very plainly 

displayed the same features of conventionalization, geometrical arrangement of 

natural forms, their adaptation to ornament an object without injuring its useful- 

= ness, and avoided the direct imitation of nature for design. These are the 

characteristics of Greek, Gothic and Renaissance ornament at their best, and 

when these features became less prominent, the styles decayed, ending in the 

Ce ee 

Hindoo Bronze Vase. 

barbarous efforts at ornamentation that come of imitation without thought. 

For let it be remembered that design is not the mere imitation of details of 

the physical world, but adaptation and arrangement of them. Imitation may be 

seen in the looking-glass, but the glass can hardly be said to design; so a man 

who reproduces the accidental grouping of natural forms to ornament a carpet 

or a wall-paper only imperfectly represents the phenomenon of the mirror, with 

as little thought, the same skill in design, and with less reflection. 

The broad clear line, then, which history teaches us to draw between design 

applied to industrial and fine art, divides the ornamental from the fictorial, the 

conventional from the xatural, adaptation from imitation, the geometrical from 

perspective effects. 

When either branch of design deserts its own characteristics and employs
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the. language of the other, the result will be final debasement, however beautiful 

at first sight may be the form in which the error is displayed; though perma- 

nently beautiful, it will not be held. Accepting these general principles, it is 

not impossible to formulate, or at any rate to indicate, the necessary elements 

of good taste in design for industrial purposes. 

Before going into details concerning the application of design to special 
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branches of industry, let us examine for awhile the bearing of the dividing-line 

drawn above, and see whether it explains the exceptional beauty of styles which 

recognized its existence. It is sometimes convenient, for the sake of illustra- 

tion, to put cases in their most exaggerated forms, in order that those who 

are unaccustomed to make nice distinctions between right and wrong may see 

the truth when the blackest and whitest are placed side by side. Even those 

who are unable to make a comparison may be reached by a contrast, just as 

those who never had the blessing of a musical education may be deaf to the
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mild agony of an intentional discord, but would be exasperated and gesticulant 

over the clanging and horrors of half a dozen brass bands playing that number 

of tunes at the same time, under the windows. In reasoning, when there js 

danger of missing conviction by traveling towards the positive, the reasoner 

obtains the result he wants by going towards the negative pole, and by the 

process of rveductio. ad absurdam, proves conclusively what a thing is not—the 

first step towards proving what a thing is. Let us take this step in order to 

arrive at some definite conclusions regarding ornamental art, the fruition of 

industrial design. : 

The point stated is, that design of ornament for objects of use should be 

adapted, not imitated, from nature, or from accepted types of good historic 

ornament; that to fine art belongs the imitative and natural, to industrial art 

the adaptive and conventional. When this is reversed, let us see what happens. 

A man made wealthy beyond all counting of money, by oil-wells discovered on 

the wilderness in which he kept cattle, was determined to have an up-town 

mansion in the metropolis most elegantly furnished—not in the style approved 

of by the quiet gentlemen who work for nothing in the great universities, and 

dispense Greek thoughts and create the love of Greek art at a slight advance 

on starvation, for the love of art, but in the grand smashing way of a bank- ; 

president who only means to enjoy it for a year, and then seek permanent 

seclusion in some country which has no extradition tteaty with the United 

States. Feeling the burden of untold millions accidentally his own, the instruc- 

tions to the upholsterer are always in the same key—“Spare no expense; 

make it lively and cheerful; don’t have nothing in the house but the most 

splendid stuff you can get.” pe - 

: House-furnishers are human, but they measure men and women as well as 

rooms and windows. They are also sometimes skilled in judgment, and will 

measure a man for his furniture with as much precision as the boot-maker 

measures his foot for a pair of boots, and will fit him as well. So when Mr. 

Kerosene Crcesus gives an order for the furnishing of Shoddoleth Mansion, the 

upholsterer takes the gentleman’s measure of taste, and in order to fit him 

furnishes somewhat as follows :— 

The carpet in the reception-room is ornamented by enormous groups of 

the largest kinds of flowers, spread widely apart, so that the inquiring visitor,
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interested in art, has to move two chairs and a table before he can get a clear 

view of any one bouquet. The primary colors predominate as a rule in flowers, 

and so the floor has a very lively appearance, according to order. The impa- 

tient visitor waiting to be received must have his attention engaged, and so the 

walls are covered by an elaborate paper-hanging, on which frequent and _per- 

sistent humming-birds and birds of Paradise, in all the gorgeous plumage of 

the Orient, relentlessly pursue prismatic insects, who, in the flutter and excite- 

ment resulting from this attack of handsome savages on them, seek a hopeless 

refuge among wreaths of roses and lilies and amaranth, suspended on the 

bronze frame-work of the out-of-doors scenery. The ceiling, emblematic of 

heaven, is an elaborate imitation of. the effect of sunlight on clouds and vapor, 

which display the whole register of aerial effects, from the blazing reflection of 

golden rays of direct light, through the mild tenderness of the divine azure to 

the sombre tones of atmospheric shadow before the storm breaks to clear the 

firmament of its impurity. That is the background. Disporting themselves on 

this elaborate heaven are cherubs and seraphs, who, regardless of all scientific 

laws of. motion, have all their motive power behind, and the weight to be pro- 

pelled in front of the power, a putting of the cart before the horse, to which 

age has given a fictitious authority. These subordinate spirits are dancing 

attendance, or, more properly, flitting attendance, on a human deity symbolic 

of love, drawn in a three-ton golden car by several doves harnessed to the 

vehicle with blue ribbons, all of which is supposed to be a human reflection 

of the ideal common sense of the Almighty, under the name of romantic com- 

position, above the perceptions of ordinary men. Though there is no open 

fireplace in the room, the ghost of its ancestors remains in the shape of a 

mantlepiece and a blind grate. On this mantle are placed costly porcelains 

from France, hideous bronze grotesques from Japan, and a vase of artificial 

flowers, made in moulds, of wax material, but colored to imitate natural 

flowers—flowers which never grew, never can decay, and never really existed. 

A few engravings might be seen on the walls, if the flashing colors of the 

humming-birds, roses and lightning-bugs did not so completely kill all modest 

effects of mere light and shade. i 

But this is only the porch to the temple. The intention so far has 

been to impress.on the visitor how fortunate it would be for him to be intro-
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duced to the holy of holies which Mr. Creesus, with a farmer’s vocabulary, 

calls his parlor. 

Let us now see the triumphs of the highest moneyed taste. The carpet 

here is the best imitation of a landscape-painting that can be woven in dyed 

wool, the subject embracing a vast extent of country in a poetical region, like 

one of Turner’s day-dreams in color, displaying miles of fertile valley, a majestic 

river flowing through it, upon one of whose banks rises as charming a piece 

of architecture as ever A No. 10 boot; the next 

adorned a_bride-cake. = step is into the most 

Farther away a broken fie graceful curve of the 

range of mountains, and a river at its deepest part, 

farther still the peaceful = then on to the top of 

blue sky, checkered only oe the moated castle, thence 

with cloudlets of fleecy AS to the centre of a forest 

whiteness and_ purity. pent in the mid-distance, 

Let us walk across this oe thence to the highest 

carpeted floor and keep satires : elevation of an Alpine 

count of what we shall ae mountain, and _ lastly 

tread upon. The first LTE EE upon the heavens them- 

step places us in the are Si A selves. Arriving at the 

centreteaemnercdictidear ae To | a) sham ‘fireplace, we step 

browsing in the valley, nhs wees eS on a hearth-rug, the 

all of one’s head and Se. 20 design for which is a 
METUTTEATECTAMSASIS 

part of another's body OTRAS Ea a of the glen 

being thus hidden by a ; rising in a stately 

manner from his native heath, an excellent copy from one of Landseer’s most 

striking pictures of stag-life. i 

Retracing our steps, of course everything is seen the wrong way. The 

s trees appear to grow down, and the river to run up; the highest part of the 

castle is the ditch round the foundations, and the lowest its turrets and pin- 

nacles; even the red deer stand on their heads and graze with their hoofs ; 

.and whilst this all occurs to the details of the landscape, the general effect is 

so changed that the heavens are beneath and the earth above, which, taken 

altogether, may be described as a triumph of distorted taste.
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Not to dwell too ‘long upon so unlovely a theme, this misdirection, which 

is seen so plainly in a landscape carpet, may be detected in almost every other 

object of use to which ornament can be applied. On the breakfast-table the 

boiled eggs are to be found in a porcelain basket which is the model of a 

setting hen, as though half-hatched eggs were delicacies, and when Mr. Croesus 

requires some cream for his coffee, he seizes the rampant tail of an earthen- 

ware brown cow, and swinging the whole animal in the air, forces the cream 

through her mouth— = of the Crucifixion; the 

cream which has been ie bowed head of the Sa- 

previously introduced gr viour and his out- 

into her body through om stretched arms forming 

a skylight in her back. os the handle by which it 

“There is also a tragic ANY is to be carried; and 

: side to this demorali- NY that great historic scene 5 

zation of taste, for in a Ye | which was complete 

private sanctum, where nad when the dying Saviour 

memorials of the past fee cried in mortal agony, 

are preserved to re- at fs “It is finished!” is em- 

mind Mr. Creesus of his CS oe : ployed to furnish the 

early struggles, and to ae ay ornament of a stick 

enhance the value by AUTRE as ‘ with which to hold a 

contrast of present Se : tallow candle—the 

wealth, are two candle- Ei ie crown of thorns to. 

sticks of sea-green pen ee ae catch the grease as it 

glass, which are models gutters over, and the 

pierced side of Christ to be clasped in the hand whenever Bridget takes this 

candlestick into the cellar to light her when fetching a hodful of coals. 

All this happens when designers forget the limits by which ornamental art 

for industrial purposes should be bounded, and, overstepping these lines, invade 

the domain or employ the language of fine art, by imitation rather than adap- 

tation. The same mistakes occur, though in the opposite direction, when the 

designer of a picture or a statue abandons the truth and beauty of nature, or 

neglects to imitate her best types, or treats them in an ornamental spirit. Then 

results either a conventional, academic manner, stiff and formal, or madly
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eccentric in its individuality, which, being only a crazy fashion and not .a truth; 

becomes as temporary in its existence or appreciation as the fashionable absurdi-- : 

ties in dress. It is true that many imperfectly educated artists fall. into this - 

miserable style of work from want of knowledge and lack of power; it is not 

so much chosen wickedness on their parts, as an. unfortunate imbecility, pro- a : 

duced by a morbid belief that the highest success in art is more the result of 

training the heart than the head, a thing of the emotions rather than a matter 

of intellect. It is a fact having a very definite meaning, and which ought to - 

have much influence upon all schemes of education for professional artists, that 

all great artists have been men of great intellectual powers and attainments; 

and the ignoring of this historical fact has led many men to infer that science 

has no necessary place in the education of an artist; yet both Leonardo da 

Vinci and Michael Angelo must have devoted as much time and care to the . 

study of science as of art. Now, if we compare their works with those of 

other artists deficient in scientific knowledge, we find those of the former have 

a knack of being right, whilst the latter display the habit of being wrong in 

matters pertaining to form. Color is so much a question of individual percep-® 

tion or appreciation, and so little of exact knowledge, that it is not so possible 

to apply close standards of right or wrong (even if they existed) in judging 

the works of artists as to color. Not so of form, or light and shade, which 

are subject to the most stringent scientific laws, and outrages of these laws are : 

therefore easy to detect. Viewed in this light, the pictures of painters who 

ignore science are nothing but elaborate mosaics of lies, no one detail of which » 

can possibly be true, for their authors possessed no accurate knowledge of the 

appearance of natural phenomena by which these details could be tested and 

judged. If we find in an elaborate composition a detail of architecture, of 

exact geometric form, drawn under the influence of light and shade, both the 

form and effect of chiaroscuro are capable of absolute test and demonstration 

of being either right or wrong. The man who is ignorant of the scientific ~ 

rules and basis of art will draw these wrongly all the time, unless about once 

in a hundred times he gets the form and effect right by accident. Now, if we 

apply this test to a simple detail whose accuracy can be demonstrated, and find 

the painter has drawn it wrongly, why should we trust his version of a face 

or a landscape which require infinitely higher powers of observation? If we f
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cannot trust a man with a penny, why entrust him with a pound? and what penny, why Pp 
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doubt it, and there were not wanting many examples of the types of bad taste 

already described to show that errors. exist on both sides of that line which 

i divides fine art from industrial art. :
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If we turn from these and examine works of industrial art which are 

accepted as types of good design, we find precisely the opposite of such a s 

spirit as that referred to, and a recognition of the dividing-line. Consistency 

and simplicity are the necessary characteristics of good ornamental art, and all 

great schools have recognized it. Inconsistency, over-elaboration and sham have 

marked the ephemeral products of those schools or epochs which have never 

: been nor will ever be considered great. Let us see, for instance, how the. 

Greeks looked at design for industrial purposes. There are not more than 

twelve distinct forms of ornament used for the decoration of all their industrial 

products, but these were well chosen and well adapted, and invariably increase 

the beauty of the object ornamented without detracting from its use and con- 

venience. Not one of these forms makes more than a slight approach to the 

imitation of nature; in only a few does this extend to the ignoring of sym- 

metry as an element of conventionalism, and in none at all is this last feature 

entirely departed from. This much of ornament. 

It is to be remembered, however, that design for useful objects includes : 

both their construction and ornamentation, and the first is to be attended to 

first, before any consideration of the second is necessary. Faithful service well 

performed is what human nature requires of its servants, for that cannot be 

dispensed with as an ideal, however much of this ideal service is lost in the 

actual performance through want of skill; and then comes the soul’s longing 

for graceful service added to faithful service. Satisfying the whole need of both 

i body and soul is the function of good design, whilst beautifying the necessity 

is the province of ornamentation. So the canons of criticism upon which 

industrial art may be judged are not past the comprehension of very ordinarily _ 

educated people, always supposing that they have common sense as human 

creatures, and some modesty and refinement of thought. For just as most 

people are fair judges of good workmanship so far as serviceableness goes, 

thus far they are competent critics of more than one-half of the quality of 

useful objects, their adaptation to the utilitarian purposes for which they were 

designed. Then there is the second half of the capacity to criticise—viz., 

judging of the purity of taste and skill of workmanship displayed, which is 

necessarily a matter either of education or observation, another form of educa- r 

tion. The knowledge of the expert includes not only these two branches, but
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also a close acquaintance with the materials of the arts, and intimacy with 

processes of manufacture; for not only must good design be on right general 

principles of taste, but it must recognize the peculiarities of the raw material ‘ 

in which the design has to be produced, as well as the process by which it 

will be manufactured. Such a comprehensive knowledge as that is not neces- 

sary for the ordinary person aspiring to possess good taste, for all will never 

become experts, but if they did, even then there would be no experts left. 

Seldom has there been, even if ever, so complete an opportunity for the 

cultivation of good taste and sound ideas concerning industrial art as the 

Centennial Exhibition afforded. With some definite and catholic opinions on 

what constitutes good taste, and a clear perception of the difference in function 

between industrial and fine art, then it becomes a simple matter to estimate 

the language of each by whatever tongue it is spoken. Art is the one universal 

language, and national types are but accents or dialects of the same. Here in 

this Catalogue is the permanent echo of the Centennial Exhibition, wherein the 

objects most conspicuous for their beauty, or in the technical skill displayed in ‘ 

their construction, are offered for the appreciation of the world and of future ages. 

Living men who remember with pride the year of celebration when the 

nation became a century old, may here see reminders of much that was enjoy- 

able, admirable and wonderful at Philadelphia. Men who are yet unborn will 

recognize in this permanent record of a national triumph the evidence that, 

though one hundred years had somewhat changedé¢the character of their ances- 

tors, time had in no wise eliminated from the national heart a thoughtful care 

for posterity. : 
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